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PREFACE

The Original Gospel of Thomas in Translation began as a hundred-page interpretative appendix to my monograph, Recovering the Original Gospel of Thomas: A History of the Gospel and Its Growth (LNTSSup, 286; London: T&T Clark, 2005). As I wrote Recovering and the appendix, I realized that the appendix was becoming more extensive than I had originally intended. So at the good suggestion of my editor, John Barclay, before the publication of Recovering, I pulled the appendix and began to reshape it into a freestanding commentary and translation of the Gospel of Thomas. In the process of rewriting the appendix into a separate book, I tried to create a volume that could be read and understood on its own, a volume that would be a useful resource apart from Recovering. Having said this, however, its theoretical and substantive connection with Recovering should not be overlooked since its original purpose was to provide detailed support for the arguments and discussions in that monograph. So personally, I consider the two books ‘sister’ volumes that together provide a detailed picture of my reconstruction of the Gospel of Thomas, its history and growth.

Because of this connection, I begin The Original Gospel of Thomas in Chapter 1 by summarizing and synthesizing the discussions contained in Recovering. In Chapter 2, I provide for the first time a reconstruction of the earliest version of the Gospel, the Kernel Thomas, which I estimate dates to 30–50 CE. The translation and reconstruction of the Kernel should not be understood as the exact ‘original’ Thomas, only the best approximate possible given the sources and method available. I also provide in Chapter 3 a new translation of the complete Gospel of Thomas. To showcase the gradual accrual of material in the Kernel, I have given the Kernel sayings in regular type while the accretions are in italic.

I set up the commentary with separate entries for each logion. Each entry includes the same sections, although it should be noted that in cases where one or more of the categories did not apply, I did not retain the heading in that particular entry. Each entry begins with its English translation. It should be noted that, whenever a logion has both a Greek witness and a Coptic witness, I have attempted to incorporate the oldest reading into the English translation of the logion. Next the Greek fragment with its translation is presented, and then the Coptic text with its translation. I use the following signs in my transcriptions and translations to signal textual or translation problems or decisions:

( ) Parentheses are placed around words not in the manuscript but that the translation needs in order to capture the meaning of the Greek or Coptic.
(( )) Double parentheses surround text where the translation is based on the Greek manuscript tradition rather than the Coptic.

The Original Gospel of Thomas in Translation

[ ] Square brackets indicate lacunae or effacement and their possible reconstructions.
[[ ]] Double square brackets surround text where it has been emended. In these cases, the translation is based on a correction of an error perceived in the manuscript tradition.
<< >> Double pointed brackets surround text where an alternative reading is presented based on a possible Aramaic text behind the Greek or Coptic.
. Dots under letters indicate that only a part of a letter is visible in the manuscript and that the ink marks indicate the likelihood of this restoration.

In each entry under the label ATTRIBUTION, I have identified whether or not the logion is from the Kernel Gospel or is a later accretion. The following section, TEXT AND TRANSLATION ISSUES, focuses on problems with the text, emendations, translation choices, and language issues. In the next section, INTERPRETATIVE COMMENT, I provide my interpretation of the logion based on the understanding of the Gospel that I mapped out in Recovering and summarized in Chapter 1 of this volume. My interpretation does not contain references to the Gnostic hermeneutic applied to the Gospel by numerous scholars for so many decades. Instead it focuses on providing an alternative hermeneutic which sees the Gospel as an example of early 'orthodox' Syrian religiosity. The SOURCE DISCUSSION for each logion is meant to highlight various positions that have been argued over the last fifty years as well as my own opinions. I have included in the entries LITERATURE PARALLELS as well as charts detailing AGREEMENTS WITH THE SYRIAN GOSPELS, THE WESTERN TEXT AND THE DIATESSARON. When identifying the parallel sayings to the logia, in addition to my own knowledge of the ancient literature, I found especially helpful W.D. Stoker, Extracanonical Sayings of Jesus (1989) and M. Meyer, The Gospel of Thomas (1992). I have attempted to be as complete as possible with the identification of parallels, although I recognize that there may be some variants that I have missed. Because of the limited space for publication, I have included only English translations of the parallels, but have referenced the original language critical editions in a convenient PRIMARY SOURCE BIBLIOGRAPHY so that the original language text can easily be found. There has been no attempt to translate the biblical passages anew since they already exist in numerous translations. So the English translation of the biblical passages is taken from the standard RSV, although I have taken liberties with punctuation. Unfortunately, this means that the language I have chosen to translate Thomas' version of sayings that have New Testament parallels does not necessarily correspond to the RSV translation, so the original language of the New Testament should be consulted and compared with the Greek and Coptic of Thomas. The Greek New Testament can be found in the standard edition of Novum Testamentum Graece. As for the agreements with the Syrian Gospels, the Western Text, and the Diatessaron, these were compiled from the earlier work of G. Quispel (1959; 1975e) and T. Baarda (1983c). Each entry ends with a SELECT BIBLIOGRAPHY which highlights the works that served as the basis for my discussion of the logion.
My transcriptions are based not only on previous scholars’ work, but also on my own physical examination in the manuscripts. In late October 2004 while on Sabbatical leave from Illinois Wesleyan University, I flew to Boston, Oxford, and London to consult the Greek papyri fragments of the Gospel. I am indebted to the University which supported my travel and research odyssey with a generous faculty research grant. My gratitude extends to all the curators who kindly assisted me with the handling of the papyri: Ms Susan Halpert, Reference Librarian at the Houghton Library; Michael Boggan, Librarian in the Manuscripts Reading Room at the British Library; Dr Bruce-Benfield, Senior Assistant Librarian in the stately Duke Humfrey’s Reading Room at the Bodleian Library. My thanks also to Professor Christopher Rowland of Oxford University, Queen’s College, who hosted my delightful (and inspiring!) visit to Oxford.

In March 2005 while on Spring break, I travelled to Old Cairo to consult the Nag Hammadi manuscript of the Gospel which is housed in a wooden vault in the library of the Coptic Museum. I wish to thank especially Mm. Kamilia Makām, Director of Manuscripts at the Coptic Museum, for her generous assistance with the Coptic manuscript. Many others aided my travel to Egypt and facilitated my application to examine the Coptic manuscript, and to these kind people I also wish to extend my thanks: Dr Zahi Hawas, Secretary General of the Supreme Council of Antiquities; Dr Phillip Halim, Director of the Coptic Museum; Mm. Amira Khattab, Deputy Director of Research and Government Relations for the American Research Center in Egypt; Dr Gawdat Gabra, former Director of the Coptic Museum. Professor Marvin Meyer of Chapman University and Professor Karen King of Harvard University gave me valuable advice regarding travel to Old Cairo and the Museum, for which I am grateful.

Birger Pearson kindly mentioned to me the work of J. Liebenberg (2001), which I did not know about when writing Recovering. The fact that Birger Pearson called my attention to Liebenberg’s monograph has enriched this commentary, particularly my discussions of the Thomaseine parables. Kevin Sullivan and Deirdre Dempsey were great conversation partners, particularly when it came to laying out the Aramaic and Syriac substratum of Thomas. David Cook graciously introduced me to T. Khalidi, The Muslim Jesus. Steve Patterson gave me helpful feedback regarding my views on Thomas’ compositional history as I presented them in Recovering. I thought his discussion in ‘Wisdom in Q and Thomas’ had implications for the Gospel’s compositional history, but the article was only meant to be a traditio-historical contribution. He remains sceptical about the compositional history of Thomas.

A word of thanks to my secretary and research assistant, Regina Linsalata, who collected and collated articles and books, and put together the bibliographies, and to my student assistant, Abigail Mohaupt, who compiled the indices. And thanks to my husband, Wade Greiner, who has spent countless hours discussing with me the Gospel of Thomas and asking me all the ‘right’ questions. His avid interest, support and encouragement mean more to me than I can express in words.

Finally, a note about the dedication to my Doktorvater, Jarl Fossum. When I told him that I wanted to write another book on the Gospel of Thomas, he asked
me quite seriously, 'What more can be said about the Gospel of Thomas?' So this is for you, Jarl, and the Religionsgeschichtliche Schule you inspired in the States.

April DeConick
Assumption of the Blessed Virgin Mary, 2005
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Part I

THE GOSPEL IN TRANSLATION
Chapter 1

BOUNDARIES AND BASICS

Eight years ago in the prologue to Seek To See Him, I lamented the fact that an exhaustive commentary on the Gospel of Thomas did not exist, while scores of such commentaries continue to be written on New Testament texts. Other than religious bias, I fail to reason why this is the case, especially when we have before us a real gem, a 'found' early Christian Gospel that indeed may contain a kernel of Jesus' sayings pre-dating Quelle.

Although several smaller commentaries representing the interpretations of individual scholars have been released in the last decade, sadly, in my opinion, the most recent 'comprehensive' commentary to date was written by J. Ménard in 1975, nearly thirty years ago. At that time it represented the status questionae which had been worked out with great enthusiasm in manifold lectures and publications during the 1960s. Because Thomas speaks of the light within each individual while degrading the cosmos and the human body, brilliant scholars spilled much ink developing Gnostic interpretations for each of the logia. Ménard's commentary represented this academic consensus on Thomas, that this Gospel was written by a Gnostic author who revised Synoptic sayings of Jesus in order to convey an esoteric message to elite religionists. Although a few voices at the time followed either G. Quispel's or H. Koester's lead, arguing that the Gospel retained early independent tradition, the majority of scholars whom Ménard represented felt that the Gospel was dependent, late and essentially irrelevant to the study of Christian origins.

1. Ménard (1975). For a range of recent commentaries offering individual interpretations, see Meyer (1992) which presents an historical view of the Gospel as an example of an ancient sapiential collection; Valantasis (1997) which provides an interpretation for a modern reader, emphasizing the original ascetic nature of the Gospel and possibilities for what this might mean to us today; Davies (2002) which offers a commentary to enhance the spirituality of the modern reader with little interest in historical issues.

2. Cerfauex and Garitte (1957); Grant (1959); Wilson (1958/1959; 1960b); Bauer (1960); Grant with Freedman (1960); Schoedel (1960); Roques (1960a; 1960b); Smyth (1960); Cornelis (1961); Gärtner (1961); Haenchensch (1961); Turner and Montefiore (1962); Bauer (1964); Vielhauer (1964); Schrage (1964a); Säve-Söderbergh (1967). The most recent attempt is that of Fieger (1991).

1. Boundaries and Basics

1.1. A Gnostic Gospel?

Analysis of the Nag Hammadi documents alongside Patristic materials has challenged the traditionally held appeal to a generic Gnostic religiosity and Gnosticism as a religious movement, let alone Thomas' association with such a religion. It is becoming increasingly clear that ‘Gnosticism’ and its adjective ‘Gnostic’ are misnomers, that is they are not so much descriptors of historical realities as they are modern typological constructs. What we are realizing is that our traditional understanding of Gnosticism and its corollaries summed up at Messina was built on our circular assumption that the characteristics held in common by ‘deviant’ groups in antiquity described a larger religiosity, an umbrella religion under which various deviants hovered. Gnostic and Gnosticism came to represent a form of religiosity characterized by a negative view of the cosmos and human existence, a feeling of nihilism in contrast with the yearning for everything spiritual. As such, various traditions – Hermetic, apocalyptic, mystical, encratic – lost their distinctiveness and were subsumed under the Gnostic umbrella. Everything esoteric became Gnostic as if, by definition, orthodoxy was devoid of esoteric tendencies.

But this ‘golden bough’ is breaking. Analysis of the Nag Hammadi materials has revealed that the Hermetics were distinct from the Valentinians who were distinct from the Sethians who were distinct from the Simonians and so on. Their distinctiveness was not only in regard to their social boundaries and behaviours, but also their theological positions. There was not an umbrella religion called ‘Gnosticism’ in which these groups participated. So to continue to characterize the Gospel of Thomas ‘Gnostic’ is historically misleading, and its perpetuation ends in chasing a pink elephant. If scholars should continue inventing elaborate Gnostic interpretations of Thomas’ logia, their endeavours will be nothing more than exercises in scholarly imagination and modern Gnostic eisegesis. Certainly it is fair to ask whether the Gospel of Thomas was written by a Valentinian (such as the Gospel of Philip was), or a Basilidian, or a Carpocratian, or a Naasene. But as I have argued in detail elsewhere, since Thomas intrinsically lacks any mythological or sociological references distinct to any of these forms of Christianity, this question leads us nowhere either.

1.1.1. An Alternative Solution

In my opinion, this current state of knowledge requires a reexamination of the Gospel of Thomas, offering an alternative hermeneutic and commentary to the passé Gnostic, a hermeneutic and commentary that is sensitive to shifting Christian constituencies, is contextualized in historical realities, and is grounded in traditions located in specific geographical areas. This book is intended to be a contribution in that direction. Although it is still not the comprehensive encyclopedic

---

commentary I wish for, it is an attempt to read the Gospel of Thomas as a text echoing early Syrian religiosity instead of a Gospel written by and for some shadowy Gnostics. For all these reasons, I do not include extensive references to the Gnostic hermeneutic applied to the text over the years, but have focused my commentary on the alternative hermeneutic which I have developed more fully in the companion volume to this commentary, Recovering the Original Gospel of Thomas: A History of the Gospel and Its Growth (London: T&T Clark, 2005).

G. Quispel warned us decades ago that we needed to be more careful about describing early Syrian Christianity as if it should be similar to Roman Christianity, making texts like the Pseudo-Clementines, the apocryphal Acts, and the Thomaisne literature appear deviant and ‘Gnostic’. His warning is worth reprinting:

Our students ought to know that Christianity has been interpreted in several ways, according to the genius of the peoples to whom it was entrusted: if Rome stressed the legal aspects of the new religion, and the Greeks developed the ontological interpretation of God and Christ, the Syrians were not interested in dogmatic strife, at least until Ephrem Syrus in the fourth century, and conceived their faith rather as a Way, a way of life.7

Has the contemporary move to ‘novelize’ the original Aramaic Christianity of James and the Mother Church in Jerusalem and to ‘multiply’ Christianity in Palestine given scholars licence to lose touch with orthodox Christianity that developed early on in Syria, an orthodoxy very different from that which simultaneously was growing in the West? Is the Academy returning to a modified but still hypercritical pre-World War II position advocated by Eduard Schwartz in 1932 that the Christian Jewish elements in texts like the Pseudo-Clementines – the hostility towards Paul, the primacy of James, and so on – are mythologies created by novelists who wished to legitimate the opinions of existing Christian congregations?8

Certainly it must be recognized that communal memory and the need to explain the present played a large part in the motivation and codification of the traditions. But, and here is where the Academy is on the verge of making a grave error, this process was not detached from the historical past and actual memories of the community. The presence of traceable traditions in our texts leads us forward to a historically plausible reconstruction of early Christianity. The Christianity in Syria as it emerges in our texts shows strong roots and ties with traditions from Jerusalem. Pauline traditions and hermeneutics generally were not developed by the early eastern Syrian community. Thus, the theology of the cross as Paul developed it and later the lawyers in the Roman Church, is not emphasized. This fact alone makes early Syrian texts look ‘strange’ to the Western eye. And I suspect, since the Western trained scholar has had need to legitimate his or her form of Christianity as the earliest and most authentic, the study of Syrian Christianity has been relegated to the deviant, the Gnostic, rather than heir to Jerusalem.

1.1.2. Characteristics of Early Syrian Christianity
What do our texts tell us about the nature and characteristics of early Syrian Christianity? As A. Voobus taught us long ago, Christianity in eastern Syria in the first couple of hundreds of years demanded celibacy and asceticism for admission into the Church.\(^9\) The willingness to take on this renunciatory life fused with the Christian faith made admission to the Syrian Church possible. The larger Catholic Church particularly in the West did not favour this old position of the Syrian Christians, and consequently our historical memory of these people is of sectarians and even heretics. But the literary evidence from Nag Hammadi, the apocryphal *Acts*, the *Pseudo-Clementines*, the records of the Church Fathers, and so on, point to a form of Christianity in Syria which was encratic, honouring the solitary life over the marital. It was E. Peterson who first recognized the old Palestinian origins of these notions, tracing them back to a form of Christian Judaism which, like other forms of Judaism, taught about the two inclinations of the soul.\(^10\) The evil inclination was identified with the sexual impulse and needed to be guarded against. For these Christians, baptism followed by daily washings and renunciations extinguished the desire and made it possible for the believer to restore his soul to the glorious prelapsarian Image of God.

This position on the solitary life appears to have shifted with Aphraates, whose writings show us that the demands of celibacy were eventually relaxed, reserved for the privileged class of the Syrian Church, the ‘sons and daughters of the Covenant’. This shift occurred at a time when the Syrian Church was becoming more influenced by Roman theology and practices. It appears that only at this time in the history of Syrian Christianity were the married allowed full entrance into the Church.

As far as early Syrian theology is concerned, here the East does not meet the West either. In the early Syrian literature, the human being regains Paradise lost through his or her own effort of righteous living as revealed by Jesus, not through some act of atonement on Jesus’ part. Over and over again through story after story, the Christian is taught that he or she must become as self-controlled as possible, particularly concentrating on overcoming desire and passions that lurk in the soul. He or she is taught through discourse and example that marriage should be abandoned in order to achieve the prelapsarian condition of ‘singleness’. When this is done, gender differences are abolished and the believer can be united with his or her divine double in the ‘bridal chamber’. This divine double, the person’s new spouse, is in fact Jesus himself. In the literature, it is Judas Thomas (Judas the Twin) who becomes the metaphor for all believers since Jesus is described as his very own divine Twin.

1.1.3. An Ancient ‘Orthodox’ Syrian Gospel
This is the historical context for the Christianity described in the *Gospel of Thomas*. The sayings in this little book describe a mystical form of Christianity

\(^9\) Voobus (1951); Voobus (1960).
in which the believer worked not just to understand God, but to 'know' him in the deepest and most intimate sense. They wished to experience God immediately and directly. The Thomasine Christians teach us in their Gospel that the first step toward this Ultimate experience is to achieve a personal state of passionlessness. Complete control over their bodies garnered for them the condition necessary to storm the gates of Eden. So many sayings point to an encratist praxis, honouring the life of the solitary above all else (L. 4.1, 4.3, 11.2–4, 16.4, 21.1–4, 21.6–9, 22, 23.2, 27.1, 37, 49, 64.12, 75, 85, 101, 105, 106, 110, 111.2, 114). These Christians worked hard to recreate their bodies into the glorious Image of Adam through permanent celibacy. In the sayings, we find that they tried to imitate Jesus’ crucifixion which they understood differently from Western Christians. To them, Jesus’ crucifixion was the ultimate example of a person crucifying the flesh and its appetites (L. 55, 56, 58, 80, 87, 112). So they taught each other that it was necessary to ‘fast from the world’ and guard against temptations and worldliness (L. 27, 21.6–8, 110). With the intervention of the Holy Spirit received at baptism, they fought the apocalyptic battle internally, overpowering their inner demons (L. 21, 29, 70). These Christians appear to have placed great stock in the power of the eucharist, mentioning on several occasions the power of divine food and drink to render the person ‘equal’ to Jesus (L. 13, 61, 108).

Once the passionless body in imitation of Jesus had been achieved, the believer was encouraged to study and meditate on the words of Jesus (L. 1). Through this praxis, they sought revelation and vision. This God-Experience included journeys into the heavenly realms to see Jesus (L. 37) and worship before God’s throne (L. 15). Knowledge of the passage through the spheres was memorized (L. 50) so that the believer could gaze upon God before death in order not to die (L. 59). In heaven, they would meet their divine doubles, their lost Images, their true selves (L. 84). They would directly encounter the Living God – God the Father and Jesus his Son. They believed that these experiences would bring about their complete and final transformation into their original bodies of Glory, so that they would no longer ‘die’.

Again, there is nothing about this mystical spirituality that is ‘heretical’ or ‘Gnostic’ by traditional definitions. In fact, it appears to be a precursor of the spirituality of the Orthodox Church which grew out of the traditions of a mysticism of the heart. When the heart is indwelled by the Holy Spirit, the Orthodox believe that the soul can transform itself progressively into its glorious original Image. According to the Eastern Christian tradition this personal transformation is possible only because the glorious Image that was ours in the beginning has been diminished by Adam’s decision, not lost. It is, in fact, recoverable. This personal transformation is achieved through the hard work of the individual who aligns his or her life with that of Jesus, imitating him. In addition, when the Orthodox Christian partakes of the eucharist, it is believed that he or she is ingesting a divine body and achieving ‘at-one-ment’ with God. The death of Jesus is not the focus of Orthodoxy. Rather it is the Incarnation when the human and divine united and the transformation of the human soul into the glorious ‘original’ Image was rekindled. In Orthodoxy, the believer is called to self-knowledge, renunciation of the flesh through temperance in marriage or the Eremitic life, spiritual warfare
and purification of the passions, the path of virtue, contemplation and glorification through ‘gnosis’ and ‘theoria’, the great vision of God.\textsuperscript{11}

Why has the spirituality of the \textit{Gospel of Thomas} been so misunderstood by previous scholars? I dare say that it is the unfamiliarity of scholars of the West with the teachings of the Orthodox Church that have resulted in years of confusion and misdirection about the teachings contained in \textit{Thomas}. The Western tradition is in love with Augustine and so teaches that Adam’s sin completely severed the Image of God from the human being, leaving him dark, lost and helpless. Thus, Western thinkers believe the central act of Jesus was that of atonement for the sin of Adam through his torturous death on the Cross. This is reenacted in the eucharist, a sacrificial meal in which all believers reap vicarious benefit. Certainly this is not the teaching of the \textit{Gospel of Thomas}, but it is the standard, the canon, by which the teachings of \textit{Thomas} have been wrongly assessed for so many years. I hope in this volume to provide another standard by which to assess this Gospel as an ‘orthodox’ text from early Syrian Christianity.

\textbf{1.2. A Late Gospel?}

To say the least, there is much energy tied up in the question of dating this Gospel and its traditions. Scholars have been divided on this issue. Those arguing for independence are for earlier dates (50 to 140 CE) while those for dependence later dates (140 onwards). Many scholars wish to remain sceptical about the compositional history of \textit{Thomas}. I have been very frustrated with this scepticism because I think if we remain in the dark about how this text came into its present form then we should not be using it to create theories about early Christianity or the historical Jesus. There appears to me to be the desire in many scholars’ works, particularly those working in North America, to see \textit{Thomas} as a church document, but one that reflects a very early form of Christianity, a sapiential Christianity unadulterated by cross theology or apocalyptic thinking. Further, there has been the tendency to identify this sapiential theology with Jesus’ teaching, an identification which essentially has collapsed \textit{Thomas}’ theology into Jesus’ theology, as if it has been forgotten that \textit{Thomas}’ theology is a church theology created by the community for communal reasons. In \textit{Recovering}, I have reviewed these positions in some detail and have offered a new model for understanding the development of this Gospel, a model which is supported by studies in orality and rhetorical composition. The results of the application of my method has led to the identification of early sayings in \textit{Thomas} which belonged to an old speech gospel from Jerusalem, as well as a set of late accretions.\textsuperscript{12}

\textbf{1.2.1. The Kernel Gospel of Thomas}

This Kernel Gospel, as I call it, was composed of at least five speeches of Jesus and has affinities with Quelle. In fact, every Thomasic saying that has a parallel

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{11} For an introduction to the subject, see Spidlik (1986).
\item \textsuperscript{12} For details, refer especially to Chapter 3 (DeConick 2005).
\end{itemize}
with Quelle belonged to the Kernel Gospel. This represents over 50 per cent of the sayings belonging to the Gospel. Not even one Thomasine logion with a common Quelle variant can be located among the accretions! This provides independent confirmation, in my opinion, that the very strict methodology that I developed and applied to the Gospel in *Recovering* was successful distinguishing between earlier traditions and later accretions.

What I discovered while compiling my research in *Recovering* is that the *Gospel of Thomas* is neither early nor late, but both. It began as a smaller Gospel of sayings organized into a speech collection similar to the speech Gospels mentioned by Clement in the *Pseudo-Clementines*. The contents of the speeches point to their origin in the Jerusalem mission prior to 50 CE. The speeches were meant to be used in oral missionary settings where the orator 'stood in' for Jesus, reperforming his teachings. All five speeches were organized around eschatological themes, showcasing the urgency of the times, the premises of discipleship, and the need for exclusive commitment to Jesus. The Christology in the Kernel sayings is very old, pre-dating even Quelle. In the Kernel, Jesus is God's Prophet who exclusively speaks God's truth. He also is understood to have been exalted to the status of a great Angel whose main role is that of the Judge, casting fire upon the earth. These descriptors are comparable to those commonly associated with early Christian Judaism from Jerusalem.

1.2.2. Later Accretions in the Gospel of Thomas

It appears that this Kernel Gospel was taken to Syria very early in the mission of the Jerusalem Church. These words of Jesus left with the Syrian Christians quickly developed within an oral environment of reperformance. Between the years 50 and 120 CE, the Kernel was adapted during oral performances to the changing needs, demands and ideologies of the Christian community in Syria. Accretions gradually entered the speeches of Jesus and served to reconfigure older traditions and hermeneutics no longer relevant to the experience of the Syrian community. Chart 1, reproduced from *Recovering*, conveniently identifies the Kernel and accretive materials, and the approximate dates for the accrual of the later sayings.

As can be seen from this chart, logia accrued in response to Gentile interests that eventually came to dominate the community, a leadership crisis, the death of the eyewitnesses, and the development of Christology. But the main experience which led to the reconfiguration of the Gospel was the fact that the community's original eschatological expectations had been disconfirmed by its contemporary experience of the Non-Event. When the Kingdom did not come, rather than discarding their Gospel and closing the door of their church, the Thomasine Christians responded by reinterpreting Jesus' sayings. They believed that they had misunderstood previously Jesus' intent, that they had applied the wrong hermeneutics to his sayings. So they aligned their old traditions with their present experience by shifting their theology to the mystical and creating a new hermeneutic through which the old traditions could be reinterpreted. This response is visible in the way in which they reperformed their old Gospel. Initially between 60 and 100 CE, they added question and answer units and dialogues that addressed the subject directly.
New sayings and interpretative clauses accrued, logia that worked to instruct the Christian in the new theology and guide him or her hermeneutically through the Gospel.

This eschatological rift does not appear to have been completely solved with these initial measures because the accretions show that the community continued to address the crisis by developing an encratic regime and Hermetic hermeneutic that served to completely transform the imminent Kingdom into the immanent Kingdom. This shift is evident in the sayings that accrued in the Gospel between 80 and 120 CE, a time when the community believed in a fully present Kingdom, and tried to recreate among themselves a utopian community, the Garden of Eden. According to the content of these accretions, they thought that their church was Paradise on earth. They were Adam and Eve before the Fall. Through encratic performance and visionary experience, they came to believe that they had achieved the eschatological promises of God in the present. The grandest of these promises was the complete transformation of their bodies into the original luminous Image of God. In face of a communal memory crisis, the Non-Event became the fulfillment of the Event. Jesus' promise of the imminent End had been realized within the boundaries of their community. The Christian no longer waited for the End to arrive and Jesus to return to achieve the promises of the Eschaton. His or her transformation was achieved immediately through imitative performance and direct mystical apprehension of God and his Son.

1.3. A Coptic Gospel?

My translation of the complete Gospel of Thomas is not meant to be another translation of the fourth-century Coptic Gospel manuscript. Rather it incorporates the older Greek fragments into the translation, attempting to provide the earliest edition of the full Gospel possible based on the extant manuscripts. The Greek and Coptic transcriptions are based on my own physical examination of the manuscripts as well as previous scholars' work, beginning with the original publications of the Greek fragments by B.P. Grenfell and A.S. Hunt and ending with the recent critical editions put out by B. Layton, H. Attridge and H.-G. Bethge.¹³

1.3.1. The Greek Oxyrhynchus Fragments

P. Oxy. 654 is kept safely in the vault of the British Library as Papyrus 1531. It is written on the verso side of a survey list of various pieces of land. The list is in a cursive script coming from the late second or early third centuries. It was not an uncommon practice for literary documents to be written on the back of documentary papyri as is the case here. The scribal hand on the verso is quite beautiful and legible, a medium-size block script from the mid- to late third century. The leaf has been broken in half vertically, so that we have extant approximately half the page. The length of the line can be estimated to 30 letter spaces on average.

¹³. Grenfell and Hunt (1897); Blass (1897); Cersoy (1898); Grenfell and Hunt (1904); Hofius (1960); Marcovich (1969); Fitzmyer (1971); Mueller (1973); Layton (1989); Attridge (1989); Bethge (1997).
The Original Gospel of Thomas in Translation

Chart 1. Gradual Accrual of Logia

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>21.10</td>
<td>38.1</td>
<td>61.1</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>96.1–2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21.11</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>62.1</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>96.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23.1</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>62.2</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>97</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24.2</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>63.1–3</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>98</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24.3</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>63.4</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>99</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>44.2–3</td>
<td>64.1–11</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>100.1–3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>65.1–7</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>102</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>46.1–2a, c</td>
<td>65.8</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>103</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>104</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>68.1</td>
<td>91.2</td>
<td>107</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>69.2</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>109</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>111.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>94</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Accretions, 50–60 CE
Relocation and Leadership Crisis
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68.2

Accretions, 60–100 CE
Accommodation to Gentiles and Early Eschatological Crisis
(with shift to mystical dimension of apocalyptic thought)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>3.1–3</th>
<th>6.1</th>
<th>14.1–3</th>
<th>14.5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>20.1</td>
<td>24.1</td>
<td>27.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>38.2</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>64.12</td>
<td>69.1</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88</td>
<td>91.1</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>109</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Accretions, 80–120 CE
Death of Eyewitnesses, Christological Developments and Continued Eschatological Crisis
(with incorporation of enigmatic and hermetic traditions)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Incipit</th>
<th>11.2–4</th>
<th>23.2</th>
<th>56</th>
<th>84</th>
<th>108</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>27.1</td>
<td>61.2–5</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.4–5</td>
<td>16.4</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>111.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>100.4</td>
<td>111.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>21.1–4</td>
<td>44.1</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.4–5</td>
<td>21.6–9</td>
<td>46.2b</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>106</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1. Boundaries and Basics

The scribe has included marks in the text that appear to function as orator’s aids. Before or after each phrase ‘Jesus said’, the scribe has drawn a coronis. In addition, in the line following the coronis, the scribe has drawn a line above several letters, indicating the beginning of a new saying. These lines and the coronis function to draw the orator’s eye to the page, aiding against the loss of place during recitation. This fragment contains words from the Incipit and L. 1–7.

P. Oxy. 655 is housed in the Houghton Library on the campus of Harvard University as SM 4367. It is a small single-sided fragment that has been pieced together under glass. So there are disparate breaks and lacunae to contend with. It contains words from L. 24, 36–39.

P. Oxy. 1 is in the care of the librarians at the stately Bodleian Library in Oxford. It is catalogued as MS. Gr. th. e. 7 (P) and can be viewed in the Duke Humphrey’s Reading Room. This fragment is double-sided, written in a legible hand. Breaks in transcription are mainly due to erosion of the manuscript. The scribe included coronis marks occasionally, although he appears to have used them to fill odd spaces at the end of lines when he was not able to finish a word in that line. Words from L. 26–33 and 77.2–3 can be read.

My transcription and reconstruction of the Greek papyri varies significantly from Attridge’s accepted one in Layton’s critical edition. There were numerous instances where dotted letters in his transcription were not legible to my eye even under ultraviolet light, or at edges of lacunae or eroded surfaces. So in my transcription, I have placed dots under partial letters that can be reasonably determined while leaving others in brackets. I am also very cautious about letter space, especially with P. Oxy. 654 which gives us only about half the letters for each line. There are several lines that Attridge has reconstructed which, in my estimation, simply cannot be, due to the limits of the line.

1.3.2. The Coptic Translation

The Coptic manuscript belongs to the Nag Hammadi collection and is catalogued under special glass as Codex 2, leaves 32.10 to 51.28. The manuscript is housed in a wooden vault in the library of the Coptic Museum in Old Cairo. The manuscript is written in a beautiful Coptic hand and was carefully transcribed and corrected. The pages are almost wholly intact except for some damage on the outside edges and corners of the leaves. The damage occasionally interferes with the preservation of the letters, so some letter and word reconstruction of the broken papyri is necessary. I have tried to make these judgements as fairly as possible with great consideration for the letter space available.

As for my translation of the Coptic, whenever gender-inclusive translation does not compromise the integrity of the Coptic text, I have chosen to translate the masculine reference as indefinite or neuter. Whenever possible, I have tried to render idiomatic statements gracefully into English rather than literally.

1.3.3. An Aramaic ‘Original’

I have tried in my English translation of the Gospel of Thomas to unlock some of the nuances of the Coptic language with the premise that the Coptic is a translation
of a Greek manuscript which, itself, was probably a translation of a Semitic language 'original'. This premise is based on the examination of numerous Semitisms present in specific logia, particularly where the Greek and Coptic are best explained with a Semitic substratum. The champion of this position was A. Guillaumont whose early studies revealed two levels of tradition prior to the Greek and Coptic. The first and earliest is a Palestinian Aramaic, while the second and latest is a Syriac that has fused with the early Western Aramaic.14

W. Schrage, K.H. Kuhn and B. Dehandschutter have offered a qualifier to this opinion, maintaining that some of these Semitisms are explained best as biblicisms or Coptic idioms.15 Even if they may be correct in some of the limited cases they present, these objections do not supplant the weight of the counter evidence. They do not overturn the fact that there remain a substantial number of Semitisms in Thomas (about half of the logia contain likely Semitisms) which cannot be explained on these grounds, expressions which occur frequently in other literature produced in Syria. Particularly noteworthy are those logia that contain Semitic syntax such as the expression ‘fast from the world’ found in L. 27. This expression is not native to Greek but is a Semitic construction and occurs frequently in Syriac literature.16 The strongest evidence for a Semitic substratum, in my opinion, however, lies not with arguments about syntax but with translation errors. A fine example is L. 30, a particularly troublesome aphorism that makes no sense in the Coptic. The Greek is very fragmentary and scholars have struggled to understand the aphorism by reconstructing the Greek in such a way to make it sensible but completely different from the Coptic. My own analysis of the papyrus in the Bodleian Library, however, has led me to a reconstruction similar to the Coptic: 'Where there are three people, gods are there. Where there is one alone, [I say,] I am with him.' In this case, neither the Greek nor the Coptic makes sense, but the nonsense can be easily explained, as Guillaumont did years ago, by understanding ‘gods’ (Θεοί) to be a mistranslation of a dialect variant of Elohim which is, of course, both a name of God in Judaism as well as the plural form ‘gods’. This is a case where we are not dealing with a simple Semitism retained in a Greek or Coptic translation, but a translation error probably from an Aramaic ‘original’ into Greek.

In my judgement, the logia identified as indicative of a Semitic substratum include 48 logia, approximately 42 per cent of the 114 sayings.17 I have charted these sayings (Chart 2 and Chart 3) according to their distribution in the Kernel Gospel or the accretive material. What is so remarkable to me is the identification of the Aramaic and Syriac substratum in the Kernel and accretions respectively. Across the Kernel sayings, with the exception of L. 9.2, 91.2 and 100.1 which are

15. Schrage (1964b); Kuhn (1960); Dehandschutter (1975: 129–130).
explained with reference solely to Syriac, an Aramaic substratum predominates. Except in these cases, references to Aramaic can or must explain the issues raised in the Kernel sayings. Could the Kernel Gospel have been composed in Aramaic? As for the accretions, the opposite appears to be the case. Except for L. 12.1 and 60.1 which are explained as Aramaisms, a Syriac substratum is dominant. References to Syriac can or must explain the issues raised in the accretions. Could the accretive material accruing later in the Gospel have been composed in Syriac? This appears to me to be the most plausible scenario given the evidence.

As for L. 12.1, it is important to recall that I had identified this saying as the earliest accretion, accruing in the Gospel between 50 and 60 CE. This early date would warrant an Aramaic substratum, rather than the later Syriac. In the case of L. 60.1, I had postulated in Recovering that this dialogue had been created from an earlier Kernel parable which was no longer recoverable. So it is not altogether surprising to me that an Aramaism would survive in this late dialogue. The fact that a couple of Syriacisms are found in the Kernel also is not surprising to me, but supports the theory that the Kernel was originally written in Aramaic, the Western dialect of Palestine. Once it was taken to Syria, it was reperformed and adapted into Syriac, the dialect of the East. This conclusion is supported by the reconstructive work of N. Perrin who has argued recently that the Gospel’s catchword organization might be better explained as a reflection of Syriac composition than Greek.18 In my opinion, the evidence for Syriac composition was not at the ‘original’ level of the Gospel as Perrin argues, but reflects a recomposition of the Gospel, a dialect shift from Aramaic to Syriac that occurred as the Kernel was reperformed in the Syrian environment.

1.4. A Dependent Gospel?

In the 1970s, the work of the form-critic H. Koester began to shift perceptions about the age of the traditions within the Gospel of Thomas from the late second century to the mid-first century.19 Although his position was not favoured at the time, it gradually gained prominence, especially in the United States. Koester and his students argued that, although the Gospel in its present form is ‘gnosticized’, form-critical analysis demonstrates that many of the sayings were contemporary with Quelle, preserved in forms often more ‘primitive’ than the Synoptics. In fact, they are best understood as variants independent of the New Testament Gospels. They were able to support these claims by appealing to the oral background of the text where variants of particular forms of sayings would be commonplace and deductions could be made about secondary developments by analysing parallel sayings.20

**Chart 2. Possible Semitisms in the Kernel Gospel**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Saying</th>
<th>Identification of possible Semitism</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8.1-3</td>
<td>נֶּאְפַה or רְמַשׁ explains כוּתִּית in Thomas and συνάλληταν in Matthew</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.1-5</td>
<td>‘to fill one’s hand’ is Semitic expression; לְּכָנָה is mistranslated into Greek Synoptics as ‘along’ while Thomas retains the Semitism, ‘by’ or ‘on’; ‘gathered them up’, rather than ‘devoured’ as the Greek Synoptics have it, might be explained by לֶאֹל which can mean ‘to gather’ or ‘to pick up’ as an animal might with its mouth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.3</td>
<td>Semitic syntax preserved in Thomas in phrasing, ‘there will be five people in a house, three will be against two and two against three…’ since two clauses are juxtaposed instead of the first clause subordinated as a conditional clause</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25.1-2</td>
<td>Reflexive use of ‘as your own soul’; Synoptics have ‘yourself’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30.1-2</td>
<td>Variant of ‘Elahim’ mistaken by Greek translator for plural ‘theoi’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33.2-3</td>
<td>‘to come in and to go out’ is Semitic expression; ‘a hiding place’ (Thomas) and ‘a cellar’ (Luke) may derive from יָכָנ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39.1-2</td>
<td>נַפְלָת or נֶּפֶל explains מַח in Thomas and פָּרָכֶה in Luke</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>נַפְלָת explains expression ‘be passersby’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>‘in heaven’ is Semitic phrase meaning ‘by God’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45.1-4</td>
<td>‘which is in your heart’ is Semitic expression</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>לְבָנִים explains ‘to make peace’ in Thomas and ‘to agree’ in Matthew</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55.1-2</td>
<td>‘become a disciple of mine’ and the repetition of the possessive pronoun in ‘his father...his mother...his brothers...his sisters’ are Semitic constructions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61.1</td>
<td>‘the one…the one’ is explained as a literal translation of an Aramaic phrase יְדוֹ...יְדוֹ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69.2</td>
<td>I explains that Matthew and Luke use δυνατόν while Thomas עָנָה</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72.1-3</td>
<td>נֶפֶל or נַפְלָת explains the expression ‘divider’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>76.1-2</td>
<td>The reflexive ‘he purchased for himself’ is Semitic expression</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78.1-3</td>
<td>יָּשָׁב is explained as a mistranslation of the Aramaic יָּשָׁב</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>79.1-3</td>
<td>יָּשָׁב explains Thomas’ ‘the breast that nourished you’ and Luke’s ‘the breasts that nursed you’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90.1-2</td>
<td>‘lordship’ in Thomas rather than Matthew’s ‘burden’ explained as an Aramaic tendency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>91.1-2</td>
<td>רָמַשׁ ‘to test’ or ‘to examine’ explains Thomas’ פִּתְמָבֶז and Luke’s דְּקֶּמָּבֶז</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>97.1-4</td>
<td>‘on the road being distant’ corresponds to יָּדֶרֶד לְרַדְרַד; ‘she did not realize it’ may rest on either יָּדֶר or מַרְדֶּר or מַדר, which can mean ‘to comprehend’ or ‘to realize’, ‘to see’ or ‘to know’; פִּכּוּ may correspond to the Aramaic מְדִיב</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>98.1-3</td>
<td>אֲפָרֹס הַרָּתִיק is explained as the proleptic use of the pronoun common to Aramaic syntax</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100.1-4</td>
<td>The Coptic, ‘a piece of gold’, is a mistranslation of מַלְאַכָּה which can refer to either the Roman denarius or a piece of gold or silver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>102</td>
<td>‘Woe to them, the Pharisees’ is explained as Aramaic syntax</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>104.1-2</td>
<td>The parallelism, ‘What sin have I committed? Or how have I been conquered?’ is explained by either בַּדָּר or בַּדָּר, which can mean both ‘to be conquered’ or ‘to sin’.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>107.1-3</td>
<td>יְדוֹ which can mean both ‘to wish’ or ‘to delight in’, may be behind פִּיוּּוּד, and explains why the Synoptics employ forms of the Greek χαῖρεν, while Thomas has יָּוּד</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>109.1-3</td>
<td>‘to go and plough’ and ‘he took that field and sold it’ are Semitic expressions.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Chart 3. Possible Semitisms in the Accretive Material

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Saying</th>
<th>Identification of possible Semitism</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>'to taste death' is commonly found in Semitic languages, meaning 'to die'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CUK $2HT$ is explained by either יָדַע or מָעָה, which mean both ‘to draw’ and ‘to lead’. The translator erred in his rendering into Greek. Clearly the meaning is ‘to lead’.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas has ‘Who will be great over us?’ while the Greek and Syriac Synoptic accounts have ‘the greatest’. This is explained by an Aramaic substratum</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KPΨΥΩΚ attributes an incorrect masculine pronoun to the feminine antecedent ΚΩΔΤ. This is explained as scribal error due to a distracted translator working with a Semitic original since ‘fire’ is feminine in Hebrew, Aramaic and Syriac</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ΝΝΕΤΗΜΙΝΑ is a Semitism, meaning ‘yourselves’. The reflexive use of ‘spirit’ is peculiar to Syriac</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MONΑΧΟϹ is explained by its Syriac compliment ΚΔΑΔ</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'to taste death' is commonly found in Semitic languages, meaning 'to die'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'to strip naked', is explained as a translation error since in Syriac the standard word meaning ‘to disrobe’, ἐκδιώκω, also means ‘to renounce’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Syriac preposition $\Delta$ may be responsible for both the accusative (Greek) and dative (Coptic) translations of ‘to fast from the world’ since it may signify either a direct or indirect object</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma\beta\beta ετη πετε το $όροβον may be explained as a Greek translation of a Semitic expression (cf. לְהַעֲנֶה הָעֵדֶת in Lev. 23.32), ‘to observe the Sabbath day as a Sabbath’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ΛΨΩ is explained as a mistranslation of the Aramaic ת or Syriac $\circ$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MONΑΧΟϹ is explained by its Syriac compliment ΚΔΑΔ</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Here we find ΠΤΩΜΑ instead of ΚΩΜΑ which is found in the doublet L. 80. This is explained as different translations of the same Aramaic term, ΠΝΩ, or Syriac term, $\lambda\nu\beta\nu$, meaning ‘corpse’ or ‘body’. ‘Has found’ is explained as a mistranslation of either ΚΔΑΔ or $\lambda\nu\beta\nu$, meaning either ‘to find’ or ‘to master’. ‘The world does not deserve the person who...’ is a Semitic expression</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ΛΥΓΜΑΠΕΙΤΗϹ $\xi\gamma\gamma\iota$, is explained as an attempt to translate an Aramaic predicate participal construction; ΤΗ $\mu\nu\kappa\omega\upsilon\tau\eta\tau\nu\epsilon\iota\beta$ ΜΠΕΙΤΕΙΒ is explained as a mistranslation of the Syriac $\alpha\nu\beta\nu$ which can mean both ‘to surround’ and ‘to bind’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MONΑΧΟϹ is explained by its Syriac compliment ΚΔΑΔ</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'The world does not deserve the person who...' is a Semitic expression</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85.1–2 'The world does not deserve the person who...' and 'to taste death' are Semitic expressions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>111.3 'The world does not deserve the person who...' is a Semitic expression.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>113.1–4 'By waiting' in Thomas and 'with things to be observed' in Luke are explained by either $\nu\nu\nu\nu$ or $\nu\nu\nu\nu$, since both carry this dual meaning</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 1.4.1. Independence Appeals

Although Koester’s appeal to oral tradition as the background of the logia forged new possibilities for understanding Thomas, very recent studies in orality and rhetoric have shown that this appeal to background was too narrow. As I have
discussed in extensive detail in the sister volume, Recovering, the culture out of which Thomas emerged was one dominated by an oral consciousness in which composition occurred mainly in the field of oral performance. Orality was the preferred mode of composition and transmission.\textsuperscript{21}

Generally, writing was limited to correspondence or state documents. Or preservation, reserved for times when the community felt their memory of the traditions was fading or threatened from the death of the eyewitnesses or disasters like war. Authors preferred to rely on memory and oral witnesses as sources for their compositions whenever possible, although actual texts would be consulted if the situation necessitated it.

When traditions were written down, the texts were used as storage sites and memory aids for the continued oral performance of the traditions. Often the traditions of teachers would be stacked in lists that functioned rhetorically to illicit an argument or to instruct. During the performance of the traditions, the recitation of the words fluctuated as the needs of the audience shifted as well as the purposes of the orator or teacher. Orators recomposed the text every time it was performed, elaborating, explaining, interpreting, shifting details, and so on.

This rich manner of transmission has consequences beyond the fact that multiple variants will be located within early Christian texts or that newer material, including interpretative material, will have accrued alongside older. It suggests what we have known for a long time. Simple observation of the manuscript tradition of the New Testament and extra-canonical texts reveals that multiple variations of the ‘same’ text existed, not identical versions. This fact can be ignored no longer, and the implications it has for the old model of source criticism upon which form and redaction criticisms depend must be faced. That is, the likelihood that Matthew and Luke used exactly the same copy of Quelle and Mark is nil.\textsuperscript{22} Although careers have been built on the reconstruction of Quelle, its redactions and its modifications at the hands of Matthew and Luke, studies in orality suggest a much more complicated and messy picture, as J. Dunn has highlighted in his work as well.\textsuperscript{23}

This is a picture that scholars generally do not like because it leads to uncertainties and probabilities rather than confidence. Without certainty of our sources, the well-loved demonstrations in Matthean and Lukan redaction of Quelle and Mark become little more than schoolhouse exercises.

This fact makes the arguments for Thomas’ dependence much more difficult to maintain. Of course there are scholars on both sides of the issue with reasons all around. Those who have argued for independence cite as evidence the fact that the logia in Thomas do not follow the same sequence as the sayings in the Synoptics. That the Thomasine parables are not allegorized like their Synoptic counterparts. That form-critically the logia in Thomas belong to an earlier stage of tradition than the Synoptic parallels. That there is present Synoptic-like material that is not paralleled in the Synoptics. That there is an absence of redactional

\textsuperscript{21}. See especially, Chapter 1 (DeConick, 2005).
\textsuperscript{23}. Dunn (2000: 294).
activity traceable to Synoptic hands. These statements in scholarly literature have become quite standardized and generally accepted.24

But are they accurate perceptions? In fact, there are a couple of clusters in Thomas where the sequencing is the same as we find in the Synoptics (cf. L. 16.1–2 and 16.3; 55.1 and 55.2; 65 and 66). There is at least one example of a parable that is allegorized (L. 21.1–4/21.5/21.6–7) and several more interpreted (L. 64.1–11/64.12; 65/66; 76.1–2/76.3) and possibly even rewritten into a dialogue (L. 60). There is plenty of secondary material and developed logia in Thomas including accretive dialogues, question and answer units, interpretative clauses and the like. Although Thomas contains unparalleled material, so too Matthew and Luke contain special material unparalleled in their sources. As for redactional activity, if one examines the parallels on the basis of the traditional schools of source, form and redaction criticisms, there is evidence for Lukan dependence in some logia. This is a point that even J. Sieber conceded in the conclusion of his much-referenced dissertation, although this point seems to have been passed over by most scholars using his book in order to validate arguments for independence.

1.4.2. Dependence Appeals

As for the scholars who have argued for dependence, their position is equally problematic. They began by making the mistake that parallels with Synoptic material are indicative of dependence. It was realized by the mid-1960s that parallel material is noteworthy but not determinative. It was W. Schrage’s monograph that pointed the way. In Das Verhältnis des Thomas-Evangeliums zur synoptischen Tradition und zu den koptischen Evangelienübersetzungen, Schrage systematically worked through the logia and identified what he thought to be Synoptic redactional elements in Thomas.25 Since its publication, the only monograph of which I am aware that deals with these same issues was written in 1991 by M. Fieger.26 Its analysis of the source issue appears to be dependent upon Schrage’s monograph, including his synopticon of the Coptic parallels and Schrage’s problematic thesis that the Coptic Thomas is dependent upon the Coptic version of the New Testament. Because Fieger’s discussion is so dependent upon Schrage, I have reserved my overview of the issue mainly to Schrage and the few articles written by other scholars since his book, articles which have added various nuances to Schrage’s standard arguments. I have also noted those points where Fieger offers new insights.

I have taken the same approach with J. Sieber’s response to Schrage, his 1966 Claremont dissertation, A Redactional Analysis of the Synoptic Gospels with regard to the Question of the Sources of the Gospel According to Thomas.27 Sieber has given us the most complete systematic response to the dependence argument.

put forward by Schrage. Every scholar of whom I am aware since Sieber has relied on and referenced his position. So again, I have limited my discussion of the issue to Sieber, except when others have contributed a new nuance or alternative argument to the discussion. Although Sieber favours independence and scholars have relied on him in this regard, it should be correctly noted that he does concede the possibility for dependence in the case of L. 31, 39, 45, 56, 79 and 104, based on the presence of words that some scholars regard as traditionally redactional. All are from the Lukan hand. The central contribution made by Sieber, however, is his identification of the major flaw in the redactional appeal – the assumption that our literary sources are fixed and certain. This assumption does not take into account the fact that because our sources developed within an oral environment what we have traditionally earmarked ‘redactional traces’ might instead be evidence of source variation. In such a case, dependence and independence become very relative terms, and parallels between Luke and *Thomas* would point to a common tradition of saying variants rather than Lukan editorial remarks surfacing in *Thomas*.

1.4.3. *An Alternative Appeal*

My own investigation into the matter has conceived an even messier and more complicated picture, one which will not satisfy those who are looking for a definitive answer. If *Thomas* grew as a rolling corpus, one could argue that it is possible that the Kernel was initially dependent on the Synoptics to which additional material accrued at a later time. But, in order to demonstrate this theory, one is faced with the same persistent problems that have dogged the discussion previously: parallels are not determinative; redactional elements are difficult to maintain since the assumption that it relies on – that the Synoptic sources are fixed and certain – does not take into account the fact that the Synoptic sources developed within an oral environment, let alone the problems of secondary orality or scribal harmonization; at best, the most successful dependence appeals have been limited to a handful of sayings, relying on a very small amount of evidence.

There are a number of weighty reasons, however, why it is better to understand the Kernel to have been an early independent document that becomes secondarily developed. As I argued in *Recovering*, first and foremost, the content of the Kernel sayings reflects the early interests of the first Jerusalem church. This is particularly the case regarding its Prophet Christology, which presented Jesus’ earthly role in connection with a line of Jewish prophets who came as models of righteousness and interpreters of the Law, who was to be greater than all other prophets including the Baptist, who would be the ‘rejected cornerstone’. The imminent eschatology of the Kernel also aligns with the expectations of the Jerusalem church which taught the immediate coming of God’s Judgement and Kingdom. Jesus would be responsible for bringing God’s Judgement upon the world, since he had been exalted at his death to God’s right hand as Yahweh’s great Angel.

Second, as I detailed in *Recovering*, a study of the accretions shows that they served to reinterpret older traditions. These secondary adaptations map post-50 Christian concerns like the admission of Gentiles to the community and the delay
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of the Eschaton, suggesting that *the Kernel which is being adapted must be from an even earlier period of Christianity.* This adaptation of earlier material is undeniable in the construction of the dialogues, question-and-answer units, and the interpretative phrases. The questions and interpretative clauses are clearly secondary to the saying, not only in terms of retrospective (and sometimes disconnected) content, but also because versions of some of the sayings circulated in other imaginary contexts in early Christian literature. Literary criticism of these units shows a remarkable consistency in vocabulary and thematic characteristics, all of which are references to late-first- and early-second-century theological developments, like the encratic ideal and hermetic patterns. This adaptation of the earlier traditions is coherent with post-50 Christianity, and leads me to conclude that the Kernel being adapted is more likely earlier than this date, rather than later. In fact, *the adaptation of the earlier Kernel, in terms of the reshaping of the Christian communal memory, looks to me to be very complementary to the adaptation of earlier traditions evident in the composition of the Synoptic gospels and John in this same period.* So it should not surprise us that there is strong evidence favouring the Kernel’s Aramaic and oral heritages.

1.4.3.1. Reliance on Aramaic Traditions. As I have covered in Section 1.3 above, the Kernel *Thomas* appears to have been composed in Aramaic. This suggests that it did not rely on the Greek Synoptics but Aramaic traditions from Jerusalem. In fact, as A. Guillaumont and others have pointed out, several parallels with Synoptic variants even suggest that *Thomas*’ translation of the Aramaic into Greek took a different route than the translation of the Aramaic material into Greek in the pre-Synoptic sources (Chart 4, overleaf).

It is noteworthy that in all these instances, the translation variants are found in the Kernel sayings, not the accretions. So there is good evidence, in my opinion, that the Kernel is dependent upon pre-Synoptic Aramaic traditions which the Synoptics also may have relied upon, but in Greek translation.

1.4.3.2. A Connection with the *Pseudo-Clementines* and *Tatian.* To this evidence, it should be noted that clusters and hermeneutics of the sayings in the Kernel do not jive with the Synoptics, but with the *Pseudo-Clementines* which is claimed to be based on speeches of Jesus that were recited by Peter and recorded by a scribe in books for the Jerusalem mission (L. 38, 39, 40, 45, 46//Rec. 1.54, 59–60, 2.30; L. 92, 93, 94//Rec. 2.3, 3.1; L. 62.1, 62.2//Hom. 18.7–10, 13; L. 39 and 42//Hom. 2.9; L. 9, 10, 11, 14.4, 15//Hom. 11.2–7). Equally striking are the numerous single sayings that appear to have been interpreted in the Kernel speeches in ways very similar to the interpretations given in the *Pseudo-Clementines* (cf. L. 10//Rec. 6.4; L. 32//Hom. 8.4; L. 39.1–2//Hom. 18.15–16; L. 41.1–2//Hom. 18.16; L. 62.2//Hom. 18.3; L. 68.1//Hom. 12.29; L. 76.1–2//Rec. 3.62; L. 52.1–2//Rec. 1.59). In all these cases, the New Testament parallels do not show familiarity with the Kernel cluster or the hermeneutic. Again, it is noted that every Thomasine saying that has a distinctive parallel in the *Pseudo-Clementines* is a Kernel saying, not an accretion (L. 9, 16, 32, 39, 40, 54, 62, 64, 68, 76, 93, 95).
Chart 4. Evidence for a Possible Pre-Synoptic Aramaic Substratum

9.2  יִּשְׁרֵךְ is mistranslated into Greek in the Synoptics as ‘along’, while Thomas retains the reference to the Aramaic, ‘by’ or ‘on’.

16.3  L. 16.3, against Luke 12.52, preserves Semitic syntax in its phrasing, ‘there will be five people in a house, three will be against two and two against three...’ Here, we have two clauses juxtaposed instead of the first clause subordinated as a conditional clause. The translator of Luke’s Greek text did not understand the Semitic syntax and wrongly introduced διακεφαλειασθεν εις στοιχειον in the first clause.

25.1–2  Reflexive use of ‘as your own soul’; Synoptics have ‘yourself’.

30.2–3  ‘a hiding place’ (Thomas) and ‘a cellar’ (Luke) may derive from הַרְעָה.

39.1–2  שְׁלֹשָׁה or שְׁבַע explains פִּי in Thomas and פִּיתָה in Luke.

40.1–2  נְאֻם may represent an Aramaic substratum, explaining ‘Father’ (Thomas) and ‘my Father’ (Matthew).

48  יָשֵׁש explains ‘to make peace’ in Thomas and ‘to agree’ in Matthew.

69.2  י displays that Matthew and Luke use ὅτα while Thomas ΚΥΙΝΑ.

79  פָּרֶשׁ explains Thomas’ ‘the breast that nourished you’ and Luke’s ‘the breasts that nursed you’.

90  ‘lordship’ in Thomas rather than Matthew’s ‘burden’ explained as an Aramaic tendency.

107.1–3  יִּבְשָׂמ which can mean both ‘to wish’ or ‘to delight in’, may be behind ΤΟΥΟΥΚ, and explains why the Synoptics employ forms of the Greek γαίρειν, while Thomas has ΟΥΟΥΡ.

This striking agreement between the Kernel and the Pseudo-Clementines cannot be mere coincidence given the fact that other Syrian witnesses have knowledge of the later accretions. In the case of the Liber Graduum, L. 6, 18, 19, 22, 27, 37, 75, 85, 105, 106 28 at least are paralleled. Pseudo-Macarius’ writings at least are familiar with L. 3, 11, 22, 27, 37, 51, 112, 113. 29 All of these are accretions.

This evidence leads me to wonder how sceptical as scholars we should remain regarding Clement’s claim found in the Pseudo-Clementines that he was hired by James to follow Peter, listen to his speeches about Jesus’ teachings, and record them in books for the Jerusalem mission. Given the recovery of the Kernel and the uncanny parallels in the Pseudo-Clementines, I think that this claim in fact may have some historical validity. Does the Kernel represent one of these speech books from Jerusalem? Did it or a very similar version influence the Pseudo-Clementine tradition? These possibilities become even more likely in my opinion when we also recognize that the parallels noted by both G. Quispel and T. Baarda between the Gospel and Tatian’s Diatessaron occur at the level of the Kernel, not the accretions, with the exception of L. 113 (Quispel: 6, 8, 9, 16, 21, 25, 32, 33, 35, 36, 39, 40, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 55, 57, 63, 64, 66, 68, 74, 79, 86, 89, 90, 91, 94, 95, 96, 98, 100, 104, 109, 113; Baarda: 4, 8, 9, 10, 16, 20, 21, 26, 32, 33, 34, 35, 38, 39, 40, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 54, 55, 56, 57, 61, 63, 64, 65, 68, 69, 72, 73, 76, 78, 79, 86, 89, 91, 93, 94, 96, 99, 100, 104, 107, 113). 30 The bulk of this

30. Both Quispel and Baarda have included L. 1 which they indicate parallels John 8.52. I do not find this parallel to be convincing so I have not included it in my discussion. See, Quispel (1959; 1975a); Baarda (1983c).
evidence weighs in favour of the likelihood that an early form of the *Gospel of Thomas* very similar to the Kernel, if not the Kernel itself, was known in Syria to Tatian and may have been one of the sources for the *Pseudo-Clementines*.

1.4.3.3. Characteristics of Orally Transmitted Material. All in all, it looks like the *Gospel of Thomas* began as an early speech book from the Jerusalem mission. It was composed in Aramaic and taken to Syria where it was developed along lines consistent with early Syrian Christianity. This means that the Kernel could easily contain pre-Synoptic traditions which later in time, after the Synoptic Gospels were written and distributed, became secondarily adapted to the Synoptic memory, as well as expanded with different material. If this scenario is accurate, it would mean that in the *Gospel of Thomas*, we would have both traces of independent ‘original’ orality or old multifoms, as well as traces of secondary orality or memories of Synoptic wording that accrued as the sayings were retold and remembered after the Synoptics were written and were beginning to gain prominence. In very simple terms, what started as an independent Kernel in the mid-first century may have become a dependent Gospel in the early second century by the time its composition was completed. To make things even more complicated, we must face the fact that when the *Gospel of Thomas* was translated into Greek and then into Coptic, the translation choices and phrasing may have been affected by scribal memories of the Synoptic tradition or secondary scribal adaptation.

The big question that comes to the forefront is one that I am not sure I can offer any definitive answer. How can we distinguish between ‘original’ oral multifoms, secondary orality, secondary scribal adaptation, and direct literary dependence? Our biggest obstacle may be that not enough experimental research has been conducted on the problem. R. McLver and M. Carroll have made the only experimental examination of the problem I know of. They conclude that direct literary dependence is evident in cases where the same sixteen or more words are found in exact sequence, with the exception of aphorisms, poetry, or lyrics which tend to be remembered and repeated with very little variation. Characteristics of orally transmitted materials can produce a high percentage of common vocabulary, but the words found in the same sequence are placed in short phrases of only a few words. These ‘same’ phrases are scattered throughout the text. Variant versions need not be of the same length and it is quite common to observe shifts in tenses and mood of the verbs. Often synonyms as well as short phrases with similar meaning but different words are substituted. I think it is important to note that their experimental findings support the field research recently conducted by K. Bailey who described the informal oral traditions in modern Arab villages. The findings also are in agreement with the conclusions drawn in the classic works on orality by A. Lord, W. Ong and M. Foley as well as the evidence analysed by J. Dunn in his pioneering paper, ‘Jesus and Oral Memory’, and the work of his student, Terence Mournet.

It goes without saying that much more needs to be done in terms of experimental research in *controlled* environments, something which is questionable in McIver’s and Carroll’s studies. I personally plan to begin conducting such *controlled* experiments within the short term. Until such evidence becomes available, we will remain limited in our discussions of oral multifoms and their differentiation from secondary orality, secondary scribal adaptation and direct literary dependence.

1.4.3.4. Commonalities between the Thomasine-Synoptic Variants. If the *Gospel of Thomas* were to show characteristics of orally transmitted materials, what might this mean for the parallels between the *Gospel of Thomas* and the Synoptics? From the studies that have been conducted on orality to date, we would expect, except in the cases of aphorisms which should show very little variation when compared to the Synoptics, that there should be a high percentage of common vocabulary distributed in short phrases of no more than a few words. These phrases should be scattered throughout the sayings. Variants should vary in length and display shifts in tenses and mood of the verbs. Synonyms can be expected.

Is this the case? In order to begin to address this question in the Appendix (Verbal Similarities Between *Thomas* and the Synoptics), I have charted the verbal similarities between *Thomas* and the Synoptics by underlining similar phrases and words across the variants. For the sake of brevity and the fact that we are dealing largely with the comparison of a Coptic text with a Greek text, making absolute verbal agreements difficult to fix, I have chosen to provide the variants in English translation and identify verbal ‘similarities’ as well as ‘agreements.’ This allows for the most inclusive comparison possible. I have addressed the original language comparisons for individual sayings in the source discussions for each relevant saying in the commentary. So for this, the commentary will need to be consulted.

1.4.3.5. Thomasine-Synoptic Aphorisms. In the case of the aphorisms, I find the highest percentage of common vocabulary and sequences of words and phrases between *Thomas’* versions and the Synoptic versions. In most cases, the number of words in common sequence approximates ten to eleven. For instance, L. 4.2–3 is almost an exact parallel to its Synoptic counterparts. The quip, ‘Whoever has ears to hear, should listen!’ does not deviate substantially from its Synoptic parallels. L. 34 and Matthew 15.14 are nearly identical, ‘If a blind person leads a blind person, both will fall into a pit’. L. 26.1–2 parallels nicely Matthew 7.5, ‘remove the beam from your eye then you will see clearly to remove the twig from your brother’s eye’. None of these aphorisms contains more than fourteen of the same words in sequence, except L. 14.5 which has seventeen common words in sequence, but with a difference in person. What I find significant in this regard is the fact that L. 14.5 is an accretion. Even though orally transmitted aphorisms can yield a higher percentage of commonalities than other orally transmitted materials, could this higher percentage of sequenced words be evidence of literary dependence in this case since the number of words is significantly higher than all other aphorisms located in the Gospel?
1.4.3.6. Thomasine-Synoptic Parables. The greatest variation between common versions of the sayings appears in the parables where only a few short phrases and words are the same across the variants while the sequence of the phrases and words, the tenses of verbs, and the details vary substantially. By contrast with the aphorisms which on average had ten to eleven word sequences in common, the parables have two to three word sequences. For example, the parable of the fisherman mentions that a ‘net’ was cast ‘into the sea’ and that ‘fish’ were caught. Beyond this, we do not have verbal agreements, only rough thematic similarities. Moreover, the interpretative angle presented in Matthew 13.49–50 is not explicitly referenced in L. 8. In the Sower parable, we have in common that a ‘sower went out’, ‘birds came’, seed ‘fell’ on a ‘path’, on ‘rock’, ‘among thorns’, and on ‘good’ earth. The rest of the details vary significantly between L. 9 and its Synoptic parallels. The Mustard Seed parable has in common its subject, a ‘mustard seed’, although even here the Synoptics call it ‘a grain of mustard seed’, while Thomas only ‘a mustard seed’. Thomas tells us that the seed is ‘smaller than all seeds’, while Mark and Matthew say that the seed is the ‘smallest of all seeds on earth’. In L. 20, the seed ‘puts forth a large branch’, while in Mark it is a scrub that ‘puts forth large branches’. All agree that ‘birds of the sky’ or ‘air’ can ‘shelter’ or ‘nest’ in it. What is most noticeable in this parable is the use of synonyms across the versions. The retention of thematic similarities at the cost of verbal agreements appears to be the case with all the other Thomasine parables as well.

1.4.3.7. An Oral Gospel. These observations point to the likelihood that most, if not all, of the Thomasine-Synoptic parallels represent orally transmitted material rather than material copied from literary sources. The oral residue becomes even more apparent to me when I observe the commonalities across the Synoptic versions – that is across the Triple Tradition material and Quelle material – and compare them with the commonalities between Thomas and the Synoptics. The exact verbal agreement, lengthy sequences of words, and secondary features shared between the Triple Tradition versions and the Quelle versions far exceed anything we find in the Gospel of Thomas. This observation appears to provide support for the traditional view that there is a literary connection between the Synoptic Gospels. But this does not hold true for Thomas which instead displays the strong features of oral transmission.

This leads me to think that the Kernel sayings are among our oldest witnesses to the words of Jesus, perhaps even pre-dating Quelle (although this has not been established yet and remains only a possibility requiring future investigation). The variants in the Kernel also suggest to me that Quelle existed in more than one format, that is, Matthew and Luke do not appear to be based on the exact same version (or Matthew was a very creative user of the document and Luke was not). In fact where the Quelle text varies, the Kernel has a striking number of affinities with Qluke (L. 5.1–2, 14.4, 16.1–2, 16.3, 33.2–3, 39.1–2, 45.1–4, 47.1–2, 61.1, 78.1–3, 89.1–2) while only one with Qmatt (L. 34). It should also be noted that the Kernel contains parallels with the Triple Tradition (L. 9.1–5, 11.1, 20.2–4, 25.1–2, 31.1–2, 35.1–2, 41.1–2, 47.3–4, 47.5, 62.1, 65.1–6, 66, 71, 99.1–3,
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100.1–4, 104.1–2), Mark (L. 4.2–3, 21.10), Luke’s Special Source (L. 10, 63.1–3, 72.1–3, 79.1–3, 95.1–2), and Matthew’s Special Source (L. 8.1–3, 30.1–2, 32, 39.3, 40.1–2, 48, 57.1–2, 62.2, 76.1–2, 90.1–2, 93.1–2, 109.1–3), all of which display features of independent oral transmission rather than literary dependence. These commonalities suggest a pre-Synoptic picture where the sayings of Jesus were being preserved in more fluid conditions than the literary sources we have imagined in the past for the Synoptic authors. To this picture, we should add the Johannine evidence. Material unique to the Johannine tradition is not found in the Kernel, but only in the later accretions (L. 24.1, 38.2, 52.1–2, 61.2–5), suggesting contact with these traditions occurred at a later time among Syrian Christians familiar with Thomas.

If the Thomasine-Synoptic parallels derive from the oral sphere as the evidence appears to me to indicate, can we determine if the sayings are examples of ‘original’ independent multiforms or secondary orality? Are they examples of pre-Synoptic performance variants or have they been influenced by the orator’s memory of the Synoptic tradition? At present, the only possibility for making this distinction that comes to my mind is whether or not we can detect features in the Thomasine variant that represent secondary development of the traditional material and which we find also in the Synoptic variant. That is, are there present interpretative clauses or details that appear to be secondary to the traditional saying upon examination of all the variants? Do these secondary developments occur both in the Thomasine variant and a Synoptic variant? If so, then it is possible to argue that the Thomasine saying has been influenced by the orator’s memory of the Synoptic variant — that the Gospel of Thomas preserved an old independent multiform which was altered during a later performance to fit the memory of an orator who knows the Synoptic tradition.

Finally, can we distinguish those sayings that have been affected by scribal memory when they have been adapted, during the translation process, to the scribe’s memory of the Synoptic tradition? I think that these situations might be detected when we see cases where the Thomasine variant and the variant in the Coptic New Testament agree on the same word or phrase against the Greek New Testament. Although I realize that this is a very minimal criterion, it appears to me to be the logical place to start such an enquiry.

I hope it is quickly recognized that there is no simple or single answer to the dependency question. It is a question that requires a multi-level investigation for each logion and ‘the’ answer will point to more complexities — to possibilities rather than certainties. To provide a framework for future discussion of these tough issues, I have written in the commentary on each logion a short section that gives an overview of the source discussion for that particular saying. I attempt here to point out the major issues that have been discussed for the saying, as well as my own opinion on the matter. My goal is not to be definitive, but to build a platform that I hope will sustain future thoughts and discussions about these issues — that we will turn to re-examine the assumptions passed on to us by the pioneers in the field, and have the courage to write a new story when the echo of a new story is heard.
Chapter 2

THE KERNEL GOSPEL OF THOMAS

2.1. Speech One: Eschatological Urgency

(2) \(^{(2)}\) *(Jesus said,) 'Whoever seeks should not cease [seeking until] he finds. 2And when he finds, [he will be amazed.] 3And] when he is [amazed,] he will be a king. 4And [once he is a king,] he will rest.'\)

(4.2-3) 2 For many who are first will be last, 3((and the last will be first)).'

(5) 1 Jesus said, 'Understand what is in front of you, and what is hidden from you will be revealed to you. 2For there is nothing hidden that will not be manifested.'

(6.2-3) 2 Jesus said, 'Do not tell lies 3 and what you hate, do not do.'

(8) 1 And he said, 'The human being is like a wise fisherman who cast his net into the sea. He drew it up from the sea full of small fish. 2From among them he found a fine large fish. 3The wise fisherman cast all of the small fish back into the sea and chose the large fish without difficulty. 4Whoever has ears to hear should listen!'

(9) 1 Jesus said, 'Look! The sower went out. He filled his hand (with seeds). He cast (them). 2Some fell on the road. The birds came and gathered them up. 3Others fell on the rock and did not take root in the earth or put forth ears. 4And others fell among thorns. They choked the seeds and worms ate them. 5And others fell on the good earth, and it produced good fruit. It yielded sixty per measure and a hundred and twenty per measure.'

(10) Jesus said, 'I have cast fire upon the world. And look! I am guarding it until it blazes.'

(11.1) 1 Jesus said, 'This heaven will pass away, and the one above it will pass away.'

(14.4) 4 'When you enter any district and walk around the countryside, if they take you in, whatever they serve you, eat! The people among them who are sick, heal!'

(15) Jesus said, 'When you see the one who was not born of woman, fall on your face and worship him. That one is your Father.'

(16.1-3) 1 Jesus said, 'Perhaps people think it is peace that I have come to cast upon the world. 2And they do not know it is division that I have come to cast upon the earth – fire, sword, war! 3For there will be five (people) in a house. There will be three (people) against two, and two against three, father against son, and son against father.'
2.2. Speech Two: Eschatological Challenges

(17) Jesus said, ‘I will give you what no eye has seen, what no ear has heard, what no hand has touched, and (what) has not arisen in the human mind.’

(20.2-4) He said to them, ‘The Kingdom is like a mustard seed, smaller than all seeds. But when it falls on cultivated soil, it puts forth a large branch and becomes a shelter for birds of the sky.’

(21.5) ‘If the owner of a house knows that a thief is coming, he will keep watch before he arrives. He will not allow him to break into his house, part of his estate, to steal his furnishings.’

(21.10) When the grain ripened, he came quickly with his sickle in his hand. He harvested it.

(21.11) Whoever has hears to hear should listen!’

(23.1) Jesus said, ‘I will select you, one from a thousand, and two from ten thousand.’

(24.2) He said to them, ‘Whoever has ears should listen!’

(24.3) ‘There is light inside a person of light. And it lights up the whole world. If it does not shine, it is dark.’

(25) Jesus said, ‘Love your brother like your soul. Watch over him like the pupil of your eye.’

(26) Jesus said, ‘The twig in your brother’s eye, you see. But the beam in your eye, you do not see! When you remove the beam from your eye ((then you will see clearly to remove the twig in your brother’s eye)).’

(30) Jesus said, ‘((Where there are [three people])), [[God is there]]. Where there is one alone [I say] that I am with him.’

(31) Jesus said, ‘A prophet is not received hospitably in his (own) village. A doctor does not heal the people who know him.’

(32) Jesus said, ‘A city built on a high mountain and fortified cannot fall nor be hidden.’

(33) Jesus said, ‘What you ((hear)) in your ears, preach from your rooftops. For no one lights a lamp and puts it under a bushel basket, nor puts it in a hidden place. Rather the person sets it on a lampstand so that everyone who enters and leaves will see its light.’

(34) Jesus said, ‘If a blind person leads a blind person, both will fall into a pit.’

(35) Jesus said, ‘It is not possible for someone to enter the strong man’s house and take it forcibly without binding his hands. Then the person will loot his house.’

(36) ‘Do not be anxious from morning until evening and from evening until morning, neither about your food and what you will eat, nor about your clothing and what you will wear. You are far better than the [lilies] which [neither] card nor [spin]. As for you, when you have no garment, what [will you put on]? Who might add to your stature? He will give you your garment!’
2.3. Speech Three: Exclusive Commitment to Jesus

(38.1) Jesus said, 'The words that I am speaking to you, often you have longed to hear them. And you have no other person from whom to hear them.'

(39) Jesus said, 'The Pharisees and the scribes have taken the keys of knowledge. They have hidden them. Neither have they entered nor have they permitted those people who want to enter (to do so). You, however, be as prudent as serpents and as guileless as doves.'

(40) Jesus said, 'A grapevine has been planted apart from the Father's (planting). Since it is not strong, it will be plucked up by its roots, and it will perish.'

(41) Jesus said, 'Whoever has something in his hand will be given more. And whoever has nothing, even the little that this person has will be taken away.'

(42) Jesus said, 'Be passers-by.'

(44.2-3) Whoever blasphemes against the Son will be forgiven. But whoever blasphemes against the Holy Spirit will not be forgiven, neither on earth nor in heaven.'

(45) Jesus said, 'Grapes are not harvested from thorn trees, nor are figs picked from thistles, for they do not produce fruit. A good person brings forth good from his treasury. A bad person brings forth evil from his wicked treasury in his heart, and he speaks evil. For from the excessiveness of the heart, he brings forth evil.'

(46) Jesus said, 'From Adam to John the Baptist, no one among those born of women is more exalted than John the Baptist that the person's gaze should not be deferent. Yet I have said, “Whoever from among you will become little, he will be more exalted than John.”'

(47) Jesus said, 'It is impossible for a person to mount two horses and to bend two bows. Also it is impossible for a servant to serve two masters, or he will honour the one and insult the other. No one drinks aged wine and immediately wants to drink unaged wine. Also, unaged wine is not put into old wineskins so that they may burst. Nor is aged wine put into a new wineskin so that it may spoil. An old patch is not sewn onto a new garment because a tear would result.'

(48) Jesus said, 'If two people make peace with each other in the same house, they will say to the mountain, “Go forth!” and it will move.'

(54) Jesus said, 'Blessed are the poor, for the Kingdom of Heaven is yours.'

(55) Jesus said, 'The person who does not hate his father and mother cannot become a disciple of mine. And the person who does not hate his brothers and sisters and carry his cross as I do will not be worthy of me.'

(57) Jesus said, 'The Kingdom of the Father is like a person who had [good] seed. His enemy came at night. He added darnel to the good seed. The person did not let them pull out the darnel. He explained to them, “In case you go to pull out the darnel, but pull out the wheat with it. For on the day of the harvest, the darnel will be discernible, and will be pulled up and burned.”'
(58) Jesus said, ‘Blessed is the person who has suffered. He has found life.’
(61.1) Jesus said, ‘Two people will rest on a couch. One will die. One will live.’

**2.4. Speech Four: Selection of the Worthy Few**

(62) 1Jesus said, ‘I tell my mysteries to [those people who are worthy of my] mysteries.’

2Do not let your left hand know what your right hand is going to do.’

(63) 1Jesus said, ‘There was a wealthy man who had many assets. 2He said, “I will use my assets to sow, harvest, plant and fill my granaries with produce, so that I will not need anything.” 3These were the things he was thinking in his heart. But that very night, he died.’

4Whoever has ears should listen!’

(64.1-11) 1Jesus said, ‘A man had guests. When he had prepared the dinner, he sent his servant to invite the guests.

2He went to the first person. He said to him, “My master invites you.”

3He said, “I have some payments for some merchants. They are coming to me this evening. I must go and give them instructions. I decline the dinner.”

4He went to another person. He said to him, “My master has invited you.”

5He said to him, “I have purchased a house and they have requested me for the day. I will not have time.”

6He went to another person. He said to him, “My master invites you.”

7He said to him, “My friend is going to be wed and I am the person who will be preparing the meal. I will not be able to come. I decline the dinner.”

8He went to another person. He said to him, “My master invites you.”

9He said to him, “I have purchased a villa. Since I am going to collect the rent, I will not be able to come. I decline.”

10The servant left. He said to his master, “The people whom you invited to the dinner have declined.”

11The master said to his servant, “Go outside on the streets. The people you find, bring them to dine.”’

(65) 1Jesus said, ‘A creditor owned a vineyard. He leased it to some farmers so that they would work it and he would collect the produce from them.

2He sent his servant so that the farmers would give him the produce of the vineyard. 3They seized his servant. They beat him, a little more and they would have killed him.

The servant returned and he told his master.

4The master said, “Perhaps [[they]] did not recognize [[him]].”

5He sent another servant. The farmers beat that one too.

6Then the master sent his son. He said, “Perhaps they will be ashamed in front of my son.”

7Those farmers, since they knew that he was the heir of the vineyard, seized him and killed him.’

8Whoever has ears should listen!’

(66) Jesus said, ‘Show me the stone that the builders rejected. It is the cornerstone.’
(68.1) 1 Jesus said, 'Blessed are you when you are hated and persecuted.'

(69.2) 2 Blessed are those who are hungry, for whosoever desires (it), his belly will be filled.'

(71) Jesus said, 'I will destroy [this] temple, and no one will build it [...].'

(72) 1 A man said to him, 'Tell my brothers that they must share with me my father's possessions.'

2 He said to him, 'Mister, who has made me an executor?'

3 He turned to his disciples and said to them, 'Surely I am not an executor, am I?'

(73) Jesus said, 'Indeed the harvest is plentiful but the workers are few. So ask the Lord to send out workers to the harvest.'

(74) He said, 'Lord, many people are around the [[well]], but no one is in the [[well]].'

(76) 1 Jesus said, 'The Kingdom of the Father is like a merchant who had some merchandise. He found a pearl. 2 That merchant was wise. He sold the merchandise. Then he purchased for himself this single pearl. 3 You too, seek his imperishable and enduring treasure where neither moth draws near to eat nor worm destroys.'

(78) 1 Jesus said, 'Why did you come out into the desert? To see a reed shaken by the wind and to see a man dressed in soft garments? 2 [Behold, your] kings and your prominent men are dressed in soft garments, but they will not be able to understand the truth.'

(79) 1 A woman in the crowd said to him, 'Blessed is the womb that bore you and the breasts that nourished you.'

2 He said to [her], 'Blessed are the people who have heard the word of the Father and have truly kept it. 3 For there will be days when you will say, “Blessed is the womb that has not conceived and the breasts that have not given milk.”'

(81) 1 Jesus said, 'Whoever has grown wealthy, that person should become a king. 2 But whoever possesses power, let that person disown (his power).'

(82) 1 Jesus said, 'Whoever is near me, is near the fire. 2 But whoever is far away from me, is far away from the Kingdom.'

(86) 1 Jesus said, '[The foxes have] their dens and the birds have their nests, 2 but the human being does not have a place to lay down his head and rest.'

(89) 1 Jesus said, 'Why do you wash the cup’s exterior? 2 Do you not understand that He who created the interior is also He who created the exterior?'

(90) 1 Jesus said, 'Come to me, for my yoke is mild and my lordship is gentle. 2 And you will find rest for yourselves.'

(91.2) He said to them, '2 You examine the appearance of the sky and the earth, but, he who is in your midst, you do not understand. Nor this critical time! You do not understand how to examine it.'
2.5. Speech Five: The Imminent Kingdom of God

(92) Jesus said, ‘Seek and you will find. However, the questions you asked me previously but which I did not address then, now I want to address, yet you do not seek (answers).’

(93) Do not give what is holy to dogs, or they might toss them on the manure pile. Do not toss the pearls to pigs, or they might [break] [them].

(94) Jesus [said], ‘Whoever seeks will find. [Whoever knocks], it will be opened for him.’

(95) [Jesus said], ‘If you have money, do not give it at interest. Rather, give [it] to someone from whom you will not get it (back).’

(96) Jesus said, ‘The Kingdom of the Father is like a woman. She took a little yeast. She buried it in dough. She made the dough into large bread loaves. Whoever has ears should listen!’

(97) Jesus said, ‘The Kingdom of the [Father] is like a woman carrying a [jar] filled with meal. While she was walking [on the] road still a long way out, the handle of the jar broke. Behind her, the meal leaked out onto the road. She did not realize it. She had not noticed a problem. When she arrived at her house, she put the jar down and found it empty.’

(98) Jesus said, ‘The Kingdom of the Father is like someone who wished to kill a prominent man. While at home, he drew out his knife. He stabbed it into the wall to test whether his hand would be strong (enough). Then he murdered the prominent man.’

(99) The disciples said to him, ‘Your brothers and your mother are standing outside.’ He said to them, ‘Those here who do the will of my father, they are my brothers and my mother. They are the people who will enter the Kingdom of my Father.’

(100.1-3) They showed Jesus a gold coin and said to him, ‘Caesar’s men extort taxes from us.’ He said to them, ‘Give to Caesar, what is Caesar’s. Give to God what is God’s.’

(102) Jesus said, ‘Woe to the Pharisees because they are like a dog sleeping in the cattle trough. For the dog neither eats nor [lets] the cattle eat.’

(103) Jesus said, ‘Blessed is the man who knows where the thieves are going to enter, so that [he] may arise, gather at his estate, and arm himself.’

(104) They said to Jesus, ‘Come. Today, let’s pray and fast!’ Jesus said, ‘What sin have I committed? Or in what way have I been defeated? Rather, when the bridegroom leaves the bridal chamber, then they should fast and pray.’

(107) Jesus said, ‘The Kingdom is like a shepherd who had a hundred sheep. One of them, the largest, strayed. He left the ninety-nine. He sought that one until he found it. After he had laboured, he said to the sheep, “I love you more than the ninety-nine.”’
Jesus said, 'The Kingdom is like a man who had in his field a hidden treasure, but he did not know about it. And after he died, he left it to his son. The son did not know (about the treasure). He took that field and sold it. And the buyer went and ploughed. He found the treasure. He started to give money at interest to whomever he wished.'

Jesus said, 'The heavens and the earth will roll up in your presence.'
Chapter 3

THE COMPLETE GOSPEL OF THOMAS

(Kernel Text in regular type; Accretions in italics)

(Incipit) ((These are the [secret] words that the Living Jesus spoke and that [Judas] Thomas [wrote down.]))

(1) And he said, ‘Whoever finds the meaning of these words will not die.’

(2) 1(If Jesus said,) ‘Whoever seeks should not cease [seeking until] he finds. 2And when he finds, [he will be amazed. 3And when he is [amazed,] he will be a king. 4And [once he is a king,] he will rest.’

(3) (Jesus said, If (your «leaders» [say to you, “Look!] the Kingdom is in heaven”, then the birds of heaven [will arrive first before you. 2If they say,] “It is under the earth,” then the fish of the sea [will enter it, arriving first] before you. 3But the Kingdom [of Heaven] is inside of you and [outside.] 4[Whoever] knows [himself] will find it. 5[And when you] know yourselves, [you will understand that you are the children] of the [Living] Father. [But if] you will not know yourselves, [you are impoverished] and you are poverty’)

(4) Jesus said, ‘The old man will not hesitate to ask a little child seven days old about the place of life, and he will live. 2For many who are first will be last, 3((the last will be first,)) 4and they will become single people.’

(5) Jesus said, ‘Understand what is in front of you, and what is hidden from you will be revealed to you. 2For there is nothing hidden that will not be manifested.’

(6) 1((His disciples] questioned [him] and said, ‘How should we fast? [How should we pray?] How [should we give alms?] What [diet] should we observe?’)) 2Jesus said, ‘Do not tell lies 3and what you hate, do not do. 4((For everything, when faced] with truth, is brought [to light. 5For there is nothing] hidden [that will not be manifested.]))’

(7) Jesus said, ‘Blessed is the lion that the person will eat, and the lion becomes man. 2And cursed is the person whom the lion eats, [[and the man becomes a lion].’

(8) And he said, ‘The human being is like a wise fisherman who cast his net into the sea. He drew it up from the sea full of small fish. 2From among them he found a fine large fish. 3The wise fisherman cast all of the small fish back into the sea and chose the large fish without difficulty. 4Whoever has ears to hear should listen!’
3. The Complete Gospel of Thomas

(9) Jesus said, 'Look! The sower went out. He filled his hand (with seeds). He cast (them). Some fell on the road. The birds came and gathered them up. Others fell on the rock and did not take root in the earth or put forth ears. And others fell among thorns. They choked the seeds and worms ate them. And others fell on the good earth, and it produced good fruit. It yielded sixty per measure and a hundred and twenty per measure.'

(10) Jesus said, 'I have cast fire upon the world. And look! I am guarding it until it blazes.'

(11) Jesus said, 'This heaven will pass away, and the one above it will pass away. And the dead are not alive, and the living will not die. In the days when you ate what is dead, you made it something living. When you are in the light, what will you become? On the day when you were one, you became two. When you are two, what will you become?'

(12) The disciples said to Jesus, 'We know that you are going to leave us. Who will be our leader?'

(13) Jesus said to his disciples, 'Speculate about me. Tell me, who am I like?' Simon Peter said to him, 'You are like a righteous angel.' Matthew said to him, 'You are like a sage, a temperate person.' Thomas said to him, 'Master, my mouth cannot attempt at all to say whom you are like.' Jesus said, 'I am not your master. After you drank, you became intoxicated from the bubbling fount which I had measured out.' And he took him and retreated. He told him three words. Then, when Thomas returned to his friends, they asked him, 'What did Jesus say to you?'

(14) Jesus said to them, 'If you fast, you give birth in yourselves to sin. And if you pray, you will be condemned. And if you give alms, you will harm yourselves.'

(15) Jesus said, 'When you see the one who was not born of woman, fall on your face and worship him. That one is your Father.'

(16) Jesus said, 'Perhaps people think it is peace that I have come to cast upon the world. And they do not know it is division that I have come to cast upon the earth - fire, sword, war! For there will be five people in a house. There will be three people against two, and two against three, father against son, and son against father. And they will stand as celibate people.'

(17) Jesus said, 'I will give you what no eye has seen, what no ear has heard, what no hand has touched, and (what) has not arisen in the human mind.'
The disciples said to Jesus, 'Tell us, how will our end come about?'
Jesus said, 'Have you discovered the beginning that you seek the end?
Because where the beginning is, the end will be also. Whoever will stand
in the beginning is blessed. This person will know the end, yet will not die.'

Jesus said, 'Whoever existed before being born is blessed. If you become
my disciples and listen to my teachings, these stones will support you.
For you, there are five trees in Paradise. They do not change, summer and
winter, and their leaves do not fall. Whoever knows them will not die.'

The disciples said to Jesus, 'Tell us, what is the Kingdom of Heaven like?'
Jesus said to them, 'It is like a mustard seed, smaller than all seeds. But
when it falls on cultivated soil, it puts forth a large branch and becomes a
shelter for birds of the sky.'

*Mary said to Jesus, 'Who are your disciples like?'
Jesus said, 'They are like little children sojourning in a field that is not
theirs. When the owners of the field come, they will say, “Leave our field!”
In front of them, they strip naked in order to abandon it, returning their
field to them.'

For this reason I say, if the owner of a house knows that a thief is
coming, he will keep watch before he arrives. He will not allow him to
break into his house, part of his estate, to steal his furnishings. You, then,
keep watch against the world. Arm yourselves with great strength so that
the robbers do not find a way to come to you, because the possessions you
are looking after, they will find. There ought to be a wise person among
you!'

When the grain ripened, he came quickly with his sickle in his hand. He
harvested it. Whoever has hears to hear should listen!'

Jesus saw little babies nursing. He said to his disciples, 'These little ones
nursing are like those who enter the Kingdom.'
They said to him, 'Will we enter the Kingdom as little babies?'
Jesus said to them, 'When you make the two one, and when you make the
inside like the outside, and the outside like the inside, and the above like the
below. And when you make the male and the female into a single being,
with the result that the male is not male nor the female female. When you
make eyes in place of an eye, and a hand in place of a hand, and a foot in
place of a foot, and an image in place of an image, then you will enter [the
Kingdom].'

Jesus said, 'I will select you, one from a thousand, and two from ten
thousand. And they will stand as single people.'

His disciples said, 'Teach us about the place where you are, because we
must seek it.'
He said to them, 'Whoever has ears should listen! There is light inside a
person of light. And it lights up the whole world. If it does not shine, it is
dark.'

Jesus said, 'Love your brother like your soul. Watch over him like the
pupil of your eye.'

Jesus said, 'The twig in your brother's eye, you see. But the beam in your
eye, you do not see! When you remove the beam from your eye ((then you
will see clearly to remove the twig in your brother's eye)).'
3. The Complete Gospel of Thomas

(27) ‘(Jesus said), ‘If you do not fast from the world, you will not find the Kingdom. If you do not observe the Sabbath day as a Sabbath, you will not see the Father.’

(28) Jesus said, ‘I stood in the midst of the world and I appeared to them in flesh. I found all of them drunk. I found none of them thirsty. And my soul suffered in pain for human beings because they are blind in their hearts and they do not see. For they, empty, came into the world. And they, empty, seek to leave the world. For the moment, they are drunk. When they shake off their wine, then they will repent.’

(29) Jesus said, ‘If the flesh existed for the sake of the Spirit, it would be a miracle. If the Spirit (existed) for the sake of the body, it would be a miracle of miracles! Nevertheless, I marvel at how this great wealth settled in this poverty.’

(30) ‘(Jesus said,) ‘((Where there are [three people], [God is there]). And where there is one alone, [I say] that I am with him. ‘Lift the stone and you will find me there. ‘Split the piece of wood and I am there.)’

(31) Jesus said, ‘A prophet is not received hospitably in his (own) village. A doctor does not heal the people who know him.’

(32) Jesus said, ‘A city built on a high mountain and fortified cannot fall nor be hidden.’

(33) Jesus said, ‘What you ((hear)) in your ears, preach from your rooftops. For no one lights a lamp and puts it under a bushel basket, nor puts it in a hidden place. Rather the person sets it on a lampstand so that everyone who enters and leaves will see its light.’

(34) Jesus said, ‘If a blind person leads a blind person, both will fall into a pit.’

(35) Jesus said, ‘It is not possible for someone to enter the strong man’s house and take it forcibly without binding his hands. Then the person will loot his house.’

(36) ‘((Jesus said, ‘Do not be anxious) from morning [until evening and] from evening [until] morning, neither [about] your [food] and what [you will] eat, [nor] about [your clothing] and what you [will] wear. [You are far] better than the [lilies] which [neither] card nor [spin]. As for you, when you have no garment, what [will you put on]? Who might add to your stature? He will give you your garment.’)

(37) ‘His disciples said, ‘When will you appear to us? When will we see you?’ Jesus said, ‘When you strip naked without shame, take your garments, put them under your feet like little children, and trample on them. Then [you will see] the Son of the Living One and you will not be afraid.’

(38) Jesus said, ‘The words that I am speaking to you, often you have longed to hear them. And you have no other person from whom to hear them. There will be days when you will seek me, (but) will not find me.’

(39) Jesus said, ‘The Pharisees and the scribes have taken the keys of knowledge. They have hidden them. Neither have they entered nor have they permitted those people who want to enter (to do so). You, however, be as prudent as serpents and as guileless as doves.’
Jesus said, 'A grapevine has been planted apart from the Father's planting. Since it is not strong, it will be plucked up by its roots, and it will perish.'

Jesus said, 'Whoever has something in his hand will be given more. And whoever has nothing, even the little that this person has will be taken away.'

Jesus said, 'Be passers-by.'

His disciples said to him, 'Who are you to say these things to us?'

From what I say to you, you do not know who I am. Rather, you are like the Jews, for they love the tree (but) hate its fruit, or they love the fruit (but) hate the tree.

Jesus said, 'Whoever blasphemes against the Father will be forgiven, and whoever blasphemes against the Son will be forgiven. But whoever blasphemes against the Holy Spirit will not be forgiven, neither on earth nor in heaven.'

Jesus said, 'Grapes are not harvested from thorn trees, nor are figs picked from thistles, for they do not produce fruit. A good person brings forth good from his treasury. A bad person brings forth evil from his wicked treasury in his heart, and he speaks evil. For from the excessiveness of the heart, he brings forth evil.'

Jesus said, 'From Adam to John the Baptist, no one among those born of women is more exalted than John the Baptist that the person's gaze should not be deferent. Yet I have said, "Whoever from among you will become a child, this person will know the Kingdom and he will be more exalted than John."'

Jesus said, 'It is impossible for a person to mount two horses and to bend two bows. Also it is impossible for a servant to serve two masters, or he will honour the one and insult the other. No one drinks aged wine and immediately wants to drink unaged wine. Also, unaged wine is not put into old wineskins so that they may burst. Nor is aged wine put into a new wineskin so that it may spoil. An old patch is not sewn onto a new garment because a tear would result.'

Jesus said, 'If two people make peace with each other in the same house, they will say to the mountain, "Go forth!" and it will move.'

Jesus said, 'Blessed are the celibate people, the chosen ones, because you will find the Kingdom. For you are from it. You will return there again.'

Jesus said, 'If they say to you, "Where did you come from?", say to them, "We came from the light" — the place where the light came into being on its own accord and established itself and became manifest through their image. If they say to you, "Is it you?", say "We are its children, and we are the chosen people of the living Father." If they ask you, "What is the sign of your Father in you?", say to them, "It is movement and rest."'

His disciples said to him, 'When will the dead rest, and when will the new world come?'

He said to them, 'What you look for has come, but you have not perceived it.'
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(52) 1His disciples said to him, ‘Twenty-four prophets have spoken in Israel, and all of them have spoken about you.’
2He said to them, ‘You have left out the Living One who is in your presence and you have spoken about the dead.’

(53) 1His disciples said to him, ‘Is circumcision advantageous or not?’
2He said to them, ‘If it were advantageous, the father (of the children) would conceive them in their mother already circumcised. 3Rather circumcision in the spirit is true (circumcision). This person has procured all of the advantage.’

(54) Jesus said, ‘Blessed are the poor, for the Kingdom of Heaven is yours.’

(55) 1Jesus said, ‘Whoever does not hate his father and mother cannot become a disciple of mine. 2And whoever does not hate his brothers and sisters and carry his cross as I do will not be worthy of me.’

(56) 1Jesus said, ‘Whoever has come to know the world has found a corpse. 2The world does not deserve the person who found (that the world is) a corpse.’
Alternative Translation
1 ‘Whoever has come to know the world <<has mastered the body>>. 2The world does not deserve the person who <<has mastered the body>>.’

(57) 1Jesus said, ‘The Kingdom of the Father is like a man who had [good] seed. 2His enemy came at night. He added darnel to the good seed. 3The man did not let them pull out the darnel. He explained to them, “In case you go to pull out the darnel, but pull out the wheat with it. 4For on the day of the harvest, the darnel will be discernible, and will be pulled up and burned.”’

(58) Jesus said, ‘Whoever has suffered is blessed. He has found life.’

(59) Jesus said, ‘Gaze upon the Living One while you are alive, in case you die and (then) seek to see him, and you will not be able to see (him).’

(60) 1A Samaritan was carrying a lamb as he travelled to Judea. 2He said to his disciples, ‘That man is <<binding>> the lamb.’
3They said to him, ‘(He is binding the lamb) so that he may slaughter it and eat it.’
4He said to them, ‘While it is alive, he will not eat it. Rather, (he will eat the lamb) after he has slaughtered it and it is carcass.’
5They said, ‘He is not permitted to do it any other way.’
6He said to them, ‘Moreover, so that you will not become a carcass and be eaten, seek for yourselves a place within rest!’

(61) 1Jesus said, ‘Two people will rest on a couch. One will die. One will live.’

2Salome said, ‘Who are you, sir? That is, from [[whom]]? You have reclined on my couch and eaten at my table.’
3Jesus said to her, ‘I am he who comes from the one who is an equal. I was given some who belong to my Father.’
4‘I am your disciple.’
5‘Therefore I say, when a person becomes [[equal]] (with me), he will be filled with light. But if he becomes separated (from me), he will be filled with darkness.’

(62) 1Jesus said, ‘I tell my mysteries to [those people who are worthy of my] mysteries.’
Do not let your left hand know what your right hand is going to do.'

Jesus said, 'There was a wealthy man who had many assets. He said, “I will use my assets to sow, harvest, plant and fill my granaries with produce, so that I will not need anything.” These were the things he was thinking in his heart. But that very night, he died.'

‘Whoever has ears should listen!’

Jesus said, ‘A man had guests. When he had prepared the dinner, he sent his servant to invite the guests.

He went to the first person. He said to him, “My master invites you.”

He said, “I have some payments for some merchants. They are coming to me this evening. I must go and give them instructions. I decline the dinner.”

He went to another person. He said to him, “My master has invited you.”

He said to him, “I have purchased a house and they have requested me for the day. I will not have time.”

He went to another person. He said to him, “My master invites you.”

He said to him, “My friend is going to be wed and I am the person who will be preparing the meal. I will not be able to come. I decline the dinner.”

He went to another person. He said to him, “My master invites you.”

He said to him, “I have purchased a villa. Since I am going to collect the rent, I will not be able to come. I decline.”

The servant left. He said to his master, “The people whom you invited to the dinner have declined.”

The master said to his servant, “Go outside on the streets. The people you find, bring them to dine.”

‘Buyers and merchants [will] not enter the places of my Father.’

Jesus said, ‘A creditor owned a vineyard. He leased it to some farmers so that they would work it and he would collect the produce from them.

He sent his servant so that the farmers would give him the produce of the vineyard. They seized his servant. They beat him, a little more and they would have killed him.

The servant returned and he told his master.

The master said, “Perhaps [they] did not recognize [him].”

He sent another servant. The farmers beat that one too.

Then the master sent his son. He said, “Perhaps they will be ashamed in front of my son.”

Those farmers, since they knew that he was the heir of the vineyard, seized him and killed him.’

‘Whoever has ears should listen!’

Jesus said, ‘Show me the stone that the builders rejected. It is the cornerstone.’

Jesus said, ‘Whoever knows everything, but needs (to know) himself, is in need of everything.’

‘Blessed are you when you are hated and persecuted.’

‘[A place will be found, where you will not be persecuted].’

‘Blessed are those who have been persecuted in their hearts. They are the people who truly have known the Father.’
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2 'Blessed are those who are hungry, for whosoever desires (it), his belly will be filled.'

(70) Jesus said, 'When you acquire within you that certain thing, what is within you will save you. If you do not have it within you, what you do not have within you will kill you.'

(71) Jesus said, 'I will destroy [this] temple, and no one will build it [...].'  

(72) 1 A man said to him, 'Tell my brothers that they must share with me my father’s possessions.'  
2 He said to him, 'Mister, who has made me an executor?'  
3 He turned to his disciples and said to them, 'Surely I am not an executor, am I?'

(73) Jesus said, 'Indeed the harvest is plentiful but the workers are few. So ask the Lord to send out workers to the harvest.'

(74) He said, 'Lord, many people are around the [[well]], but no one is in the [[well]].'

(75) Jesus said, 'Many people are standing at the door, but those who are celibate are the people who will enter the bridal chamber.'

(76) 1 Jesus said, 'The Kingdom of the Father is like a merchant who had some merchandise. He found a pearl. 2 That merchant was wise. He sold the merchandise. Then he purchased for himself this single pearl. 3 You too, seek His imperishable and enduring treasure where neither moth draws near to eat nor worm destroys.'

(77) 1 Jesus said, 'I am the light which is above all things. I am everything. From me, everything came forth, and up to me, everything reached.'

(78) 1 Jesus said, 'Why did you come out into the desert? To see a reed shaken by the wind 2 and to see a man dressed in soft garments [like your] kings and your prominent men? 3 They are dressed in soft garments, but they will not be able to understand the truth.'

(79) 1 A woman in the crowd said to him, 'Blessed is the womb that bore you and the breasts that nourished you.'  
2 He said to [her], 'Blessed are the people who have heard the word of the Father and have truly kept it. 3 For there will be days when you will say, “Blessed is the womb that has not conceived and the breasts that have not given milk.”'

(80) 1 Jesus said, 'Whoever has come to know the world has found the corpse. 2 The world does not deserve the person who has found (that the world is) the corpse.'

Alternative Translation
1 'Whoever has come to know the world <has mastered the body>.'  2 The world does not deserve the person who <has mastered the body>.'

(81) 1 Jesus said, 'Whoever has grown wealthy, that person should become a king. 2 But whoever possesses power, let that person disown (his power).'

(82) 1 Jesus said, 'Whoever is near me, is near the fire. 2 But whoever is far away from me, is far away from the Kingdom.'
1. Jesus said, 'The images are visible to people, but the light in them is concealed in the image of the Father's light. The light will be revealed, but his image is concealed by his light.'

2. Jesus said, 'When you see the likeness of yourselves, you are delighted. But when you see the images of yourselves which came into being before you—they neither die nor are visible—how much you will suffer!

3. Jesus said, 'Adam came into being out of a great power and great wealth. But he was not deserving of you. For, had he been deserving, he would not [have] died.'

4. Jesus said, '[The foxes have] their dens and the birds have their nests, but the human being does not have a place to lay down his head and rest.'

5. Jesus said, 'Miserable is the body crucified by a body. Miserable is the soul crucified by these together.'

6. Jesus said, 'The angels and the prophets will come to you. They will give to you what is yours, and, in turn, you will give them what you have. You will say to yourselves, "When will they come and receive what is theirs?"'

7. Jesus said, 'Why do you wash the cup's exterior? Do you not understand that He who created the interior is also He who created the exterior?'

8. Jesus said, 'Come to me, for my yoke is mild and my lordship is gentle. And you will find rest for yourselves.'

9. They said to him, 'Tell us so that we may believe in you! Who are you?'

10. He said to them, 'You examine the appearance of the sky and the earth, but, he who is in your midst, you do not understand. Nor this critical time! you do not understand how to examine it.'

11. Jesus said, 'Seek and you will find. Whoever seeks will find. Whoever knocks, it will be opened for him.'

12. Jesus said, 'If you have money, do not give it at interest. Rather, give [it] to someone from whom you will not get it (back).'

13. Jesus said, 'The Kingdom of the Father is like a woman. She took a little yeast. She buried it in dough. She made the dough into large bread loaves.'

14. Whoever has ears should listen!'
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the wall to test whether his hand would be strong (enough). Then he murdered the prominent man.'

(99) 1 The disciples said to him, 'Your brothers and your mother are standing outside.'
2 He said to them, 'Those here who do the will of my Father, they are my brothers and my mother. 3 They are the people who will enter the Kingdom of my Father.'

(100) 1 They showed Jesus a gold coin and said to him, 'Caesar's men extort taxes from us.'
2 He said to them, 'Give to Caesar, what is Caesar's. 3 Give to God what is God's. 4 And what is mine, give me.'

(101) 1 Whoever does not hate his [father] and his mother in the same manner as I do, he cannot be a [disciple] of mine. 2 Also whoever does [not] love his [father and] his mother in the same manner as I do, he cannot be a [disciple] of mine. 3 For my [birth] mother [gave death], while my true [mother] gave life to me."

(102) Jesus said, 'Woe to the Pharisees because they are like a dog sleeping in the cattle trough. For the dog neither eats nor [lets] the cattle eat.'

(103) Jesus said, 'Blessed is the man who knows where the thieves are going to enter, so that [he] may arise, gather at his estate, and arm himself.'

(104) 1 They said to Jesus, 'Come. Today, let's pray and fast!'
2 Jesus said, 'What sin have I committed? Or in what way have I been defeated? Rather, when the bridegroom leaves the bridal chamber, then they should fast and pray.'

(105) Jesus said, 'Whoever is acquainted with (one's) father and mother will be called, “the child of a prostitute”.'

(106) 1 Jesus said, 'When you make the two one, you will become children of Man. 2 And when you say, “Mountain, go forth!” it will move.'

(107) 1 Jesus said, 'The Kingdom is like a shepherd who had a hundred sheep. 2 One of them, the largest, strayed. He left the ninety-nine. He sought that one until he found it. 3 After he had laboured, he said to the sheep, “I love you more than the ninety-nine.”'

(108) 1 Jesus said, 'Whoever drinks from my mouth will become as I am. 2 I myself will become that person, and what is hidden will be revealed to him.'

(109) 1 Jesus said, 'The Kingdom is like a man who had in his field a [hidden treasure], but he did not know about it. 2 And [after] he died, he left it to his [son]. The son [did] not know (about the treasure). He took that field and sold [it]. 3 And the buyer went and ploughed. He [found] the treasure. He started to give money at interest to whomever he wished.'

(110) Jesus said, 'Whoever has found the world and become wealthy, he should disown the world.'

(111) 1 Jesus said, 'The heavens and the earth will roll up in your presence. 2 And whoever is alive because of the Living One will not see death. 3 Does not Jesus say, “The world does not deserve the person who has found himself”?'
(112) 1Jesus said, 'Alas to the flesh crucified by the soul! 2Alas to the soul crucified by the flesh!'

(113) 1His disciples said to him, 'When will the Kingdom come?' 2'It will not come by waiting. 3It will not be said, "Look! Here it is!" or "Look! There it is!" 4Rather, the Kingdom of the Father is spread out over the earth, but people do not see it.'

(114) 1Simon Peter said to them, 'Mary should leave us because women do not deserve life.' 2Jesus said, 'Look, in order to make her male, I myself will <<guide>> her, so that she too may become a living spirit—male, resembling you. For every woman who will make herself male will enter the Kingdom of Heaven.'
Part II

COMMENTARY ON THE *GOSPEL OF THOMAS*
These are the [secret] words that the Living Jesus spoke and that [Judas] Thomas wrote down.

P. Oxy. 654.1–5

These are the [secret] words that the Living Jesus spoke and that [Judas] Thomas wrote down.

NHC II 2.32.10–12

These are the secret words that the Living Jesus spoke and that Didymos Judas Thomas wrote down.

ATTRIBUTION

Accretion.

TEXT AND TRANSLATION ISSUES

The Greek is given priority since the Coptic appears to be later, further identifying Judas Thomas (Ἰουδάς ὁ καὶ Θεμύς) as ‘Didymos’, the Greek translation of the Aramaic ‘Twin’, דינָמָא.

H.-Ch. Puech, followed by H. Koester, notes early in the discussion of the Gospel that the identity of Didymos Judas Thomas is linked with the Syrian Thomas tradition where the apostle Thomas has the unique appellation ‘Judas Thomas’. The Book of Thomas the Contender is said to be the writing of Matthaias as it was spoken to ‘Judas Thomas (Ἰουδάς ὁ καὶ Θεμύς)’ (138.2).

A.F.J. Klijn points out that the Greek Acts of Thomas introduce him as ‘Judas Thomas who is also Didymos (Ἰουδάς θεμύς τῷ καὶ διδύμῳ)’, while generally the Syriac reads ‘Judas Thomas the Apostle’. In the oldest extant Syriac version of the Acts, however, the principle character is simply called ‘Judas’. When Eusebius quotes the text of the Abgar Edessian legend, he uses ‘Judas Thomas (Ἰουδάς ὁ καὶ Θεμύς)’, but in his own summary, he only writes ‘Thomas (Θιμύς)’ (1.13.4; 2.1.6). In all these instances, however, in the Syriac translation of Eusebius, ‘Judas Thomas’ is supplied. In the Doctrine of Addai, the apostle is known as ‘Judas Thomas’. Significantly, according to the Syrian tradition, the apostle in John 14.22 is known as ‘Judas Thomas’ or ‘Thom’ in the Curetonian Syriac version of John 14.22, ‘Judas, not Iscariot’ reads ‘Judas Thomas’ while Codex Syrus Sinaiticus reads simply, ‘Thomas’.

What these traditions suggest is that in addition to Judas Iscariot, there was a disciple of Jesus whose actual name was ‘Judas’. At some point in time, perhaps to differentiate him from Judas Iscariot, Judas received the nickname ‘the Twin’; the Aramaic ‘דינָמָא (twin)’ has been transliterated into Greek letters as ‘θεμύς (twin)’. Thus the Syrian Thomas tradition preserves the early Aramaic name of their hero ‘Judas’ along with the honorific title the ‘Twin’. ‘Διδύμος (twin)’ is a Greek rendition of the Aramaic ‘דינָמָא (twin)’. It appears to have been added when the Syrian traditions went into translation for audiences unfamiliar
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with Aramaic. Instead of simply translating the Aramaic, the scribes appended the Greek probably because, by the late first century, 'Thomas' was understood to be the name of the disciple rather than his title. Thus other traditions such as those found in Matthew, Mark, Luke and John remember this apostle as simply 'Thomas'.

R. Uro believes that, because the Twin reference is only found in the Incipit of the Gospel, it cannot be compared to its more extensive use in the Acts of Thomas, as Puech, Koester and Klijn have done. Such a claim does not take into account that references to this title do not occur outside of Syrian literature as far as I am aware. From the perspective of Traditiongeschichte, this means that the title was known to the Syrian audience and was a trigger for a larger story familiar to them. This story can be reasonably reconstructed from the extant Syrian literature, especially since the collective references to the Twin agree hermeneutically. Uro has referred to Thomas the Contender 138.4–21, that it suggests a disjuncture in the tradition's portrayal of Thomas. But this is not a practical interpretation of the text. Thomas is not 'ignorant' here. Rather he is the special disciple, the true Twin and companion, through whom Jesus is revealing knowledge of liberation—that people must examine themselves and learn who they are and how they will come to be. In this manner, it supports the presentation of this disciple in other Syrian texts.

INTERPRETATIVE COMMENT

Coherence to vocabulary characteristic of the accretions is indicated in the title given Jesus, 'Living'. This accretion accrued in the Gospel by 120 CE following the death of the eye-witnesses when the Syrian Christian community was preserving the memories of its leaders.

It is notable that, also in the Acts of Thomas, Jesus is given the title 'Living One'. In chapter 136, he is called 'Son of the Living God'. In fact, G. Quispel notes that this technical term is frequently found in Syrian writings and indicates that Jesus has eternal life at his disposal and gives it to others. 'Living' means 'life-giving'. M. Lelyveld attributes this prominent theme to a redactor, perhaps the scribe Thomas. This theme was used to frame the Gospel in her opinion (Incipit, L. 1 and 114), and comes from the prophetic, not sapiential tradition.

The Incipit identifies the genre of literature as a collection of Jesus' sayings, his logia or words (λόγοι or Νευσίακε). M. Meyer notes the frequency of references to Jesus' logia in early Christian literature, occurring in the Synoptic Gospels, Acts, the Didache, 1 Clement and Papias. J. Robinson discusses Q and Thomas as examples of these λόγοι collections of religious wisdom from the ancient world. He thinks that these collections developed in a trajectory 'from Jewish wisdom literature through Gnosticism, where the esoteric nature of such collections lead to the supplementary designation of them as “secret sayings”.' Unlike Robison, M. Lelyveld compares the opening to collections of oracles of the Prophets which were structured using 'λέγω' and with proverbial sayings (Deut. 1.1; Prov. 1.1; 25.1; Eccl. 1.1; Bar. 1.1).

Although Robinson's proposal represents a possible progression of traditions, in my opinion, it does not represent the only or natural one. Although the Gospel of Philip and Pistis Sophia may support his argument, in the case of the Gospel of Thomas, the Dialogue of the Savior and Thomas the Contender, we find sayings of Jesus that have been developed into speeches honouring enracic Christian ideals, not Gnostic. The Teachings of Silvanus is a developed collection of Jesus' words too, but it develops them in a manner more representative of the 'orthodox' teachings of Christianity in Alexandria such as we find in the Sentences of Sextus, Clement of Alexandria, Origen and even Athanasius.

Thomas' characterization of Jesus' words as 'secret' appears to me to be developing a theme common in early Christianity, that Jesus' teachings were not entirely exoteric.
Several logia in *Thomas* identify Jesus' teaching as 'secret' or 'hidden'. These words of Jesus signal the revelatory nature of the text (cf. L. 5, 6, 17, 38, 62 and 92). This esoteric aspect of logia traditions appears to have been well-known in early Christianity. As M. Meyer points out, in Luke 9.44–45, Jesus commands his disciples to listen to 'these words' (τοῖς λόγοις τούτοις) although 'this word' (ἡμιμα τούτο) was 'hidden from them'. Or in Mark 4.10–11, Jesus is said to speak enigmatically 'in parables' to outsiders while disclosing to the disciples 'the mystery of the Kingdom of God'. I might add that Paul too is familiar with this tradition, mentioning on more than one occasion that he has been entrusted with 'the mysteries of God' (1 Cor. 4.1), imparting 'a secret and hidden wisdom of God' that 'no eye has seen, nor ear heard, nor the heart of man conceived' (1 Cor. 2.7). He claims direct revelation from God which he wishes to impart 'in words' (ἐν λόγοις) to those people who possess the Spirit (1 Cor. 2.10–13).

These fragments of information tell us that Christians early on were careful to guard certain teachings of Jesus from the uninitiated, a concept that continued well into second-century Christianity. The opening lines of *Thomas* allude to this concern, perhaps signalling that the complete Gospel is intended for the initiated, those Christians who have been baptized and anointed, filled with the Spirit.

**SELECT BIBLIOGRAPHY**

---

**P.Oxy. 654.3–5**
καὶ εἶπεν [ὁς ἔν τὴν ἑρμηνεῖαν τῶν λόγων τούτων [ἂν εὐθὺς θανάτου] οὐ μὴ γεύσηται
And he said, 'Whoever finds the meaning of these words will not die.'

**NHC II 2.32.12–14**
Ἀγων ἐπέλαξεν τῇ εὐθυμίᾳ ἐθερμίνεια ἱνεκυμαχεῖς ἐπί τῷ ἄν
And he said, 'Whoever finds the meaning of these words will not die.'

**ATTRIBUTION**
Accretion.

**TEXT AND TRANSLATION ISSUES**
The reconstruction of the Greek appears very firm since the number of letters matches perfectly the available space in the broken area of the manuscript and agrees with the Coptic. The scribe marked the end of the saying with a coronis sign. Beneath the first two letters of line 5 (ὁ), the scribe also struck a paragraphing line. Both marks appear to me to have been used as oration aids, visually distinguishing one saying from the next.
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I have rendered ἐπιμνηεία (hermeneia), ‘meaning’. It implies the active interpretation of the text in order to explain the complex meaning of the simple words. J. Kloppenborg has connected this interpretative process to the mode of instruction that was common in the ancient Near East, the Hellenistic gnomologium or chriae collection. These rhetorical collections of words were attributed to particular speakers and their oration involved hermeneutics in order to garner the rich and deeper meaning of the words. For instance, Iamblichus observes regarding Pythagoras, ‘He was also accustomed to reveal a boundless and complex meaning to his pupils in a symbolic manner through very short utterances, just as Pythian (Apollo) and nature itself indicate an infinite and abstruse mass of ideas and results through handy sayings or seeds small in size.’

The clause θανάτου οὐ μὴ γείσηται literally reads, ‘he will not taste death’. It is an idiomatic statement as B. Fordyce Miller has noted and which I translate here and throughout the gospel, ‘will not die’. As J. Behm records, the expression ‘to taste death’ is commonly found in Semitic languages, meaning ‘to die’ (i.e. Gn. r. 9 on 1.31; Gn. r. 21 on 3.22; Tg. J. I Dt. 32,1; bJoma, 78b; Midr. Qoh. 12,5). A. Guillaumont notes this idiom in his research as well.

INTERPRETATIVE COMMENT
Coherence to characteristic accretive vocabulary is indicated in the clause, θανάτου οὐ μὴ γείσηται. This accretion accrued in the Gospel between 60 and 120 CE as a soteriological response to the delay of the Eschaton. This saying was strategically placed here to serve as a new introduction to the old Gospel. Through this saying all the rest of the sayings were now meant to be heard, read and understood. The inclusion of this saying helped to shift the soteriology of the Gospel from an apocalyptic scenario to the later community’s development of a utopian consciousness within the boundaries of the Church.

Thus the revised Gospel stressed that these sayings of Jesus were to be understood through a new hermeneutic, one that replaced the old. If the believer understood the message of Jesus through this new hermeneutic it would result in redemption for that person. It must be recognized, however, that L. 1 does not provide for the believer this new hermeneutic. Rather, the new hermeneutic would have been controlled by the community, probably provided by the orator during performances of the Gospel’s speeches. By studying the accretions as commentary, it is possible to recover this new hermeneutic as I have outlined in the companion monograph, Recovering.

SOURCE DISCUSSION
W. Schrage postulates that L. 1 is dependent on John 8.52, even though he admits that the Johannine expression, εἰ τὸν ψωμὶ, is secondary. J. Robinson and S.J. Patterson observe that L. 1 is reminiscent of John 8.52, but M. Meyer does not find any compelling evidence to suggest that Thomas is literarily dependent upon John in this instance. G. Quispel actually attributes this saying to the hand of the author of the Gospel.

LITERATURE PARALLELS
John 8.51–52
‘Truly, truly, I say to you, if any one keeps my word, he will never see death.’ The Jews said to him, ‘Now we know that you have a demon. Abraham died, as did the prophets; and you say, “If any one keeps my word, he will never taste death”’.

Cf. Mark 9.1; Matt. 16.28; Luke 9.27; Heb. 2.9; Sirach 39.1–3
AGREEMENTS IN SYRIAN GOSPELS, WESTERN TEXT AND DIATESSARON

John 8.52 in $D b c d e f g^2 1 S T^\text{NL}$
- never

John 8.52 in $S T^\text{NL}$
- will not taste
- will not see
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P. Oxy. 654.5–9

[Jesus said,] 'Whoever seeks should not cease [seeking until] he finds. And when he finds, [he will be amazed. And] when he is amazed, [he will be a king. And once he is a king,] he will rest."

NHC II 2.32.14–19

Jesus said, 'Whoever seeks should not cease seeking until he finds. And when he finds, he will be troubled. And when he is troubled, he will be amazed, and he will be a king ruling over everything.'

ATTRIBUTION
Kernel saying.

TEXT AND TRANSLATION ISSUES
The final lacunae in the Greek version must have read $\text{καὶ καὶ} \text{καὶ καὶ}$, rather than $\text{καὶ καὶ} \text{καὶ καὶ} \text{καὶ καὶ} \text{καὶ καὶ}$ as H. Attridge has reconstructed it. The available space cannot accommodate the prefix ἐπ- even though Clement of Alexandria preserves a version of this saying with the prefix in Strom. 5.14.96. It should be noted that Clement also knows of another version of this saying in Strom. 2.9.45 which has the shorter ἀναπαθήσεται.

A coronis is found following ἀναπαθήσεται in the Greek version. The coronis takes up approximately three letter spaces. Immediately below ἀναπαθήσεται on line 9, the scribe struck a paragraphing line, functioning as an orator's aid.

The Coptic papyrus is blank at the beginning of line 18 for approximately two inches between $\text{φηναρ} \text{φηναρ} \text{φηναρ} \text{φηναρ}$ and $\text{οῦ} \text{οῦ} \text{οῦ} \text{οῦ}$. It appears that the scribe intentionally avoided writing across
this area because one layer of the papyrus is effaced. The horizontal papyrus is missing. We know that the papyrus was eroded in this way before the scribe copied the Gospel because the letter p (3rd letter, 17 line) has its tail copied over the effaced area.

The older Greek version of L. 2.4 reads, 'once he is a king, he will rest', while the Coptic reads, 'he will be amazed, and he will be a king ruling over everything'. It is most likely that the Coptic version represents a later modification of the Kernel saying since our earliest external witnesses record versions of the saying very close to the Greek Oxy. fragment. Moreover, the ideology in the Greek version is internally consistent with L. 90, another Kernel saying that speaks of the culmination of the spiritual journey in terms of 'rest'. This theme appears to belong to the old Jerusalem traditions since we also find references to it in the Pseudo-Clementine corpus (2.22). Later accretions in the Thomasine Gospel, accretions that emphasize the spiritual journey as an interior or ascent journey culminating in 'rest' were added to the Gospel to develop this older 'rest' theme (L. 51, 60).

**INTERPRETATIVE COMMENT**

S. Davies compares L. 2 to other introductions in Wisdom literature (Sir. 51.13–14; Wis. Sol. 1.1–2; 6.12–14) which encourage people to seek wisdom so that upon death they can be at peace. M. Meyer has noted broader parallels in contemporaneous Greco-Roman, Jewish and Christian literature which show that the religious quest for God's wisdom was a matter of concern for people of antiquity. Sirach 6.27–31 urges the reader to seek God's wisdom and, in so doing, progress through a series of developmental stages eventually leading to rest. In Wisdom of Solomon 6.12–20, this religious quest ends in the Kingdom. Matthew 7.7–8 and Luke 11.9–10 urge followers of Jesus to 'seek and find'. Parallels in the Gospel of the Hebrews, the Dialogue of the Savior, Thomas the Contender, and the Acts of Thomas contain similar references.

L. 2.3 may be a reference to the old idea from Jerusalem that the flesh had to be ruled by the will of God rather than the passions and desires of the body (James 1.14–15, 27; 3.23; 4.1; 1 Peter 2.11; 4.1–2; 2 Peter 1.4–6; 2.10). This might, indeed, be the meaning of Paul's statement in 1 Corinthians 4.8 where he criticizes the Corinthians for believing that they have 'become kings' since he immediately launches into a tirade against the immorality among the Corinthians (5.1ff.). This became a very popular interpretation of the kingship metaphor in Syrian literature. The Pseudo-Clementine Recognitions, in fact, appear to know this interpretation well, stating that the believer must 'become lord of his passions' in order to enter the Kingdom (5.8). The same understanding of the saying is mentioned in Thomas the Contender, 'for when you leave the pains and passions of the body, you will receive rest from the Good One, and you will rule with the king' (145.12–16). In fact, the metaphor associating kingship with ruling over one's passions becomes quite developed in the later monastic literature as we find, for instance, in Pseudo-Macarius. It is quite conceivable that the later encratic community associated with the Gospel saw in this old saying support for their extreme ascetic practices. Their goal was to achieve rest by overcoming their bodies of pleasure, becoming 'lords' over their passions.

**SOURCE DISCUSSION**

G. Quispel is of the opinion that this logion is a quotation from the Gospel of the Hebrews or some other Aramaic Jewish-Christian Gospel. Contrary to this, E. Bammel argues that the citation in the Apocryphon of James was the basis for the Coptic Thomas which led to the development of the citation found in the Greek Thomas and the Gospel of the Hebrews because he finds the Coptic version in Thomas to be less Gnostic than the Greek. Not only
is Bammel incorrect regarding his characterization of the Greek version as more 'gnosticizing' than the Coptic, but he also fails to demonstrate that literary dependence along the route he suggests could even have been possible. Patterson argues that it is unlikely that L.4.1 derives from Luke 11.10-13 or Matthew 7.8-11.

**Literature Parallels**

Gospel of the Hebrews 4a *(Clem. Alex. Strom. 2.9.45)*

‘One who has marvelled will rule, and one who has ruled will rest.’

Gospel of the Hebrews 4b *(Clem. Alex. Strom. 5.14.96)*

‘One who seeks will not stop seeking until he finds. When he finds, he will be astonished, and having been astonished, he will rule. And when he has ruled, he will rest.’

2 Clement 5.5

‘Our stay in this world of the flesh is slight and short, but Christ’s promise is great and wonderful, and means rest in the coming Kingdom and in eternal life.’

Thomas the Contender 140.41-141.2

‘Blessed is the wise person who has sought truth and when it has been found, has rested upon it forever, and has not been afraid of those who wish to trouble the wise person.’

Thomas the Contender 145.12-16

‘For when you leave the pains and passions of the body, you will receive rest from the Good One, and you will rule with the king, you united with him and he united with you, from now on, forever and ever.’

2 Apocalypse of James 56.2-6

‘For your (James’) sake they will be told [these things], and will come to rest. For your sake they will reign [and will] become kings. For [your] sake they will have pity on whomever they pity.’

Pseudo-Clementine Recognitions 5.8

‘For it is his duty to examine with just judgement the things which we say, and to understand that we speak the words of truth, that, knowing how things are, and directing his life in good actions, he may be found a partaker of the Kingdom of Heaven, subjecting to himself the desires of the flesh, and becoming lord of them, that so at length he himself also may become the pleasant possession of the Ruler of all.’

Pseudo-Clementine Recognitions 2.22

‘Understand that the way is this course of life. The travellers are those who do good works. The gate is the True Prophet, of whom we speak. The city is the Kingdom in which dwells the Almighty Father, whom only those can see who are of pure heart. Let us not, then, think the labour of this journey hard, because at the end of it there shall be rest.’

Acts of Thomas 136

‘Everyone who is worthy takes and finds rest. And when he has found rest, he becomes a king.’

_Pseudo-Macarius, Hom. 15.35_

‘For his [God’s] chosen ones are anointed with the sanctifying oil and are raised up in great dignity to be kings.’

_Pseudo-Macarius, Hom. 27.4_

‘Acknowledge your nobility, that you are chosen to a kingly dignity...For such Christians co-reign with the heavenly King in the heavenly Church.’

Cf. _Wis. Sol. 6.12, Dial. Sav._ 20
4. Commentary on the Gospel of Thomas

SELECT BIBLIOGRAPHY

Logion 3.1–3
1 Jesus said, ‘If ((your <<leaders>>) say to you, “Look!” the Kingdom is in heaven,” then the birds of heaven [will arrive first before you. If they say,] “It is under the earth,” then the fish of the sea [will enter it, arriving first] before you. 2 But the Kingdom [of Heaven] is inside of you and [outside.]’

P.Oxy. 654.9–16
1 Λέγει ί [η(σοφ)ς ... ἐὰν ] οἱ ἐλκοντες ἡμᾶς [εἰσάγων ὑμῖν ἰδού] ἡ βασιλεία ἐν ὑμῖν[φώς φθορεία] τὰ πετεινὰ τοῦ ὅρη [αὐτὸ ἐὰν ὑμῖν αἰτή ἔχειν τὴν γῆν ἐστὶν εἰσέλθονταί] οἱ ἰδικες τῆς βαλάν [σῆς προφθάσαντες ἡμᾶς] καὶ ἡ βασιλεία τῶν ὑμάς ἐστὶ κύκτος[.]
Jesus said, [. . . ‘If your <<leaders>> say to you, “Look!” the Kingdom is in heaven,” then the birds of heaven [will arrive first before you. If they say,] “It is under the earth,” then the fish of the sea [will enter it, arriving first] before you. But the Kingdom [of Heaven] is inside of you and [outside.]

NHC II 2.32.19–25
1 Πεσέ ἐν ἔγγαλοοοο ΝΗΤΝ ΝΟΙ ΝΕΤΚΩΚ ΖΗΣΘΥΤΝ ΖΕ ΕΙΣΗΓΗΤΕ ΕΥΘΝΕΡΟ 2Ν ΤΠΕ ΕΕΕ ΝΖΑΛΗΤ ΝΑΡΚΩΡΙ ΕΡΩΤΝ ΝΤΕ ΤΠΕ ΕΟΥΑΛΑΝΟΟΟ ΝΗΤΝ ΖΕ ΖΝ ΕΒΑΛΑΝΤ ΕΕΕ ΝΤΒΤ ΝΑΡΚΩΡΙ ΕΡΩΤΝ ΕΛΑΛΑ ΤΜΗΤΕΡΟ ΕΙΜΙΤΕΝΩΥΝ ΑΥΜ ΩΝ ΝΗΤΒΗΒΑΛ
Jesus said, ‘If your <<leaders>> say to you, “Look! the Kingdom is in heaven,” then the birds of heaven will arrive first before you. If they say to you, “It is in the sea,” then the fish of the sea will arrive first before you. Rather the Kingdom is inside of you and outside of you.’

ATTRIBUTION
Accretion.

TEXT AND TRANSLATION ISSUES
In L. 3.1, the missing part of line 9 of the Greek manuscript (following Λέγει ί) has room for up to 14 spaces. This indicates that the Greek text does not agree with the Coptic as H. Attridge’s reconstruction of only 6 spaces has it (Λέγει ί [η(σοφ)ς ἐὰν ]). How the Greek text varied is uncertain. Any reconstruction would be purely conjecture since there is no parallel in the Coptic to aid us. But it is certain that the Greek contained at least another word of five to eight letters, like αὐτοῖς.

I have taken the Greek to be primary since the Coptic appears to reflect a more advanced stage in the literary transmission of the Gospel as D. Mueller has argued. The close parallel between the Greek ‘under the earth’ and Job 12.78 suggests that the clause was original to the saying. Its omission by the Coptic translator served to streamline the saying.
L. 3.1 literally reads, ‘If those who draw you...’ G. Garitte traces the strange expression to a Greek scribe translating from our Coptic manuscript since Garitte understands ΚΩΚΩΚ 2ΗΤ as an idiomatic expression meaning ‘to conduct’ or ‘lead’. The Greek manuscript (which has ἔλκοντες) he thinks was translated from the Coptic, rendering ΚΩΚΩΚ 2ΗΤ woodenly rather than idiomatically. There is a much simpler explanation in my opinion. A. Guillaumont explains this strange expression by pointing out that the Aramaic מַעֵּד means both ‘to draw’ and ‘to lead’. The translator erred in his rendering of the Aramaic meaning into Greek. Clearly the meaning is ‘to lead’. This explanation suggests a Semitic substratum. My translation relies on this explanation. It should be noted that the Syriac also has this dual meaning.

I have reconstructed the Greek in the lacunae of L. 3.3, ἡ βασίλεια τῶν θεῶν οὐρανῶν instead of ἡ βασιλεία τοῦ θεοῦ 12 spaces. It is preferred too because ‘Kingdom of God’ as a title appears nowhere in the Gospel except the Greek fragment of L. 27. The Manichaean Psalm and Hippolytus’ allusion to L. 3 have ‘Kingdom of Heaven’ as well. This reconstruction is in agreement with O. Hofius and D. Mueller while against J. Fitzmyer and H. Attridge.

**INTERPRETATIVE COMMENT**

Coherence to a theme characteristic of the accretions is indicated by the emphasis on the fully present Kingdom. This accretion accrued in the Gospel between 60 and 100 CE as a response to the delay of the Eschaton, a response which also was recorded in the Gospel of Luke during this same historical period. It accrued in the beginning of the Thomasine Gospel to serve as the new ‘thesis’ of the Gospel, orienting the hearer or reader to the new hermeneutic mentioned in the preceding saying. Its accretive doublet, L. 113 completed the reframing of the Gospel, restating this thesis at the conclusion of the text. By doing this, the apocalyptic dimension of the Gospel has shifted so that the mystical dominates the hermeneutic. The Kingdom is not understood as an eschatological event, but a mystical one, the present experience of God. The community appears to have conceived of its Church and encratic praxis as the actualization of the Kingdom as the accretions throughout the Gospel suggest.

**SOURCE DISCUSSION**

H. von Schürmann, R. McL. Wilson, R. Grant and D.N. Freedman, and B. Gärtner think that L. 3 (and L. 113) relies on Luke 17.20–21. J.-E. Menard believes the saying is a Gnostic interpretation of Luke 17.20–21 with reference to sapiential traditions from Deuteronomy 30.11–14 and Romans 10.6–8, while S. Davies believes it to be a sophianic interpretation. According to T.F. Glasson, this saying is dependent on Deuteronomy 30.11–14 and Luke 17.20–21. Thomas ridicules the idea that the Kingdom is something afar off, expounding Luke’s meaning by reference to this Old Testament passage just as Tertullian has done too (Adv. Marcionem 4.35). W. Schrage says that dependence on Luke for L. 3 cannot be proven, but L. 113 proves the dependence for both logia because Thomas introduces the logion with the same editorial question that introduces the saying in Luke, ‘When will the Kingdom come?’

J. Sieber argues that the question ‘When will the Kingdom come?’ is an independent logion found also in 2 Clement 12.2. He notes that Luke does not allow for the question but uses indirect discourse with the Pharisees as the petitioners, while Thomas in L. 113
includes the direct question with the disciples as the enquirers. Although both sayings contain secondary developments, Luke was not the source for either logion according to Sieber.

In my opinion, the introduction of the saying in L. 113, ‘When will the Kingdom come?’ may be an example of secondary orality, that L. 113 has been influenced by the orator’s memory of Luke 17.20–21. This may also be the case with L. 3.1–3, although it cannot be proven.

LITERATURE PARALLELS

Luke 17.20–21

‘The Kingdom of God is not coming with signs to be observed; nor will they say, “Lo, here it is!” or “There!” for behold, the Kingdom of God is within you.’

2 Clement 12.2

‘For when someone asked the Lord when his Kingdom was going to come, he said, “When the two shall be one, and the outside like the inside, and the male with the female, neither male nor female.”’

Tertullian, Adv. marcionem 4.35

‘This [Deuteronomy 30.11–13] means, neither in this place nor that place is the Kingdom of God; for, look! it is within you’.


‘As the Lord said, “The Kingdom of God is spread out upon the earth, and men do not see it.” And again, “The Kingdom of God is within us.”’

Pseudo-Macarius, Klosterman and Berthold (1961: 161)

‘The Saviour said to us that the Kingdom of Heaven is not here or there, but it is within us.’

Pseudo-Macarius, Great Letter, Maloney (1992: 266)

‘What Kingdom is said to be within us unless that joy that comes through the Spirit from above and is infused into our souls?’

Manichaean Psalm Book 160.20–21

‘The Kingdom of Heaven, look, it is inside us. Look, it is outside us. If we believe in it, we shall live in it forever.’

Hippolytus, Ref. 5.7

‘(The Naassene) says (that a happy nature) is the Kingdom of Heaven to be sought for within a man.’

Cf. Deut. 30.11–14; Rom. 10.6–8; 1 Bar. 3.29–30
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"Whoever knows himself will find it.'

ATTRIBUTION
Accretion.

TEXT AND TRANSLATION ISSUES
The Coptic does not have, 'whoever knows himself will find it'. This Greek accretion likely was part of the Gospel before the Coptic translation was made. D. Mueller sees L. 3.4 as original to the Gospel, noting that the context clearly demands it. In my opinion, the saying complements other accretions in the Gospel including L. 67, 'Whoever knows everything, but needs (to know) himself, is in need of everything.' It is also notable that the Coptic Gospel seems to hold a memory of this saying in L. 111.3 'Does not Jesus say, ‘The world does not deserve the person who has found himself.'" The unique structure of the phrase 'Does not Jesus say?' may have been an internal reference at the end of the Gospel to the beginning of the Gospel where Jesus taught that the person who knows himself will find the Kingdom.

If this is the case, the Coptic version would represent an accidental truncation that happened while the text was still being copied in Greek, the anablepsis error perhaps occurring with the initial Greek ‘Ο’ of ΟΞ and ΟΤΕ. This would mean that the entire clause, [ὁς ἂν ἐγνώκειν] γνῶ ταύτην εὑρήκειν, would have dropped out of the manuscript including the connecting καὶ, which is also not present in the Coptic.

INTERPRETATIVE COMMENT
Accrual is dated to the late first century between 80 and 120 CE when the Hermetic traditions were used by the community to provide the final reinterpretation of their gospel traditions, a reinterpretation that offered further explanation of the delayed Eschaton. Both L. 3.4 and 111.3 appear to have been appended to the beginning and the end of the Gospel as a Hermetic frame reinterpreting the older Gospel.

LITERATURE PARALLELS
See L. 67 and 111.3
Dialogue of the Saviour 30
‘[Everyone] who has known, has seen [it (the place of life)]...’

SELECT BIBLIOGRAPHY
4. Commentary on the Gospel of Thomas

Logion 3.5

5'(([And when you] know yourselves, [you will understand that you are the children] of the [Living] Father. [But if] you will not know yourselves, [you are impoverished] and you are poverty,))'  

P. Oxy. 654.17–21

'καὶ ὅτε ἤμεις ἔστω ὑμῶν [εἰσεσθε ὁ ὅπι ὑνίοι ἐστε ἵμας τοῦ πατρὸς τοῦ [Σῶντος εἰ δὲ μὴ γνῶσθεν θεό ἐστι ημῶν ημῶν εἰ δὲ μὴ γνῶσθεν ἐστε η ἵμας ἵμας ἤ πτωχεία]

'([And when you] know yourselves, you [will understand that you are the children] of the [Living] Father. [But if] you will not know yourselves, [you are impoverished] and you are poverty.'

NHC II 32.25–33.5

'ὅταν έτεκνάγωσιν θυτὴν τοτε συνάγωσιν θην άγω τεταναιμε θν έτωτην πε ἰησω πεκεντ ετοις εξωτε τεταναγωσιν θυτην αν ενε ετεκνανθην θην ουνήμθηκε άγω έτωτην πε θανήθηκε

'When you know yourselves, then you will become known and you will understand that you are the children of the Living Father. But if you will not know yourselves, you are impoverished and you are poverty.'

ATTRIBUTION

Accretion.

TEXT AND TRANSLATION ISSUES

In L. 3.5, the Greek does not have ‘then you will become known and’. This accretion, found only in the Coptic version of L. 3.5, breaks the parallelism of the saying and inserts a unique idea into the saying – that is, ‘being known’. It appears to me to have been added very late to the Gospel as a further comment on the theme of self-knowledge, perhaps even as late as the scribal translation into Coptic. O. Hofius, R. Grant and D.N. Freedman, and D. Mueller point out that this passage is awkward and must be regarded as a secondary addition probably representing a Coptic marginal note that inadvertently slipped into the text. Thus, I do not include it in my translation, but rely on the Greek.

‘Children of the Living Father’ literally reads, ‘sons of the Living Father’.

INTERPRETATIVE COMMENT

Vocabulary characteristic of the accretions is present in this logion, particularly the Hermetic emphasis on self-knowledge, and the Jewish Christian attribution for God, ‘Living’. This saying accreted in the Gospel in the late first century between 80 and 120 CE, to shift the emphasis of the Gospel from eschatological to mystical. The saying would have been particularly relevant to the Thomasine community once the Gentiles had come to dominate the community and welded the voice of Jesus with Hermes.

SOURCE DISCUSSION

G. Quispel traces this saying to a Hermetic anthology.
LITERATURE PARALLELS

Thomas the Contender 138.15–18
'So while you accompany me, although you are uncomprehending, you have (in fact) already come to know, and you will be called, “the one who knows himself”. For he who has not known himself has known nothing, but he who has known himself has at the same time already achieved knowledge about the depth of everything.'

Teachings of Silvanus 117.3–5
'If you do not know [yourself], you will not be able to know all of these [God, Christ, the Spirit, the angels, the thrones, the lordships, and the Great Mind].'

Cf. 1 Corinthians 8.2–3; 13.12; Galatians 4.8–9; Gospel of Truth 19.32–33; Pseudo-Macarius, Hom. 18.2–3, 28.1

SELECT BIBLIOGRAPHY
Grant with Freedman (1960: 70); Hofius (1960: 31); Mueller (1973: 268); Quispel (1981: 265).

Logion 4.1

1 Jesus said, 'The old man will not hesitate to ask a little child seven days old about the place of life, and he will live.'

P.Oxy. 654.21–25

'λέγει Ἰη(σού)ς, σὺς ἄκουσθει ἄνθρωπος παλαιός ἡμεῖς ἔπερατησε πατεῖν ἡμένον ἐπὶ τάσον τῆς ζωῆς καὶ ζήσετε

[Jesus said,] 'The [old man] will not hesitate to ask [a little child seven days old] about the place [of life, and] he will [live.]'

NHC II 2.33.5–9

'πεισε ἐν οἰκονομίᾳ ἄν ἔδω πρῶτο τοῦ λόγου ἐκνευρίσαι εἰς ὁμολόγησιν ὅμως εἰς τὸν καθολικὸν ἐνων ἔτεκε ποτοπον ὑπὲρ καθολικοῦ

Jesus said, 'The old man will not hesitate to ask a little child seven days old about the place of life, and he will live.'

ATtribution
Accretion.

TEXT AND TRANSLATION ISSUES
As reconstructed, the Greek and Coptic agree.

INTERPRETATIVE COMMENT
This saying coheres to a theme characteristic of the accretions, that is, speculation about the primordial Adam. The believer has become the perfect 'child' by returning to the pre-lapsarian condition of the human being on the seventh day of creation (Genesis 2.2–3).
Such a person has knowledge about the ‘place of life’. This knowledge can be used to aid in the redemption of others and centres around the ‘childlike’ state achieved through encratic performance. The saying accrued between 80 and 120 CE in order to reframe the eschatological Kernel with an encratic and mystical hermeneutic. For more discussion of the meaning of ‘child’ in the Gospel, see L. 22.1–7.

**SOURCE DISCUSSION**
G. Quispel thinks that this saying comes from the encratic Gospel of the Egyptians.

**LITERATURE PARALLELS**

*Hippolytus, Refutation of All Heresies* 5.7

‘One who seeks will find me in children from seven years, for there, hidden in the fourteenth age, I am revealed.’

*Manichaean Psalm Book* 192.2–3

‘To the old people with grey hair the little children give instruction; those six years old give instructions to those sixty years old.’

Cf. Matthew 11.25; Luke 10.21; Infancy Gospel of Thomas 7.3

**SELECT BIBLIOGRAPHY**


---

**Logion 4.2–3**

For many who are first will be last, ‘(the last will be first),’

---

*P.Oxy. 654.25–26*

οτι σοι λαληί ἐφοσιντι π[ρωτοι ἐςχατοι] οἱ ἐςχατοὶ πρωτοὶ

‘For many who are first [will be last,] the last will be first,’

*NHC II* 2.33.9

τε οἱν γας ἔκορτι ναι τε γας

‘For many who are first will be last,’

**ATtribution**

Kernel saying.

**TEXT AND TRANSLATION ISSUES**

The Coptic does not have ‘the last will be first’. The simplest explanation for this is accidental error in the Coptic manuscript due to scribal error, either accidental or deliberate.

I have reconstructed the lacunae in line 25, π[ρωτοι ἐςχατοι] instead of π[ρωτοι ἐςχατοι και] as H. Attridge has reconstructed it. There is only room for 12 letters. So the 15 letters proposed by Attridge looks to me to be implausible.

In line 25, ΟΤΙ is written above the line between ΣΕΤΕ and ΠΟΛΑΟΙ.
INTERPRETATIVE COMMENT
In the Kernel Gospel, this saying appears to have functioned rhetorically in the opening call to the first speech about eschatological urgency. The hearer is told in L. 2.1 that he or she must seek the truth, and is promised in L. 2.2-4 an amazing journey that will ultimately lead to 'rest'. In L. 4.2-3, the hearer seems to be taught that, contrary to the wisdom of this world, those who think they already know the truth do not, while those who think they are ignorant will be the ones to gain knowledge: 'for many who are first will be last, ((the last will be first)).'

Once L. 4.1 and 4.4 accrued, the meaning of the saying would have shifted. In the complete Gospel, L. 4.2-3 would have referred specifically to those honoured celibates in the community who had been restored as 'little children' in the garden of Eden. The traditional hierarchy – adult over child – had been replaced with a new hierarchy – child over adult. This childlike state was characterized by encratic performance, particularly the rejection of marriage and sexual behaviour.

SOURCE DISCUSSION
W. Schrage says that the change from δέ to ΧΕ cannot be attributed to scribal error since it is also found in the P. Oxy. fragment (Ωτι), and makes good sense. Although he thinks that L.4.2 depends on Coptic versions of Matthew 19.30 and Mark 10.31, he concludes that L.4.2(-3) may represent an independent variant. M. Fieger disagrees, claiming that L. 4.2-3 is dependent on Matthew and Mark. The Thomasine author, he says, altered the δέ to ΧΕ for theological purposes, although the apocalyptic colour of the Synoptic source is retained.

LITERATURE PARALLELS
Matthew 20.16 (Qmatt)
'So the last will be first, and the first will be last.'

Luke 13.30 (Qluke)
'Indeed, some are last who will be first, and some are first who will be last.'

Mark 10.31
'But many who are first will be last, and the last will be first.'

Matthew 19.30
'But many who are first will be last, and the last will be first.'

Cf. Epistle of Barnabas 6.13
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P. Oxy. 654.26–27
καὶ [ἐξ γενήσεως]σιν
'and [they will become single people].'
NHC II 2.33.10

ἀγω ΝΕΕΥΨΕ ΟΥΑ ΟΥΨΤ

‘and they will become single people.’

ATTRIBUTION
Accretion.

TEXT AND TRANSLATION ISSUES
The reconstruction of the Greek is difficult given the 10 to 12 spaces available to complete the lacunae. M. Marcovich’s suggestion, [εἰς ἐν κατανιήσου], has been followed by H. Attridge even though it requires 15 letters to complete the lacunae. Marcovich cites Ephesians 4.13, John 17.11, 21, 22 and 23 as parallels to this expression in order to give his reconstruction credibility. But none of these passages provides a complete parallel to L. 4.4. Ephesians uses the verb as a reference to unity but does not have εἰς ἐν, while John uses the expression εἰς ἐν with a completely different verb. Given these facts, I think it best to look at other options. I favour O. Hofius’ reconstruction, [εἰς γενήσου]ν. It not only fits the available space, but it also agrees with the Coptic. Forms of ΟΥΑ ΟΥΨΤ were used commonly to translate εἰς, rendering the notion ‘single one’ or ‘single person’ (Crum, 494a) while οὐψτε translated γίγνουμι (Crum, 577b).

INTERPRETATIVE COMMENT
Accrual took place in the late first century between 80 and 120 CE when the community was developing an encratic praxis in order to gain the rewards of Paradise while still living on earth. This interpretative clause contains vocabulary characteristic of the accretions, the expression ΟΥΑ ΟΥΨΤ. It theologically points to the single or unmarried person who has regained the lost condition of Adam, the androgynous primordial Anthropos. The person has returned to paradise as a child, no longer harassed by sexual differentiation and eros. A. Guillaumont and A.F.J. Klijn followed by F.-E. Morard think that ΟΥΑ ΟΥΨΤ and ΜΟΝΑΞΟC are equivalent expressions. See L. 16.4 for further discussion.

The attachment of this interpretative clause to L. 4.2–3 served to reinterpret the old Kernel saying. In so doing, celibacy was promoted as the hierarchical ideal rather than marriage. Typically the married person was considered blessed in society. But this community was suggesting that it was the perpetual virgin that was blessed, the one who had returned to the childlike state of the prelapsarian Adam.

LITERATURE PARALLELS
See L. 16, 22, 23, 48 and 106
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Logion 5.1–2

1Jesus said, 'Understand what is in front of you, and what is hidden from you will be revealed to you. 2For there is nothing hidden that will not be manifested.'
The Original Gospel of Thomas in Translation

P.Oxy. 654.27–31

'λέγει Ἰησοῦς [γνώθι τὸ ὄν ἐμπροσθεν τῆς ὄψεως σου καὶ τὸ κεκαλυμμένον ἀπὸ σοῦ ἀποκαλύψεις· καὶ σοὶ τὸ γὰρ ἐστὶν κρυπτόν δό οὐ φυγεί [πάν γεννησται] καὶ θεσμμένον δ’ οὐκ εγερθήσεται]

Jesus said, ‘[Understand what is in] front of you, and [what is hidden] from you will be revealed [to you. For there is nothing] hidden that will not be manifested, nor buried that [will not be raised.]’

NHC II 2.33.10–14

ΠΕΧΕ ΙΣ ΣΟΥΝ ΠΕΤΘΙΝΤΟ ΧΠΕΚΣΟ ΕΒΟΛ ΔΥΩ ΠΕΘΗΠ ΕΡΟΚ ΠΝΑΔΩΛΤΙ ΕΒΟΛ ΝΑΚ ΜΗΝ ΛΑΛΑΥ ΓΑΡ ΕΡΩΣ ΕΠΝΩΥΝΣΙ ΕΒΟΛ ΑΝ

Jesus said, ‘Understand what is in front of you, and what is hidden from you will be revealed to you. ‘For there is nothing hidden that will not be manifested.’

ATTRIBUTION
Kernel saying.

TEXT AND TRANSLATION ISSUES
‘Understand what is in front of you’, literally reads, ‘understand what is in front of your face’.

The Greek witnesses an accretion in L. 5.2 not found in the Coptic, ‘nor buried that [will not be resurrected]’. The saying is a well-known one from Egyptian burial practices. There is an inscription cited by J. Fitzmyer found on a burial shroud from the fifth or sixth century that reads: ‘Jesus says, “There is nothing buried which will not be resurrected.”’ Since the content does not cohere with other Thomas logia and the saying is known in Egypt, it is probable that the Greek represents a late accretion brought into the text by a scribe. A saying that once referred to the acquisition of truth from Jesus has become in the Greek text a confession for the empty tomb and the future resurrection of the believer.

INTERPRETATIVE COMMENT
This saying is one of two admonitions leading off the first speech in the Kernel Gospel, calling hearers to seek the truth. Jesus promises to reveal what has previously been hidden because ‘there is nothing hidden that will not be manifested’.

In the complete Gospel, this accretive admonition is repeated in L. 6.4–5. The saying signalled that new previously secret sayings of Jesus as well as a new hermeneutic were being taught. So careful attention was to be paid to the new words and the interpretation provided.

SOURCE DISCUSSION
Based on a comparison with Coptic New Testament parallels, W. Schrage says that L. 5.2 and 6.4 are dependent on Luke since they agree with Luke 8.17, Luke’s revision of Mark 4.22. J. Sieber says that this is not the case since L. 5.2 and 6.4 are not the same saying in the Greek papyrus although the Coptic translations are similar. So L. 6.4 at least cannot be dependent on Luke 8.17 since its Greek text is quite divergent from Luke. C. Tuckett says that, because L. 5.2 agrees with Luke’s redaction of Mark (ὁ οὖν for Mark’s μη ἰνα), Thomas appears to know Luke’s finished Gospel. Since we have the Greek from the Oxyrhynchus fragment, Tuckett is fairly certain here. Because Sieber does not see Luke 8.17
as an example of Lukan redaction of Mark, but due to one of Luke’s sources, he does not think that dependence is certain. In his conclusion he allows for the possibility that Luke was the source because it is possible that Luke 8.17 is an editorial revision of Mark 4.22.

I question the limited scope of the agreement in this case, something H. McArthur questioned even though he feels strongly that Thomas is dependent on the Synoptics. Is this phrase enough to prove Lukan dependence especially when the rest of L. 5.2 is wildly divergent from Luke 8.17, particularly the final clause of the passage which is not known in the Thomasine parallel? It is equally plausible in my mind that Luke and Thomas represent versions of the saying which independently were developed in similar directions as for this clause, but, in different directions as for the details, as is common in oral performance. That these types of conjunctions were flexible is proven by the parallel in L. 6.5 which instead of οὐ ἔστιν...οὐ reads οὐδὲν ἔστιν...οὐ.

**LITERATURE PARALLELS**

**Matthew 10.26 (Qmatt)**

‘For nothing is covered that will not be revealed, or hidden that will not be known.’

**Luke 12.2 (Qluke)**

‘Nothing is covered up that will not be revealed, or hidden that will not be known.’

**Mark 4.22**

‘For there is nothing hidden except to be revealed; nor is anything secret, except to come to light.’

**Luke 8.17**

‘For nothing is hidden that will not be revealed, nor is anything secret that will not become known and come to light.’

**Pseudo-Clementine Recognitions 3.13**

‘For if you had been willing to hear, that saying would have been exemplified in you, of him who said that “there is nothing hidden which shall not be known, nor covered which shall not be disclosed.”’

**Manichaean Kephalaia 65**

‘Know what is in front of your face, and then what is hidden from you will be revealed to you.’

**SELECT BIBLIOGRAPHY**


---

**Logion 6.1**

1'([His disciples] questioned [him] and said, ‘How should we fast? [How should we pray?] How [should we give alms?] What [diet should we observe?]’

**P. Oxy. 654.32–36**

1[ἐξετάζονιν αὐτὸν ὅτι μαθήται αὐτοῦ καὶ λέγοντας πῶς νηστεύσουμεν καὶ πῶς προσεύχομεν καὶ πῶς ἔλεγομον ποιήσομεν καὶ τί παρατηρήσομεν περὶ τῶν βρομάτων]
The structure of the questions differs substantially in the Greek and the Coptic. The questions have a more parallel structure in the Greek than in the Coptic. The Greek reads, 'How should we fast? How should we pray? How should we give alms? What diet should we observe?' The Coptic reads, ‘Do you want us to fast? How should we pray and give alms? And what diet should we observe?’ The Coptic questions appear to have been revised to reflect the practices of later Christians who no longer wished to continue obligatory fasting practices. For these reasons, I consider the Greek questions older and prefer them in my translation.

**Interpretative Comment**
This accretion represents questions that the later Thomasine community had regarding the traditional Jewish practices considered customary by the earlier community. They accrued in the Gospel between 60 and 100 CE. The response to these questions in found in L. 14.1–3. For additional comment, refer to L. 14.1–3.

**Source Discussion**
R. Grant sees L. 6.1 and L. 14.1–3 as dependent upon Matthew 6.1–8. He notes the reverse order of items and suggests the confusion of Naassene exegesis as the culprit. J. Sieber notes correctly that mere reference to three practices is not enough evidence to marshal dependence, especially when the material appears in L. 6.1 in an interrogative form rather than a statement as we find in Matthew. He also notes that the material follows a different sequence from Matthew with other sayings not in Matthew clustering around the material.

**Literature Parallels**
*Liber Graduum* 20.10
‘And he showed them how they should fast and how they should pray and how they should overcome death and how they should destroy sin and that they should teach others as the Lord had taught them.’

Cf. *Liber Graduum* 20.9; L. 14.1–3

**Select Bibliography**
Grant (1959: 176); Sieber (1966: 50–52).
4. Commentary on the Gospel of Thomas

Logion 6.2–3

Jesus said, ‘Do not tell lies and what you hate, do not do.’

P. Oxy. 654.36–37

Jesus said, [‘Do not tell lies and what] you hate, do not do.’

NHC II 2.33.18–19

Jesus said, ‘Do not tell lies and what you hate, do not do.’

Attribution

Kernel saying.

Text and Translation Issues

As reconstructed, the Greek agrees with the Coptic.

The negative form of the ‘golden rule’ (Matthew 7.12) is found in Syriac literature frequently (Ephrem; Aphraates; Philoxenus; the Didascalia; and the Liber Graduum). This has led R. Connolly to conclude that the Diatessaron contained the negative form of the ‘golden rule’. It should also be noted that the Western Text manuscript D contains a negative form of the ‘golden rule’ in Acts 15.20 and 29 according to B. Metzger.

Interpretative Comment

This saying appears to have formed the ethical foundation of the words of Jesus in the Kernel Gospel. In the first speech, urgent preparation for God’s Judgement is connected to this commandment. In the complete Gospel, this set of commandments serves to answer the disciples’ questions about religious practices found in L. 6.1. For further discussion, see L. 6.4–5 and 14.1–3.

Source Discussion

G. Quispel thinks that this saying came from the Gospel of the Nazarenes or another Jewish Christian Gospel.

Literature Parallels

James 3.14

‘Do not boast and be false to the truth.’

Colossians 3.9

‘Do not lie to one another, seeing that you have put off the old nature with its practices.’

Ephesians 4.25

‘Therefore, putting away falsehood, let every one speak the truth with his neighbour, for we are members one of another.’
Matthew 7.12
‘In everything, do to others as you would have them do to you.’

Tobit 4.15
‘Do to no one what you hate.’

Didache 1.2
‘Whatever you wish not to be done to you, do not to another.’

Pseudo-Clementine Recognitions 8.56
‘For almost the whole rule of our actions is summed up in this, that what we are unwilling to suffer we should not do to others.’

Pseudo-Clementine Homilies 2.6
‘...he ought not to wrong another, through his not wishing himself to be wronged.’

Epistula Apostolorum 18
‘What you do not want done to you, that do to no one else.’

Liber Graduum 15.16
‘Love the Lord your God with all your heart and other people as yourself, and do not do to your neighbour what is hateful to you, and as you want people to do to you, so also do to them.’

Liber Graduum 148.4–5, 176.10–11, 376.2–4, and 653.26–56.1
‘What you hate, do not do to your neighbour.’

Aphraates, Hom. 23
‘Whatsoever is hateful to you, do not do to your neighbor.’

Philoxenus, Dis. 9
‘Whatsoever is hateful to you, do not do to your neighbour.’

Ephrem, Comm. Paul, p. 9
‘Whatsoever is hateful to you, do not do to your neighbour.’

b. Shabb. 31a
‘When he went before Hillel, he said to him, “What is hateful to you, do not to your neighbour: that is the whole Torah, while the rest is the commentary thereof. Go and learn it.”’

Sentences of Sextus 179
‘Do not do the things you do not want to happen to you.’

Ahmad ibn Hanbal, al-Zuhd, p. 99 (no. 332)
‘And that which you do not wish done to you, do not do it to others.’

Agreements in Syrian Gospels, Western Text and Diatessaron
Matthew 7.12 in Aphr Phil Ephrem Didasc LibGrad
Negative form

Acts 15.20 and 29 in D
Negative form

SELECT BIBLIOGRAPHY
Baker (1965/1966: 51); Connolly (1934); Metzger (1975: 430); Quispel (1981: 265).
4. Commentary on the Gospel of Thomas

Logion 6.4–5

‘(For everything, when faced) with truth, is brought to light. (For there is nothing) hidden (that will not be manifested.)’

P. Oxy. 654.37–40

\[\text{\'t]\text{\'}\text{t} \text{p}\text{n}\text{a}\text{t} \text{e} \varepsilon\varepsilon\nu\text{m}\text{o}\text{v} \text{t}'\text{h}\text{z} \text{\'}\text{lt}\text{h}\text{z} \text{\'}\text{i}a\text{c} \text{\'}\text{a}\text{f} \text{\iota} \text{n} \text{e}\varepsilon\text{i}\text{v} \text{n} \text{e} \text{t}\text{a} \text{t} \text{\'}\text{o}\text{d}\text{e} \text{v} \gamma\text{a}\text{p} \exp\text{e}\text{t} \text{\iota} \text{\kappa} \text{\o} \text{e}\text{k} \text{e}\text{p} \text{\iota} \text{\r}\text{m}\text{\e}\text{\i}\text{on} \text{\o} \text{\v}\text{e} \text{f} \text{e} \text{r} \text{e} \text{r} \text{e} \text{t}\text{a} \text{t}]

‘(For everything, when faced) with truth, is brought to light. (For there is nothing) hidden (that will not be manifested.)’

NHC II 2.33.20–23

‘\v\text{e} \text{c}\text{e}\text{b}\text{\o}\text{a}\text{l}\text{i} \text{t} \text{h}\text{p}\text{\o}\text{y} \text{e} \text{b}\text{o}\text{\a} \text{\i} \text{m}\text{e}\text{t} \text{e} \text{b}\text{o}\text{\a} \text{i} \text{t}\text{p} \text{\e} \text{\i} \text{\a}\text{y} \text{\a} \text{y} \text{a} 
\exp\text{e}\text{h}\text{t}\text{i} \text{\e}\text{n}\text{a}\text{\o}\text{y}\text{c}\text{a}\text{y} \text{e} \text{b}\text{o}\text{\a} \\text{\a} \text{\i} \text{n} \text{\a} \text{y} \text{\i} \text{\a}\text{y} \exp\text{e}\text{\o}\text{\b}\text{e} \text{\e} \text{n}\text{a}\text{\d}\text{\o}\text{w} \text{\o} \text{\y}\text{e}\text{n} \text{\o} \text{\l} \text{\o} \text{\l} \text{\p}\text{i} \text{\t}\text{i}

‘For everything, in the face of heaven, is uncovered. For there is nothing hidden that will not be manifested, and there is nothing covered that will not be revealed.’

Attribution

Accretion.

Text and Translation Issues

L. 6.4 in Greek reads ‘the face of truth’ while the Coptic has ‘the face of heaven’. The Greek should probably be considered earlier since the error seems to have occurred in the transmission of the Coptic text where ΜΕ or ‘truth’ became ΠΕ or ‘heaven’.

In L. 6.4, ΑΝ is inserted above the line between ΕΒΟΛ and ΑΥ Λ. This is best attributed to a scribe who wished to align the saying to his knowledge of the biblical tradition. So I understand it to be a late accretion paralleling the version of the saying from the Synoptic Gospels and probably dependent on them (Matthew 10.26 and Luke 12.2). For this reason, I prefer the Greek in my translation.

Interpretative Comment

L. 6.5 is a restatement of L. 5. This repeated saying probably was not part of the Kernel Gospel. It appears to have accrued in the text sometime between 80 and 120 CE to try to make sense of L. 6.1–3 which is a problematic series of sayings since the answer to the questions posed in L. 6.1 does not appear until 14.1–3. It may be that the order of the sayings was compromised early in the transmission of the Gospel since both the Greek and the Coptic agree. It is difficult to determine whether this corruption was accidental or deliberate. I imagine that it is the result of a leaf that was reversed in the process of copying or the result of someone shifting either L. 6.1 or L. 14.1–3 to an alternative place in the Gospel in the course of performance (see L. 14.1–3). The separation of the questions from the answer caused interpretative problems since L. 6.2–3 was not naturally a good answer to the questions in L. 6.1. So a version of L. 5 was repeated following L. 6.3. This shifted the meaning from the negative ‘golden rule’, ‘do not do what you hate to
have done to you’, to ‘do not do anything you hate to do’ because your hatred for it will be revealed at some time and show you to be a hypocrite.

**SOURCE DISCUSSION**

W. Schrage thinks that L. 6.5 is dependent on Luke 8.17 because it is in agreement with the Lukan version of Mark 4.22. Although this may be the case in the Coptic, J. Sieber notes that it is not the case in the Greek. L. 6.5 does not agree word-for-word with Luke 8.17 according to the Greek fragment.

L. 6.6, present only in the Coptic version, Schrage says is dependent upon Quelle or Mark 4.22, particularly the reference to the second person singular. Given the fact that the Greek papyrus does not contain this phrase, it is quite plausible that it is a late scribal addition dependent on the scribe’s memory of the saying in Matthew 10.26 and Luke 12.2.

**LITERATURE PARALLELS**

See L. 5.

**SELECT BIBLIOGRAPHY**


---

**P. Oxy. 654.40–42**

1 Jesus said, ‘Blessed is the lion that the person will eat, and the lion becomes man. And cursed is the person whom the lion eats, [(and the man becomes a lion)].’

---

**NHC II 2.33.24–29**

‘ΠΕΙΧΕ ΙΣ ΟΥΜΑΚΑΡΙΟΣ ΠΕ ΠΙΜΟΥΗ ΠΑΣΙ ΕΤΕ ΠΡΟΜΕ ΝΑΟΥΜΟΙ ΑΥΙ ΝΤΕ ΠΙΜΟΥΗ ΥΨΩΝ ΠΡΟΜΕ ΆΡΕΙ ΝΙΠ ΠΡΟΜΕ ΠΑΕ ΕΤΕ ΠΙΜΟΥΗ ΝΑΟΥΜΟΙ ΆΡΕΙ [(ΠΡΟΜΕ ΝΑΟΥΜΕ ΠΙΜΟΥΗ)]

Jesus said, ‘Blessed is the lion that the person will eat, and the lion becomes man. And cursed is the person whom the lion eats, [(and the man becomes a lion)].’

**ATTRIBUTION**

Accretion.

**TEXT AND TRANSLATION ISSUES**

‘Person’ literally reads, ‘man’.

The final phrase in Coptic, ‘and cursed is the human being whom the lion eats, and the lion becomes human’ (ΠΙΜΟΥΗ ΝΑΟΥΜΕ ΠΡΟΜΕ) appears corrupted. It should probably be amended, ‘and the human being becomes a lion’ (ΠΡΟΜΕ ΝΑΟΥΜΕ ΠΙΜΟΥΗ) which recovers the lost structure and sense of the saying. So I follow A. Guillaumont’s emendation here.
4. Commentary on the Gospel of Thomas

INTERPRETATIVE COMMENT
The content of this logion coheres with the emphasis in the accretions on the need to control the bodily passions in order to transform one’s soul into the image of God, the primordial ‘Man’ or Anthropos. For this reason I have retained the masculine reference to ‘man’ since this would have been important to the original hermeneutic. According to H.M. Jackson’s study, the logion states, in metaphorical terms, that the believer has transformed him- or herself from a state of bestiality when the passions controlled the soul to a state of ‘manliness’ when reason ruled the soul. The image is commonly found in Hellenistic literature.

The saying accrued in the Gospel between 80 and 120 CE when the text was being adapted, incorporating a new hermeneutic which emphasized the individual’s need for self-control in order to restore his or her image to its original beauty, that of the Anthropos. The lesson would have been particularly important to the later encratic and largely Gentile population of the Thomasine community.

SOURCE DISCUSSION
G. Quispel attributes the source of this saying to a Hermetic anthology.

LITERATURE PARALLELS
Sayings of the Desert Fathers, Poimen 178
‘Again, he (Poimen) said, “David, when he fought the lion, held him by the throat and straightaway dispatched him. And if we too hold ourselves by the throat and by the belly, with the help of God we shall be victorious over the invisible lion.”’

Manichaean Psalm 257
‘This lion that is within me, I have strangled him. I have turned him out of my soul, him who ever defiles me.’

Manichaean Psalm 284
‘The skins of the lion which clothes my limbs, I have stripped them off.’

Cf. Plato, Republic 436A–441C; 588B–589B

SELECT BIBLIOGRAPHY

Logion 8.1–3

NHC II 2.33.28–34.3

1 And he said, ‘The human being is like a wise fisherman who cast his net into the sea. He drew it up from the sea full of small fish. 2 From among them he found a fine large fish. 3 The wise fisherman cast all of the small fish back into the sea and chose the large fish without difficulty.’
ATTRIBUTION
Kernel saying.

TEXT AND TRANSLATION ISSUES
G. Quispel sees a Semitic substratum beneath εὑρίσκω, ‘to choose’, and the parallel in
Matthew 13.48, συλλέγειν, ‘to collect’. He finds that the Aramaic ḫēlā is ambivalent and
and can express either ‘to choose’ or ‘to collect’. A. Guillaumont traces this ambiguity to the
Syriac (= i which has both meanings. T. Baarda, in fact, argues that only the Syriac has
this ambiguity. The Aramaic ḫēlā, he says, is restricted to the meaning ‘to collect’. So
Tatian, he concludes, is not referring to an independent tradition connected with Thomas
as Quispel argues, but has simply translated Matthew’s συνέλεξαν into Syriac using this
ambivalent term.

INTERPRETATIVE COMMENT
A number of scholars including T. Baarda have seen the reference to ‘the human being’ as
redactional since Matthew has ‘Kingdom of Heaven’. However, in L. 8 we have a parable
about the fisherman while in Matthew the parable is about the net. So the corresponding
‘human being’ and ‘Kingdom’ make sense within each version, making the versions appear
to be independent oral versions of the story rather than the result of literary redaction.
R. Cameron has noted that other Thomasine parables introduce individuals as the subject of
comparison (L. 9; 21.1; 57; 63.1; 64.1; 65.1; 76.1; 96.1; 97; 98; 107; 109). So the refer-
ence to the fisherman may be traditional, he thinks, not redactional. He defines the parable
as a typical sapiential parable, emphasizing the individual’s journey to discover wisdom.
The parable, however, does not say that the object of the person’s pursuit is ‘wisdom’.
Rather, the fisherman is noted to be wise because of the decision he makes in the story,
casting back the small fish and exclusively keeping the large. So in the context of the
Kernel Gospel, this parable probably signalled the important decision that each person who
follows Jesus has to make. They must give exclusive allegiance to him as God’s Prophet.
As the accretions accumulated, the expression ΤΠΟΚΟΜΕ may well have been understood to
refer to the Anthropos, Jesus, who selects the one worthy disciple from the many, an inter-
pretation G. Quispel has suggested.

SOURCE DISCUSSION
W. Schrage, B. Gärtner, R. McL. Wilson, R. Kasser, and E. Haenchen find L. 8 to be a
Gnostic redaction of Matthew 13.47–50, a redaction which so altered the material that any
Matthean redactional traits no longer persist.

After making a thorough examination of this saying in several sources, T. Baarda con-
cludes that we have two different forms of the parable in Thomas and Matthew. Thomas
might have been dependent on Matthew, but we cannot prove this with certainty. J. Sieber
states that the case for dependency is very weak since neither Matthew’s editorial trace,
παλίν, nor the arrangement of parables from Matthew 13 can be detected in Thomas. The
striking differences between L. 8 and Matthew 13.47–50 strengthen the case for inde-
pendence in his mind. In fact, C.-H. Hunzinger views L. 8 as an independent tradition
which was a twin parable in form to Matthew’s parable of the pearl merchant and L. 76. In
fact, form critics like J.D. Crossan, S. Davies and H. Koester have assessed the parallel
structure and simple meaning of the parable to be a more original version of Matthew
13.47–48, lacking the allegorical interpretation and the secondary recasting of the parable
after the pattern of the Parable of the Weeds as Matthew has done.
G. Quispel argues that the parallel found in Philoxenus witnesses to the Diatessaronic text of Matthew 13.47–50 and indirectly witnesses the independence of the Gospel tradition in *Thomas*. He thinks that the source for this saying was the *Gospel of the Nazarenes* or another Jewish Christian Gospel. T. Baarda has written a rebuttal, arguing that there is strong agreement between Philoxenus and the Peshitta so that the view that Philoxenus used the Diatessaron cannot be sustained. However, we should note that there is also Clement of Alexandria who seems aware of a similar variant. According to M. Mees, Clement knew a good Egyptian text related to the Vaticanus and the Sinaiticus and P. Bodmer 75. He also knew a Jewish Christian tradition current in Alexandria. Quispel thinks this to be the same tradition as reflected in Tatian. T. Baarda’s response that Clement does not have to be dependent on a Jewish-Christian extra-canonical source for his version of the parable is not convincing in my opinion because it does not explain the agreements between Clement and L. 8. Clement could have created the parable, redacting Matthew, I suppose. But then how do we explain the parable turning up also in *Thomas*? A much simpler hypothesis from a tradition critic’s standpoint is that L. 8 and Clement are familiar with a version of the parable circulating independent of the Synoptics.

Baarda has studied the version of the parable preserved in the *Heliand* in response to Quispel’s use of it as further evidence for a Diatessaronic reading comparable to L. 8. Baarda concludes that the author of the Heliand did not have a Diatessaronic text before him of the type that Quispel suggests in his reconstruction.

Most recently, J. Liebenberg has concluded that the differences in performance elements and focus of the two parables means that L. 8 cannot be dependent on the Matthean performance of the parable. The versions must represent ‘two completely different performances of a popular theme in antiquity’.

**LITERATURE PARALLELS**

*Matthew 13.47–50*

47 Again, the kingdom of heaven is like a net that was thrown into the sea and caught fish of every kind. 48 When it was full, they drew it ashore, sat down, and put the good into baskets but threw out the bad. 49 So it will be at the end of the age. 50 The angels will come out and separate the evil from the righteous and throw them into the furnace of fire, where there will be weeping and gnashing of teeth.’

*Clement of Alexandria, Strom. 6.11.95*

‘For the present I do not comment on the parable in the gospel which says, “The Kingdom of Heaven is like a man who threw a drag-net into the sea and from the great number of fish caught makes a selection of the better ones.”’

*Clement of Alexandria, Strom. 1.1.16*

‘For there is the one pearl among the small pearls, and the good fish in the large catch of fish.’

*Pseudo-Macarius, Hom. 15.52*

‘As many kinds of fish fall into a net and the least useful ones immediately are tossed back into the sea, so also the net of grace is spread over all men and seeks tranquillity. But men do not surrender and for this reason they are thrown back again into the same depths of darkness.’

*Philoxenos, Hom. 1.9*

‘Then one will see the fisherman cast his net into the sea of the world and fill it with fish, small and great...at that time he will draw his net and bring it up to the shore of the sea, as he said it, and he will choose the good fish and put them in his vessels...and he
will throw away the wicked ones into utter darkness, where there will be wailing and
gnashing of teeth.'

Aesop's Fable, Babrius 4
'A fisherman drew in a net that he had just cast, and it happened to be full of a variety of
fish. The small one among the fish fled to the bottom and slipped out of the porous
mesh, but the large one was caught and was laid stretched out in the boat. A way to be
safe and clear of trouble is to be small, but seldom will you see a person large in
reputation who escapes danger.'

AGREEMENTS IN SYRIAN GOSPELS, WESTERN TEXT AND DIATESSARON
Matthew 13.47-48 in Aphr
fisherman << net
Matthew 13.47-48 in Clem TEC
who cast his net into the sea
Matthew 13.47-48 in T
full of...fish
Matthew 13.47-48 in T'
large (and) good << good
Matthew 13.47-48 in a b S C TNL
+ fish
Matthew 13.47-48 in d e k Clem Philox Chrys lat S C P T TEC T4 T T T TNL-TL
chose << collected
Matthew 13.47-48 in T4
+ fish3
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70 The Original Gospel of Thomas in Translation

"Whoever has ears to hear should listen!"

NHC II 2.34.2–3

πετε ὁγι Μααχε Ἠμοq ἐκατι Μαρηqκωτι

ATTRIBUTION
Kernel saying.

INTERPRETATIVE COMMENT
This saying is an admonition to an audience to listen carefully to the orator’s speech and
draw from it meaning. It is a common heuristic device in early Christian circles repeatedly
used by preachers as a saying prompting reflection on the part of the audience and pause on the part of the speaker, giving him or her time to consider the continuation of the performance.

**SOURCE DISCUSSION**

This form of the saying is most similar to the one used by Luke and Mark, ‘Whoever has ears to hear, let him hear’ (although see Matthew 11.15). W. Schrage does not think it possible to argue for *Thomas’* dependence on the Synoptics based on this logion. J. Sieber argues that *Thomas’* free use of the phrase means that he might be using a tradition or source independent of the Synoptics.

**LITERATURE PARALLELS**

*Matthew 11.15; Mark 4.9; Luke 8.8; 14.35*

‘He who has ears to hear, let him hear.’

*Matthew 13.9, 43*

‘He who has ears, let him hear.’

*Mark 4.23; Revelation 13.9*

‘If anyone has ears to hear, let him hear.’

*Revelation 2.7, 11, 17; 3.6; 3.13; 3.22*

‘He who has an ear, let him hear what the Spirit says to the churches.’

*L. 21.5*

‘Whoever has ears to hear should listen!’

*L. 24.2; 63.2; 65.2; 96.2*

‘Whoever has ears should listen!’

**SELECT BIBLIOGRAPHY**

Schrage (1964a: 42); Sieber (1966: 177–78).
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*Logion 9.1–5*

1. Jesus said, ‘Look! The sower went out. He filled his hand (with seeds). He cast (them).
2. Some fell on the road. The birds came and gathered them up.
3. Others fell on the rock and did not take root in the earth or put forth ears.
4. And others fell among thorns. They choked the seeds and worms ate them.
5. And others fell on the good earth, and it produced good fruit. It yielded sixty per measure and a hundred and twenty per measure.’

*NHC II 2.34.3–13*

‘περίκειται Αργεία ΕΒΑΛ νόι περίεργη τιμησε τοηθί παρακώφει ανωξε τοουτή ανοιξαι 2αφοιει ηε νοι εξην τετιθη Αργεία ηοι άναλητε αυκαταγον ζηκοοιει Αργεία εξην τπετεα αγα όπωςο ψευδευε ηε εξην ετηνει ΑΥΓ ζηκοοιει Αργεία εξην ηηυονει ΑΥΓ ουν πενερθοι ΑΥΓ απε ηαν ογομον ΑΥΓ αζηκοοιει εξην πικαπ ηευαπογει ΑΥΓ απο ήε την κατην ηε εξην ετηνει ΑΡΓ ηε εκε ηε αυα άρων εφεξων εκετε’
The Original Gospel of Thomas in Translation

**ATTRIBUTION**
Kernel saying.

**TEXT AND TRANSLATION ISSUES**
L. 9.1 lacks 'to sow'. The same omission is found in some Synoptic manuscripts (D Mark 4.3 and A Luke 8.5), in the Bohairic translation of Mark, and some Bohairic manuscripts of Luke. But, because 1 Clement has the same omission, Thomas probably does not represent a defective Western text or Coptic translation.

L. 9.1 does not have 'as he sowed' as all Synoptic manuscripts include. But this phrase is also lacking in Justin Martyr, Aphraates, the Pepyrian Harmony and the Helianid.

L. 9.1 includes a phrase not found in the Synoptics, 'He filled his hand (with seeds). He cast (them)'. The fourth-century Syrian father Aphraates reads similarly, perhaps indicating knowledge of the Thomasine version. This version appears to have been popular in the east since two Muslim sources also reference this phrase. To 'fill one's hand' is a Semitic expression (Lev. 9.17; Ps. 129.7). 1 Clement records similarly 'cast seeds' rather than 'sowed'. He may be a witness to this eastern variant of the Sower parable as well. N. Perrin suggests that the expression is an aural mistake, a scribe hearing the verb ציר (zar'e), 'to take a handful', rather than ציר (zar'e), 'seeds'. Although this is a clever solution, if it were correct, the Coptic would not be missing also the verb 'to sow'.

L. 9.2 has 'on the road' while the Synoptics have ἐπὶ τῆς ὁδοῦ. Some late manuscripts of the Synoptics read, ἐπὶ ὁδός, and a couple of Latin translations and Diatessaronic witnesses read super. G. Quispel notes this variant in the Helianid 2388–2403, 'Some seed fell on top of the hard stone. It had no earth to grow and no root to take hold...Some seed fell on the hard road...the birds gathered it up.' The Syriac version of the Pseudo-Clementines Recognitions reads 'on (הוּ) the road'. A. Guillaumont notes that 'by' or 'along' appears to be a Greek mistranslation of the Aramaic which means both 'by' or 'on'. The Thomasine version, even in the Coptic, retains an allusion to the earlier Semitism with the word כַּפַּל. J. Horman does not think a reversion to Aramaic is necessary to explain כפל because he feels that כפל כפיו וָדָא in the Synoptics is a difficult expression and only 'invites' correction in the manner indicated by Thomas. The problem with this argument is that this reading occurs in other Syrian texts so Thomas cannot be an isolated case of correction.

L. 9.2 has 'gathered them up'. No Synoptic manuscript has this, but similar readings are found in Aphraates, Sy Matthew 13.4 (and the birds came and gathered it), the Armenian translation of Ephrem’s commentary on the Diatessaron ('they gathered it'), Ps.-Ephrem's anti-Marcionite exposition on the Gospels ('and the birds picked it up'), and the Helianid ('the birds picked it up'). Clearly, this reading derives from a Semitic provenance. A. Guillaumont suggests that a Semitic substratum is supported by the fact that the Syriac word כפל can mean both 'to gather' and 'to peck' as a bird would pick up a seed with its mouth.

L. 9.3 literally reads, 'did not take root down into the earth nor send ear up to heaven'. Nothing similar is found in the Synoptic manuscript tradition, except Sy Matthew 13.6 which reads, 'and because it had not sent a root down into the earth, it withered' and Sahidic Mark which has מִסְתַּקֵּם מִסְתַּקָּם. G. Quispel notes a similar variant in the Helianid 2391–2392. Only L. 9.3 has the parallelism characteristic of Semitic poetry.

L. 9.4 reads that 'the worms ate the seed'. This is peculiar in the variants.

L. 9 lacks the allegorical interpretation found in the Synoptics. It is noteworthy that the Pseudo-Clementine Recognitions also is unaware of the Synoptic allegory and instead provides an independent tradition of interpretation: 'These are the things which the good
teacher spoke in a parable, when he would point out the different attitudes, which are not like each other.'

**INTERPRETATIVE COMMENT**

In the Kernel Gospel, the logion is part of the rhetoric of a speech about eschatological urgency. The hearers are presented with an analogy, they should be like the seed that fell on good soil and produced good fruit rather than the seed that the birds gathered, or fell on rock or among thorns and did not survive. Their decision is critical since Jesus, they are told in the next saying, is already casting God's Judgement upon the world (L. 10). Their decision to listen to the words of Jesus, sowing them in their hearts, will yield good fruit by the time of Judgement.

R. Cameron's suggestion that the parable is used here only as an analogy for instruction without eschatological implications is based on several parallels from Hellenistic literature (Antiphon, fragment 60; Hippocrates, Law 3; Seneca, Epistle 38.2; Quintilian, *Education of the Orator* 5.11.24; Plutarch, *Education of Children* 2B). But his interpretation does not take into account that the association of the parable with L. 10 illicits an eschatological hermeneutic, suggesting an interpretation much closer to the Synoptics than Hellenistic literature. The eschatological interpretation of this parable appears to have been standard in eastern Christian circles and is remembered also in the *Pseudo-Clementine Homilies* 11.2.1–3: ‘Inasmuch as, by long-continued neglect on your part, to your own injury, your mind has caused to sprout many hurtful conceptions about religion, and you have become like land fallow by the carelessness of the husbandman, you need a long time for your purification, that your mind, receiving like good seed the true word that is imparted to you, may not choke it with evil cares, and render it unfruitful with respect to works that are able to save you. Wherefore it behoves those who are careful of their own salvation to hear more constantly, that their sins which have been long multiplying may, in the short time that remains, be matched with constant care for their purification. Since, therefore, no one knows the time of his end, hasten to pluck out the many thorns of your hearts; but not by little and little, for then you cannot be purified, for you have been long fallow.’

As the accretions accumulated, the analogy would have taken on more ascetic, even encratic, overtones. The person who controls his or her passions as suggested in L. 7 would be compared with the seed that fell on good soil and produced good fruit in this parable. Those who had overcome the temptations of the body, putting aside marriage and worldly ventures, would produce manifold fruit by the time of Judgement.

**SOURCE DISCUSSION**

W. Schrage's analysis suggests that L. 9 is a combination of all three Synoptic accounts. He notes several minor agreements but none which convinces him of dependence. However, he points out that Sahidic Mark 4.6 agrees with L. 9, rendering Ἡπογείως Νοῦν or μὴ βολεῖν ἰζαν for μὴ ἐγείν. Because of this, he argues for dependence. C. Tuckett attempts to revive this argument but offers no further insight. J. Horman has made a detailed analysis of this parable, comparing it to the Coptic and Greek New Testament versions. He shows that Thomas' version is very close to the Synoptics in Coptic and, he surmises, to the Greek as well. Because of this strong agreement, he finds it difficult to attribute the parable to an independent translation from Aramaic. He notes that L. 9 wildly diverges from Matthew 13.5–6//Mark 4.5–6 at the same point that Luke's text does too (8.6). But he demonstrates that Luke's version is not related to the Thomasine since Luke is heavily indebted to Mark here while Thomas is not. This leads him to conclude that Thomas and Mark independently
relied on the same source, especially since arguments for a ‘Gnostic’ redaction of Mark or Matthew’s versions remain unconvincing to him. What Horman fails to explain, however, is the fact that the Thomasine differences can be tracked in the Syrian literature. These similarities certainly point to a Syrian milieu for Thomas, but they are also strong indicators for a divergent independent sayings tradition. In fact, G. Quispel goes so far as to conclude that this saying comes from a Jewish Christian Gospel independent of the Synoptic tradition.

J. Sieber thinks that the agreement noted by Schrage (Sahidic Mark 4.6 renders ἶπτομαι Νομιν or μὴ βάλλειν ῥῇζαν for μὴ ἔχειν) might suggest that Thomas’ Coptic translation was influenced by the Sahidic versions of the New Testament, but that it cannot tell us anything about his sources. Sieber sees the many Thomasine peculiarities which have parallels in Syrian literature to be evidence for extensive changes that occurred during a long period of oral transmission. H. Koester and S. Patterson too remark that nothing indicates the use of a written source or even points to the narrator’s attempt to comment on the Synoptic texts. There is no evidence of redactional elements present in L. 9 or deliberate avoidance of such elements. J. Liebenberg concludes from his comparative parabolic analysis that although Thomas shares all the elements with Mark, this version differs exactly in the part of the parable where ‘the likelihood for Markan “intervention” was the greatest’. He finds no evidence that Thomas is dependent on a written copy of Mark, or the other Synoptic accounts.

In my opinion, since there is no dogmatic reason for Thomas to change the Synoptic source in the manner seen in L. 9 nor is there a way to derive Thomas’ additions and omissions from the extant Synoptic manuscripts. L. 9 represents an eastern Semitic version of this parable independent from the Synoptics. This version appears to have been known by other Syrian texts. The agreement with Coptic Mark, however, suggests the possibility of secondary scribal adaptation.

**Literature Parallels**

**Mark 4.3–8**

3\(^{1}\)Listen! A sower went out to sow. 4\(^{4}\)And as he sowed, some seed fell along the path, and the birds came and devoured it. 5\(^{5}\)Other seed fell on rocky ground, where it had not much soil, and immediately it sprang up, since it had no depth of soil. 6\(^{6}\)And when the sun rose it was scorched, and since it had no root it withered away. 7\(^{7}\)Other seed fell among thorns and the thorns grew up and choked it, and it yielded no grain. 8\(^{8}\)And other seeds fell into good soil and brought forth grain, growing up and increasing and yielding thirtyfold and sixtyfold and a hundredfold.'

**Matthew 13.3–8**

3\(^{3}\)A sower went out to sow. 4\(^{4}\)And as he sowed, some seeds fell along the path, and the birds came and devoured them. 5\(^{5}\)Other seeds fell on rocky ground, where they had not much soil, and immediately they sprang up, since they had no depth of soil, 6\(^{6}\)but when the sun rose they were scorched. And since they had no root, they withered away. 7\(^{7}\)Other seeds fell among thorns, and the thorns grew up and choked them. 8\(^{8}\)Other seeds fell on good soil and brought forth grain, some a hundredfold, some sixty, some thirty.'

**Luke 8.5–8**

5\(^{1}\)A sower went out to sow his seed. And as he sowed, some fell along the path, and was trodden under foot, and the birds of the air devoured it. 6\(^{6}\)And some fell on the rock, and as it grew up, it withered away because it had no moisture. 7\(^{7}\)And some fell among
thorns, and the thorns grew with it and choked it. "And some fell into good soil and grew, and yielded a hundredfold.'

1 Clement 24.5
'The sower went out and cast seeds on the ground. Those which fall on the dry barren ground perish. Then the magnificence of the providence of the Lord raises them up from dissolution, and many develop from the one and bear fruit.'

Justin Martyr, Dialogue with Trypho 125.1
'A sower went forth to sow the seed. And some fell by the wayside, and some among thorns, and some on stony ground, and some on good ground.'

Pseudo-Clementine Recognitions (Syriac) 3.14
'But because it is necessary for a farmer, sowing because of the good quality of land, that only a little of his word is lost, which falls as seed – on the stone, on the road, on the uncultivated land of the thorns. These are the things which the good teacher spoke in a parable, when he would point out the different attitudes, which are not like each other.'

Aphraates, Demonstrations 14.46
'And the sower filled his hand and threw on his land. One part fell among the thorns, another on the rocks, and another the birds gathered.'

Al-Muhasibi, attributed to Jesus
'The sower went out with his seed and filled his hand and sowed. Part of it fell on the road and soon the birds came. They collected it.'

Kitab Bilankar wa Budasf, attributed to Jesus
'The sower went out with his good seed to sow. When he had filled his hand with it and had strewn the seed, some of it fell on the border of the road, where the birds soon picked it up.'


AGREEMENTS IN SYRIAN GOSPELS, WESTERN TEXT AND DIATESSARON
on the road << along the road
Matthew 13.3-9//Mark 4.3-9//Luke 8.5-8 in S (Matthew) Aphr ΤΕ Heliand they gathered << they devoured
Matthew 13.3-9//Mark 4.3-9//Luke 8.5-8 in D (Mark) bo (Mark and Luke)
– to sow
Matthew 13.3-9//Mark 4.3-9//Luke 8.5-8 in S C (Matthew) Aphr ΤΝL + and did not strike root
Matthew 13.3-9//Mark 4.3-9//Luke 8.5-8 in C (Matthew)
+ in the earth
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Logion 10

Jesus said, 'I have cast fire upon the world. And look! I am guarding it until it blazes.'

NHC II 2.34.14–16

πεξε ἐὰν οὐκ εἰς ἀνθρωπόν ἐπικύρωσε ἐξή περὶ πάντων ἀληθώς ἐκεῖνον ἡμῖν ἀρρένω πανταχώρο

ATTRIBUTION

Kernel saying.

INTERPRETATIVE COMMENT

L. 10 is part of a rhetorical speech about the urgency of the Eschaton and the need to prepare oneself for Judgement. The hearers are admonished to listen to Jesus' words (L. 8.4) because each person has a critical decision to make, to abide by Jesus' words since he is already casting God's Judgement upon the world (L. 10).

In the complete Gospel, the hermeneutic shifted, de-emphasizing the eschatological nature of the logion and turning to a more personal understanding. With the accrual of L. 7, the emphasis in this section of the speech would have shifted to the individual believer overcoming his or her passions. So L. 10 may have taken on the type of hermeneutic that we find in the Pseudo-Clementine Recognitions 6.4 which also reinterprets this saying in a personal sense. Jesus is understood to be kindling within the person the fire of righteous indignation, to destroy the lusts of the soul. This same hermeneutic is developed by the later Syriac Father, Pseudo-Macarius (Hom. 25.9–10) who further states that the fire renders the mind so pure that it readies the person for mystical experiences.

SOURCE DISCUSSION

W. Schrage and J. Sieber agree that it is impossible to prove dependence of L. 10 on Luke 12.49 because no Lukan editorial traits can be determined. This is against H. von Schärmann who identifies Luke 12.49 as Quelle material with Lukan redactional traces. G. Quispel thinks that this saying comes from the Gospel of the Nazarenes or another Jewish Christian Gospel.

LITERATURE PARALLELS

Luke 12.49 (L or QLuke)

'I came to cast fire upon the earth. And would that it were already kindled!'

Pseudo-Clementine Recognitions 6.4

'Is not the fire of most righteous indignation kindled within you for all these things now that the light of truth has shone upon you? And does not the flame of anger which is pleasing to God rise within you, that every sprout may be brought up and destroyed from the root, if haply any shoot of evil concupiscence has budded within you? ... Humans might kindle the fire of salutary anger against the ignorance that had deceived them. On this account, he said, "I have come to send fire on the earth. And how I wish that it were kindled!"'

Pistis Sophia 3.116

'Now concerning the discourse on forgiveness of sins, you spoke to us once in a parable, saying, "I have come to cast fire upon the earth", and also, "What will I except that it burns?"'
4. Commentary on the Gospel of Thomas

PISTIS SOPHIA 4.141

Furthermore the Spirit draws all souls together and takes them to the place of the light. Because of this, I have said to you, "I have come to cast fire upon the earth." That is, I have come to purify the sins of the whole world with fire.'

Cf. Matthew 10.34 (Qmatt); Luke 12.51 (Qluke); Pseudo-Clementine Homilies 11.3; Pseudo-Macarius, Hom. 25.9–10.

AGREEMENTS IN SYRIAN GOSPELS, WESTERN TEXT AND DIATESSARON

Luke 12.49 in T\textsuperscript{NL}

I have cast << I came to cast

Luke 12.49 in S C P T\textsuperscript{NL} Τ' Zach sa
blazes << were kindled
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Logion 11.1

'Jesus said, 'This heaven will pass away, and the one above it will pass away.'

NHC II 2.34.16–18

πεσεtic χε τετεινε ταπαραγε αυγ τετεινε ημος ταπαραγε

ATTRIBUTION
Kernel saying.

INTERPRETATIVE COMMENT

M. Lelyveld notes the importance of this logion as a reminder of the apocalyptic nature of the Gospel of Thomas, although she takes L. 11.2 as part of this saying rather than an interpretation of it as I do. According to Lelyveld, L. 11 mentions the passing of the actual cosmos at the end of time and the division of humanity into two parties, those who will live and those who will die. She compares this to L. 61. L. 11.3–4 she finds to be an obscure explication of Genesis 2 when Adam was alone, before being divided into two sexes.

In my opinion in the Kernel Gospel, this logion is an eschatological reminder that the end of the world is yet to arrive. Jesus has already cast God's Judgement upon the world (L. 10) and soon the heavens will pass away (L. 11.1). This expectation was common among contemporary Jews and Christians.

The accretions that accumulated later serve to reinterpret this saying, blunting the eschatological nature of the Kernel logion (11.2–4). No longer interpreted in cosmological terms, the logion becomes a salute to personal transformation into a 'living being' through a return to the prelapsarian Adam, the primal One, perhaps through baptism, unction and the eucharist. This utopian condition was understood to be androgynous. In practicality, this meant to the later Thomasine Christians, a celibate state. It was through celibacy that...
they thought they were bringing the world to an end. Similar accretive theology and vocabulary is attached to L. 111.1, the doublet to L. 11.1.

**SOURCE DISCUSSION**

G. Quispel attributes this saying to the *Gospel of the Egyptians* or some other encratic source.

**LITERATURE PARALLELS**

*Mark 13.31; Matthew 24.35; Luke 21.33*

‘Heaven and earth will pass away, but my words will not pass away.’

*Matthew 5.18 (Qmatt)*

‘For truly I say to you, till heaven and earth pass away, not an iota, not a dot, will pass from the law until all is accomplished.’

*Luke 16.17 (Qluke)*

‘But it is easier for heaven and earth to pass away, than for one dot of the law to become void.’

*Isaiah 51.6*

‘Lift up your eyes to the heavens, and look at the earth beneath; for the heavens will vanish like smoke, the earth will wear out like a garment, and they who dwell in it will die like gnats.’

See L. 111.1

**SELECT BIBLIOGRAPHY**


---

**Logion 11.2–4**

1 And the dead are not alive, and the living will not die. 2 In the days when you ate what is dead, you made it something living. When you are in the fight, what will you become? 3 On the day when you were one, you became two. When you are two, what will you become?" 4

**NHC II 2.34.18–25**

1 Ἁγιος ἡμῶν Ἱερός ἡμῶν 2 Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Καινός Και

**ATtribution**

Accretion.

**INTERPRETATIVE COMMENT**

The saying contains language characteristic of the accretions, particularly the terminology centred around ΟΝΩ, and the single state becoming a dual one. The content reflects
retrospection about the Genesis story and would have been particularly meaningful to the 
encratic constituency of the later Thomasine community. So accrual is judged between 80 
and 120 CE.

Hippolytus reports a similar version of L. 11.3 as a teaching of the Naasenes: ‘They say 
indeed, “If you ate dead things and made them living, what will you do if you eat living 
things?”’ (Ref. 5.8.32). Could this be a saying from the version of the Gospel of Thomas 
that Hippolytus knows and reports when he quotes the Naasene version of L. 4.1 from the 
gospel according to Thomas (Ref. 5.7.20)? It appears to me that Hippolytus’ version of 
the saying has been less manipulated and may, in fact, represent an earlier version of L. 
11.3 than the Coptic translation.

In any case, the referential horizon of the saying appears to evoke the hearer’s or 
reader’s knowledge of early Christian initiatory rituals and the eucharist. If this is the case, 
then L. 11.3 alludes to a Christian teaching purporting that, although one might think that 
or- 
dinary eating sustains life, it is nothing in comparison to eating the living body of Jesus 
(Hippolytus) or receiving the purifying ‘light’ of baptism and unction (Thomas). It is note-
worthy that Christian traditions about the eucharist suggest that it was understood to be the 
mechanism which restored the believer to the image of God, the ‘Perfect Man’ as I have 
described in ‘The True Mysteries’. So L. 11.2–3 appears to be a comment on the Christian 
life. To be among the ‘living’ who ‘will not die’, one must be baptized and anointed, 
purified by the light which is received from these sacraments. Then the initiate has the 
opportunity, probably by eating the eucharistic elements, to begin the restorative process, 
becoming the image of God.

L. 11.4 is a contrary appeal. It references the moment when sin arose: the division of 
the sexes and the loss of the primal androgynous Image (Genesis 1.26–27 and 2.22). If the 
hearer or reader rejects Christian initiation, the situation is dire. The person will remain 
divided and is asked, ‘What will you become?’ Of course, the answer is obvious. The per-
son will not be able to be restored to the primal androgynous state so he or she will be 
counted among ‘the dead who are not alive’. The preferable situation is one in which the 
person returns to the prelapsarian condition of singleness which, in practical terms, meant 
celibacy.

SOURCE DISCUSSION
G. Quispel traces this saying to a possible encratic source like the Gospel of the Egyptians.

LITERATURE PARALLELS

Hippolytus, Ref. 5.8.32
‘They say indeed, “If you ate dead things and made them living, what will you do if you 
eat living things?”’

Dialogue of the Saviour 56–57
‘[Matthew] said, “Tell me, Lord, how the dead die [and] how the living live.” The 
[Lord] said, “[You have] asked me about a saying [...] which eye has not seen, [nor] 
have I heard it except from you. But I say to you that when what invigorates a man is 
removed, he will be called “dead”. And when what is alive leaves what is dead, what is 
alive will be called upon.”’

Acts of Thomas 147
‘The dead I have not brought to life and the living I have not put to death.’
This world is a corpse-eater. All the things eaten in it themselves die also. Truth is a life-eater. Therefore no one nourished by [truth] will die. It was from that place that Jesus came and brought food. To those who so desired he gave [life, that] they might not die... in the place where I will eat all things is the tree of knowledge. That one killed Adam, but here the tree of knowledge made men alive. The law was the tree. It has power to give the knowledge of good and evil. It neither removed him from evil, nor did it set him in the good, but it created death for those who ate of it. For when he said, “Eat this, do not eat that”, it became the beginning of death.

Pseudo-Macarius, Hom. 15.10

All things will become light. All are immersed in light and fire and are indeed changed...

SELECT BIBLIOGRAPHY

Logion 12.1–2

'The disciples said to Jesus, ‘We know that you are going to leave us. Who will be our leader?’

Jesus said to them, ‘No matter where you came from, you should go to James the Righteous One, for whose sake heaven and earth exist.’

NHC II 2.34.25–30

\[ \text{περὶ ἡμῶν \ οὐ \ ἔσται \ οὐ \ ἔσται} \]

Attribution
Accretion.

TEXT AND TRANSLATION ISSUES
L. 12.1 literally reads, ‘Who will be great over us?’ A. Guillaumont notes that this is different from the comparative structure found both in the Greek and Syriac Synoptic accounts, ‘the greatest’. He traces this difference to an Aramaic substratum.

The title ‘Righteous One’ is fascinating since it was not only given to James but appears to be one of the oldest titles given to Jesus whose holiness and righteousness were believed to sustain life. This is alluded to in Acts where Jesus is called the ‘Holy and Righteous One’ (τὸν ἅγιον καὶ δικάσαντα), the ‘beginning’ or ‘founder of life’ (τὸν ἁγαθόν τῆς ζωῆς) (3.14–15; cf. Acts 7.52; 22.14).

Of course, the teaching that, in order for this world to continue to exist, there must always be a certain number of tsaddik or righteous men is Jewish (30 righteous men (Gen. Rabba xcviii, 9, p. 1260; cf. Avoda Zara ii, 1, p. 40b), 36 righteous men (b. Sukka 45b; b. Sanhedrin 97b), or 45 righteous men (b. Hullin 92a). According to the Tannaim, even the existence of one righteous man ‘is equivalent to the entire world’ (Mekhilta de-R. Ishmael, Shira, i, p. 118; cf. Gen. Rabba, xxx, 1, p. 270), a teaching developed from
Proverbs 10.25 ('The righteous is the foundation of the world') and found also in 2 Baruch 14.19 ('The world was created for the righteous'). Rabbi Hyya bar Abba said according to Rabbi Johanan: 'The world exists even for the sake of one righteous person, as it is said, "And the righteous is the foundation of the world"' (b. Yoma 38b). Furthermore, according to these rabbis, 'No righteous man departs from this world until another righteous man like him is created, as it is said, "The sun also rises and the sun goes down" – ere the sun of Elī set, the sun of Samuel the Ramathite had arisen' (b. Yoma 38b; cf. b. Qiddushin 72b).

Not only can the world exist because of the merit of one righteous man succeeding the other, but there is also a tradition that the righteous aided God in the work of creation (Gen. Rabba 8.5; Ruth R. 2.3) and that the world was created for the sake of the righteous (Sifre Deut. 47). These ideas are largely developed in late mystical texts which incorporate the tsaddik in the Sefirot. He is described as the image of the perfect human being as well as the cosmic potency and foundation: ‘The Holy One, blessed be He, has one righteous man in his world, and he is very precious to him, because he maintains the whole world and he is its foundation’ (Bahir). In fact, creation actually occurs through the tsaddik, as is found in the Bahir: ‘Every language of creation is performed through it.’

These traditions go a long way to explain that the title and its attributes were passed on to Jesus’ brother James when he took over the leadership of the Jerusalem community. Logion 12.2 is not alone in this attestation (Eusebius, Eccl. Hist. 2.23; Epiphanes, Panarion 78.7.7; 78.14.1–6; Gos. Hebrews 7; 1 Apocalypse of James 31.30; 32.1–3; 32.12; 43.19–21; 2 Apocalypse of James 44.13–14; 49.9; 59.22; 60.12–13; 61.14). Hegesippus records that James was known as the ‘Righteous One’ who continually prayed in the Temple for the forgiveness of the people. He was called the ‘Oblias’, a term which Hegesippus translates to mean ‘Fortification of the People’. He states that this was for the fulfilment of a prophetic text. It is very likely that he had in mind Proverbs 10.25: ‘the righteous is the foundation of the world’. Furthermore, it appears that James’ prayers as a tsaddik were believed to have been successful in stemming God’s judgement since it was not until immediately after his martyrdom that, Hegesippus says, Vespasian began to attack the Jews (Eusebius, Eccl. Hist. 2.23). The destruction of the Temple was soon to follow. This event was clearly interpreted by the Christian Jews to be the judgement of God meted upon Israel (Eusebius, Eccl. Hist. 3.5; 3.7; Origen, Contra. Celsus 1.47; Origen, Comm. Matthew 10.17).

INTERPRETATIVE COMMENT

The dialogue format indicates development of discourses from older traditional material. The question is retrospective although early in the Christian experience, predating James’ death. This logion may represent the earliest accretions in the Gospel, dating from 40 to 60 CE. The question was legitimate in the early Christian experience, especially since the Christian Jews developed several factions within only a few years after Jesus’ death. This logion, counter the Synoptic tradition where Jesus grants Peter the keys of leadership, entitles James, Jesus’ brother. It appears that the community, even in its latest stage which recognized the authority of Judas Thomas, remained connected with the Jerusalem church and looked to Jesus’ family for leadership. The primacy of James connects the Thomasine community to the teachings and traditions of the Jerusalem Church and Aramaic Christianity in the East.

R. Uro thinks that the combination of L. 11 and 12 points to the temporary leadership of James, a leadership that ‘will pass away’ when the follower has ‘found himself’ and has
become superior to the world and its leaders (L. 111). The message of Thomas, he says, is one of rejection of the world, its leaders and their localization in any church. It seems to me that two issues have been confused in this interpretation. Certainly the later Thomasine community has withdrawn from the world, rejecting material possessions and marital practices. But this does not in any way suggest that they did not have leaders. The text tells us that, indeed, they did. Jesus in L. 12 personally commissions James to lead them no matter their geographical location. And in L. 13, Judas Thomas is similarly honoured. The connection with L. 11 does not suggest the temporary nature of James’ authority, but its permanence. As initiates enter the community and commit to an encratic lifestyle, the world passes away. But the authority of James over their church remains because Jesus commissioned him personally to be their leader and the community members can depend on that heritage. The combination of sayings would have given members a sense of assurance that their commitment to this renunciatory lifestyle was worthy and in accordance with the teachings of Jesus and dependent upon the authority of James, Jesus’ brother.

SOURCE DISCUSSION
G. Quispel suggests that this logion comes from a Jewish Christian Gospel independent of the Synoptic tradition since, in the Jewish Christian Gospel traditions, James was the primate of Christianity and Jesus appeared to him first after the resurrection. R. Grant and D.N. Freedman argue that this logion is based on John 14.5 and Mark 9.34, 10.43 and their parallels. But the parallelism between this logion and these Synoptic passages is so remote that even W. Schrage who is a strong advocate for Synoptic dependence says that the question must be left open in this case. R. Uro thinks that dependency on the Synoptic pericopes is hardly possible given the fact that the Synoptic stories teach a general lesson about humble leadership by referring to slaves and children, while Thomas’ logion is about the designation of James with a special position. Uro feels that it is more likely that this logion represents a tradition which belongs to the same category as Jesus’ words of commission in Matthew 16.17–18 and John 21.15–19.

LITERATURE PARALLELS
Mark 9.34
‘But they silent, for on the way they had argued with one another who was the greatest.’

Luke 9.46
‘An argument arose among them as to which one of them was the greatest.’

2 Apocalypse of James 55.24–25, 56.2–6
‘You are he whom the heavens bless… For your sake they will be told [these things], and will come to rest. For your sake they will reign [and will] become kings. For [your] sake they will have pity on whomever they pity.’

Epistula Apostolorum 17
‘Then we said to him, “Will you really leave us until your coming? Where will we find a teacher?”’

Pseudo-Clementine Recognitions 1.43
‘But while they often made such requests to us, and we sought for a fitting opportunity, a week of years was completed from the passion of the Lord, the Church of the Lord which was constituted in Jerusalem was most plentifully multiplied and grew, being governed with most righteous ordinances by James, who was ordained bishop in it by the Lord.’
4. Commentary on the Gospel of Thomas

Clement of Alexandria, Hypotyposes, in Eusebius, Hist. eccl. 2.1.3

‘Peter, James, and John, after the ascension of the Saviour, did not claim pre-eminence because the Saviour had specially honoured them, but chose James the Righteous as Bishop of Jerusalem.’

Hegesippus in Eusebius, Hist. eccl. 2.23.4

‘Control of the Church passed to the apostles, together with the Lord’s brother James, whom everyone from the Lord’s time till our own has called the Righteous.’

Epiphanius, Pan. 78.7.7–8

‘His firstborn was James, surnamed “Oblias”, meaning “wall”, and also surnamed “Righteous”, who was a Nazarite, which means a holy man. He was the first to receive the bishop’s chair, the first to whom the Lord entrusted his throne upon the earth.’

AGREEMENTS IN SYRIAN GOSPELS, WESTERN TEXT AND DIATESSARON


shall be great << is great
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Logion 13.1–8

1. Jesus said to his disciples, ‘Speculate about me. Tell me, who am I like?’
2. Simon Peter said to him, ‘You are like a righteous angel.’
3. Matthew said to him, ‘You are like a sage, a temperate person.’
4. Thomas said to him, ‘Master, my mouth cannot attempt to say whom you are like.’
5. Jesus said, ‘I am not your master. After you drank, you became intoxicated from the bubbling fount which I had measured out.’
6. And he took him and retreated. He told him three words.
7. Then when Thomas returned to his friends, they asked him, ‘What did Jesus say to you?’
8. Thomas said to them, ‘If I tell you one of the words which he told me, you will pick up stones and throw them at me. Then fire will come out of the stones and burn you up.’

NHC II 2.34.30–35.14

πεκχε εις ἰησοῦς θαύμας τὸ χρῖον ἀδικίαν καὶ ξεινὲ η.UtcNow
πεκχα παῖ ὧν εἰ οἰκον πετρος καὶ κεινὲ ηγοῦτας ηὐοτικοῦς ηακαὶς
πεκχα παῖ ὧν εἰ μακαρίως καὶ κεινὲ ηγοῦτας ημῖνος ἡμῖνως ϣοικοφος ηρήνως
'πεξαρ ην ηδι οικηματ ιε πεξαρ γολος παλαμε ταταπρο
νατι([γ])<π>αι και επταξοος και εκείνη ηνιρ
'πεξε ιηε ιε ιαον πεξαρ αν επει ακωω ακτης εβολα ιη
της εποιε βαλ να ειο ιηταεικιτε
ταξιν αξιτιι ωπανακωπει απωω ηε ηνιοντι ηνιαιξε
ηταπε οικηματ ιε ει εια νερπιεερ αγχονη ιε ηντα ιη
ξιοοκ και ει ογ ηεν
'πεξαρ ην ηδι οικηματ ιε εικανακω ηηηιι οηε ιη ηνιαιξε
ηταρξοο ανιαι ηεναι ηεταιηει οωεν ιηληιηιαιξε εεοει αεω ιη
ειοικιετ ει εβολα ιη ηενε ηνιο<φωκιζη> Μηκοτη

ATTRIBUTION
Accretion.

TEXT AND TRANSLATION ISSUES
In L. 13.3, ΠΙΡΗΓΗΣ likely translates σοφος, meaning a person who has mastery of his or her mind and body – someone who has control over his or her passions, is moderate, chaste, sober, and temperate. In the ancient world, this attribute was understood to be the mark of the sage.

W. Clarysse has offered an alternative reading of L. 13.5. He suggests that καιτ/ should be read as the status pronominalis of καιτε, ‘to dig’. Thus the phrase should be rendered, ‘the bubbling well which I myself dug’. He sees L. 13.5 as a ‘free rendering’ of John 4.14. E. Saunders has argued that L. 13.5 suggests that John 7.38 should be understood as a reference to Christ rather than the believer as the embodiment of the New Jerusalem from whom ‘flow rivers of living water’.

L. 13.8, Ν<φωκιζη> has been emended from the manuscript, ΝΔΡΥΞΗ, which must represent a scribal error, inverting the last two letters of the word and attributing an incorrect pronoun to the antecedent ΚΟΣΤ. A. Guillaumont explains this scribal error as a distracted translator working with a Semitic original since ‘fire’ is feminine in Hebrew, Aramaic and Syriac.

INTERPRETATIVE COMMENT
Development is noted in the dialogue format. The dialogue is retrospective, concerned with christological issues, particularly developing christological understandings of the community. In this case, the later Thomasine community develops its earlier opinions about Jesus, that he was to be compared to God’s angel of righteous judgement (L. 13.2) and to a sage, a person who had achieved mastery of his or her mind and body (L. 13.3). Based on the feeding texts in Baruch 3.10–14 and 24.21, S. Davies thinks that the Christology here is Sophiology. But this does not take into account L. 13.6–8 which holds the key to the later Thomasine Christology in my opinion. According to the view of the later Thomasine community expressed in L. 13.6–8, Jesus also had been given the ineffable unpronounceable divine Name, Yahweh. He was, in fact, Yahweh Manifest. Given its prominence in this logion, it appears that this christological understanding was believed to have superseded the other two, although not necessarily replacing them. In fact, this later Christology represents a development of the earlier angelomorphic Christology. Jesus was not only God’s great angel who bore his Name, but he, by virtue of the possession of the Name was Yahweh Manifest on earth.
4. Commentary on the Gospel of Thomas

This interpretation of L. 13.6–8 is based on the fact that the penalty for blasphemy in Judaism was stoning (Lev. 24.16; Sanh. 7.5). The ‘three words’ mentioned in L. 13.6 must be a reference to the unutterable and unpronounceable Name of God, the Shem hamme-phorash. Jesus has been identified with the divine Name of God found in Exodus 3.14, ‘I AM WHO I AM (יִהְיֶה אֲשֶׁר יִהְיֶה יְהֹוָה יְהֹוָה)’. It is notable that Thomas tells his friends that if he says ‘one’ of these words, he would be stoned. This suggests that יִהְיֶה was the primary word that explicated the Tetragrammaton and was understood to be its equivalent as Fossum has intimated and C. Gieschen has discussed. R. Hayward has made a strong case that the Memra represents God’s יִהְיֶה, his name for himself. This name not only signifies God’s existence, but his merciful presence with his people. According to Hayward, God says, יִהְיֶה, ‘I am here!’ and יִהְיֶה, ‘He is there!’ is the response of the people. Hayward’s discussion complements P. Vermes’ observations and is carried on in S. McDonough’s book, YHWH at Patmos.

It is quite significant that the Acts of Thomas not only alludes to L. 13 in chapter 47, but also knows the Name tradition. In chapter 133, it is stated that the Name given to Jesus is ‘the exalted Name that is hidden from all’. Moreover, when Judas Thomas is asked by Mazdai, ‘What is his [Jesus’] name?’ Judas replies, ‘You are not able to hear his true Name now at this time, but the name that is given to him is Jesus the Messiah’ (ch. 163.)

This Christology is quite cogent with that expressed in the Gospel of John, especially 10.30–39, so accrual is best attributed to a time between 60 and 100 CE, a time when the Johannine community was making similar associations and claims. In John, when Jesus declares, ‘I and the Father are one’ (10.30), the Jews pick up rocks to stone Jesus (10.31). They tell Jesus that ‘we stone you for blasphemy, because you, being a man, make yourself God’ (10.34). Thus Jesus in the Gospel of John is expressing unity with God the Father by laying claim to the possession of the divine Name (cf. 17.11). Stoning was the consequence of such claims.

The mention of fire in L. 13.8 references the fact that Thomas, by drinking from Jesus’ bubbling fount, has been transformed into Jesus’ equal, has drawn near to the fire and survived (cf. 108 and 82). Why will the disciples be burned by fire from the rocks? As C. Morray-Jones has intimated in his article, the gravest of dangers awaits the unprepared person who attempts to encounter God – death by fiery annihilation rather than transformation into a being of light or fire (Philo, Quaest. Ex. 2.27–28; 2.40; 2.44; Mig. 166; 3 Enoch 15; Hekhalot Rabbati 3.4; Midrash Gedullah Mosheh section 2). There is even a story told by the rabbis that the hashmal (living creatures speaking fire) which surround the enthroned Yahweh sent forth fire and burned up a child who had been reading in his teacher’s house the Book of Ezekiel (Hagigah 13a–13b).

SOURCE DISCUSSION
G. Quispel attributes this saying to the Gospel of the Egyptians. I. Dunderberg wonders if L. 13 might be dependent on John 6.66–71, John’s alternative to Peter’s confession in the Synoptics. His investigation, however, leads him to conclude that the common elements are too vague to prove literary dependence.

LITERATURE PARALLELS
Mark 8.27–29

27 And Jesus went on with his disciples, to the villages of Caesarea Philippi. And on the way he asked his disciples, “Who do men say that I am?” 28 And they told him, “John the Baptist. And others say, Elijah. And others, one of the prophets.” 29 And he asked them, “But who do you say that I am?” Peter answered him, “You are the Christ.”
Matthew 16.13–16

13'Now when Jesus came into the district of Caesarea Philippi, he asked his disciples, “Who do men say that the Son of Man is?” 14And they said, “Some say John the Baptist, others say Elijah, and others Jeremiah or one of the prophets.” 15He said to them, “But who do you say that I am?” 16Simon Peter replied, “You are the Christ, the Son of the Living God.”'

Luke 9.18–20

18'Now it happened that as he was praying alone the disciples were with him. And he asked them, “Who do the people say that I am?” 19And they answered, “John the Baptist. But others say, Elijah. And others, that one of the old prophets has risen.” 20And he said to them, “But who do you say that I am?” And Peter answered, “The Christ of God.”'

Matthew 23.8

‘But you are not to be called, “Rabbi”, for you have one teacher, and you are all brethren.’

John 4.10–14

10'Jesus answered her, “If you knew the gift of God, and who it is that is saying to you, ‘Give me a drink’, you would have asked him, and he would have given you living water.” 11The woman said to him, “Sir, you have nothing to draw with, and the well is deep. Where do you get that living water? 12Are you greater than our father Jacob, who gave us the well, and drank from it himself, and his sons, and his cattle?” 13Jesus said to her, “Every one who drinks of this water will thirst again, 14but whoever drinks of the water that I shall give him will never thirst. The water that I shall give him will become in him a spring of water welling up to eternal life.”'

John 6.67–68

67'Jesus said to the twelve, “Do you also wish to go away?” 68Simon Peter answered him, “Lord, to whom shall we go? You have the words of eternal life…”'

John 7.37–38

37'On the last day of the feast, the great day, Jesus stood up and proclaimed, “If any one thirst, let him come to me and drink. 38He who believes in me, as the scripture has said, ‘Out of his heart shall flow rivers of living water.’”'

John 15.15

‘No longer do I call you servants, for the servant does not know what his master is doing. But I have called you friends, for all that I have heard from my Father I have made known to you.’

Acts of Thomas 47

‘Jesus, the Hidden Mystery that is revealed to us. You are the one who has revealed many mysteries to us. You called me apart from all my fellows and told me three words with which I am inflamed, and I am unable to speak them to others.’

Odes of Solomon 11.6–7

‘And speaking waters touched my lips
From the fountain of the Lord generously.
And so I drank and became intoxicated,
From the living water that does not die.’

Cf. Gos. Naz. 14, Hippolytus, Ref. 5.8.5
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4. Commentary on the Gospel of Thomas


Logion 14.1–3

Jesus said to them, 'If you fast, you will give birth in yourselves to sin. And if you pray, you will be condemned. And if you give alms, you will harm yourselves.'

NHC II 2.35.14–20

A. Guillaumont finds the expression ὧδε ὑμῖν ἔστηκεν ἡμᾶς ἐναρκτάκτων ἰσαρνετήθη τὸ σώμα ταῦτα τοῖς ἀνθρώποις. He notes that the use of the word ‘soul’ reflexively is most common in Semitic languages generally, while ‘spirit’ is more peculiar to Syriac. So I have translated this idiomatic phrase, ‘will harm yourselves’.

It appears that at some point in the transmission of this text, L. 6.1 and 14.1–3 became separated. This was noted by scholars as early as 1960 when S. Giverson proposed that the Coptic Thomas was not the ‘original form’ of Thomas. G. Quispel thinks that the final redactor was responsible for this separation and created a new answer to the questions out of L. 5. S. Davies attributes the separation to a technical problem in the transmission of the manuscript due to a tired scribe who mistakenly copied the wrong answer from L. 5. He caught his mistake, however, and copied the original answer before L. 15. In a private conversation with me and a few other scholars at the 1995 Annual Meeting of the Society of Biblical Literature in Philadelphia, B. Pearson said that he thinks the cause of the separation was due to an accidental flip in a manuscript page of the codex. L. 6.1 would have appeared at the bottom of a page while L 14.1–3 at the top of the next page. At some point in the transmission of the manuscript, these leaves were incorrectly placed so that L. 14.1–3 no longer followed L. 6.1. When it was recopied, the sequence of sayings was disturbed.

My study of oral transmission has led me to another possibility. Originally when the accretion accrued in the Gospel, it probably did so as a unit, L. 6.1 was followed immediately by L.. 14.1–3. During some later oral reperformance, the orator may have paused after the questions were posed, continued with L. 6.2, and then returned to the saying he just recited, L. 5. He may have done this in order to emphasize the point he was trying to make in his reperformance of Jesus’ speech, that Jesus’ concerns were ethical not ritual. The orator then proceeded with a sequence of Jesus’ sayings, holding the answer, L. 14.1–3, until later when he recited L. 14.4 and 14.5, where he underscored his point a second time, especially emphasizing that Jesus was not concerned about Jewish food laws. In this sequencing, he may have been presenting the argument that the missionaries should not be concerned about observing the Jewish diet when in the field converting Gentiles because Jesus was more interested in a person’s ethical practice than anything else.
The Original Gospel of Thomas in Translation

**INTERPRETATIVE COMMENT**

Development of Form is indicated by the question and answer unit format of this saying. This is the answer to the questions posed to Jesus by the disciples in L. 6.1. This accretion accrued in the Gospel between 60 and 100 CE in order to accommodate a growing number of Gentiles within the community. In fact, the questions found in L. 6.1 appear to be echoes of the voices of the Gentile converts, 'How should we fast? How should we pray? How should we give alms? What diet should we observe?' From the response in this logion, it appears that this new constituency shifted the interests of the community away from Jewish practices toward a Christianity with its own developing praxis. I do not think that the attitude expressed in this logion meant that religious practices were abandoned altogether by the Thomasine Christians or that they were considered spiritually harmful. Rather, as I have discussed in more detail in the companion volume, Recovering, it appears that the language in L. 14.1–3 was understood to be rhetorical rather than literal, perhaps criticizing obligatory practices once customary to the community. The later community appears to have replaced its earlier obligatory practices with a renunciatory lifestyle, fasting from the world (L. 27.1). This position seems to me to be more rigorous not more lenient as some scholars have suggested. A. Marjanen discusses additional scholarly interpretations of this logion in his article.

**SOURCE DISCUSSION**

G. Quispel attributes this logion to the hand of the author of the Gospel.

**LITERATURE PARALLELS**

Matthew 6.1–6

1'Beware of practising your piety before men in order to be seen by them; for then you will have no reward from your Father who is in heaven. 2Thus, when you give alms, sound no trumpet before you, as the hypocrites do in the synagogues and in the streets, that they may be praised by men. Truly I say to you, they have received their reward. 3But when you give alms, do not let your left hand know what your right hand is doing, so that your alms may be in secret; and your Father who sees in secret will reward you. 4And when you pray, you must not be like the hypocrites; for they love to stand and pray in the synagogues and at the street corners, that they may be seen by men. Truly I say to you, they have received their reward. 5And when you pray, go into your room and shut the door and pray to your Father who is in secret; and your Father who sees in secret will reward you.'

Abu al-Qasim ibn 'Asakir, Sirat al-Sayyid al-Masih, p. 172 (no. 196)

Jesus used to say, 'He who prays and fasts but does not abandon sin is inscribed in the Kingdom of God as a liar.'

Cf. Didache 8; 15.4; Hipp., Ref. 5.9.4
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4. Commentary on the Gospel of Thomas

**Logion 14.4**

> "When you enter any district and walk around the countryside, if they take you in, whatever they serve you, eat! The people among them who are sick, heal!"

*NHC II 2.35.20–24*

> ἀγω εὐητεμομοιει εξογν εκαρ γίμ αγω ἢπητεμομοιει εἰν νοὴ ηγιηπαραλεξε εἰκυτν πετογακακε γαρύτν ουομή νετυκεν νῆτην ηπειρατευε νημνού

**Attribution**

Kernel saying.

**Interpretative Comment**

Early on, when the community was missionizing mainly the Jews, this saying may have had nothing to do with abandoning Jewish dietary practices. It probably was understood as an injunction for the Christian Jewish missionary to expect support from those Jews whom he was healing and converting. Later, however, when the community began to actively missionize the Gentiles and accommodate them within their community, this Kernel saying became sandwiched between L. 14.1–3 and 14.5. Its interpretation shifted so that it now was an injunction from Jesus, lifting the Jewish dietary restrictions altogether and refocusing the discussion on ethical practices.

This interpretation appears to coincide with S. Patterson’s opinion that L 14.4 is ‘simply good advice for homeless vagabonds such as those who promulgated the early sayings tradition’. But once it became associated with L. 14.5, the saying is no longer intended simply to address the question of how a preacher was to obtain food. The question now is whether the preacher must seek only kosher food, ‘a question that arises only when Jews have crossed over the social boundaries that separate them from Gentiles’. Patterson notes that Paul uses the same tradition to settle the question put forward by the Corinthian community (1 Cor. 10.27).

**Source Discussion**

R. Grant and D.N. Freedman, B. Gärtner, and R. McL. Wilson think that this saying is dependent on the Synoptics because the phrase ‘heal the sick’ is out of place in Thomas’ context. In their estimation, this signals a Lukian source.


P. Sellew has made a case for Luke 10.8–9 belonging to a pre-Quelle tradition which was in turn used in both Q and Thomas since Thomas’ emphasis on ‘lands and regions’ is ‘rurally evocative’ when compared to Q’s ‘city’. Sellew considers the eating and healing commands to have already connected in the tradition, thus explaining the odd repetition in Luke 10.8. Because he does not consider the wording ‘lands and regions’ to signal rural districts, R. Uro is not convinced by Sellew. So he regards Luke 10.8–9 as a secondary composition that originated out of a literary redaction of the mission instructions. Thus he views 14.4 as potentially echoing secondary orality based on Luke.
Even though Uro states that L. 14.4 does not come from a presynoptic 'free' tradition of Jesus’ sayings, unfortunately he does not lay out convincing reasons for this opinion. Thus, I find Sellew’s position much preferred, at least for the origin of the Kernel saying. It is possible that the Kernel saying was secondarily adapted to the Lukan version at a later date, an opinion which Uro also suggests.

**LITERATURE PARALLELS**

**Matthew 10.8 (Qmatt)**

‘Heal the sick, raise the dead, cleanse the leper, cast out demons.’

**Luke 10.8–9 (Qluke)**

‘Whenever you enter a town and they receive you, eat what is set before you. Heal the sick in it and say to them, “The Kingdom of God has come near to you.”’

**1 Cor. 10.27**

‘If one of the unbelievers invites you to dinner and you are disposed to go, eat whatever is set before you without raising any question on the ground of conscience.’

**SELECT BIBLIOGRAPHY**


**Logion 14.5**

“For what goes into your mouth will not make you unclean, rather what comes out of your mouth. It is this which will make you unclean!”

**NHC II 2.35.24–27**

\[\text{πεταναξυν γαρ εξογν ῃν τετηναπρο φαναξωμ θυτν \ αν αλλα πετινη} \]  
\[\text{εβολ ῃν τετηναπρο ἄνοι} \]  
\[\text{πεταναξυμ θυτν} \]

**ATTRIBUTION**

Accretion.

**INTERPRETATIVE COMMENT**

Secondary development of the sayings tradition is indicated because this saying’s intent is to explain an ideology and activity reflecting post-50 CE Christianity. It presupposes an early Christian decision to use Jesus’ words to nullify the Jewish dietary regulations for missionaries staying in Gentile households. It probably accrued in the Gospel in between 60 and 100 CE in order to alleviate the problem that had begun to face Christian Jewish missionaries in the field – the Gentile table. Accommodation of the new Gentile constituency is prominent.

**SOURCE DISCUSSION**

Dependence on Matthew 15.11 is demonstrated, according to W. Schrage, because of the common references to ‘mouth’ and the Greek attributive participle in the first part of the
4. Commentary on the Gospel of Thomas

logion. Markan dependence is signalled by Mark’s participle phrase, τὰ κοινοῦντα rather than Matthew’s κοινοῦ.

J. Sieber notes that these agreements do not establish Thomas’ dependence on the Synoptics because they are not editorial but represent another version of the material in Matthew’s special source. This seems to be in line with J.D. Crossan’s opinion that Mark 7.15, Matthew 15.11, and L. 14.5 all represent independent versions of the saying. Sieber also points out that L. 14.5 has ‘will not defile you’, a more original form than the Synoptic version, ‘will not defile a man’. The third person object, Sieber thinks, is needed because the saying is placed in a clearly secondary situation.

R. Uro, however, points out that a standard redaction-critical reading results in the position that Matthew 15.11 is a reformulation of Mark 7.15. This means that L. 14.5 echoes Matthew’s redaction in 15.11 since it is almost identical to Matthew apart from the different personal pronoun. Uro thinks that Matthew may have been quoted from memory or that the use of the tradition has been influenced by prior readings of Matthew’s Gospel. He says it may be that Matthew’s saying was cited independently, detached from its original context and that this reperformance was taken into the Thomasine Gospel.

Given the fact that this saying is an accretion, Uro’s description of this saying in terms of secondary orality is particularly noteworthy I think, although I would make the argument based on characteristics of orally transmitted material rather than the traditional appeal to redaction criticism. My own comparative study of L. 14.5 and Matthew 15.11 has shown a very high percentage of common words in sequence. When compared with the average 10 or 11 shared word sequence between the Thomasine-Synoptic aphorisms, in L. 14.5 we find 17. This may indicate that we are seeing here secondary orality if not literary dependence (see Chapter 1.4.3.3–7).

**LITERATURE PARALLELS**

**Mark 7.15**

‘There is nothing outside a man which by going into him can defile him. But the things which come out of a man are what defile him.’

**Mark 7.18–23**

18 ‘Do you not see that whatever goes into a man from outside cannot defile him, 19 since it enters, not his heart, but his stomach, and so passes on?’ (Thus he declared all foods clean.) 20 And he said, ‘What comes out of the mouth is what defiles a man. 21 For from within, out of the heart of man, come evil thoughts, fornication, theft, murder, adultery, 22 coveting, wickedness, deceit, licentiousness, envy, slander, pride, foolishness. 23 All these evil things come from within, and they defile man.’

**Matthew 15.11**

‘Not what goes into the mouth defiles a man, but what comes out of the mouth, this defiles him.’

**Matthew 15.17–20**

17 ‘Do you not see that whatever goes into the mouth passes into the stomach, and so passes on? 18 But what comes out of the mouth proceeds from the heart, and this defiles a man. 19 For out of the heart come evil thoughts, murder, adultery, fornication, theft, false witness, slander. 20 These are what defile a man; but to eat with unwashed hands does not defile a man.’

The expression 'not born of woman' is the antonym of the Semitic phrase 'one born of woman' which describes the condition of humanity, its mortality and generation through sexual intercourse (Job 14.1; 15.14; Sukkah 52a; Ma’ayan ha-Hokmah 60–61; Pesik. R. 20, 98a; 25, 128a; Megillah 13b; 3 Enoch 5.2). The antonym describes the condition of God, referencing his immortality and self-generation (cf. L. 50).

In the Kernel Gospel, this saying may have been read as instructions for the etiquette for the Day of Judgement (Rev. 4.10; 5.14; 7.11). The interpretative meaning probably shifted to the etiquette for mystical visions once the hermeneutical emphasis of the Gospel shifted away from the eschatological (1 Enoch 14.24; 2 Enoch 22.4).

G. Quispel attributes this saying to the author of the Gospel.
4. Commentary on the Gospel of Thomas

Cf. Hipp., Ref. 8.13.3

SELECT BIBLIOGRAPHY

\[ \text{Logion 16.1–2} \]

1 Jesus said, ‘Perhaps people think it is peace that I have come to cast upon the world.
2 And they do not know it is division that I have come to cast upon the earth — fire, sword, war!"

\[ \text{NHC II 2.35.31–36} \]

\[ '\pi\varepsilon\varepsilon\iota \iota \varepsilon \tau\alpha\varsigma \varepsilon\gamma\mu\varepsilon\epsilon\varepsilon\gamma\nu \nu \iota \nu\mu\mu\mu \varepsilon \gamma\iota \eta\tau\alpha\varepsilon\epsilon\iota \varepsilon \iota\nu\gamma\iota\nu\chi\omicron \omicron \omicron \varepsilon \chi\iota\omicron \pi\kappa\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron \omicron \alpha\varsigma \varepsilon \omicron \varsigma \nu\varsigma \omicron \varsigma \omicron \varsigma \omicron \omicron \omicron \omicron \omicron \omicron
\]

ATTRIBUTION
Kernel saying.

INTERPRETATIVE COMMENT
This saying in the Kernel is apocalyptic in nature. It is the final logion in the first speech, underscoring the nearness of God’s Judgement and Jesus’ role in it as God’s great angel of Judgement as I have described in the companion volume, Recovering. In apocalyptic texts, fire plays a dominant role in God’s retributive and punitive actions of judgement in the last days. In Jewish traditions, it was thought that God or his angel(s) would be responsible for pouring the fire of judgement onto the earth (Isa. 66; Mal.; Sib. Or. 3.689–90; 4.171–81; 1 Enoch 102.1; Apoc. Elijah 5.22–24; 4 Ezra 13.1–11). This fiery judgement was anticipated by the first Christians (1 Cor. 3.13–15; 2 Pet. 3.7–14; Rev. 8.5).

In the complete Gospel, with the accrual of L. 16.4 and the delay of the Eschaton, this originally apocalyptic saying came under scrutiny and a new hermeneutic. Now the ‘division’ (L. 16.1–2) and family separation (L. 16.3) spoken of in the Kernel is understood to refer to the choice of the believer to leave his or her family and become part of a Christian community which preferred celibacy to marriage. The ‘fire, sword, war’ that was cast upon the earth is recast in psychological terms as it was in the Pseudo-Clementines, as the interior battle with the passions, the demons that thwart the advancement of the soul.

SOURCE DISCUSSION

J. Sieber questions Schrage’s analysis of the redactionary elements ascribed to Luke, particularly the word, ‘division’. He thinks that Matthew might be the one who has altered Quelle with ‘sword’ instead of ‘division’. Rather Sieber attributes the Thomas variant to ‘the lateness of the oral tradition on which Thomas is based’ since it has secondarily expanded the saying with the addition ‘fire, sword, war!’ This appears to be similar to H. Koester’s
view that ‘fire, sword, war’ is an independent expansion of the original wording in Q, ‘sword’, which is preserved in Matthew 10.14. Patterson argues that ‘sword’ and ‘cast’ were in Matthew’s version of Q. Sieber also points out that Thomas introduces the logion very differently from the Synoptics, a variant which he thinks is likely the more original introduction to the saying because it is ‘an expression of prophetic self-consciousness’.

C. Tuckett disagrees with Sieber and restates that the use of διομερησιμος in Luke 12.51 agrees with Thomas’ ΜΩΡΩΧ which is used in Sahidic Luke. This he documents as secondary to Matthew’s μαχησια. K. Snodgrass points out that Thomas introduces the logion very differently from the Synoptics, a variant which he thinks is likely the more original introduction to the saying because it is ‘an expression of prophetic self-consciousness’.

G. Quispel thinks that Thomas is preserving an independent tradition probably based on a Jewish Christian Gospel. He suggests that allusions to the logion in the Pseudo-Clementines, especially Recognitions (Syriac) 2.26.6 which reads ‘I have not come to cast peace upon the earth but war’, is an indication that L. 16.1–2 comes from the same Jewish Christian source. Recognitions is closer to Thomas than Matthew with the phrase, ‘war’. Since the words ‘war’ and ‘sword’ are variant translations of the Aramaic נזרפ, Quispel explains the variant readings in the Pseudo-Clementines that have both ‘war’ (Rec. Syriac 2.26.6) and ‘sword’ (Rec. 2.26.6; 2.28.2; 3.23.3; 4.6.4) as translation variants of an earlier Aramaic tradition. Thomas is also familiar with this Aramaic tradition.

In my opinion, it is reasonable to argue that L. 16 represents an independent tradition which was also known to Quelle Luke, especially when we realize that the longest sequence of common words between L. 16.1–2 and Luke’s version is only four, ‘I have come to’. In other words, L. 16 may be evidence that Matthew and Luke had their own versions of Quelle with variant readings, that διομερησιμος was present in Luke’s version of Quelle. If, however, one considers διομερησιμος a secondary development rather than an example of a multiform variant, then it is possible that the word came into the logion by way of secondary orality as the passage was reperformed in the oral environment and adapted to the memory of the Lukan version.

**LITERATURE PARALLELS**

**Matthew 10.34 (Qmatt)**

‘Do not think that I have come to bring peace on earth. I have not come to bring peace, but a sword.’

**Luke 12.51 (Qluke)**

‘Do you think that I have come to give peace on earth? No, I tell you, but rather division.’

1 Thess. 5.3

‘When people say, “There is peace and security”, then sudden destruction will come upon them as travail comes upon a woman with child, and there will be no escape.’

4 Ezra 16.21

‘Behold, provisions will be so cheap upon earth that men will imagine that peace is assured them, for then the calamities shall spring up on the earth – sword, famine, and great confusion.’

Pseudo-Clementine Recognitions (Syriac) 2.26

‘I have not come to send peace on earth, but war.’

Pseudo-Clementine Recognitions 2.26, 2.28, 6.4

‘I have not come to send peace on earth, but a sword.’
Pseudo-Clementine Recognitions 2.32

'Elsewhere you say that he said that he would send a sword.'

Pseudo-Clementine Homilies 11.19

'Whence the Prophet of Truth, knowing that the world was in much error, and seeing it ranged on the side of evil, did not choose that there should be peace to it while it stood in error. So that till the end he sets himself against all those who are in concord with wickedness, setting truth over against error, sending as it were fire upon those who are sober, namely wrath against the seducer, which is likened to a sword, and by holding forth the word he destroys ignorance by knowledge, cutting, as it were, separating the living from the dead. Therefore, while wickedness is being conquered by lawful knowledge, war has taken hold of all.'

Cf. Ezek. 13.11; 14.21; Jer. 14.12; 21.7; Isa. 13.10; 34.4; 1 Enoch 90.13–20; 91.12–17; 93; Jubilees 23.13; 4 Ezra 5.1; 2 Baruch 25; Mark 13.13, 20 and parallels; Rev. 6; 8–9; 16; 20.

**AGREEMENTS IN SYRIAN GOSPELS, WESTERN TEXT AND DIATESSARON**


throw « give (Luke), bring (Matthew)

Luke 12.51//Matthew 10.34 in 033 213 e b f^d g l (Luke) T^q T^r^NL T^r^HD Zach

+ they do not know


+ I have come^2

Luke 12.51//Matthew 10.34 in T^q T^r T^p

+ to throw^2

Luke 12.51//Matthew 10.34 in T^r^NL Rec C

+ upon the earth

Luke 12.51//Matthew 10.34 in P Rec T^p Ar

+ war

Matthew 10.34 in C
divisions, sword

**SELECT BIBLIOGRAPHY**


**Logion 16.3**

For there will be five people in a house. There will be three people against two, and two against three, father against son, and son against father.

**NHC II 2.35.36–36.4**

οὐν ηγεῖ γὰρ ναῶτες; οὐ οὐκ οὐνοτ ναῶτες εἰκάναι λέγων εἰκάναι εἰκάνον πειστι εἰκάνον παισε ἐκαί πειστι εἰκάνον παισε
ATTRIBUTION

Kernel saying.

TEXT AND TRANSLATION ISSUES

A. Guillaumont notes that L. 16.3, against Luke 12.52, preserves Semitic syntax in its phrasing, ‘there will be five people in a house, three will be against two and two against three...’ Here, we have two clauses juxtaposed instead of the first clause subordinated as a conditional clause. Guillaumont explains that Luke’s Greek text is not satisfactory in its syntax. The translator did not understand the Semitic syntax and wrongly introduced διαμερίσμενον in the first clause. In this case, he feels that Thomas’ version helps us to understand the Aramaic substratum of the Synoptic Gospels.

INTERPRETATIVE COMMENT

This logion appears to have circulated together with L. 16.1–2 since it is already found attached in Quelle. In the Kernel, the saying was apocalyptic, echoing the common expectation that the end time would be chaotic and families would be in disarray (Micah 7.6; 1 Enoch 56.7; Jubilees 23.16, 19).

The new hermeneutic applied in the later Thomasine Gospel once L. 16.4 accrued indicates a thorough revision of this apocalyptic expectation. The family division was believed to reflect the voluntary dissolution of the nuclear family necessary for the Christian who was committed to Jesus’ words and encratic practice.

SOURCE DISCUSSION

W. Schrage sees L. 16.3 as dependent especially upon Luke 12.52–53 even though Thomas does not include the phrase ἀνὰ τὸ φύσιν. J. Sieber counters by stating that the omission of this Lukan phrase argues for Thomas’ independence. Further he says that Luke is developed from Micah 7.6 so the relationships described in Luke cannot be assigned to his editorial hand. If this were the case though, Sieber’s argument does not work since Luke would be the one modifying Quelle based on his remembrance of Micah. Thus C. Tuckett concludes that it is redactional and L. 16.3 presupposes Luke. He states that the explicit numerical division of 3.2 and 2.3, and the reciprocal pairing of son against father and father against son agrees with Luke against Matthew. Tuckett cites evidence that Luke’s wording is redactional because Matthew’s wording is closer to Micah 7.6 and Luke, he thinks, has expanded the material secondarily by adding a reference to the hostility of the older generation to the younger. But does Luke’s version represent Lukan redaction? If Matthew and Luke had the same version of Quelle which Tuckett presupposes, than it is just as tenable to argue that Matthew redacted Quelle, not Luke, in order to align the Quelle saying with Micah.

In my opinion, however, these arguments for Synoptic dependence do not account for the differences in the versions, including the differences in syntax noted above. L. 16.3 is substantively shorter than Luke or Matthew in the list of relatives. Moreover, Thomas’ clause, ‘For there will be five people in a house’ does not contain the reference to ‘one house’ nor ‘divided’ as we find in Luke. The similarities are equally arresting. Although Thomas has two phrases in common with Luke – ‘three against two, and two against three’ and ‘father against son, and son against father’ – Luke breaks them up with additional material – ‘they will be divided’ – while Thomas presents them sequentially. This is evidence for oral variation rather than literary dependence. I think that these differences as well as the similarities can easily be explained if Luke and Thomas represent pre-synoptic oral variants of the
saying. In fact, *Thomas'* version may lend weight to the hypothesis that Matthew and Luke had different versions of Quelle, in which case each variant echoes the rhetorician's memory of Micah as well as his or her memory of this saying of Jesus. This conclusion finds additional support from Guillaumont’s earlier notation that *Thomas'* version appears to represent an Aramaic substratum which may also have been behind Luke 12.52.

**LITERATURE PARALLELS**

**Matthew 10.35–36 (Qmatt)**

>'For I have come to set a man against his father, and a daughter against her mother, and a daughter-in-law against her mother-in-law. A man's foes will be those of his own household.'

**Luke 12.52–53 (Qluke)**

>'For henceforth in one house there will be five divided, three against two and two against three. They will be divided, father against son and son against father, mother against daughter and daughter against her mother, mother-in-law against daughter-in-law and daughter-in-law against her mother-in-law.'

**Pseudo-Clementine Recognitions 2.28**

>'And henceforth you shall see father separated from son, son from father, husband from wife and wife from husband, mother from daughter and daughter from mother, brother from brother, father-in-law from daughter-in-law, friend from friend.'

**Pseudo-Clementine Recognitions 2.29**

>'He proclaims the war of the word and of confutation, and says that 'henceforth you shall see son separated from father, and husband from wife, and daughter from mother, and brother from brother, and daughter-in-law from mother-in-law, and a man's foes shall be they of his own house.'

**Pseudo-Clementine Recognitions 2.32**

>'And elsewhere you say, that he said that he would send a sword, that he might separate those who are in one house, so that son shall be divided from father, daughter from mother, brother from brother, so that if there be five in one house, three shall be divided against two, and two against three.'

**Pseudo-Clementine Recognitions 6.4**

>'For it is necessary that, for the sake of salvation, the son, for example, who has received the word of truth, be separated from his unbelieving parents; or again, that the father be separated from his son, or the daughter from her mother. And in this manner the battle of knowledge and ignorance, of truth and error, arises between believing and unbelieving kinsmen and relatives.'

**Pseudo-Clementine Homilies 11.19**

>'For the submissive son is, for the sake of salvation, separated from the unbelieving father, or the father from the son, or the mother from the daughter, or the daughter from the mother, and relatives from relatives, and friends from associates.'

**Micah 7.6**

>'For the son treats the father with contempt, the daughter rises up against her mother, the daughter-in-law against her mother-in-law. A man's enemies are the men of his own house.'

**4 Ezra 5.9**

>'All friends shall conquer one another.'

**4 Ezra 6.24**

>'At that time, friends shall make war on friends like enemies.'
1 Enoch 56.7
‘And they shall begin to fight among themselves, and (by) their own right hands they shall prevail against themselves. A man shall not recognize his brother, nor a son his mother, until there shall be a (significant) number of corpses from among them.’


**AGREEMENTS IN SYRIAN GOSPELS, WESTERN TEXT AND DIATESSARON**

*Luke 12.52–53 in 1012*
– henceforth

– divided

– they will be divided

**SELECT BIBLIOGRAPHY**

**Logion 16.4**

‘And they will stand as celibate people.’

*NHC II 2.36.5*

‘abyw cenawze epato eyo ëmonaxoc

**ATTRIBUTION**
Accretion.

**TEXT AND TRANSLATION ISSUES**

*Mnonaxoc* is not known in Greek sources prior to the fourth century. But A. Guillaumont, M. Harl, F.-E. Morard and G. Quispel all note that its Syriac complement *ëmonaxoc* is used commonly from the earliest sources of the Syrian Church to reference ascetics who lived their lives as celibates. The use of monachos in the *Gospel of Thomas* is a precursor to that which developed in monastic circles in the fourth and fifth centuries, when it came to mean, as D. Brakke explains, not only the monk’s celibacy embraced by his pursuit of single-hearted devotion to God, but also his personal combat with many demons to regain his lost unity with his divine identity. Thus I have translated *monaxoc*, ‘celibate person’, in order to bring across this meaning, but to distinguish it from the similar phrase, *oyx oywt*, ‘single person’, used in other logia and which A. F. J. Klijn shows to be an equivalent expression. R. Uro has tried to make the case that this word is to be associated only with an anti-familial posture, not celibacy, but he does not offer an alternative explanation for this word’s clear linguistic heritage with reference to singleness and celibacy as found throughout Syrian literature.

According to J. Fossum, the ‘standing’ state is a metaphor that was commonly used by Jews and Christians to characterize the way in which angels worshipped before the seated
and enthroned God (I Enoch 39.12–13; 40.1; 47.3; 68.2; 2 Enoch 21.1; Test. Abr. 7–8; Samaritan Lit. 27.18). The righteous who took their place in heaven were also known by this title (Asc. Isa. 9.9–10; 2 Enoch 22.10; Memar Marqa 4.12). M. Williams discusses this metaphor at length.

**INTERPRETATIVE COMMENT**

Development of the sayings tradition is indicated because this saying is an interpretative clause with vocabulary characteristic of the accretions, MONAXOC and OXE EPA'. It accrued in the Gospel to reinterpret the previous eschatological sayings in response to the delayed Eschaton between 80 and 120 CE.

This clause is encratic, suggesting that a new hermeneutic was applied to the previous eschatological sayings by a new constituency – Christians with encratic tendencies. The accrual of this clause shifted the meaning of this unit of apocalyptic sayings from a warning to people about the impending Judgement and the dissolution of their families to an injunction from Jesus to abandon their families for the holy life of the single celibate believer. MONAXOC comes to mean ‘monk’ or ‘virgin’ in later Christian literature. Here it is used in its earlier sense to mean ‘single person’ or ‘bachelor’ as M. Harl and F.-E. Morard have shown in their studies. We should note that this use and interpretation of MONAXOC is entirely compatible with its use and interpretation in the Liber Graduum. According to the studies of A. Baker, the author of the Liber Graduum does not advocate a physical withdrawal for the monachos as we find in Egyptian monastic literature, but that he or she should leave father and mother, abstain from sexual intercourse, and live a life of virginity (737.9ff.)!

**LITERATURE PARALLELS**

Cf. L. 4.3, 22, 23, 48, and 106

**SELECT BIBLIOGRAPHY**


**Logion 17**

Jesus said, ‘I will give you what no eye has seen, what no ear has heard, what no hand has touched, and (what) has not arisen in the human mind.’

**NHC II 2.36.5–9**

πεσε ηε γε ἐν ηαν μητην ἄπετε Ῥπέβαλ μα γρχ ργθ λ γητε ἄπεδη μαξα δομη ζ ρμη τε ἄπεδη αδημη βθκυμη γρθ λγθ ἄπετει επφαι ζ ηφιτ ερθμε

**ATTRIBUTION**

Kernel saying.


**INTERPRETATIVE COMMENT**

In the Kernel Gospel, this logion opens the second speech. It calls the hearer to listen to the secret revelation that the orator will give in Jesus' stead. In S. Davies' opinion, the Gospel is referring here to the Spirit of Wisdom which he compares with Paul's application in 1 Corinthians 2.7-10.

**SOURCE DISCUSSION**

G. Quispel traces this saying to a Jewish-Christian Gospel source, probably the Gospel of the Nazarenes.

It has been suggested by P. Prigent that a version of this saying came from the liturgy of the synagogue. The closest liturgical parallel appears to be that mentioned by E. Sanders, 1QS 11.5-8, a Qumran hymn. But Saunders argues for a different Sitz im Leben for this logion. It represents the activity of Christian prophets within the community who developed selected Old Testament passages believed to be prophetic of Jesus.

C. Hedrick says that the opinion that L. 17 derived from 1 Corinthians is highly unlikely since Thomas reflects no clear awareness of 1 Corinthians and would not have selected one saying out of Paul's letters and placed it on the lips of Jesus. He thinks that Thomas derived the logion either from non-Christian tradition or from a stock of Christian tradition that had already associated it with Jesus. Hedrick prefers the latter possibility.

**LITERATURE PARALLELS**

1 Cor. 2.9-10

"But as it is written, "What no eye has seen, nor ear heard, nor the heart of man conceived, what God has prepared for those who love him", 10 God has revealed to us through the Spirit."

Dialogue of the Saviour 57

'The Lord said, "[You have] asked me for a word [about that] which eye has not seen, nor have I heard about it, except from you."

1 Clement 34.8

'Ten thousand times ten thousand stood before him, says Scripture, and thousands did him service, crying, Holy, holy, holy is the Lord of hosts; all creation is full of his glory. In the same way ought we ourselves, gathered together in a conscious unity, to cry to him as it were with a single voice, if we are to obtain a share of his glorious great promises - for it says that no eye has seen, nor ear has heard, no mortal heart has dreamed of the things God has in store for those who wait patiently for him."

2 Clement 11.7

'If, then, we have done what is right in God's eyes, we shall enter his Kingdom and receive the promises which ear has not heard or eye seen, or which man's heart has not entertained."

Martyrdom of Peter 10

'Therefore, you also brethren, having taken refuge with him and having learned that in him alone you exist, will obtain those things of which he says to you - what eye has not seen or ear heard, nor did they enter the heart of man."

Acts of Peter 39

'To him, brethren, you also take refuge and learn that your existence is in him alone, and you shall then obtain that of which he said to you, "Eye has not seen, nor ear heard, neither has it entered into the heart of man.""
Acts of Thomas 36

‘But we speak of God and our Lord Jesus, and of the angels and the guardian spirits and the saints, and of the new world; and of the incorruptible food of the tree of life, and of the draught (of the water) of life; of what eye has not seen nor ear heard nor has entered into the heart of man (to conceive), – what God has prepared from of old for those who love him.’

Pseudo-Clementine Recognitions 1.44

‘For as no one can see without eyes, nor hear without ears, nor smell without nostrils, nor taste without tongue, nor handle anything without hands, so it is impossible, without the True Prophet, to know what is pleasing to God.’

Pseudo-Philo, Liber antiquitatum biblicarum 26, 13

‘And then I will take those and many others better than they are from where eye has not seen nor ear heard and it has not entered into the heart of man, until the like should come to pass in the world.’

Pseudo-Titus Epistle

‘Great and honourable is the divine promise which the Lord has made with his own mouth to them that are holy and pure. He will bestow upon them what eyes have not seen nor ears heard, nor has it entered the human heart. And from eternity to eternity there will be a race incomparable and incomprehensible.’

Prayer of the Apostle Paul 1,4,26–35

‘Grant what no angel eye has [seen] and no archon ear (has) heard and what has not entered into the human heart which came to be angelic and (modelled) after the image of the psychic God when it was formed in the beginning, since I have faith and hope.’

Apostolic Constitutions 7.32

‘Then shall the wicked go away into everlasting punishment, but the righteous shall go into life eternal’, to inherit those things “which eye has not seen, nor ear heard, nor have entered into the heart of man, such things as God has prepared for those who love him”.

Turfan Manichaean Fragment, M 789

‘...that I may redeem you from death and annihilation, I will give you what you have not seen with the eye nor heard with the ears nor grasped with the hand.’

Isaiah 64.4

‘From of old no one has heard or perceived by the ear, no eye has seen a God besides you, who works for those who wait for him.’

SELECT BIBLIOGRAPHY

**NHC II 2.36.9-17**

1. The Original Gospel of Thomas in Translation

102

TEXT AND TRANSLATION ISSUES

In L. 18.3, the manuscript reads \textit{πεταναύζησε}. The scribe, however, has crossed out the first \textit{פ.} I have deleted the extra letter since it was a recognized error on the part of the scribe. See L. 1 for discussion of the phrase, 'will not taste death', and its rendering in my translation, 'will not die'.

INTERPRETATIVE COMMENT

Secondary development of traditional material is signalled because this saying is part of a dialogue created to answer a question posed by the community. Moreover, the logion contains vocabulary characteristic of the accretions, \textit{ἐμαυτον ἐπεταναύζεσθαι}. The community wants Jesus to explain what the End will be like, a question that grew out of the eschatological crisis experienced by this community. Thus the saying accrued in the Gospel in response to the delayed Eschaton between 60 and 100 CE. It possibly accumulated following the Kernel saying, L. 17, because it developed further Jesus' statement that he is going to tell the hearer or reader what has never occurred previously to the human mind.

In Jewish Christian literature, the New World ushered in by the Eschaton frequently was described in analogous terms with creation (Isa. 65.17; 66.22; Jub. 1.29; 1 Enoch 91.16–17; 4 Ezra 7.30–31; 2 Pet. 3.12–13; Rev. 21.1, 5), as a restitution of creation (Test. Levi 18.10–11; Jub. 23.26–28; 1 Enoch 90.37–38; Rom. 3.24; 5.2; 8.19–21; Col. 1.15–20; Rev. 20.13; 21.4), as a transformation of creation (Isa. 26.1–3; 60.19–20; Dan. 12.3; 1 Enoch 45.4–5; 2 Bar. 51; Rev. 21.13), as an identification with creation (1 Enoch 24–25; Rev. 2.7; 21.1, 14, 17, 19), as the reservation of particular aspects of creation (4 Ezra 6.49–50; 2 Bar. 29.4), as the pre-existence of certain aspects of creation that will appear at the End (4 Ezra 4.36–37; 9.70; Rev. 17.8; 21.2). Sometimes Eden will appear at the End in an earthly manifestation (Test. Levi 18.10–11) while other writings believe it to be heavenly (1 Enoch 61.12; 70.3–4; 2 Enoch 8.1–3; 2 Bar. 4.3; 51.11; 4 Ezra 6.26; 7.28, 36–38; 13.52; 14.9, 49). Behind these images is the tradition that God would restore the creation and fix what had gone wrong, bringing to perfection what he had already created.

This accretion puns these traditions, using common eschatological imagery for mystical purposes. As M. Lelyveld states, understanding the End now implicitly means understanding the primordial condition. In other words, the End is understood to be a return to Paradise which can be achieved by the disciples when they ‘stand’ in Eden, an expression indicating that they have ascended to Paradise, are like Adam before he sinned and are the angels worshipping before God’s throne (see L. 16.4). It is implied by this dialogue that the community previously has misunderstood the End to refer to the eschatological renewal of creation through cosmic endings, rather than the mystical renewal of creation and the original Adam through encratic practice and personal transformation.
Although this accretion is not distinctively Hermetic, it would have taken on additional meaning for community members familiar with Hermetism since the Hermetics taught that the goal of each human was to return his or her soul its heavenly origin as J.-P. Mahé has described. Thus, they thought that, at death, “all things go back again to the place whence they have come down” (Excerpt of Stobaeus 26.12; cf. Asc. 11; C.H. 1.21; 13.18–19) or “the human being rushes up through the cosmic framework” to the abode from which he or she came (C.H. 1.25). This experience could be mystically achieved through initiation such as is recorded in the Discourse on the Eighth and the Ninth. This association with Hermetic themes was already noted by B. Fordyce Miller in her 1967 article exegeting this saying.

A. Baker notes that the Liber Graduum states that the human being is now connected with sin “because he tasted death from the beginning” (856.5–6). The reference, of course, is to Adam who sinned and therefore died. Similarly 729.15–16 has an interpolation into Genesis 2.17, “in the day you transgress my word, you will taste death”. This appears to represent the same tradition found in L. 18.

SOURCE DISCUSSION

G. Quispel attributes this saying to the hand of the author of the Gospel.

LITERATURE PARALLELS

Matthew 24.3

“As he sat on the Mount of Olives, the disciples came to him privately, saying, “Tell us, when will this be, and what will be the sign of your coming and of the close of the age?”

Mark 13.3–4

3“And as he sat on the Mount of Olives opposite the Temple, Peter and James and John and Andrew asked him privately, “Tell us, when will this be, and what will be the sign when these things are all to be accomplished?”

Luke 21.7

“And they asked him, “Teacher, when will this be, and what will be the sign when this is about to take place?”

Origen, On First Principles 1.6.2

‘Seeing, then, that such is the end, when all enemies will be subdued to Christ, when death – the last enemy – shall be destroyed, and when the kingdom shall be delivered up to God the Father by Christ to whom all things are subject. Let us, I say, from such an end as this, contemplate the beginnings of things. For the end is always like the beginning.’

Koh. R. 2 (78a)

‘At the end of a thing does its beginning appear.’

Epis. Barn. 6.13

‘I will make the last things as the first.’

4 Ezra 7.30–31

‘And the world shall be turned back to primeval silence for seven days, as it was at the first beginnings.’

SELECT BIBLIOGRAPHY

The Original Gospel of Thomas in Translation

Logion 19.1–3

Jesus said, 'Whoever existed before being born is blessed. If you become my disciples and listen to my teachings, these stones will support you. For you, there are five trees in Paradise. They do not change, summer and winter, and their leaves do not fall. Whoever knows them will not die.'

NHC II 2.36.17–25

'Texhe ic xe oymakarios pentaqynte ze tetr epithetqynte etetqynta naei miahtics nipteswth anawake neeikune napdiakonei nhtn 'oyihtn gar mmay nioy nuxin 2m paralicon eeckim an nuxin mtpw auw marpe nuybebe ze eboa noperatorsqynov qnaqx tte an mnay

Attribution

Accretion.

Text and Translation Issues

P. Nagel thinks that L. 19 alludes to the Tree of Life in Eden, not ‘five trees’ as the Coptic preserves. He attributes this to a translation error where ‘five’ was mistaken for ‘middle’, a transliteration of γενέτερον (five) for γενέτερον (middle). Because the idea that there were ‘five’ trees in Paradise is unprecedented in Jewish literature, and the Tree of Life is found in the ‘middle’ of the Garden, it would appear that Nagel’s appeal to translation error from Aramaic to Greek might be correct. But is this idea unprecedented? According to 3 Baruch A.1 (Slavonic), God commanded the angels to plant five trees in Eden: the olive, the apple, the nut, the melon, and the vine. This appears to be a variation of the rabbinic tradition that discussed what type of tree the Tree of Knowledge was. Was it wheat, vine, olive, citrus, or fig? The rabbinic references are collected by Billerbeck and Ginzberg. Philo also knows of five trees in Eden which he lists as the virtues, ‘life, immortality, knowledge, apprehension, understanding of the conception of good and evil’ (καταλήγεις, συνέσεως καλόν και πονηροῦ φαντασίας) (De Plantatione 36). This tradition appears to have been familiar and crops up in Manichaeism as discussed by I. Culianu, although it may have been introduced into Manichaeism by way of the Gospel of Thomas rather than an independent Jewish tradition. At any rate, I am not convinced that Nagel is correct in this case, especially since his theory would also mean that the plural ‘trees’ and their consistent plural reference throughout the logion would be mistaken as well.

M. Lelyveld reminds us that the arbour in Eden is common in apocalyptic literature as well as references to the life-giving properties of the trees. She understands the reference to ‘five’ in L. 19.3 to refer to the five parts of Nous. Although she does not mention it, this concept must be connected to the ancient understanding of the formation of the soul as it descends into the body and gains various aspects (see Interpretative Comment below).

See L. 1 for discussion of the phrase, ‘will not taste death’, and its rendering in my translation, ‘will not die’.

Interpretative Comment

Development is indicated because this saying contains vocabulary characteristic of the accretions, naxi tte an mnay. It accrued following L. 18 to explain further the notion of a mystical return to the beginning, to the state of being before birth. It belongs to those
accretions that developed the story of the recovery of the original Image through mystical transformation. As such, it represents a response to the delayed Eschaton and accrued in the Gospel between 80 and 120 CE. As M. Lelyveld states, the Eschaton has been realized.

The imagery in this unit evokes the Jewish-Hermetic story of ascent to Paradise and the transformation of the soul into its primal condition, here through the cultivation of the five trees of virtue as I have described in *Seek To See Him* and the companion volume to this monograph, *Recovering*. This idea is connected with the ancient religious notion that a specific number of vices and virtues form the human being. These aspects of the soul are acquired when the soul descends into its human vessel. In life, the soul is supposed to cultivate the virtues and eradicate the vices through virtuous living and study. This restores the soul to its lofty state of godliness and makes it possible for the soul to ascend back to its heavenly origin. R. Reitzenstein and G. Mussies outline these lists of vices and virtues, finding that they are based on two numerical systems, the twelve divisions of the Zodiac and the five planetary spheres and the five elements. This idea appears to have been long-lived, emerging in the later writings of the Syrian Father, Pseudo-Macarius (*Hom. 37.8–9*).

According to L. 19, a person overcomes death because he or she has experienced a transformation into his or her original Image which existed before birth by cultivating the five trees of virtue (cf. L. 84). This person is a disciple of Jesus. He or she has listened to his teachings and abided by them. The person who feasts on the trees in Paradise has no need for normal food because he or she regained the primordial condition and eats from the trees as God had originally intended, a theme popular in apocalyptic literature as detailed by B. Otzen.

Moreover, L. 19 indicates that such a person can even be sustained by a diet of stones! This is probably a reference to the ancient idea that the person who has returned to the virtuous state of Adam, experiences an actual transformation of the physical body as discussed by D. Jacquat and C. Thommasset, and T. Shaw. Because the body was no longer fuelled by indulging the passions, gluttony on the top of the list, it was believed that the body of the virtuous person had returned to its primal condition of equilibrium, needing little to no food to support its survival. This idea became very prominent in monastic circles as I have outlined in ‘The Great Mystery of Marriage’ (cf. Athan., *Life of Ant.* 14; Chrysostom, *Hom. 13 in Tim.* 5; Tert., *De Ieiunio* 5).

**SOURCE DISCUSSION**

G. Quispel thinks that this saying came from the *Gospel of the Egyptians* or some other enigmatic source while H. Koester finds a strong association with the Johannine tradition (John 8.31–32). But Koester thinks that the Gospel has preserved the more original form of the saying, emphasizing the power of Jesus’ words rather than ‘abiding in’ Jesus as John has it.

**LITERATURE PARALLELS**

*John 8.31–32*

51 'If you continue in my word, you are truly my disciples, and you will know the truth, and the truth will make you free.'

*Gospel of Philip 64.10–12*

'Blessed is the person who exists before being born. For he who exists has been and will be.'

*Irenaeus, Epideixis 43*

'And again he [Jesus] says, “Blessed is the person who existed before becoming human.”'
Lactantius, *Divine Institutes* 4.8

‘For we especially testify that he [Christ] was born twice, first in spirit and afterwards in the flesh. Whence it is thus said in Jeremiah, “Before I formed you in the womb, I knew you.” And also in the same work, “Blessed is the person who existed before being born”, which happened to no one else except Christ.’

Pseudo-Macarius, *Hom.* 37.8

‘“Five words” refers to the whole complex of virtues that build up the total person in various ways. For just as he who speaks in the Lord through five words comprehends all wisdom, so he who obeys the Lord builds up all piety by means of the five virtues. For they are five and embrace all the others. First is prayer, then temperance, almsgiving, poverty, long-suffering.’

Manichaean Psalm-Book 161.17–18

‘For there are [five] trees in Paradise...in summer and winter.’

Cf. Jer. 1.5; Ezek. 47.12; Philo, *Leg. All.* 1.97–98; Philo, *De conf. ling.* 61; Philo, *De mig. Abr.* 36–37; Philo, *De plant.* 36; Philo, *Quest. Gen.* 1.6; 1.9; 1.56; Philo, *De agric.* 8–19; 3 Baruch 4.7; *Pistis Sophia* 1.1; *Books of Jeu* 100; *Manichaean Psalm-Book* 161.15–29; *Kephalaia* 1.30.20–23; 1.48.15; 1.121.7–8; *C.H.* 13.7–10; *Physiologus* 34.18–20; *Odes Sol.* 11.16–19.

**SELECT BIBLIOGRAPHY**


---

**Logion 20.1**

‘The disciples said to Jesus, “Tell us, what is the Kingdom of Heaven like?”’

**NHC II 2.36.26–27**

‘πέρε τηθη ηδονή ποιεται ποτέ ουαν ουαν τηθεσθε υποθηκευθεν εχεται των εννεαμενοιν’

**ATTRIBUTION**

Accretion.

**INTERPRETATIVE COMMENT**

Development is obvious by the rhetorical introduction to the mustard seed parable, a question posed by the disciples similar in style to that found in the accretion, L. 18.1. It was probably added to the Kernel parable, L. 20.2–4, sometime between 60 and 100 CE. Since the parable itself does not appear to reflect later Christian interests, there is no reason to think that it was not already present in the Kernel. The introductory clause, however, raises concerns about the community’s expectations of the Kingdom. For this reason, I find it likely that L. 20.1 accrued in the Gospel in order to explain the non-event. Thus the community reasoned, ‘Did not Jesus say that it was like a mustard seed, not a cosmic event?’ In this way they offered a new hermeneutic for an originally eschatological parable
that spoke about the imminent cultivation of God's Kingdom which would be like a mustard seed sown on tilled soil, quickly maturing into a 'large branch'.

Logion 20.2–4

He said to them, 'It is like a mustard seed, smaller than all seeds. But when it falls on cultivated soil, it puts forth a large branch and becomes a shelter for birds of the sky.'

NHC II 2.36.27–33

Attribution

Kernel saying.

Text and Translation Issues

In L. 20.4, the manuscript reads ΕΚΥΜΑΣΘΕ. The Ν must be supplied to make sense of the word.

Interpretative Comment

The Kernel saying would not have been introduced by the disciples' question (L. 20.1). The rhetorical character of the second speech which discusses the eschatological challenges of discipleship used this parable as rationale, that the time is ripe for Jesus' revelation since the Kingdom of God is already breaking into the world. Like a tiny seed, it will soon mature into a large plant. This parable is followed by a series of analogies underscoring that the disciple must be ready for the coming of God's Kingdom and the chaos that is expected to come along with it (L. 21.5), and that the Judgement is as near as the sickle which is in hand ready to reap the ripened grain (L. 21.9–10).

In the complete Gospel, the accretions serve to shift the hermeneutic. The introduction of the question (L. 20.1) shows concern over the delayed Eschaton. Jesus' response would have been heard as a confirmation that the community had misunderstood the issue. 'Didn't Jesus say', the community reasoned, 'that the coming of the Kingdom was like a mustard seed, not a cosmic event? It is not something to anticipate in the future, but has already been established in our midst.'

Source Discussion

L. CerfauX observes that L. 20 is significantly closer to Mark than to the form of the parable in Matthew or Luke. W. Schrage points out parallels between L. 20 and the Synoptics. Because of the agreement between L. 20 and Matthew over the phrase 'Kingdom of Heaven', he feels that dependence on Matthew is at least proven. The other minor agreements Schrage says do not prove dependence.

J. Sieber argues that the 'Kingdom of Heaven' is not an exclusively Matthean phrase. It is, in fact, a preferred Thomasine phrase and may suggest a Jewish heritage. Because Sieber does not consider it an editorial trait, he says that dependence on Matthew cannot be
sustained. Sieber notes many secondary developments in the logion though: the disciple’s introductory question (L. 20.1), the brevity, the rearrangement of elements to make for a better flow, and the phrase ‘a large branch’. He traces these changes to the oral development of the saying.

C. Tuckett attempts to make the case that some of the agreements between L. 10 and Mark are identified as Markan redactions, particularly the phrase ‘smaller than all the seeds’ which he says was a proverbial tradition in Palestine that Mark added to explain the significance of the mustard seed for Gentile readers. Also, Mark’s phrase, ‘producing a great branch’, is secondary to Quelle’s, ‘becoming a tree’, he says, even though current opinion is the opposite since mustard seeds do not produce trees. But, these types of arguments are difficult to maintain because we do not have Mark’s sources. It is equally possible that Mark’s source contained these phrases. H. Koester, in fact, notes that Mark and Thomas use the appropriate term ‘vegetable’, and they correctly describe the birds as nesting under the branches. What both hold in common, he thinks, are original features of the parable.

Because of this, I think it better to conclude that L. 20 and Mark were familiar with a pre-synoptic version of the Mustard Seed parable which was different from the versions found in Quelle Matthew or Quelle Luke. The differences in the versions, even at this early stage, were due to the oral performance field.

**LITERATURE PARALLELS**

**Mark 4.30–32**

30. And he said to them, “With what can we compare the Kingdom of God, or what parable shall we use for it? 31 It is like a grain of mustard seed which, when sown upon the ground, is the smallest of all the seeds on earth. 32 Yet when it is sown, it grows up and becomes the greatest of all shrubs, and puts forth large branches, so that the birds of the air can make nests in the shade.”

**Matthew 13.31–32 (Qmatt)**

31. The Kingdom of Heaven is like a grain of mustard seed which a man took and sowed in his field. 32 It is the smallest of all seeds, but when it has grown it is the greatest of shrubs and becomes a tree, so that the birds of the air come and make nests in its branches.

**Luke 13.18–19 (Qluke)**

18. What is the Kingdom of God like? And to what shall I compare it? 19 It is like a grain of mustard seed which a man took and sowed in his garden. And it grew and became a tree, and the birds of the air made nests in its branches.’

Cf. Ezekiel 17.22–23; Daniel 4.20–21

**AGREEMENTS IN SYRIAN GOSPELS, WESTERN TEXT AND DIATESSARON**


mustard seed + smaller than all seeds

Matthew 13.31–32//Mark 4.30–32//Luke 13.18–19 in aur c f q P (Matthew) e f g h bo (Luke) geo (B) sa aeth (Matthew)

a great branch <= a tree

**SELECT BIBLIOGRAPHY**

4. Commentary on the Gospel of Thomas

**Logion 21.1–4**

'Mary said to Jesus, 'Who are your disciples like?"

He said, 'They are like little children sojourning in a field that is not theirs. When the owners of the field come, they will say, 'Leave our field!' In front of them, they strip naked in order to abandon it, returning their field to them.

**NHC II 2.36.33–37.7**

N. Perrin notes that the Coptic word-choice, 'to strip naked', stems from a translation error since in Syriac the standard word meaning 'to disrobe', ṭᾲ, also means 'to renounce'. So it is possible that the original sense of the logion was, 'In their presence, they will give up rights to the field in order to let them have their field back.'

**ATtribution**

Accretion.

**TEXT AND TRANSLATION ISSUES**

N. Perrin notes that the Coptic word-choice, 'to strip naked', stems from a translation error since in Syriac the standard word meaning 'to disrobe', ṭᾲ, also means 'to renounce'. So it is possible that the original sense of the logion was, 'In their presence, they will give up rights to the field in order to let them have their field back.'

**INTERPRETATIVE COMMENT**

Development is indicated since this unit is introduced by a question posed by a disciple, forming a short dialogue about discipleship. The encratic response indicates that a new constituency has developed within the community, a constituency with severe ascetic tendencies. The accretion accrued in the Gospel between 80 and 120 CE. It may have entered the text at this point as part of a rhetorical series of questions posed to Jesus following the promise of L. 17, that Jesus would reveal to his disciples what had been previously unknown. The series advances from explanations about the End (L. 18–19) to the Kingdom (L. 20) and finally to discipleship (L. 21–22).

The question raised by the community asks for a redefinition of discipleship. It is part of a series of questions presented by a community in the process of recasting its expectations: 'How will our end take place?' (L. 18); 'What is the Kingdom of Heaven like?' (L. 20a); 'Who are your disciples like?' (L. 21a); 'Shall we, as children, enter the kingdom?' (L. 22). The response to the question is encratic, highlighting the ideal disciple as someone who is like a 'child' temporarily sojourning in this world. This child abandons this world to the ruling demons when he or she strips naked, a metaphor for renouncing the body (cf. L. 37). R. Uro provides a more Stoic interpretation, suggesting that this logion encouraged a 'moderate or internalized detachment' rather than an extreme asceticism. But his reading does not take into consideration that the sequence of logia in this cluster works to apply an encratic hermeneutic to this accretive parable, a hermeneutic that Jesus provides in L. 21.6 and 7, that they are supposed to 'keep watch against the world' and 'arm themselves' so that the demons cannot enter their souls and steal the precious possessions that they have been gathering. This is not the language of Stoicism, but the
language of the apocalyptic internalized, where the battleground of the angels and demons is the human soul rather than the cosmos.

SOURCE DISCUSSION
This ‘parable’ is not so much a metaphor as it is an allegory. As such, it is not characteristic of the earliest Jesus traditions as W. Stoker has pointed out. It appears to me to have developed later within the field of oral performance and reflects encratic ideology retrospective of our earliest Christian texts.

SELECT BIBLIOGRAPHY

Logion 21.5

“For this reason I say, ‘If the owner of a house knows that a thief is coming, he will keep watch before he arrives. He will not allow him to break into his house, part of his estate, to steal his furnishings.’

NHC II 2.37.7–10

TEXT AND TRANSLATION ISSUES
H. Quecke and A. Guillaumont trace the odd expression with the double possessive article, literally, ‘his house of his kingdom’, to a mistranslation of a Syriac proleptic genitive suffix. Since it could also be explained as a Coptic explicative genitive, there is no reason to turn to the Syriac solution. So I have understood and translated it as a Coptic explicative genitive. Thus, ‘his house, part of his estate’.

INTERPRETATIVE COMMENT
This saying is part of a rhetorical cluster in the Kernel Gospel, teaching people that the Eschaton is near and that preparations should be made for it and the following Judgement. The Kingdom has already been sown like a mustard seed and is reaching maturity as a plant (L. 20.2–4). Readiness and watchfulness are required (L. 21.5). Once the grain is ripened, the harvest will come (L. 21.10).

Once the accretive materials surrounded this text, the hermeneutic was reshaped so that the parable becomes an encratic story about being on guard against ‘the world’ and its ‘robbers’, the demons who might enter your soul and steal the precious possessions it harbours (21.6–8). Such is the teaching of Pseudo-Macarius in reference to this parable (Hom. 3.4). This understanding of the parable is similar to that discussed by T. Zoeckler and R. Uro while contrary to the opinion held by J. Leipoldt and H.M. Schnecke, H.C. Kee and J. Ménard, that the robbers are the Archons which appear in Gnostic mythologies.
4. Commentary on the Gospel of Thomas

**SOURCE DISCUSSION**

W. Schrage, R. Kasser, R. Grant and D.N. Freedman, and B. Gärtner are of the opinion that the Synoptics served as the source for L. 21.5 and its parallel L. 103. H. von Schürmann points specifically to Luke 12.35 and 37. W. Schrage outlines the details suggesting that 'there I say to you' comes from Luke 12.44 and 12.37. The notion of watching is from Matthew 24.43. The parable of the Strong Man in Mark 3.27 and its parallels is the source for the 'goods' motif.

J. Sieber argues that none of these are editorial traits of any of the Synoptic authors so dependence cannot be proven. The synthesis of the variety of elements in *Thomas* suggests to Sieber an oral source rather than a written one. Interestingly, H. Koester notes that L. 21.5 contains a complete version of the parable while QLuke 12.39–40 has been shortened in order to add a reference to the coming of the Son of Man. So the purpose of the coming of the thief only remains in *Thomas*, signalling that we have preserved in L. 21.5 a more original form of the parable.

In my opinion, the parable displays all the characteristics of orally transmitted material, having a few words and phrases in common with the Synoptic versions but no sequences beyond four words. There is no evidence of secondary orality. So I find that this parable is probably an independent multiform developed within the field of oral performance.

**LITERATURE PARALLELS**

**Matthew 24.43 (Qmatt)**

‘But know this, that if the householder had known in what part of the night the thief was coming, he would have watched and would not have let his house be broken into.’

**Luke 12.39 (Qluke)**

‘But know this, that if the householder had known at what hour the thief was coming, he would not have left his house to be broken into.’

**L. 103**

Jesus said, 'Blessed is the man who knows where the thieves are going to enter, so that [he] may arise, gather at his estate, and arm himself.'

**Revelation 3.3**

‘If you will not awake, I will come like a thief, and you will not know at what hour I will come upon you.’

**Revelation 16.15**

‘Lo, I am coming like a thief! Blessed is he who is awake, keeping his garments that he may not go naked and be seen exposed!’

**1 Thessalonians 5.2**

2‘For you yourselves know well that the day of the Lord will come like a thief in the night.’

**2 Peter 3.10**

‘But the day of the Lord will come like a thief, and then the heavens will pass away with a loud noise, and the elements will be dissolved with fire, and the earth and the works that are upon it will be burned up.’

**Didache 16.1**

‘Be watchful over your life. Never let your lamps go out or your loins be ungirt, but keep yourselves always in readiness, for you can never be sure the hour when our Lord may be coming.’
Pseudo-Macarius, Hom. 3.4

‘There are not just three categories of sin against which one must guard oneself, but the number is legion... Are you not obligated to war against these in your inner thoughts? If a robber invades your house, are you not at once greatly distressed? He does not allow you to be freed from anxious worries. You begin to fight back against him. You exchange blows. So ought also the soul to strike back, to resist, to strike blow for blow.’

**Agreements in Syrian Gospels, Western Text and Diatessaron**


+ therefore I say


that << in what part of the night


watch << be ready
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Logion 21.6–8

‘You, then, keep watch against the world. Arm yourselves with great strength so that the robbers do not find a way to come to you, because the possessions you are looking after, they will find.’

NHC II 2.37.11–15

'ἵνα τοις ἐποίησας ζα τῆς ἐπικοσμίας μοῦρ ἔκατον ἐξῆν ἐνέπνευσεν τοὺς οὖν ὅσα ἔμενεν ἐναχθής ἢ εἰς εἰς εἰς χαρῷ τὸ τῆς πρὸς τὴν εὐπρεπί εὐτετῆσθην ἐβολὰ γῆς χειρὸς εὐεξία

**Attribution**

Accretion.

**Text and Translation Issues**

The phrase ‘because the possessions you are looking for, they will find’ might also be translated: ‘because the affair you expect will be found’. I chose the former rendering because it is more sensible.

The expression ΜΟΥΡ ᾿ΙΜΩΤΙΝ ἐξῆν ΝΕΤΥΠΤΕ literally reads ‘strap your loins’. It is an idiomatic expression for arming oneself. Thus my translation, ‘arm yourselves’.

**Interpretative Comment**

Development is indicated by the presence of an interpretative clause that continues the encratic theme from the accretion L. 21.5, the command to ‘keep watch against the world’.
This logion accrued in the Gospel between 80 and 120 CE to reinterpret the old parable, L. 21.5, which had highlighted the preparation needed to endure the chaos of the Last Days. L. 21.6–8 is an interpretative clause that provides new meaning to the old parable. The new hermeneutic applied to the parable is encratic. The householder is supposed to keep watch against the thief, the world itself. To do so, the person must arm him- or herself with great strength so that the robbers, probably understood to be the demons who are loose in the world, do not slip in and wreak havoc in the soul. This hermeneutic is similar to that voiced by Pseudo-Macarius (Hom. 3.4; 16.11).

**SOURCE DISCUSSION**
This appears to be an interpretation of the preceding parable that developed during oral performance.

**LITERATURE PARALLELS**
Pseudo-Macarius, *Hom.* 3.4
‘There are not just three categories of sin against which one must guard oneself, but the number is legion… Are you not obligated to war against these in your inner thoughts? If a robber invades your house, are you not at once greatly distressed? He does not allow you to be freed from anxious worries. You begin to fight back against him. You exchange blows. So ought also the soul to strike back, to resist, to strike blow for blow.’

Pseudo-Macarius, *Hom.* 16.11
‘For thieves are attacking. Just like a person who has suffered many muggings by robbers and undergone dangers, and then escapes with great difficulty, who then later comes into great wealth and good fortune and fears no more dread of loss because of his abundance of wealth, so too spiritual persons, who before passed through many temptations and dangerous places and then were filled with grace and heaped up good things, are no longer afraid of those who seek to rob them since their wealth is so great. Still they are not without fear – fear, I say, not of those who quake before evil spirits, but fear and concern as to how they may best use the spiritual gifts entrusted to them.’

**ATTRIBUTION**
Accretion.

**INTERPRETATIVE COMMENT**
This phrase is an interpretative clause used to amonish the hearer or reader that the old parable (L. 21.5) has been reinterpreted and should be understood through this new hermeneutic (L. 21.6–8).
**Logion 21.10**

When the grain ripened, he came quickly with his sickle in his hand. He harvested it.

\[\text{NHC II 2.37.17–18}\]

10. \text{πρὶν ἀρῇ ὁ γῆς ὄγδος ἐπεφαγεὶ ἡ μαζί ἐρμηνεύεται \text{πρὶν ἀρῇ ὁ γῆς ἐρμηνεύεται}}

**ATTRIBUTION**

Kernel saying.

**INTERPRETATIVE COMMENT**

In the Kernel Gospel, this saying is part of a sequence of logia teaching about the eschatological nature of the times. The emphasis would have been on the fact that the events of the End were already in process and that soon the harvest or Judgement would occur. The disciple must be prepared and ready for this final day. In the complete Gospel, the accretions would have served to reinterpret the cosmological battle as the internal war of the soul against the demons and the responsibility of the believer to be on guard against the world and its temptations. L. 21.10 reminded the hearer or reader that he or she would be judged on the basis of his or her success or failure in this arena.

**LITERATURE PARALLELS**

Mark 4.29

‘When the grain is ripe, at once he puts in the sickle, because the harvest has come.’

Revelation 14.15–16

15. ‘And another angel came out of the temple, calling with a loud voice to him who sat upon the cloud, “Put in your sickle, and reap, for the hour to reap has come, for the harvest of the earth is fully ripe.”’

16. ‘So he who sat upon the cloud swung his sickle on the earth, and the earth was reaped.’

Joel 3.13

‘Put in the sickle, for the harvest is ripe.’

**AGREEMENTS IN SYRIAN GOSPELS, WESTERN TEXT AND DIATESSARON**

Mark 4.29 in \( PT^A TL^G \text{geo (A) boh} \)

- when the grain ripened \(<<\) is produced

Mark 4.29 in \( TL^G \)

+ reaped it

\[\text{Logion 21.11}\]

11. ‘Whoever has ears to hear should listen!’

\[\text{NHC II 2.37.18–19}\]

11. \text{πετε ἐστιν Μᾶαξη ἡμών ἐκουσῆτε ἡμείς ἐκουσῆτε}
4. Commentary on the Gospel of Thomas

ATTRIBUTION
Kernel saying.

INTERPRETATIVE COMMENT
See L. 8.4.

LITERATURE PARALLELS
See L. 8.4.

Logion 22.1–7

1 Jesus saw little babies nursing. "He said to his disciples, 'These little ones nursing are like those who enter the Kingdom.'

2 They said to him, 'Will we enter the Kingdom as little babies?'

3 Jesus said to them, 'When you make the two one, and when you make the inside like the outside, and the outside like the inside, and the above like the below. And when you make the male and the female into a single being, with the result that the male is not male nor the female female. When you make eyes in place of an eye, and a hand in place of a hand, and a foot in place of a foot, and an image in place of an image, then you will enter the Kingdom.'"

NHC II 2.37.20–35

1 λαὶ οὖν οἱ κοινοὶ εὐχαίρετε νησακὴς ἑκατερίας καὶ νεοικοῦσας εὐχαίρετε εὐτύχως ἐξουσίαν ἐχθρίτερον περίπτωσιν αὐτῶν ἐν τοῖς ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐν τῇ ἐ

ATTRIBUTION
Accretion.

TEXT AND TRANSLATION ISSUES
In L. 22.4, Ν must be supplied before the manuscript reading, ΤΤΙΕ.

In L. 22.6, the manuscript reads, ΝΟΥΣΙΚΩΝ. Ν must be supplied at the end of the word.

INTERPRETATIVE COMMENT
Development is indicated by the dialogue format. The response is encratic and accrued in the Gospel between 80 and 120 CE in response to the delay of the Eschaton. The dialogue shows signs that the community is questioning its understanding of the Kingdom and its 'entrance' requirements. The resolution favours a personal transformation through encratic
behaviour, particularly celibacy, rather than a cosmic one. The person is admonished to become a ‘little one’, which is understood to be the androgynous primal Adam as discussed by W. Meeks, A.F.J. Klijn, M. Meyer, D.R. MacDonald and E. Castelli. Noteworthy is A. Baker’s observation that the understanding of ‘child’ in the Liber Graduum is similar to this: ‘unless you are converted and become as little children, you will not be as you were before you sinned’ (341.21–24). In fact, the prelapsarian Adam and Eve are described as naked nursing babies (341.2–3) who were not ashamed just as nursing babies are not ashamed (341.4–5). Thus we must become as these little infants (341.20–21). The image of the prelapsarian couple as children in Eden, innocent of sexuality, is common in patristic writings as discussed by E. Peterson. In practical terms, this was a call to enkratic performance as R. Valantasis recently argues and G. Quispel long ago pointed out.

This transformation involves restoring one’s self to its original Image, refashioning every aspect from the eye to the foot to the hand. This, in fact, is the resurrected body created in the present moment rather than at the end of time. In many ways it may be most similar to Paul’s view of the progressive glorification of the person into the Image (2 Cor. 3.18), although he is quite clear that the full realization of this transformation cannot take place until the Eschaton itself (1 Cor. 15.35–36).

For further discussion of celibacy in the Gospel, see L. 16.4.

**SOURCE DISCUSSION**

T. Baarda’s comparative analysis leads him to the conclusion that 2 Clement, Thomas and the Gospel of the Egyptians offer us three different developments of one and the same saying. He presents this case against G. Quispel who thinks that the source of Thomas’ saying was the Gospel of the Egyptians. T. Callan’s study supports Baarda’s position that these three sources represent independent streams of early Christian tradition. Further, he tries to make the case that the agreement between the three witnesses favours the conclusion that it is an ‘authentic saying of Jesus’.

**LITERATURE PARALLELS**

*Galatians 3.27–28*

27'For as many of you as were baptized into Christ have put on Christ. 28There is neither Jew nor Greek, there is neither slave nor free, there is neither male nor female; for you are all one in Christ Jesus.'

*2 Clement 12.2*

‘For when the Lord himself was asked by someone when his Kingdom would come, he said, “When the two will be one, and the outside as the inside, and the male with the female neither male nor female.”’

*Gospel of the Egyptians (Clement of Alexandria, Strom. 3.13.92)*

‘When Salome asked when the things would be known that she asked about, the Lord said, “When you have trampled on the garment of shame and when the two become one and the male with the female is neither male nor female.”’

*Gospel of Philip 67.30–34*

‘He [said], “I came to make [the things below] like the things [above and the things] outside like the things [inside. I came to unite] them in the place.”’

*Gospel of Philip 70.9–17*

‘If the woman had not separated from the man, she would not die with the man. His separation became the beginning of death. There Christ came to correct the separation
which was from the beginning and to unite the two again and to give life to those who
died in the separation and to unite them.'

**Gospel of Philip 68.22–26**

'When Eve was still in Adam, death did not exist. When she was separated from him,
death came into being. If he enters again and attains his former self, death will be no
more.'

**Hippolytus, Ref. 5.7.14–15**

'For the man is androgynous, he says. Therefore, according to this conception of theirs,
the intercourse of woman with man is shown, in conformity with such teaching, to be an
altogether wicked and forbidden matter. For, he says, Attis has been castrated. That is,
he has passed over from the earthly parts of the creation below to the eternal substance
above, where, he says, there is neither male nor female, but a new creature, a new man,
which is androgynous.'

**Pseudo-Macarius, Hom. 2.2**

'When, indeed, the Apostle says, “Put off the old man” (Eph. 4.22), he refers to the
entire man, having new eyes in place of the old, ears replacing ears, hands for hands,
feet for feet.'

**Pseudo-Macarius, Hom. 2.4**

'All who have put off the old and earthly man and from whom Jesus has removed the
clothing of the Kingdom of Darkness have put on the new and heavenly man, Jesus
Christ, so that once again the eyes are joined to new eyes, ears to ears, head to head, to
be completely pure and bearing the heavenly Image.'

**Pseudo-Macarius, Hom. 34.2**

'In that place there is “neither male nor female, slave nor free” (Gal. 3.28), for all are
being transformed into a divine nature, being made noble and gods and children of
God.'

**Liber Graduum 341.21–24**

'Unless you are converted and become as little children, you will not be as you were
before you sinned.'

**Acts of Peter 38**

'Concerning these things, the Lord said in a mystery, “Unless you make the things on
the right as those on the left and the things on the left as those on the right and the things
above as those below and the things behind as those before, you will not recognize the
Kingdom.”'

**Acts of Philip 140 (34)**

'For the Lord said to me, “Unless you make the things below into the things above and
the things on the left into the things on the right, you will not enter my Kingdom.”'

**Acts of Thomas 147**

'The inside I [Thomas] have made outside and the outside <inside>, and all your
fullness has been fulfilled in me. I have not turned back to the things behind, but have
gone forward to the things before, so that I might not become a reproach.'

**Acts of Thomas 147, Syriac**

'The internal I have made external, and the external internal. Let your will be fulfilled in
all my members. I have not turned back, and I have not stretched forward. Let me not be
a wonder and a sign.'
Liber Graduum 792.17-22
‘If two of you gather together (Matthew 18.19), which two are the interior man and the exterior man which unite in observance of precepts.’

Liber Graduum 253.23–25
‘For the inside man is not different from the outside, nor the outside from the inside.’

Testament of the Lord 1.28
‘He, being the Christ, who was crucified, by whom the [things] that were on the left hand were [placed] on the right hand, and those which were beneath [were] as those which [were] above, and those which [were] behind as those which [were] before, when he rose from the dead, and trod down Sheol, and by death slew death...’

Mark 10.14-15
14 ‘When Jesus saw it he was indignant, and said to them, “Let the children come to me, do not hinder them, for to such belongs the Kingdom of God. 15 Truly I say to you, whoever does not receive the Kingdom of God like a child will not enter it.”’

Matthew 19.14
‘Jesus said, “Let the children come to me, and do not hinder them; for to such belongs the Kingdom of Heaven.”’

Matthew 18.3
‘Truly I say to you, unless you turn and become like children, you will never enter the Kingdom of Heaven.’

Luke 18.16
‘But Jesus called them to him, saying, “Let the children come to me, and do not hinder them; for to such belongs the Kingdom of God. Truly, I say to you, whoever does not receive the Kingdom of God like a child will not enter it.”’

Acts of Thomas 129
‘Would that the days passed swiftly over me, my mother, and that all the hours were one, that I might go forth from this world, and go see that Beautiful One of whom I have heard tell, that Living One and Giver of Life to those who believe in him, where there is neither night nor day, and no darkness, but light, and neither good nor bad; nor rich nor poor, nor male nor female, nor slaves nor free, nor any who are proud and uplifted over those who are humble.’

Acts of Peter 38
‘Concerning this the Lord says in a mystery, “Unless you make what is on the right hand as what is on the left and what is on the left hand as what is on the right and what is above as what is below and what is behind as what is before, you will not recognize the Kingdom.”’

Cf. Liber Graduum 540.23–541.2; Acts of Archelaus 24.2

SELECT BIBLIOGRAPHY
Logion 23.1

Jesus said, 'I will select you, one from a thousand, and two from ten thousand.'

NHC II 2.38.1–2

"ΠΕΧΕ ΙΣ ΧΕ ΗΝΑΕΙΤΙΠ ΤΗΝΟ ΟΥΑ ΕΒΟΛΩ ΖΗΝ ΛΩ ΑΓΩ ΟΝΑΙ ΕΒΟΛΩ ΖΗΝ ΤΙΑ"

ATTRIBUTION
Kernel saying.

INTERPRETATIVE COMMENT
In the Kernel Gospel, this logion immediately followed L. 21.9–11, reminding the hearer that the Judgement was as near as the sickle which is in the hand and ready to reap the ripened grain. Jesus promises in L. 23.1 that he himself will be the Judge, choosing 'you, one from a thousand, and two from ten thousand'. The eschatological selection of the few believers is a common expectation in apocalyptic literature (4 Ezra 7.45–61; 1 Enoch 1, 51, 93; Luke 17.34–35; Matthew 24.40–41). The accrual of the interpretative clause L. 23.2, however, shifted the meaning of the saying to Jesus' selection of the unmarried virgins who are already like the angels standing next to God's throne.

SOURCE DISCUSSION
G. Quispel attributes this logion to a Jewish Christian Gospel, probably the Gospel of the Nazarenes.

LITERATURE PARALLELS
Matthew 22.14
‘For many are called, but few are chosen.’

Irenaeus, Adv. haer. 1.24.6
‘However, the multitude cannot understand these things, but one out of a thousand and two out of ten thousand.’

Epiphanius, Pan. 24.5.4
‘And he (Basilides) says that it is necessary not to reveal to anyone at all the things that concern the Father and his mystery and to keep (these things) in silence among themselves, but to reveal (them) to one in a thousand and to two in ten thousand, and he charged his disciples, saying, “Know all things, but let no one (else) know.”’

Pistis Sophia 3.134
‘The Savior answered and said to Mary, “I say to you, they will find one in a thousand and two in ten thousand to complete the mystery of the first mystery.”’

Mandaean Prayers, 90
‘He chose one out of a thousand, and from two thousand, he chose two.’

Cf. Deut. 32.30; Eccl. 7.28

SELECT BIBLIOGRAPHY
Logion 23.2

2 'And they will stand as single people.'

NHC II 2.38.2-3

αὐτῷ γενάωσιν εἰς τὸν οὐρανὸν τὸν οὐρανόν

ATTRIBUTION
Accretion.

TEXT AND TRANSLATION ISSUES
A.F.J. Klijn has shown that the expression οὐρανός οὐρωτ is equivalent to οὐρανός οὐρωτ. For a fuller discussion of this issue, see L. 16.4.

INTERPRETATIVE COMMENT
Development is indicated by the presence of an interpretative clause with vocabulary characteristic of the accretions, οὐρανός οὐρωτ and οὐρανός οὐρωτ. The change of person from second plural to third plural is additional evidence that this is a clause added to an earlier Kernel saying in order to reinterpret it. The saying being reinterpreted is an eschatological saying about the selection of faithful at Judgement. Its reinterpretation forces an encratic hermeneutic onto the old saying. The saying accrued in the collection between 80 and 120 CE.

The new encratic hermeneutic suggests that Jesus has already selected his faithful from the masses of unbelievers. They are the celibate people who are like the angels, the ones who 'stand' in God's presence. For further discussion, see L. 4.3 and 16.4.

LITERATURE PARALLELS
See L. 16.4.

Logion 24.1

1 Τί δειδα σημαίνετε ἐν Ματθαίων ἐπιτοποιεῖτε τῆν ἀνθρώπην τῇ ἑτρήμενε ἰκών;

ATTRIBUTION
Accretion.

Interpretative Comment
Development is indicated by the dialogue format. This accretion is retrospective and responsive, enquiring about where Jesus has gone. It accrued in the Gospel to provide a mystical reinterpretation of the Kernel saying, L. 24.2-3, between 60 and 100 CE. Because this
introductory clause does not form a tight verbal unit with the following saying, L. 24.2–3, it appears that L. 24.2–3 was already present in the Kernel while L. 24.1 is a later appendage.

This dialogue, then, did not accrue in the Gospel as a complete unit. Rather the introductory clause was appended to an older saying in order to provide new teaching about mysticism. This question, posed by the disciples, represents the eschatological concerns of the community. They are asking to be shown where Jesus lives because they believe that they must seek this ‘place’ in order to be saved. This introductory clause serves to append the language of mystical journey to the ‘place’ where Jesus resides with an older Kernel saying about the interior ‘man of light’, the soul. So the accretive clause reorients the traditional meaning of the Kernel saying. According to the accretive hermeneutic, the disciple is understood to be a person who can seek Jesus by turning inward to his or her soul, a soul that has been transformed into the very reflection of Jesus, the Anthropos, the heavenly Man of Light.

As I have argued in Voice of the Mystics, the Johannine community may be involved in a polemic against the Thomasine position, arguing that it is not possible for anyone to ascend to the place where Jesus has gone. Only when Jesus returns, will the ascent to the place he has prepared occur.

SOURCE DISCUSSION
G. Quispel attributes this saying to the author of the Gospel.

LITERATURE PARALLELS

John 7.33–34
   33'I will be with you a little longer. And then I go to him who sent me. 34You will seek me and you will not find me. Where I am you can not come.'

John 8.21
   'I go away, and you will seek me and die in your sin. Where I am going, you can not come.'

John 13.33
   'Little children, yet a little while I am with you. You will seek me. And as I said to the Jews so now I say to you, “Where I am going you can not come.”'

John 13.36–37
   36Simon Peter said to him, “Lord, where are you going?” 37Jesus answered, “Where I am going you can not follow me now. But you will follow afterward.”

John 14.3–5
   31“And when I go and prepare a place for you, I will come again and will take you to myself, that where I am you may be also. 3And you know the way where I am going. 5Thomas said to him, “Lord, we do not know where you are going. How can we know the way?”

Apocryphon of James 2.23–25
   'I shall go to the place from which I have come. If you desire to come with me, come.'

Cf. Dialogue of the Saviour 27–28; 34

SELECT BIBLIOGRAPHY
Logion 24.2

He said to them, 'Whoever has ears should listen!'

NHC II 2.38.6–7

τοιχ κατα τοτε τοις κατα τοκυμον των κατα τοκυμον σωθή

Attribution
Kernel saying.

Interpretative Comment
This saying is an admonition to an audience to listen carefully to the orator’s speech and draw from it meaning. It is a common heuristic device in early Christianity which preachers used repeatedly in order to prompt reflection and to provide pause, giving the preacher time to consider the continuation of the performance.

Source Discussion
The form of this saying is most similar to the one used by Matthew, ‘Whoever has ears, let him hear’ (although see Matthew 11.15). W. Schrage does not think it possible to argue for Thomas’ dependence on the Synoptics based on this saying. J. Sieber goes a step further, concluding that Thomas’ free use of the phrase suggests that he is referring to an independent tradition or source.

Literature Parallels
See L. 8.4

Select Bibliography
Schrage (1964a: 42); Sieber (1966: 177–78).

Logion 24.3

'There is light inside a person of light. And it lights up the whole world. If it does not shine, it is dark.'

P.Oxy. 655 (Fragment d)

[... \( \phi \)τειν \( \dot{\iota} \)σαν \( \dot{\iota} \)την [...]

NHC II 2.38.7–10

ουν ωοειν ωοοτ ηγοουη ηνοοηηηοειν αυω ηφ οοειν εποκοσμος ηηη χηηη οοειν ουκακε πε

Attribution
Kernel saying.
4. Commentary on the Gospel of Thomas

TEXT AND TRANSLATION ISSUES
E. Saunders argues that this logion can help us understand Luke 11.36 and its problematic manuscript tradition. In his opinion, the apodosis of the Lukan saying must represent an error in translation. Behind the Greek is the Aramaic word ‘whole’ (kolla or כולה) which was mistakenly read as an adjective rather than a noun. The true sense of the Lukan passage, Saunders thinks, would be: ‘If your whole (kolla) body is full of light, all (kolla) will be light, just as the lamp lights you with its brightness.’

INTERPRETATIVE COMMENT
The Kernel saying suggested that a person should shine forth his or her light in order to bring the world out of its darkness. Once the introductory clause accrued, the saying took on a new hermeneutic. The ecstatic journey about which the disciples have spoken in L. 24.1 is connected to an internal experience in L. 24.3. The disciple is literally called a ‘man of light’, a person whose soul has regained its original luminous form. Because the transformed soul is a reflection of Jesus, the heavenly Man of Light, the disciple can turn inward now and encounter Jesus within him- or herself. Only then will it be possible for this person to radiate this light externally, bringing further transformation to the world.

SOURCE DISCUSSION
R. Grant and D.N. Freedman view L. 24.3 as a Gnostic paraphrase of Matthew 6.22-23 and Luke 11.34-36. J. Sieber, however, correctly notes that there is no editorial evidence to support the argument for Synoptic dependence here.

LITERATURE PARALLELS

Matthew 6.22-23 (Qmatt)
22'The eye is the lamp of the body. So, if your eye is sound, your whole body will be full of light. 23But if your eye is not sound, your whole body will be full of darkness. If then the light in you is darkness, how great is the darkness!

Luke 11.34-35 (Qluke)
34'Your eye is the lamp of your body. When your eye is sound, your whole body is full of light. But when it is not sound, your body is full of darkness. 35Therefore, be careful lest the light in you be darkness.'

John 11.9-10
9'If any one walks in the day, he does not stumble, because he sees the light of this world. 10But if any one walks in the night, he stumbles, because the light is not in him.'

Matthew 5.14-16
14'You are the light of the world. A city set on a hill can not be hid. 15Nor do men light a lamp and put it under a bushel, but on a stand, and it gives light to all in the house. 16Let your light so shine before men, that they may see your good works and give glory to your Father who is in heaven.'

Dialogue of the Saviour 8
'The Saviour [said], "The lamp [of the body] is the mind. As long as [the things inside] you are set in order, that is, [...] your bodies are [luminous]. As long as your hearts are [dark], the luminosity you anticipate [...]..."'

Dialogue of the Saviour 14
'If one does not [...] darkness, he will be able to see [...] So I tell you [...] light is the darkness [...] stand in [...] not see the light [...]’
Dialogue of the Saviour 34
‘If one does not stand in the darkness, he will not be able to see the light.’

Gospel of the Saviour 97.20–22
‘You are the lamp that illuminates the world.’

John 8.12
‘I am the light of the world. He who follows me will not walk in darkness, but will have the light of life.’

John 9.4–5
‘We must work the works of him who sent me, while it is day. Night comes, when no one can work.  
5 As long as I am in the world, I am the light of the world.’

John 12.35–36
35 ‘The light is with you a little longer. Walk while you have the light, lest the darkness overtake you. He who walks in the darkness does not know where he goes.  
36 While you have the light, believe in the light, that you may become sons of light.’

Pseudo-Macarius, Hom. 33.4
‘When you gaze on a light, look into your soul to see whether you have found the true and good light... For there is another man within, beyond the sensible one.’

SELECT BIBLIOGRAPHY

Logion 25.1–2
1 Jesus said, ‘Love your brother like your soul. 2 Watch over him like the pupil of your eye.’

NHC II 2.38.10–12

ATTRIBUTION
Kernel saying.

TEXT AND TRANSLATION ISSUES
G. Garitte, A. Guillaumont and G. Quispel maintain that the phrase, ‘as you own soul’ (Nee ίνεκς ἔνσωλ), is a Hebraism meaning ‘as yourself’. It is a reflexive use of ἡδομ (Gen. 27.19, 31; Isa. 43.4). K.H. Kuhn states that this does not have to point to an Aramaic substratum but may be nothing more than a Biblicism. I have retained the idiom in my translation only to signal a difference with the Synoptic parallels. Syriac versions of the New Testament and the Peshitta of Leviticus 19.18 read ‘as your soul’ while the LXX and Hebrew read ‘as yourself’. In my view, the saying points to an Aramaic substratum where ‘your soul’ was the idiom meaning ‘yourself’. The Greek translator of Thomas rendered it literally, ‘your soul’, while the tradition known to the Greek Synoptics rendered it less

L. 25.1 has 'your brother' rather than 'your neighbour' as found in the New Testament. *Liber Graduum* 396.8, when commenting on John 15.12, similarly has 'place your soul for your brothers' rather than 'his friends' as found in John.

**INTERPRETATIVE COMMENT**

L. 25 is part of the rhetoric in which Jesus discusses the eschatological challenges of discipleship in the second speech. In this cluster, he is particularly interested in teaching ethics. He expects the hearer to follow him as a 'person of light' who will light up the whole world (L. 24.3). He admonishes hearers to love and watch over their brothers like their own souls (L. 25). He wants them to remove the beam in their own eyes before worrying about the twig in their brother's eye (L. 26).

**SOURCE DISCUSSION**

There is no evidence, according to W. Schrage or J. Sieber, to support the position that this logion is based on the Synoptic texts (there appears to be a misprint in line 14, page 249 of Sieber's dissertation: 'evidence' should read 'no evidence'). M. Fieger thinks that L. 25.2 shows acquaintance with Jewish literature (cf. Deut. 32.10; Ps. 117.8; Sir. 17.22) and that L. 25.1 may owe itself to the love commandment in the Synoptics. He does not think, however, that this can be established with certainty because the second element of the Synoptic saying is missing in *Thomas*, the command to love God.

G. Quispel thinks that a saying of Jesus not commanding to love God, but to love your neighbour or brother more than your soul was current in free oral tradition since both the *Didache* and *Thomas* reference it, and the Gospel of John appears to be familiar with it. He traces the saying to Jewish Christian circles from Palestine, migrating to Mesopotamia at an early date. He does not think that L. 25 came from the *Gospel of the Hebrews*, however, because Origen references 'you shall love your neighbor as yourself' not 'love your brother as your soul'. So he says that L. 25 may have come from the *Gospel of the Nazarenes*.

I find L. 25 to be a fine example of an independent saying traditional to the oral field. It cannot be effectively argued that it is based on Old Syriac Gospels because a similar form of the saying found in the *Didache* was already circulating in Western Syria in the first century.

**LITERATURE PARALLELS**

*Mark 12.31*

'The second is this, “Love your neighbour as yourself.”'

*Matthew 19.19*

' Honour your father and your mother, and You shall love your neighbour as yourself.'

*Matthew 22.39*

'And a second is like it, You shall love your neighbour as yourself.'

*Luke 10.27*

'...and your neighbour as yourself.'

*Romans 13.9*

'The commandments...are summed up in this sentence, “You shall love your neighbour as yourself.”'
Galatians 5.14
‘For the whole law is fulfilled in one word, “You shall love your neighbour as yourself.”’

James 2.8
‘If you really fulfil the royal law according to the scripture, “You shall love your neighbour as yourself,” you do well.’

Didache 1
‘The Way of Life is this: You shall love first the Lord your Creator, and secondly, your neighbour as yourself; and you shall do nothing to anyone that you would not wish to be done to yourself.’

Epistle of Barnabas 19.5, 9
‘Cherish no ill-natured designs upon your neighbour... Love your neighbour more than yourself.’

Leviticus 19.18
‘...you shall love your neighbour as yourself.’

Gospel of the Hebrews 5 (Jerome, Commentary on Ephesians 3)
‘And never rejoice except when you look upon your brother with love.’

1 John 2.10
‘Only the man who loves his brother dwells in light. There is nothing to make him stumble.’

John 13.34–35
34 ‘I give you a new commandment: love one another. As I have loved you, so you are to love one another. 35 By this all men will know that you are my disciples, if you have love for one another.’

John 15.12
‘This is my commandment: love one another, as I have loved you.’

CD 6.20
‘For each to love his brother like himself.’

Test. Sim. 4.7
‘And you, children, each of you, love his brothers with a good heart.’

Test. Gad 6.1
‘Now, my children, each of you love his brother.’

Test. Zeb. 8.5
‘Whomever you see, do not harbour resentment, my children. Love one another, and do not calculate the wrong done by each to his brothers.’

Didache 2
‘You are to have no malicious designs on a neighbour. You are to cherish not feelings of hatred for anybody. Some you are to reprove, some to pray for, and some again to love more than your own soul.’

Pseudo-Clementine Ep. Clem. 8.5
‘But I know that you will do these things if you fix love into your minds.’

Pseudo-Clementine Homilies 12.32
‘But having devoted himself to love his neighbour as himself, he is not afraid of poverty, but becomes poor by sharing his possessions with those who have none. But neither does he punish the sinner. For he who loves his neighbour as himself, as he knows that when he has sinned he does not wish to be punished, so neither does he punish those who sin. And as he wishes to be praised, and blessed, and honoured, and to have all his sins
forgiven, thus he does to his neighbour, loving him as himself. In one word, what he wishes for himself, he wishes also for his neighbour.'

Pseudo-Clementine Recognitions 2.29
‘He mourned over those who lived in riches and luxury, who bestowed nothing upon the poor, proving that they must render an account, because they did not pity their neighbours, even when they were in poverty, whom they ought to love as themselves.’

Liber Graduum 16.4
‘For he (Jesus) said to you, “Love your brother more than your soul.”’

Liber Graduum 22.7
‘Love the son of your flesh as your soul.’

Test. Sim. 4.5–6
‘Guard yourselves therefore, my children, from all jealousy and envy. Live in integrity of your heart, so that God might give you grace and glory and blessing upon your heads, just as you have observed in Joseph. In all his days, he did not reproach us for this deed, but he loved us as his own soul.’

Test. Ben. 4.3
‘He loves those who wrong him as he loves his own soul.’

Deut. 32.10
‘He encircled him, he cared for him, he kept him as the apple of his eye.’

Ps. 17.8
‘Keep me as the apple of the eye. Hide me in the shadow of your wings.’

Sirach 17.22
‘A man’s almsgiving is a signet with him (the Lord), and he will keep a person’s kindness as the apple of his eye.’

Epistle of Barnabas 19.9b
‘Love as the apple of your eye everyone who speaks the word of the Lord to you.’

AGREEMENTS IN SYRIAN GOSPELS, WESTERN TEXT AND DIATESSARON

love << you shall love

your brother << your neighbour

as your soul << as yourself

SELECT BIBLIOGRAPHY
The Original Gospel of Thomas in Translation

P. Oxy. 1.1–4

\[\ldots\text{καὶ τότε διαβάλλεις εἰκόνα τὸ κάρφος τὸ ἐν τῷ ὀφθαλμῷ τοῦ ἀδελφοῦ σου} \]

\[\ldots\text{and then you will see clearly to remove the twig in your brother’s eye}.\]

NHC II 2.38.12–17

\[\text{Πεις ἐὰν τὴν ἀκακίαν ἐπὶ τῶν μακρῶν ἀπολύσας ἐκ τῆς ἐπομένης, ἧν ἡ μάκρα ἐπὶ τῶν μικρῶν ἐπομένης ἐπετύχωσας ἂν ἐπομένης ἐπὶ τῶν μικρῶν ἀπολύσας τὸν ἀδελφόν τοῦ.} \]

\[\text{Jesus said, ‘The twig in your brother’s eye, you see. But the beam in your eye, you do not see! When you remove the beam from your eye then you will see clearly to remove the twig from your brother’s eye.’} \]

Attribution

Kernel saying.

Text and Translation Issues

The fragment of Greek agrees with the Coptic, except with the addition of καὶ and the preposition ‘in’ instead of ‘from’ as the Coptic renders it.

Interpretative Comment

The teaching in the Kernel speech centres on the challenging ethics required of the disciple as the Judgement approaches. They are told to love their brothers as their souls and to worry about the beam in their own eyes before removing the twig from their brother’s eye. These charges appear to be central ethical guidelines given by Jesus to the community.

Source Discussion

W. Schrage thinks that L. 26.1–2 is a conflation of Matthew 7.3–5 and Luke 6.41–42 because ‘the beam’ in Thomas is placed before the prepositional phrases ‘in your eye’ and ‘from your eye’ just as τὴν is placed in Luke. ‘Your eye’ agrees with Matthew’s σοῦ, the position of ‘to cast out’ with ἐκβάλειν in Matthew, and ‘from your eye’ with Matthew. Patterson notes that these latter two elements derive from Q, not Matthew.

J. Sieber attributes the word order of ‘the beam’ with Coptic grammar. He notes that P. Oxy. 1 has ‘in’ rather than ‘from your eye’ which agrees with Luke, not Matthew. He asks, ‘Did Thomas’ Vorlage read ἐκ or ἐν?’ He cites the only editorial trait, Luke’s ἀδελφός, as missing from Thomas and thus concludes that the variant is the result of oral transmission rather than literary development. This opinion appears to be supported by the fact that the saying also reflects the characteristics of orally transmitted materials, common words and phrases with varying sequences and inflections.

It appears to me that the older variant preposition is represented in the Greek ‘in’, since it provides the most difficult reading in my opinion. If this is the case, then the Coptic variation can be explained in terms of secondary scribal adaptation to Matthew’s version.

Literature Parallels

Matthew 7.3–5 (Qmatt)

\[\text{Why do you see the speck that is in your brother’s eye, but do not notice the log that is in your own eye?} \]

\[\text{Or how can you say to your brother, “Let me take the speck out of} \]
your eye", when there is a log in your own eye? 42You hypocrite, first take the log out of
your own eye, and then you will see clearly to take the speck out of your brother’s eye.’

41: Why do you see the speck that is in your brother’s eye, but do not notice the log that
is in your own eye? 42 Or how can you say to your brother, “Brother, let me take out the
speck that is in your eye”, when you yourself do not see the log that is in your own eye?
You hypocrite, first take the log out of your own eye, and then you will see clearly to
take out the speck that is in your brother’s eye.’

b. ‘Arakin 16b
‘It was taught: Rabbi Tarfon said, “I wonder whether there is anyone of this generation
who accepts reproof? For if one says to him, ‘Remove the chip from between your
eyes’, he would say to him, ‘Remove the beam from between your eyes.’”

AGREEMENTS IN SYRIAN GOSPELS, WESTERN TEXT AND DIATESSARON
Matthew 7.3–5//Luke 6.41–42 in c e Pal T V geo (A) sa
see² << notice

SELECT BIBLIOGRAPHY
Patterson (1993: 30); Schrage (1964a: 71–74); Sieber (1966: 72–74).

P. Oxy. 1.4–8

Jesus said, ‘If you do not fast from the world, you will not find the Kingdom.’

NHC II 2.38.17–19
‘ΕΤΕ:Τῼ:ΤῼΠΝΗΧΤΕΤΕΥΕ ΕΠΙΚΟΧΘΟΣ ΤΕΤΝΑΖΕ ΔΑΝ ΕΤΜΙΝΕΡΟ
‘If you do not fast from the world, you will not find the Kingdom.’

ATTRIBUTION
Accretion.

TEXT AND TRANSLATION ISSUES
In L. 27.1, the Greek manuscript contains the traditional introductory clause, ‘Jesus said’,
while the Coptic does not. I have given priority to the earlier Greek manuscript, especially
since this introductory clause is consistent with the manner in which the majority of logia
are introduced in the Gospel.

Also in L. 27.1, the Greek has Kingdom ‘of God’ while the Coptic does not. It is
difficult to judge whether ‘of God’ is an addition. Internally, however, ‘Kingdom’ is found
elsewhere in Thomas while ‘Kingdom of God’ is not, so I consider ‘of God’ to be a scribal
addition in the Greek.
A. Guillaumont and A. Baker separately have shown that the Syriac preposition / may be responsible for both the accusative (Greek) and dative (Coptic) translations of ‘to fast from the world’ since $\delta$ may signify either a direct or indirect object. Furthermore, Guillaumont and Baker demonstrate that, in the Syriac tradition, this phrase is quite common and signals severe ascetic behaviour.

**INTERPRETATIVE COMMENT**

Development is indicated by the presence of a theme characteristic of the accretions, disdain for the world. The saying is responsive to the delay of the Eschaton, refocusing the Kingdom expectation on the personal performance of abstinence from this world rather than cosmic endings. Its accrual can be traced to a time between 80 and 120 CE.

As I have discussed in *Seek to See Him*, this saying associates encratic behaviour with entrance to the Kingdom and visionary experience. Its purpose was to highlight the encratic lifestyle as a preparation for visionary experience when the person would enter the Kingdom and worship before the Father. The connection with Sabbath observation in L. 27.2 is very noteworthy since there was a Jewish tradition that proper Sabbath observation included celibacy (Jub. 50.8–9). G. Anderson has suggested that the basis for this practice can be traced to similarities between the creation of the Sabbath in Genesis 2.1–3 and the creation of the tabernacle in Exodus 39.32, 43 and 40.9, 33–34. Since sexual activity was forbidden in the Temple, it was also prohibited on the Sabbath. The tradition of Sabbath celibacy was even popular among the Samaritans because they thought intercourse caused Levitical impurity (Lev. 15.18). Strict Jews, like the Hasidim said that one had to remain celibate from the preceding Wednesday (b. Nid. 38ab). This baraita, according to L. Finkelstein, may reflect an early ascetic branch of Judaism that was sexually abstinent for three days prior to the Sabbath so as to be in a clean state for the holy day when they came into God’s presence. Exodus 19.10 and 15 were the source of this three-day calculation.

This nexus of traditions in this accretion provides astounding evidence that the Thomasite Christians were living celibate lives in order to be in a permanent state of readiness for mystical experiences. It may be that certain encratic performances were particularly important for them on the Sabbath, the holy day when they worshipped as a community in God’s presence.

**SOURCE DISCUSSION**

G. Quispel traces this saying to a Jewish Christian Gospel like the *Gospel of the Nazarenes*.

**LITERATURE PARALLELS**

*Clement of Alexandria*, Eclogae proph. 14.1

‘In the literal sense, fasting is abstinence from food...however, in the spiritual sense it is clear that, as life comes from food for each of us and the lack of food is a symbol of death, so it is necessary that we fast from worldly things, in order that we might die to the world and after this, having partaken of divine nourishment, live to God.’

*Clement of Alexandria*, Strom. 3.15.99

‘But blessed are those who have made themselves eunuchs, (free) from all sin, for the sake of the Kingdom of Heaven. These are the people who fast from the world.’

Acts of Paul and Thecla 5

‘Blessed are those who renounce this world, for they will be pleasing to God.’
4. Commentary on the Gospel of Thomas

Liber Graduum 89.22–25
‘Brother, blessed are the holy and pure, for they see the Lord Jesus and are not ashamed in his presence, and they are free from all evil and fast from the world and its delights.’

Liber Graduum 373.18–19; 373.23–24; 828.13
‘fasting from the world’

Pseudo-Macarius, Hom. 4.16
‘Let us renounce all love for the world.’

Pseudo-Macarius, Hom. 19.1
‘The person who wishes to come to the Lord and to be deemed worthy of eternal life...ought to begin first by believing firmly in the Lord and giving himself completely to the words of his commands and renouncing the world in all things.’

Muhiy al-Din ibn ‘Arabi, al-Futuhat al-Makkiyya 4.663
‘Fast from the world and break your fast with death.’

Abu Bakr ibn Abi al-Dunya, Kitab Dhamm al-Dunya, in Mawsu‘at Rasa’il 2.170 (no. 415)
‘Hate the world and God will love you.’

SELECT BIBLIOGRAPHY

Logion 27.2

P. Oxy. 1.4–11

‘If you do not observe the Sabbath day as a Sabbath, you will not see the Father.’

NHC II 2.38.19–20

‘If you do not observe the Sabbath day as a Sabbath, you will not see the Father.’

ATTRIBUTION
Accretion.

TEXT AND TRANSLATION ISSUES
The phrase to ‘observe the Sabbath as a Sabbath’ in the Greek fragment is the same expression employed in this regard in the Septuagint version of Leviticus 23.32 (σαββατισμος το σαββατων, σω τον πατερα) and 2 Chronicles 36.21 (το σαββατα σαββατισμοι). In the case of Leviticus, the expression translates the Hebrew בָּשָׂר אֱלֹהִים. So this accretion may be seen as a witness to a Semitism meaning, ‘to observe the Sabbath day as a Sabbath’.
P. Brown has proposed that the final clause should be translated, ‘if you keep not the (entire) week as Sabbath’. He bases this argument on the employment of \textit{CABBATOY} in Mark 16.9 where it translates ‘on the first day of the week (πρῶτη σαββάτου)’. Mark 16.9, however, is not the best parallel to this accretion which uses \textit{NCABBATON} in conjunction with the verbal construction \textit{ETETÎNTEÎPE MÎNCABBATON}. This construction exactly parallels Leviticus 23.32 and 2 Chronicles 36.21 where the meaning clearly delineates observation of the Sabbath day.

\textbf{INTERPRETATIVE COMMENT}

The saying is responsive to a population shift within the community, maintaining Sabbath observation when it appears to have been challenged by new Gentile converts. Its accrual can be traced to sometime between 60 and 100 CE.

T. Baarda is of the mind that the use of ‘Sabbath’ as a parallel to the ‘world’ is to be associated with the Gnostic understanding of the ‘Sabbath’ as the Demiurge and the world as the created cosmos of the Demiurge. This means, in his estimation, that ‘fasting’ and ‘sabbatizing’ denote the rejectionary Gnostic attitude towards the world as the realm of matter and the creator god as the ruler. He bases this position on his presupposition that ‘sabbatizing’ and ‘fasting’ are synonyms, a presupposition which, in my opinion, has no foundation in the ancient literature. Rather, as mentioned above, the expression ‘to sabbatize the Sabbath’ is most likely echoing a Semitism meaning ‘to observe the Sabbath as a Sabbath’. Baarda’s position that the logion is an allegorical reference to the Demiurge can only be maintained through forcing the reading of the logion. His endeavour is eisegetical rather than exegetical, dismissive of a straightforward historical reading of the text.

For a discussion of the connection between visionary experience and Sabbath observation, see L. 27.1.

\textbf{SOURCE DISCUSSION}

G. Quispel attributes this saying to a Jewish Christian Gospel, probably the \textit{Gospel of the Nazarenes}.

\textbf{SELECT BIBLIOGRAPHY}


\begin{figure}
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\caption{Logion 28.1–4}
\end{figure}

\begin{figure}
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\caption{P. Oxy. 1.11–21}
\end{figure}
[Jesus] said, ‘[I stood in] the midst of the world and I appeared to them in flesh. And I found all of them drunk. And I found none of them thirsty. And my soul suffered greatly for human beings because they are blind in their hearts [and they do not see...].’

\[NHC \text{II 2.38.20–31}\]

Jesus said, ‘I stood in the midst of the world and I appeared to them in flesh. I found all of them drunk. I found none of them thirsty. And my soul suffered in pain for human beings because they are blind in their hearts and they do not see. For they, empty, came into the world. And they, empty, seek to leave the world. For the moment, they are drunk. When they shake off their wine, then they will repent.’

\textit{Attribution}

Accretion.

\textit{Text and Translation Issues}

In L. 28.1 of the Greek, the manuscript reads \(\sigma\alpha\rho\kappa\varepsilon\iota\), where the \(\varepsilon\) is crossed out.

Literally the Greek and Coptic read, ‘the sons of men’. I have rendered ‘sons of men’, ‘human beings’, which was the meaning of this Semitic idiom.

\(\ddagger\-\tau\acute{\kappa}\acute{\alpha}\), ‘to give or have pain’, and \(\pi\omicron\nu\nu\omicron\alpha\omicron\omicron\), ‘to suffer greatly, to be afflicted or distressed’, seems to be an allusion to Jesus’ crucifixion (cf. Mark 14.34; Matt. 26.38; John 12.27). The idea that the human soul suffers crucifixion is a theme also found in L. 87 and 112.

\textit{Interpretative Comment}

Development is indicated in the retrospective christological assertions, reflecting material that would have been anachronistic to the Kernel. The content and language is akin to Hermetic traditions, particularly the idea that humans live in a condition of drunkenness, in need of sobriety and revelation. In this case, Jesus is the revealer rather than Hermes. It appears that christological speculations about Jesus similar to those found in the Gospel of John, particularly the Prologue, have been welded with notions associated with Hermetic initiations: the individual must be awakened, his or her consciousness stirred from drunkenness by Jesus-Hermes. Then the person will be able to turn away from the world and its passions, crucifying the body as Jesus had done. This accretion should be dated to 80–120 CE.

\textit{Source Discussion}

G. Quispel traces this saying to a Jewish Christian Gospel like the \textit{Gospel of the Nazarenes}.

I. Dunderberg thinks that L. 28 is related to the Gospel of John because the theme of Jesus’ incarnation is mentioned along with the theme of human ignorance. He notes agreements between P.Oxy. 1.11–12 and John in regard to the verb \(\tau\omicron\sigma\mu\tau\) and the expression \(\epsilon\nu\ \mu\acute{e}\sigma\omicron\). After some discussion of more tentative ‘agreements’, Dunderberg wisely concludes that L. 28 does not betray direct contact with the Johannine literature. But he does
not find S. Davies’ suggestion that the Gospel had its origins in the Johannine community convincing since it does not account for terminological variations or the different uses that the texts make of Wisdom literature. He finally states that L. 28 echoes a relatively late phase of early Christianity as does John 1.14.

Since agreements between L. 28 and John 1.14 are more thematic than verbal, I suggest reliance on a tradition common to John and Thomas rather than direct literary dependence, or even secondary orality. That these texts were connected as far as their traditional background, I have discussed fully in my book *Voices of the Mystics*.

**LITERATURE PARALLELS**

*John 1.14*

‘And the Logos became flesh and dwelt among us, full of grace and truth.’

*John 1.10–11*

‘He was in the world, and the world was made through him, yet the world knew him not.

He came to his own home, and his own people received him not.’

1 Timothy 3.16

‘He was manifested in the flesh.’

Cf. *C.H.* 1.27; *Prayer of Thanksgiving* 64.8–15

**SELECT BIBLIOGRAPHY**

DeConick (2001a); Dunderberg (1998a: 46–49).

---

**Logion 29.1–3**

1 Jesus said, ‘If the flesh existed for the sake of the Spirit, it would be a miracle. If the Spirit (existed) for the sake of the body, it would be a miracle of miracles! Nevertheless, I marvel at how this great wealth settled in this poverty.’

**P. Oxy. 1.22**

[...] ἐπεξετάσα(ν)

**NHC II 2.38.31–39.2**


**ATTRIBUTION**

Accretion.

**TEXT AND TRANSLATION ISSUES**

In the Greek fragment, ε is written above the line between χ and ι.

The phrases, ‘it would be a miracle’ and ‘it would be a miracle of miracles’, literally read ‘it is a miracle’ and ‘it is a miracle of miracles’. I have rendered them in this way to highlight the conditional nature of the ‘if’ clauses: even though the flesh did not come into
existence for the sake of the Spirit nor did the Spirit come into existence for the sake of the body, nevertheless the Spirit has taken up residence within the flesh.

**INTERPRETIVE COMMENT**

This accretion coheres to themes and vocabulary unique to other accretions, particularly its disdain for the body and the phrases 'great wealth' (нологippiμαον) and 'poverty' (τεκιματικαι) (cf. L. 3, 85). It would have been particularly meaningful to the encratic constituency of Christians who were responsible for reshaping much of the Gospel. This accretion accrued between 80 and 120 CE.

This saying represents an anthropology common among early Christians. The human being consisted of body and soul. The soul of the pious person struggled against the flesh. To aid the person in this struggle, the Christians believed that God or Christ's Spirit would indwell them. This Spirit strengthened the soul particularly in its struggle against the passions, helping the person maintain a righteous life. It also acted as a guardian spirit, keeping demonic spirits who might corrupt the soul at bay. Christians believed that this Spirit indwelled them during the initiation ceremony when they were baptized and anointed (cf. 1 Cor. 12.13; 2 Cor. 1.22). This indwelling was believed to be a true wonder since the flesh and the Spirit were opposed to each other. The flesh was interested in corrupting the soul with its desires, while the Spirit was interested in strengthening the soul to resist these desires (cf. Galatians 5.17; Romans 7–8). R. Uro correctly notes that it is not the simple indwelling of the Spirit in the body that saves a person. According to Thomas it is a process by which the Spirit helps to transform the soul according to the original Image. I think that it is this Spirit which Jesus refers to in this accretion. This accretion, in fact, may provide some evidence that baptism and anointing was practiced among the Thomasine Christians.

**SOURCE DISCUSSION**

G. Quispel attributes this saying to the hand of the author of the Gospel.

**LITERATURE PARALLELS**

Cf. Galatians 5.17; Romans 8.9–11

**SELECT BIBLIOGRAPHY**


**P. Oxy. 1.23–30**

ἐλεγεν οὖν ἦν ὁ θεός ἕνα ὄνομα ἔχει ἔστω ἕνα ἄτομον ἐπὶ τινὸς ἑαυτοῦ ἐστὶν μόνος ἐστὶν ἐστὶν

[Jesus said], 'Where there are [three], gods are there. And where there is one alone, [I say] that I am with him.'
NHC II 2.39.4-6

Jesus said, 'Where there are three gods, they are gods. Where there is two or one, I am with him.'

**ATTRIBUTION**

Kernel saying.

**TEXT AND TRANSLATION ISSUES**

In the standard critical edition of the Greek fragments of the Gospel of Thomas by Harold Attridge, he offers the reading, $E[\Sigma]IN \Theta\varepsilon\iota\omicron\iota\iota\iota$. He states that the first letter to the left of the $\Theta$ appears to be one that consisted of a line sloping from the upper left to the lower right portions of the letter space. He also sees below and to the left of this line the bare trace of a curved stroke. He imagines that this curved stroke could have continued on a diagonal upwards, until it intersected the sloping line. Thus he concludes that this letter is $A$. This opinion is in conformity with B. Grenfell and A. Hunt’s statement that this letter could be $A$, $X$, or $A$, although $A$ was preferred.

To the immediate left of this letter, Attridge describes a vertical stroke consistent with $H$, $I$, $N$, $\Pi$, $\Gamma$, $T$ and $\Psi$. Attridge favours $N$. Scholars have agreed, including Attridge, that the letter space to the left of this letter has room for two letters. Attridge’s reconstruction, however, shows three letters, although two of them are iotas. Thus, Attridge’s reconstruction of the last segment of line 24 follows F. Blass which Grenfell and Hunt accepted: $E[\Sigma]IN \Theta\varepsilon\iota\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron$.

But Blass and Grenfell and Hunt did not have the Coptic in front of them to aid in their reconstruction. If they had, they would have been concerned that their reconstruction disparages the Greek and Coptic texts since the Coptic reads, $2\tilde{\iota}\tilde{\n}\iota\gamma\omicron\tau\epsilon\mu\eta\tau\epsilon\tau\nu\nu\gamma\nu\tau\epsilon\iota\omicron\nu\iota\gamma\omicron$. Why did Attridge, who had the Coptic, render the Greek in such a way that would perpetuate opposite and contentious readings in these manuscripts? The reason for continuing this disparate reconstruction appears to be because the Coptic is nonsense, ‘Where there are three gods, they are gods.’ Clearly the Coptic is a corrupted text. Attridge’s reconstruction of the Greek makes a case for corruption at the level of Coptic translation where the A-privative was accidentally lost. The problem with this line of reasoning is that the Greek reconstruction is not any more sensible than the Coptic, ‘Where there are three, they are without gods.’

My journey to the aspiring (and inspiring) towers of Oxford and the grand Bodleian has made this reconstruction doubtful in my mind, if not impossible. The manuscript in the area in question is eroded, leaving only traces of partial letters. The $\Theta$ is clear. In the letter space left of the $\Theta$ are traces of ink in a distinct pattern. Visible traces move from the top left corner diagonally to the lower right corner. There is a dot of ink in the lower left corner and what appears to be a trace in the upper right corner. When the ink traces are connected, the only letters they could be according to the hand of the scribe are $X$ or $N$. To the left of this letter, in the centre of the letter space is a strong vertical stroke that fills almost half of the vertical space. Because the stroke appears centred in the space with no trace of a horizontal cross stroke, the letter must be either $T$ or $I$. What about the letter space to the left of this letter? The manuscript is extremely eroded and fragile here, but the space is indicative of two letters, not three as Attridge’s reconstruction has it.

What reconstruction does this leave us with? Only one, and one consistent with the Coptic, $E[\Sigma]IN \Theta\varepsilon\iota\omicron\iota\iota\iota$. This suggests that the Greek read, ‘Where there are three, they are
gods.' Like the Coptic, it is nonsense. Even the Coptic scribe was confused by it, since he tries to make some sense by interpreting 'three' as a specific reference to the 'gods'. So he adds ΝΟΥΤΕ after ΩΟΜΤ.

But this certainly was not the meaning of the Greek. How do we explain the Greek? Quite easily. It appears that the Greek translation ΘΕΟΙ was a mistranslation of a Semitic plural form of 'Elohim'. The saying must have been, 'Where there are three (people), Elohim is there.' Such a saying has full parallels in Jewish literature and belongs to this historical context (cf. Mekilta, Bahodesh 11; Pirke Aboth 3.2, 6–7; b. Berakoth 6a). The Greek translator was sloppy since he mistook Elohim, the Hebrew name for God, for ΘΕΟΙ.

A. Guillaumont proposed this as an explanation for the Coptic manuscript almost fifty years ago in 1958. But it appears not to have been taken seriously given the accepted reconstruction of line 24, even though Guillaumont, J. Fitzmyer and T. Akagi each envisioned the same reconstruction I have set forth here upon my physical examination of the original leaf. My re-examination of the Greek papyrus lends further credibility to Guillaumont's old insight. It offers a simple solution to a perplexing logion, to its difficult interpretative as well as textual history. Put simply, the Greek reconstruction of the critical reading of the Gospel of Thomas P. Oxy. 1.24 should be emended, Ε[ΙΣ]ΝΘΕΟΙ.

This analysis of L. 30 is strong evidence that the Gospel was composed in a Semitic dialect, and then translated into Greek and Coptic.

**INTERPRETATIVE COMMENT**

This logion is steeped in Jewish traditions of exegesis as A. Guillaumont has shown (cf. Mekilta, Bahodesh 11; Pirke Aboth 3.2; b. Berakoth 6a). For instance, in Pirke Aboth 3.6–7, Rabbi Halaphta takes Psalm 82.1, 'Elohim stands in the congregation of El', to mean that when as many as ten people study the Torah, the Shekhinah is among them. He goes on to say that the Shekhinah is also present when three or two or even one studies the Law. L. 30 would have been understood by Christian Jews to mean that Jesus is the Shekhinah, the presence of God that rested upon them whenever they gathered together and studied as well as whenever they were alone.

**SOURCE DISCUSSION**

G. Quispel attributes this saying to a Jewish Christian Gospel like the Nazarenes.

On the basis of Coptic similarities between Sahidic Matthew and L. 30, W. Schrage argues for dependence. J. Sieber states that the Coptic agreements tell us nothing about dependence at the level of the Greek Vorlage.

In my opinion, this saying is evidence that the Kernel Gospel was composed in Aramaic. So any agreements at the level of the Coptic translation cannot be used to argue for Synoptic dependence. Agreements may be indicative of scribal tendencies to harmonize the text at the level of Coptic translation, selecting Coptic words that echoed the scribe’s memories of the Coptic New Testament passages.

**LITERATURE PARALLELS**

Matthew 18.20

'For where two or three are gathered in my name, I am there among them.'

Ephrem, Commentary on the Diatessaron 14.24

'And as Christ has taken care of his flock in all necessities, so he has consoled it in the sadness of solitude when he said, “where one is, there am I”, lest all who are in solitude
be sad. For he himself is our joy and he is with us. And “where two are I am”, because his grace overshadows us. And “when we are three”, as we come together in the church, this is the perfected body, the image of Christ.’

Pirke Aboth 3.6
‘R. Halafta ben Dosa of Kefar Hanania said: If ten men sit together and occupy themselves in the Law, the Shekhinah rests among them, for it is written, “God stands in the congregation of God.” And whence [do we learn this] even of five? Because it is written, “And has founded his group upon the earth.” And whence even three? Because it is written, “Then they that feared the Lord spoke one with another; and the Lord hearkened and heard.” And whence even one? Because it is written, “In every place where I record my name I will come to you and I will bless you.”’

Al-Raghib al-Isfahani, Muhadarat al-Udaba’ 2.402
‘Jesus said, “O God, who is the most honourable of men?” God replied, “He who when alone knows that I am with him, and so respects my majesty that he would not want me to witness his sins.”’

Cf. Mekilta, Bahodesh 11; b. Berakoth 6a

Agreements in Syrian Gospels, Western Text and Diatessaron
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Select Bibliography
is combined with L. 77.1. It may be impossible to determine which sequence is oldest although Kuhn has suggested that the two distinct verbs πεπω απειρείν may be repeated as a Coptic linking verb which suggests to him that the movement of L. 77.2–3 here is secondary. The Coptic arrangement does seem secondary to me, reflecting a Christological interest, that Jesus’ presence and power is extended universally on the ‘wood’ or cross (see L. 77). Whatever the original sequence, the movement of the logia would have occurred at the level of the accretions so it would not have affected the sequence of the Kernel.

A.F. Walls has argued that the combination of the sayings in the P. Oxy. fragment reflects liturgical interests since ἐγείρειν is a word used of the raising of temples (John 2.19–21; Josephus, Ant. 15.391 and 20.228) and σχίζειν is used for the preparation of the wood of sacrifice (Gen. 22.3; 1 Kgs 6.14 LXX). This combination of logia is a call to worship Jesus, preparing the altar and sacrifice. Walls argues that this preparation would not have been understood in a literal sense but as the spiritual sacrifice of the believer commonly discussed in early Christian literature.

**INTERPRETATIVE COMMENT**

It appears to have accrued in the Gospel as an interpretative clause further elaborating the point in L. 30.1–2 that Jesus’ presence can be found on earth. Not only can he be found in the gathering of believers, but also in the world itself.

**SOURCE DISCUSSION**

This may be an example of a Hellenistic aphorism such as we find alluded to in Lucian’s *Hermotimus*.

**LITERATURE PARALLELS**

Lucian, *Hermotimus* 81

‘God is not in heaven but permeates all things, such as wood and stone and living beings, even the least significant.’


**SELECT BIBLIOGRAPHY**

Kuhn (1960: 317–19); Walls (1962).
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**Logion 31.1–2**

1Jesus said, ‘A prophet is not received hospitably in his (own) village. 2A doctor does not heal the people who know him.’

---

**P. Oxy. 1.30–35**

1Δέχεται ἰησοῦς οὐκ ἔστιν δεσμός προφήτης ἐν τῇ παρεσεία τούτῳ. 2Ἰάτρος γὰρ ἰησοῦς ἰατρός ποιεῖ θεραπείας εἰς τοὺς [γε'] ἰνομοῖς. Καὶ κοινταὶ συνόντος

Jesus said, ‘A prophet is not received hospitably in his village. Nor does a doctor heal the people who know him.’
Jesus said, ‘A prophet is not received hospitably in his village. A doctor does not heal the people who know him.’

**ATTRIBUTION**
Kernel saying.

**TEXT AND TRANSLATION ISSUES**
The expression ποιεί θεραπείας in the Greek papyrus has been discussed by G. Garitte. He sees the Greek construction as strange, citing P. Cersoy who noted that the Greek is unsatisfactory. So G. Garitte explains it as a Greek translator working from our Coptic text ἑστρέφετε, suggesting that the Greek papyrus is a translation of the Coptic. A. Guillaumont responded to Garitte’s theory, noting that the Greek expression is not unknown in other Greek sources. He quotes Plato, τῶς τῶν κοιμώντων θεραπείας ποιεῖσθαι, as evidence (Plt. 298e).

**INTERPRETATIVE COMMENT**
This logion is part of the second speech in the Kernel Gospel in which the challenges of discipleship are discussed. Not only does this saying speak to the character of the early Christology of the community which viewed Jesus as a rejected prophet, it also serves as a warning for his followers that they can expect to be treated as he was. Like all prophets, they will be rejected, like a physician, they cannot heal people they know. The Rejected Prophet Christology is early, having its roots in the traditions from Jerusalem as I have discussed in the companion volume, Recovering.

**SOURCE DISCUSSION**
W. Schrage argues that L. 31.1 supports the Lukan reading δεκτός and χαίτι which he considers redactional on the part of Luke, as does H. von Schärmann. Thomas also omits εἰ μὴ and two καὶ ἐν phrases which Luke also omits from Mark. Further Thomas agrees with Mark and Matthew, reading οὐκ ἔστιν, against Luke. This proves, he says, that Thomas depended upon Mark 6.5 and Luke 4.24. K. Snodgrass thinks that δεκτός is almost certainly a Lukan redactionary element influenced by the use of the same word in the quotation of Isaiah 61.2 in Luke 4.19. The word, he says, is a hapax legomenon, appearing nowhere else in the Gospels.

J. Sieber, however, argues that Mark 6.5 is a secondary development of the saying which was a ‘widely circulated saying of Jesus’. Further, he traces the Lukan reading δεκτός to his dependence on Isaiah in verses 18–19, suggesting that Luke was familiar with a version of the saying such as we find in Thomas. Luke preferred this version of the saying over Mark’s because it agrees with Isaiah. Sieber admits in his conclusion, however, that δεκτός and χαίτι may be one of the cases where we can see dependence on Luke. If dependence on Luke is argued on this basis, I think that it must be done on the level of secondary orality rather than direct literary dependence given the fact that the saying displays characteristics of orally transmitted materials.

In my opinion, L. 31 represents a version of the saying that is pre-Markan. This was first suggested by E. Wendling in 1908 when discussing P.Oxy. 1, and was confirmed by
the form-critical analysis of R. Bultmann in 1921 decades prior to the discovery of the Gospel of Thomas. This remains the view of H. Koester and S. Patterson as well.

I am not convinced by H. Schumann or K. Snodgrass that the second half of the logion developed as a response to the proverb cited in Luke 4.23, ‘Physician, heal yourself.’ Rather it appears to me that an early independent tradition is responsible for the Thomasine logion and that this tradition may have been known also to Luke who rewrites it in the secondary format found in Luke 4.23.

**LITERATURE PARALLELS**

**Luke 4.23–24**

23'And he said to them, “Doubtless you will quote to me this proverb, ‘Doctor, heal yourself. What we have heard you did in Capernaum, do here also in your own country.’”

24And he said, “Truly I say to you, no prophet is received hospitably in his own country.”

**Mark 6.4**

‘A prophet is not without honour, except in his own country, and among his own kin, and in his own house.’

**Matthew 13.57**

‘A prophet is not without honour except in his own country and in his own house.’

**John 4.44**

‘For Jesus himself testified that a prophet has no honour in his own country.’

**SELECT BIBLIOGRAPHY**


**Logion 32**

Jesus said, ‘A city built on a high mountain and fortified cannot fall nor be hidden.’

**P. Oxy. 1.36–41**

[λ]έγει Ἕτισσοῦς πόλις οἰκοδομήην ἐπ᾿ άκρον ὄρην πόλις ὑψηλόν καὶ ἐστὶν ἐκ μὲν δυνατὰ ὑπὸ κραυγῆς οὐδὲ προσευκῇ τῷ ἀνθρώπῳ

Jesus said, ‘A city built on a high mountain and fortified cannot fall nor can it be hidden.’

**NHC II 2.39.7–10**

πεξε ιε οἱ αὐτοὶ οὐκ εἰργεῖτο ἀμοι 2ιξίν οὐτοῦ ν οὐχο ≤σι εἰκόνα τῆς ῥάμας αὐξωσιν αν

Jesus said, ‘A city built on a high mountain and fortified cannot fall nor be hidden.’

**ATTRIBUTION**

Kernel saying.
INTERPRETATIVE COMMENT
This Kernel saying compares the disciples' behaviour as preachers (L. 33.1) with the image of a city built on a high mountain that cannot be sieged successfully or hidden from view. This appears to be a common application of the saying, given its comparable interpretation in the Pseudo-Clementine Recognitions 8.4.

SOURCE DISCUSSION
G. Quispel traces this saying to a Jewish Christian Gospel since the wording, ‘built’, differs from the Synoptic text but is paralleled in the Pseudo-Clementines. The source, he thinks, would have been used by both authors.

J. Jeremias, E. Haenchen, W. Schrage, R. Kasser, and R. Grant and D.N. Freedman agree that L. 32 is a combination of Matthew 5.14b and Matthew 7.24–25. J. Sieber notes, however, that L. 32 is not a mixture in the sense of two separate sayings being joined together, but as two words, ὄκτοιδμησεν and ἔρξεσε which appear elsewhere in the New Testament in connection with cities (cf. Rev. 14.8; 16.19; 18.12). Nor can Matthew 7.24–25 explain the rest of the expansion of L. 32: the city is ‘fortified’ in L. 32 while it is built on rock and sand in Matthew. Moreover, the editorial link ‘you are the light...’ is missing. So dependence cannot be proven.

LITERATURE PARALLELS
Matthew 5.14
‘You are the light of the world. A city set on a hill cannot be hidden.’

Pseudo-Clementine Homilies 3.67
‘It is necessary that the Church, as a city built upon a hill, have an order approved of God, and good government. In particular, let the bishop, as chief, be heard in the things that he speaks. And let the elders give heed that the things ordered be done...’

Pseudo-Clementine Recognitions 8.4
‘Those who speak the word of truth, and who enlighten the souls of men, seem to me to be like the rays of the sun, which, when once they have come forth and appeared to the world, can no longer be concealed or hidden, while they are not so much seen by men, as they afford sight to all. Then it was well said by one to the heralds of the truth, “You are the light of the world, and a city set upon a hill cannot be hid. Neither do men light a candle and put it under a bushel, but upon a lampstand, that it may enlighten all who are in the house.”’

Cf. Matthew 7.24–25 (Qmatt); Luke 6.47–48 (Qluke)

SELECT BIBLIOGRAPHY
Grant with Freedman (1960: 150); Haenchen (1961: 11, 38 and n. 11); Jeremias (1948: 13–14); Kasser (1961: 66); Quispel (1957: 190); Schrage (1964a: 78); Sieber (1966: 43–44).
4. Commentary on the Gospel of Thomas

**P. Oxy. 1.41-42**

'λέγει ἵνα ὑμεῖς [κεφαλαίας τῶν κεφαλαίων ὕπάρχουσας] καὶ ἐν τοῖς ὀνόμασι καὶ τοῖς πληρώμασιν τούτοις...'

'Jesus said, ‘What you hear in one of your ears...’

**NHC II 2.39.10-13**

'πεξε εἰς πετκαναχήν ερωμ ἡ πεκαμαχὲς ἡ πεκαμαχὲς ταξις οἰκῶ ἡμος ἡ πεκαμαχὲς ἡ πεκαμαχὲς'

Jesus said, ‘What you will hear in your ear, in the other ear, preach from your rooftops.’

**ATtribution**

Kernel saying.

**Text and Translation Issues**

In L. 33.1, the Greek has, ‘what you hear in one of your ears [...]’, while the Coptic has ‘what you will hear in your ear, in the other ear’. I am not certain how the final lacunae in the Greek manuscript of L. 33.1 should be filled. So I have left it empty in the Greek transcription. It may well have included the phrase ‘the other ear’ as J. Ménard has suggested and which would complement the Coptic. It has been commonly accepted that the Coptic of L. 33.1 represents a case of dittography where a scribe mistakenly wrote the phrase twice. But the situation does not seem this simple because the scribe would also have to have inverted ἐκ to κε in the scribing process when writing ἡ πεκαμαχὲς ἡ πεκαμαχὲς. A. Guillaumont argued that the phrase represents a Semitic pattern of repetition in order to get across a sense of the distributive. N. Perrin, however, traces this Semitism to a mistranslation where the Syriac phrase, tartayhen, ‘both of them’, was understood by the translator to be d-tartayhen, ‘the other’. I have rendered the phrase idiomatically, ‘in your ears’.

**Interpretative Comment**

In the Kernel Gospel, this logion functions as the major instruction to Jesus’ followers. Even though they will be rejected as he was, his followers are to be like a city built on a high mountain (L. 32), preaching from the rooftops the message that Jesus, God’s Prophet, taught them orally (L. 33.1).

**Source Discussion**

W. Schrage thinks that L. 33 is dependent on Matthew’s version of Quelle through the source Matthew because Thomas and Matthew agree on ‘hear’ and ‘preach’ in the imperative form. Also, neither mention Luke’s phrase ‘in private rooms’.

J. Sieber points out, however, that the one true Matthean editorial trait in Matthew 10.27, Matthew’s altercation of Q where he uses the first person in 10.27a, is not found in L. 33.1. The imperative form of the saying, Sieber traces to a time prior to and independent of Matthew.

I consider the imperative form of the saying found in L. 33.1 and Matthew 10.27 to be less developed than the second person version found in Luke, so we are not witnessing Matthean redactional elements in the case of the agreements between L. 33.1 and Matthew. What we have is evidence of pre-Synoptic traditions pointing to an oral field of performance. Thomas, QMatthew, and QLuke represent variants from this field.
LITERATURE PARALLELS

Matthew 10.27 (Qmatt)
‘What I tell you in the dark, utter in the light. And what you hear whispered, proclaim upon the housetops.’

Luke 12.3 (Qluke)
‘Therefore, whatever you have said in the dark shall be heard in the light, and what you have whispered in private rooms shall be proclaimed upon the housetops.’

AGREEMENTS IN SYRIAN GOSPELS, WESTERN TEXT AND DIATESSARON

Matthew 10.27/Luke 12.3 in $^1_{\text{EC}}$ $^3_{\text{T}}$ $^7_{\text{NL}}$ geo(A)
preach + that
Matthew 10.27/Luke 12.3 in 1 22 118 209
from your housetops
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Logion 33.2–3

“For no one lights a lamp and puts it under a bushel basket, nor puts it in a hidden place. Rather the person sets it on a lampstand so that everyone who enters and leaves will see its light.’

NHC II 2,39.13–18

ATTRIBUTION
Kernel saying.

TEXT AND TRANSLATION ISSUES

L. 33.3 contains a Semitic expression also seen in Deuteronomy 28.6 and 31.2, ‘to come in and to go out’, as noted by A. Guillaumont. I have rendered the expression ‘to enter and leave’.

INTERPRETATIVE COMMENT
This saying continues to elaborate the disciples’ purpose as preachers. They are supposed to be like lamps set out on stands. Their message is compared to the light of the lamp that helps people see. Significantly, the *Pseudo-Clementine Recognitions* (8.4) understands this saying to be a command from Jesus to those who preach the truth to teach openly, a hermeneutic very similar to that put forward in the Kernel Gospel (L. 33.1 followed by 33.2–3).
SOURCE DISCUSSION

W. Schrage, R. Kasser, R. Grant and D.N. Freedman see in L. 33.2-3 a combination of Synoptic phrases. With Luke it agrees on οὐδεῖς, ἄλλα, τίθημι, and the final ἵνα clause. Also, Luke's κρύπτῃ, 'in a cellar' was translated in L. 33.2 as 'in a hidden place' ἙΜ ΜΑ ἘΚΩΚΗΤ. With Matthew, they note that L. 33.2–3 agrees on the phrases 'under a bushel', 'on the lampstand', and ἄλλα. With Mark it agrees on 'under a bushel', 'on the lampstand', and τίθημι. K. Snodgrass also finds agreement between κρύπτῃ, 'in a cellar', and ἙΜ ΜΑ ἘΚΩΚΗΤ, 'in a hidden place'. In fact, he insists that it is an editorial trait, remarking that κρύπτῃ is a hapax legomenon occurring in Luke.

J. Sieber says that L. 33.2–3 is closer to Luke than either of the other Synoptics. He notes that the order of the two prepositional phrases is simply reversed in L. 33.2–3 with two additions: 'the places' and 'and leaves'. He attributes these to secondary development, but he does not see the commonalities between the sayings as necessitating an argument for dependence since there are no definitive Lukan editorial traits present. The agreement with οὐδεῖς, he argues, could come from Q.

G. Quispel has noted a parallel between L. 33.2–3 and the Liege Diatessaron. It reads: 'No one when the light is kindled sets or hides it under the grain vessel or under a bed' or in a hidden place, but on the candlestand one sets it so that it may give light to all who are in the house.' He traces these similarities to a Judaic-Christian source familiar to Thomas and Tatian.

In my opinion, the commonality, κρύπτῃ/ἙΜ ΜΑ ἘΚΩΚΗΤ, must be explained as well as the oral characteristics of the logion. When compared to its Synoptic counterparts (including Luke), we note that the versions share common words and phrases, but mixed sequences (cf. 'in a cellar or hidden place'/'under a bushel basket') and additional words ('the person sets it'; 'and leaves') are also present. It is possible that ἙΜ ΜΑ ἘΚΩΚΗΤ may be an example of secondary orality. But more likely the phrase in L. 33.2–3 and Luke is evidence for different versions of Quelle known to Matthew and Luke, the Lukan version being most similar to the independent tradition found in the Kernel Thomas. The phrase appears to me to be a Semitism, deriving from τίπος, which means 'a hiding place' (cf. 1 Sam. 19.2). Unlike Sieber, I do not find 'leave' to be a secondary expansion in L. 33, but an early Aramaism which is preserved in Thomas' version, 'to come in and go out'.

LITERATURE PARALLELS

Matthew 5.15 (Qmatt)

'Nor do men light a lamp and put it under a bushel basket, but on a stand, and it gives light to all in the house.'

Luke 11.33 (Qluke)

'No one after lighting a lamp puts it in a cellar or under a bushel basket, but on a stand, that those who enter may see the light.'

Mark 4.21

'Is a lamp brought in to be put under a bushel basket, or under a bed, and not on a stand?'

Luke 8.16

'No one after lighting a lamp covers it with a vessel, or puts it under a bed, but puts it on a stand, that those who enter may see the light.'

Pseudo-Clementine Recognitions 8.4.2

'Those who speak the word of truth, and who enlighten the souls of men, seem to me to be like the rays of the sun, which, when once they have come forth and appeared to the
world, can no longer be concealed or hidden, while they are not so much seen by men, as they afford sight to all. Therefore it was well said by one to the heralds of the truth, “You are the light of the world, and a city set upon a hill cannot be hid; neither do men light a candle and put it under a bushel, but upon a candlestick, that it may enlighten all who are in the house.”

Pseudo-Macarius, Homilies 11.3

“But how can anyone discover them, discern and lead them out of one’s own fire? Here the soul has need of a divine lamp, namely, the Holy Spirit, who puts in order and beautifies the darkened house. The soul needs the shining Sun of justice which illumines and shines upon the heart.”

Cf. Clement of Alexandria, Strom. 6.15.124

AGREEMENTS IN SYRIAN GOSPELS, WESTERN TEXT AND DIATESSARON


no one (=Luke)


in a hidden place << in a cellar (Luke 11)


bushel...hidden place << hidden place...bushel


but + he puts (=Luke 8)


+ all (=Matthew)


+ go out


its light << the light
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Logion 34

Jesus said, "If a blind person leads a blind person, both will fall into a pit."

NHC II 2.39.18–20

πεζή ἑπὶ ὑπάλληλος ἐφώκους χρή ἱννυβάλλης ὑπὲρ ἴπτενεν επείχθει εὑρίσκει.
4. Commentary on the Gospel of Thomas

ATTRIBUTION
Kernel saying.

INTERPRETATIVE COMMENT
In the rhetorical pattern of the Kernel’s second speech, this saying functions as a statement from the opposite. The followers of Jesus are supposed to be like a city built on a high mountain, preaching from the rooftops (L. 32, 33.1) or a lamp set on a lampstand rather than hiding under a bushel basket (L. 33.2–3). They are not to be like blind people leading blind people (L. 34).

SOURCE DISCUSSION
W. Schrage says that the agreement between L. 34 and Matthew 15.14 with respect to the conditional form of the logion proves Matthean dependence. J. Sieber feels that the conditional form of the saying is not something that can be attributed to Matthew’s hand, so dependence is not proven.

LITERATURE PARALLELS
Matthew 15.14 (Qmatt)
‘And if a blind man leads a blind man, both will fall into a pit.’

Luke 6.39 (Qluke)
‘Can a blind man lead a blind man? Will they not both fall into a pit?’

Ep. Apost. 47
‘For a blind man who leads a blind man, both will fall into a ditch.’

Pseudo-Clementine Ep. Petr. 3
‘Thus they may keep the faith, and everywhere deliver the rule of truth, explaining all things after our tradition; lest being themselves dragged down by ignorance, being drawn into error by conjectures after their mind, they bring others into the like pit of destruction.’

SELECT BIBLIOGRAPHY
Schrage (1964a: 85); Sieber (1966: 194–95).

Logion 35.1–2
Jesus said, ‘It is not possible for someone to enter the strong man’s house and take it forcibly without binding his hands. Then the person will loot his house.’

NHC II 2.39.20–24

ATTRIBUTION
Kernel saying.
INTERPRETATIVE COMMENT

The followers of Jesus are instructed in the second speech of the Kernel Gospel regarding the challenges of discipleship in face of the coming Eschaton. They are told that they must preach from the rooftops (L. 33.1) and not be like blind people leading the blind (L. 34). Using the analogy of the Strong Man, Jesus gives them practical advice: when faced with an opponent, they should bind him first and then take him on (L. 35). In the complete Gospel, the accretive hermeneutic may have shifted the understanding of this logion to the interior battle of the human soul where the person is instructed to bind the demons, the passions, that suffer the soul from liberty. This appears to be the hermeneutic known to Clement of Alexandria when he refers to this parable (Exc. Theo. 52.1).

SOURCE DISCUSSION

W. Schrage shows that Thomas’ version of this saying is very close to Mark. Because we cannot identify editorial changes, it is not possible to argue for literary dependence on Mark. So Schrage works to compare Sahidic Matthew and finds some agreements. Both L. 35 and Matthew 12.29 translate εἰ μὴ as EMNTE and omit κοί before τὸ τέ. One Sahidic manuscript agrees with L. 35, omitting πρὸ τοῦ Νοῦπτι. J. Sieber says that these agreements do not prove dependence at the level of the Greek Vorlage, but may suggest that Thomas’ Coptic translation is related in some way to Sahidic Matthew. So it may be that the Coptic agreements are the result of secondary scribal adaptation.

LITERATURE PARALLELS

Mark 3.27
‘But no one can enter a strong man’s house and plunder his goods, unless he first binds the strong man. Then indeed he may plunder his house.’

Matthew 12.29
‘Or how can one enter a strong man’s house and plunder his goods, unless he first binds the strong man?’

Luke 11.21–22
21 ‘When a strong man, fully armed, guards his own palace, his goods are in peace. 22 But when one stronger than he assails him and overcomes him, he takes away his armour in which he trusted, and divides his spoil.’

Clement of Alexandria, Exc. Theo. 52.1
‘And the Savior exhorts us to bind it (the body) and to seize its possessions as those of a strong man who is making war against the heavenly soul.’

Pseudo-Clementine Recognitions 2.60
‘You represent him as weak enough. For if, as you say, he is more powerful than all, it can never be believed the weaker wrenched the spoils from the stronger.’
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Schrage (1964a: 89); Sieber (1966: 142–43).
Jesus said, ‘Do not be anxious from morning until evening and from evening until morning about what you will wear.’

**ATTRIBUTION**

Kernel saying.

**TEXT AND TRANSLATION ISSUES**

The Greek manuscript is eroded extensively and very fragmentary. This reconstruction relies on restorations made by Grenfell and Hunt particularly in the first eight lines. Grenfell and Hunt’s reconstruction of lines 11.8–10 (τῶν [κρίνων ἀτι[να α]ὐξ[ά]δ[υ]υει) has been challenged by R. Merkelbach because it is ‘intolerable Greek’. He suggests a better reading which I rely on above (τῶν [κρίνων ἀτι[να α]ὐξ[ά]δ[υ]υει).

The longer version provided by the Greek appears to be earlier than the Coptic truncation, ‘Jesus said, “Do not be anxious from morning until evening and from evening until morning about what you will wear.”’ The truncation may have been made to ease the difficulty created when L. 37 accrued following it. Once L. 37 accrued in the Gospel, L. 36 appeared contradictory since it suggested that one’s garment was a gift from God that one had to put on. In the following accretion, L. 37, the garment is something to be taken off and renounced. So L. 36 was truncated as we find it in the Coptic. In this way, the Coptic reasoning flowed: do not be anxious about what you will wear, because you will have to strip off and renounce your ‘garment’ in order to see the Son of the Living One.

A. Guillaumont notes that the expression ‘from morning until evening and from evening until morning’, is a Semitic idiom meaning ‘continuously’ (cf. Exodus 18.13 and 27.21).
The Original Gospel of Thomas in Translation

INTERPRETATIVE COMMENT

This logion, in the Kernel, brought the second speech to a close. It underscored the need for the followers of Jesus to rely solely on God for the necessities of life since they laboured for him, preaching from the rooftops the message of the coming Kingdom and Judgement.

Once L. 37 accrued, however, L. 36 became problematic to interpret since there is a disjuncture between the two sayings regarding the very catchword that brought the two sayings together in the first place: garment. In L. 36, the disciple is told that God will give him or her clothing as a gift, while in L. 37 the disciple is told that he or she must strip off the clothing and renounce it in order to see Jesus. As long as the hearer understood the first to mean physical clothing and the second to refer to the body, the logia remained connected in their entirety as we find in the Greek papyrus. But the hermeneutical tension seems to have become too much so that, by the time of the Coptic translation, the old Kernel saying (P.Oxy. version) had been reduced to a few lines introducing L. 37 (Coptic version). All references to God providing clothing had been eliminated from L. 36. Now the believers are told that they should not be concerned about what they wear. Why? Because Jesus said that it is necessary to remove their garments and renounce them in order to return to Paradise and see God’s Son.

SOURCE DISCUSSION

G. Quispel notes similarities between Grenfell and Hunt’s reconstruction of P.Oxy. 655, τῶν [καὶ] ἄνω οὐκοδιάκονες and the Heliand 1680. He also points out agreements between the P.Oxy. fragment and Matthew 6.28 in the Diatessaron. This is evidence he thinks for a Judaeo-Christian source known to Thomas and Tatian.

W. Schrage, R. Grant and D.N. Freedman maintain that L. 36, both the Coptic truncation and the P.Oxy. fragment, rely on Matthew and Luke, although neither discusses the agreements or disagreements. J. Sieber in fact points out a host of textual differences between P.Oxy. 655 and the Synoptics which he thinks is best ascribed to the use of a ‘different rescension of the saying’ than that known in Quelle. In my opinion, the two versions of this saying in Thomas when compared with the Synoptic versions provide us with excellent examples of oral multiforms having similarities in a few phrases and words scattered in the logia.

LITERATURE PARALLELS

Matthew 6.25–30 (Qmatt)
25 Therefore I tell you, do not be anxious about your life, what you shall eat or what you shall drink, nor about your body, what you shall put on. Is not life more than food and the body more than clothing? 26 Look at the birds of the air — they neither sow nor reap nor gather into barns, and yet your heavenly Father feeds them. Are you not of more value than they? 27 And which of you by being anxious can add one cubit to his span of life? 28 And why are you anxious about clothing? Consider the lilies of the field, how they grow. They neither toil nor spin. 29 Yet I tell you, Solomon in all his glory was not arrayed like one of these. 30 But if God so clothes the grass of the field, which today is alive and tomorrow is thrown into the oven, will he not much more clothe you, O men of little faith?

22 Therefore I tell you, do not be anxious about your life, what you shall eat nor about your body, what you shall put on. 23 For life is more than food, and the body more than clothing. 24 Consider the ravens — they neither sow nor reap, they have neither storehouse nor barn, and yet God feeds them. Of how much more value are you than the birds!
And which of you by being anxious can add a cubit to his span of life? If then you are not able to do as small a thing as that, why are you anxious about the rest? Consider the lilies, how they grow. They neither toil nor spin. Yet I tell you, even Solomon in all his glory was not arrayed like one of these. But if God so clothes the grass which is alive in the field today and tomorrow is thrown into the oven, how much more will he clothe you, O men of little faith.'

**AGREEMENTS IN SYRIAN GOSPELS, WESTERN TEXT AND DIATESSARON**
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**SELECT BIBLIOGRAPHY**


**Logion 37.1–3**

1 His disciples said, 'When will you appear to us? When will we see you?'
2 Jesus said, 'When you strip naked without shame, take your garments, put them under your feet like little children, and trample on them. Then [you will see] the Son of the Living One and you will not be afraid.'

**P. Oxy. 655 col. i.17–col. ii.1**

α[έγγυσαν αὐτῷ οἱ μαθηταί αὐτοῦ πότε ἔμειν ἐμπανής ἔσει καὶ πότε σε ὑψωμέθα

λέγει ὅταν ἐκδοσθήσετε καὶ μὴ αἰσχροθήσετε... [οὖθε φοβήθήσεσθε]

His disciples said to him, 'When will you appear to us? When will we see you?'

He said, 'When you strip naked and are without shame...'

**NHC II 2.39.27–40.2**

Ἐξε ἐνθρώπισε ζη καὶ ἀνοίγω εἰσελθών οὐκ ἔσων ἐν ημέρᾳ τῆς φωτός ἐπί οἶκον

ἡμῶν ἦτε μετατέθηκατε καὶ ἐπί οἶκον ἦσαν

His disciples said, 'When will you appear to us? When will we see you?'

Jesus said, 'When you strip naked without shame, take your garments, put them under your feet like little children, and trample on them. Then [you will see] the Son of the Living One and you will not be afraid.'

**ATTRIBUTION**

Accretion.
TEXT AND TRANSLATION ISSUES

In L. 37.2, 'When you strip naked without shame' literally reads in the Greek 'When you strip naked and are not ashamed.' Also, the Greek reads, 'He said', while the Coptic, 'Jesus said'.

G. Riley has suggested an alternative reconstruction of the damaged portion of L. 37.3: 'then you will come' (TOT[ETET[GNH]N) instead of 'then you will see'. He defends his reading by saying that it takes into consideration the ink traces and available space he sees on plate 49 of the Facsimile Edition, making N a more probable reading than a near the end of line 34.

M. Meyer, however, has written a rebuttal to this position, noting that in other photographs, including the negatives and the microfilm in the Nag Hammadi Archive housed in the Institute for Antiquity and Christianity at Claremont Graduate University, there is no evidence for the horizontal stroke near the end of line 34 which Riley saw in the Facsimile Edition. His re-examination of the original fragments in the Coptic Museum in Old Cairo also showed no trace of such a horizontal ink stroke. He concludes that the line Riley saw 'is not ink at all but rather an unretouched portion of the black background of the photograph'.

I too have examined this line carefully in the original Coptic manuscript. There is no evidence of a horizontal stroke such as we can see in the Facsimile Edition. The original looks like this:

In order to record this finding, I asked the curator to take a photograph of this section of the manuscript. When I returned to the Coptic Museum to pick up the photograph and continue my examination of the papyri, I was shocked to see the same dark horizontal line appear in my photograph that is visible in the Facsimile. It immediately occurred to me that the error might be the result of a shadow line cast by the thickness of the papyri and the unique break line on the edge of the manuscript. So I asked for permission to have a second photograph taken with the manuscript leaf turned upside down. When this was done, the dark line disappeared, reproducing more faithfully the original ink marks. So, by accident, I have discovered why the Facsimile is in error. The shadow line from the thickness of the papyrus was enough to create a dark line in the Facsimile photo. The error was an illusion of photography and light.

I have made a very careful reconstruction of the line based on the original ink marks. NAY remains the best reconstruction which I have preferred in my translation.

INTERPRETATIVE COMMENT

Development is noted by the dialogue format. The question is responsive to the Non-Event. The answer reflects encratic and mystical ideologies that developed between 60 and 100 CE. This dialogue accrued in the Gospel at this time.
J.Z. Smith long ago argued that this saying reflects early Christian baptismal practice. He based his argument on comparisons to stripping and trampling imagery in later texts (Gospel of Philip 75.21–25; Cyril of Jerusalem, Mystagogical Catechesis 2.2; Augustine, Sermon 216.10–11). M. Lelyveld is hesitant to accept this baptismal interpretation, preferring to interpret it as an ascetic exegesis of the Genesis story. In an article I co-authored with J. Fossum, we too challenged Smith’s ‘standard’ interpretation, noting that ‘stripping’ commonly refers to the removal of the physical body in early Jewish and Christian traditions. Trampling on the garments is another common image for bodily renunciation. As Lelyveld has emphasized too, the reference to childlike behaviour reflects the encratic ideal of purity and innocence, the state attributed in early Christian literature to the youth Adam in the Garden before the Fall. For further discussion, see L. 22.

Moreover, we pointed out that the early literature further suggests that the initiatory ritual, anointing, was believed to aid in overcoming the world and its powers, ultimately effecting a vision of God. Thus, if a ritual is being alluded to in this saying, it is anointing which was performed at the time of baptism. The community may have thought it necessary to live as a renunciate before the initiation ceremony when it was believed that the initiate would achieve a mystical vision of the Son of God.

SOURCE DISCUSSION
G. Quispel traces this saying to an encratic source like the Gospel of the Egyptians.

LITERATURE PARALLELS
Gospel of the Egyptians, Clement of Alexandria, Strom. 3.13.92
‘When Salome asked when the things would be known that she had enquired about, the Lord said, “When you have trampled on the garment of shame and when the two have become one and the male with the female is neither male nor female.”

Acts of Thomas 14
‘I shall no longer remain covered, since the garment of shame has been taken away from me.’

Dialogue of the Saviour 84–85
‘Judas said to Matthew, “We [want] to understand the sort of garments we are to be [clothed] with [when] we depart the decay of the [flesh].” The Lord said, “The rulers and the administrators possess garments granted [only for a time] which do not last. [But] you, as children of truth, not with these transitory garments are you to clothe yourselves. Rather, I say [to] you that you will become [blessed] when you strip [yourselves]!”

Pseudo-Macarius, Horn. 20.1
‘If anyone is naked and lacks the divine and heavenly garment which is the power of the Spirit, as it is said, “If anyone does not have the Spirit of Christ, he does not belong to him” (Rom. 8.9), let him weep and beg the Lord that he may receive from Heaven the spiritual garment. Let him beg that now stripped of any divine energies, he may be clothed, since the man who is not clothed with the garment of the Spirit is covered with great shame of “evil affections” (Rom. 1.26).’

Manichaean Psalm 278.99.27–30
‘The vain garment of this flesh I put off (saved and sanctified!).
I caused the clean feet of my soul to trample confidently upon it.
The Gods who are clothed with Christ, with them I stood in line.’
Ahmad ibn Hanbal, al-Zuhd, p. 146 (no. 488)

"O disciples, do not seek the world by destroying yourselves. Seek salvation by abandoning what is in the world. Naked you came into the world and naked you shall depart."


SELECT BIBLIOGRAPHY

**Logion 38.1**

Jesus said, ‘The words that I am speaking to you, often you have longed to hear them. And you have no other person from whom to hear them.’

P.Oxy. 655 col. ii.2–7

ἰδέ...[...]τ[...]γ[...]κα[...]ν[...]

NHC II 2.40.2–5

\[\text{πεξε ικ \ ηκ \ κοτ \ ατετπεπεμψει \ εχωθ \ ανεκπαξε} \]

\[\text{ναι \ ε}^{\text{ε}} \ \text{χω \ ημοι} \ \text{νη}^{\text{η}} \ \text{αυ}^{\text{υ}} \ \text{μη}^{\text{η}} \ \text{κ}^{\text{o}} \ \text{ε}^{\text{οτ}^{\text{o}}} \]

ATTRIBUTION
Kernel saying.

TEXT AND TRANSLATION ISSUES
The Greek is too fragmentary to reconstruct accurately.

INTERPRETATIVE COMMENT
This logion is the introductory call of the orator in the third speech in the Kernel Gospel. It invites the audience to attend to the speech. The theme of the speech unfolds, demanding exclusive commitment to Jesus because he alone can reveal God’s words to the attentive follower.

SOURCE DISCUSSION
G. Quispel attributes this saying to a Jewish Christian Gospel, perhaps the Gospel of the Nazarenes.

LITERATURE PARALLELS
Matthew 13.17 (Qmatt)

‘Truly I say to you, many prophets and righteous men longed to see what you see, and did not see it, and to hear what you hear, and did not hear it.’


‘For I tell you that many prophets and kings desired to see what you see, and did not see it, and to hear what you hear, and did not hear it.’
4. Commentary on the Gospel of Thomas

Irenaeus, Adv. haer. 1.20.2
‘Often I have desired to hear one of these words, and I have had no one to tell me...’

Epiphanius, Pan. 34.18
‘Often I have desired to hear one of these words, and I have no one to tell me...’

Acts of John 98
‘John, there must be one person to hear these things from me, for I need one who is going to hear.’

Manichaean Psalm Book 187.28–29
‘I have something to say. I have no one to whom to say it.’

SELECT BIBLIOGRAPHY

P. Oxy. 655 col. ii.8–11
κα[...][...]ο[...]

NHC II 2.40.5–7
ο[...]ω[...]η[...]ε[...]κ[...]ς[...]ε[...]

ATTRIBUTION
Accretion.

TEXT AND TRANSLATION ISSUES
The Greek is too fragmentary to reconstruct.

INTERPRETATIVE COMMENT
This accretion represents an interpretative clause that served to recontextualize the Kernel saying, L. 38.1, at a time when the events of the Eschaton had been so delayed as to be questioned by the community. It accrued in the Gospel between 60 and 100 CE as a mitigative response to the Non-Event.

The rationalization of the Non-Event is quite pronounced since the older Kernel saying, L. 38.1, is appended with this startling new observation: ‘There will be days when you will seek me and will not find me!’ This accretive clause serves to alleviate the disappointment of Jesus’ non-appearance, noting that Jesus had predicted this. Further, this accretion has mystical overtones, highlighting the very practical problem that faces all mystics: religious experiences can be sought but not always achieved. In this way, L. 38.2 appeals to L. 37, reminding the hearer that even though Jesus did promise the encratite Christian a vision of himself, this might not happen ‘on demand’.

The author of the Gospel of John seems to be engaged in a polemic with this hermeneutic, arguing that mystical journeys to seek Jesus will fail because no one except Jesus can ascend into heaven. I have argued this position at length in my monograph, Voices of the Mystics.
SOURCE DISCUSSION

S. Davies thinks that this logion is derived directly from Proverbs 1.28 – ‘They will seek me diligently but will not find me’ – and 2.28 – ‘When they call upon me, I will not answer them. When they search for me, they shall not find me.’

LITERATURE PARALLELS

John 7.34
‘You will seek me and you will not find me. Where I am going you cannot come.’

John 7.36
‘What does he mean by saying, “You will seek me and you will not find me”, and “Where I am going you cannot come”? ’

John 8.21
‘I go away, and you will seek me and die in your sin. Where I am going, you cannot come.’

Cyprian, Three Books of Testimonies to Quirinus 3.29
‘For a time will come and you will seek me, both you and those who will come after, to hear a word of wisdom and understanding, and you will not find (me).’

Proverbs 1.28
‘Then they will call upon me, but I will not answer. They will seek me diligently but will not find me.’

Cf. Proverbs 2.28

AGREEMENTS IN SYRIAN GOSPELS, WESTERN TEXT AND DIATESSARON

John 7.34 in S C P T^NL T^T T^P 565 1–209–872 Sa Bo
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Logion 39.1–2

Jesus said, ‘The Pharisees and the scribes have taken the keys of knowledge. They have hidden them. Neither have they entered nor have they permitted those people who want to enter (to do so).’

P. Oxy. 655 col. ii.11–19

[λέγει ὁ Θεός] οἱ Φαρισαῖοι καὶ οἱ γραμματεῖς ἔλεγον τὰς κλείδας τῆς γνώσεως αὐτοῖς ἔκαψεν αὐτὰς ὁ δὲ εἰσήλθον ὑπὲρ τῶν εἰσέπεσεν [καὶ ἐποίησεν]

[Jesus said, ‘The Pharisees and the scribes] have taken [the keys] of [knowledge. They] have hidden [them. Neither] have they entered [nor have they permitted to enter those people who were about to] come in.’

NHC II 2.40.7–11

[πεξε ἦν ἐμφανίσατο καὶ ἔγραμματεύε ἄνυκτ]
4. Commentary on the Gospel of Thomas

ATTRIBUTION
Kernel saying.

TEXT AND TRANSLATION ISSUES
The Greek is very fragmentary. Its reconstruction is tentative, so the Coptic is preferred. A. Guillaumont posits an Aramaic substratum, הָבָל, to explain the verbal ambiguity between Thomas' אָלָם, 'have taken' or 'received', and Luke's ἔκτησε (in Sahidic Luke, Θ) 'have taken away'. G. Quispel suggests לָבָל as the substratum.

INTERPRETATIVE COMMENT
In the Kernel Gospel, this saying belongs to a cluster of sayings that address the issue of a disciple's exclusive commitment to Jesus and his teachings. Jesus is presented in this speech as the prophet to whom God has given his mysteries, the prophet who should be heard and obeyed. Unlike the Pharisees and scribes who have taken the keys of knowledge and hidden them, Jesus has been given knowledge of God which he will reveal to those who are exclusively committed to him. This particular hermeneutic emerges also in the Pseudo-Clementine Homilies 18.15–16.

SOURCE DISCUSSION
W. Schrage, B. Gärtner, E. Haenchen, R. Kasser, R. Grant and D.N. Freedman understand Matthew 23.13 and Luke 11.52 to be the source of L. 39.1–2. 'Pharisees and scribes' and 'do not allow' come from Matthew, while 'keys of knowledge' comes from Luke (although it is singular in Luke!), as does the past tense and the use of the verb 'to hide' which is found in Luke 11.52. D.C. Tuckett agrees that L. 39.1–2 is close to Luke, having no object of the verb 'to enter' and 'knowledge'. He says that Luke's version is secondary because it contains the image 'entering' which presupposes Matthew's reference to the Kingdom, and calls the keys, 'keys of gnosis' which introduces an alien idea into the saying. K. Snodgrass expresses similar sentiment. Oddly, Tuckett incorrectly states that Matthew has 'keys of the Kingdom' when Matthew actually never mentions them, nor is the reference in Luke plural as he states, but singular, 'key of knowledge'.

J. Sieber does not consider any of these to be editorial traits in Matthew or Luke. He does admit in his conclusion, however, that the change from 'Kingdom' to 'knowledge' may be a Lukanism and thus may signal Thomas' dependence on Luke in this logion. He favours the position though that L. 39.1–2 demonstrates to us that there was more than one strand of tradition and that they were not all dependent on the Synoptics. R. McL. Wilson also is not certain about the question of dependency, noting the differences between L. 39 and Luke 11.52, especially the plural 'keys' and 'those who wished to enter whom the opponents did not allow'.

The discussions of the Quelle version of this saying and the redactional activity of Matthew and Luke is very complex as A.J. Hultgren has reviewed in his article on this saying. He, in fact, argues that Matthew has redacted Quelle, while Luke preserves Quelle more accurately. Matthew's redactional work is seen in three areas: the address 'Scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites', the phrase 'Kingdom of Heaven', and the prepositional phrase 'against people'. He notes that it is difficult to entertain the thought that Luke would substitute 'key of knowledge' for 'Kingdom of God' unless it appeared in his source. L. 39.1–2,
Hultgren thinks to be an independent tradition not only of the Greek Synoptics but also the Syrian canonical tradition since they differ in that Thomas lacks a ‘woe’, a conjunction ‘for’, and the use of the third person ‘they’.

In my opinion, all three variants of this saying appear to have secondary elements, which is what we would expect to see in a rhetorical culture where oral performance was the primary mode of transmission. But the question regarding the secondary nature of Luke’s ‘key of Gnosis’ is the linchpin for those arguing for Thomasine dependence. I think that it is very questionable whether or not this secondary element is the result of Lukan redaction of Quelle since ‘gnosis’ is not a Lukan idea, only occurring in Luke 1.77 in Zechariah’s poem. In my opinion, it is more likely that this element was already present in Luke’s version of Quelle or some other pre-Lukan tradition, a point which even Tuckett admits. Moreover, L. 39.1–2 appears to be different enough from Luke to make initial dependence unlikely. The Pharisees and scribes possess (λαμβάνοντες) and have hidden the keys (plural) according to Thomas, while they have removed (ἀποκολύτω) the key (singular) in Luke. Thomas’ variant must have been known in Syria since the Pseudo-Clementines allude to it (Rec. 2.30) and the Western tradition reflects it. Tatian agrees with Thomas on ‘keys of knowledge’ (plural) and the verb ‘to hide’. The plural ‘keys’ also is known to Justin Martyr and in Syriac versions of Luke 11.52. ‘You have hidden’ appears in Codex Bezae and other Western textual witnesses including the Old Latin texts and Syriac versions of the New Testament. G. Quispel stakes the independence of L. 39 on these very observations, arguing that the Thomasine version was taken from a Jewish-Christian Gospel.

I do not think that it is necessary to postulate reliance on a lost written Gospel to explain this situation, especially in a lively rhetorical culture. Our texts are preserving early variants of this saying that developed mainly in the field of oral performance, although Luke and Thomas appear to stem from a common remembrance of the saying. This seems to be evidence for the theory that Matthew and Luke had at their disposal different versions of Quelle, Luke having a form closer to the Kernel Gospel than Matthew. H. Koester, in fact, argues on a form-critical basis for the priority of the Thomasine version since it does not contain the secondary reference to ‘hypocrites’ found in Matthew, nor ‘lawyers’ found in Luke.

**LITERATURE PARALLELS**

**Matthew 23.13 (Qmatt)**

‘But woe to you, scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites! because you shut the Kingdom of Heaven against men. For you neither enter yourselves, nor allow those who would enter to go in.’

**Luke 11.52 (Qluke)**

‘Woe to you lawyers! for you have taken away the key of knowledge. You did not enter yourselves, and you hindered those who were entering.’

**Pseudo-Clementine Recognitions 2.30**

‘But you have not enquired whose is the time of the Kingdom and whose is the seat of prophecy, although he indicates it is himself, saying, “The scribes and Pharisees sit on Moses’ seat. Listen to them in all things that they say to you.” He spoke to them as entrusted with the key of the Kingdom, which is knowledge, which alone is able to open the gate of life, through which alone there is entrance to eternal life. Indeed, he says, they hold the key, but they do not permit those who wish to enter.’

**Pseudo-Clementine Homilies 3.18**

‘“The scribes and the Pharisees sit in Moses’ seat. All things whatsoever they say to
you, hear them.” Hear them, he said, as entrusted with the key of the Kingdom, which is knowledge, which alone can open the gate of life, through which alone is the entrance to eternal life. But truly, he says, they possess the key, but those wishing to enter they do not suffer to do so.’

Pseudo-Clementine Homilies 18.15–16

‘Now the word, “You have concealed”, implies that they had once been known to them (the wise). For the key of the Kingdom of Heaven, that is, the knowledge of the secrets, lay with them. And do not say he acted impiously towards the wise in hiding these things from them. Far be such a supposition from us. For he did not act impiously, but since they hid the knowledge of the Kingdom, and neither themselves entered nor allowed those who wished to enter, on account, and justly, inasmuch as they hid the ways from those who wished, were in like manner the secrets hidden from them, in order that they themselves might experience what they had done to others, and with what measure they had measured, an equal measure might be meted out to them. For to him who is worthy to know, is due that which he does not know. But from him who is not worthy, even should he seem to have anything, it is taken away, even if he be wise in other matters. And it is given to the worthy, even should they be babes as far as the times of their discipleship are concerned.’

Justin, Dialogue with Trypho 17.4

‘Woe to you, scribes, for you have the keys and do not enter yourselves, and you hinder those who are entering.’

Muhyi al-Din ibn ‘Arabi, Muhadarat al-Abrar 2.30

‘Jesus said to the religious lawyers, “You sit on the road to the afterlife, but you neither walked this road to its end, nor allowed anyone else to pass by. Woe to him who is beguiled by you!”’

AGREEMENTS IN SYRIAN GOSPELS, WESTERN TEXT AND DIATESSARON


+ have received


the keys << the key

Matthew 23.13//Luke 11.52 in D 157 0 Ps.-Clem. a b c d e q l S C T Ec T df arm geo aeth

have hidden << have taken away

Matthew 23.13//Luke 11.52 in 1093 Ps.-Clem. S C T df T v Mt(H)

+ wished

Matthew 23.13//Luke 11.52 in Ps.-Clem. S C T df Mt(H) Aphr

they did not let – who were entering
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Logion 39.3

3'You, however, be as prudent as serpents and as guileless as doves.'

P. Oxy. 655 col. ii. 19–23

3ομεῖς δὲ γείρει[νεθε φρόνιμοι ὤς δόξεις καὶ ἀκέραιοι [οι ὡς περίστεροι]

'You, however, be as prudent as serpents and as guileless as doves.'

NHC II 2.40.11–13

3ήτυτή δὲ γυπτε ἡφρονιμος ἤνε ἤνηπορ ηγώ ἡκέραιος

'You, however, be as prudent as serpents and as guileless as doves.'

ATTRIBUTION

Kernel saying.

TEXT AND TRANSLATION ISSUES

The Greek reconstruction is heavily dependent on the Coptic fragment.

INTERPRETATIVE COMMENT

In the Kernel Gospel, this saying functioned to interpret the preceding warning against listening to the Pharisees. The hearer needs to be prudent and guileless in this regard.

SOURCE DISCUSSION

G. Quispel thinks that the source for this saying is a Jewish Christian Gospel.

LITERATURE PARALLELS

Matthew 10.16

'Behold, I send you out as sheep in the midst of wolves. So be wise as serpents and innocent as doves.'

Ignatius, Polycarp 2.2

'Be wise as a serpent in all things and innocent as the dove forever.'

Gospel of the Nazarenes 7

The Jewish Gospel: (wise) more than serpents.

Cant. R. 2.14

'R. Johanan said, "The Holy One, blessed be He, said, 'I call Israel a dove, as it is written, And Ephraim is become like a silly dove, without understanding (Hos. 7.11). To Me they are like a dove, but to the nations they are like various kinds of beasts..."'"

Cant. R. 2.14

'R. Judah said in the name of R. Simon, "With Me they are innocent like doves, but with the nations they are cunning like serpents."'

SELECT BIBLIOGRAPHY

4. Commentary on the Gospel of Thomas

Logion 40.1–2

1 Jesus said, 'A grapevine has been planted apart from the Father’s (planting). 2 Since it is not strong, it will be plucked up by its roots, and it will perish.'

NHC II 2.40.13–16

1 nike id oiveisologe aytopc vipca nboa vipivot iayw ectaxphu an cenapokc za tecnoyne ntako

ATtribution

Kernel saying.

Interpretative Comment

Speech three in the Kernel Gospel focuses on the theme that only Jesus reveals the truth so the hearer must listen to him and serve him exclusively (L. 38.1). Jesus insists that the Pharisees should not be heeded because they have no intention to reveal the truth (L. 39.1–2). Hearers should be wiser than they (L. 39.3). The rationale is contained in L. 40.1–2. Because the Pharisees are like a grapevine that is not of the Father’s planting, they will be yanked out by their roots.

Source Discussion

W. Schrage holds for some connection with Matthew 15.13, although there is not enough evidence to prove dependence. Since the only editorial trait in Matthew 15.13, Matthew’s choice of context, is missing, J. Sieber states that L. 40 shows no evidence for dependence.

G. Quispel thinks that L. 40 evidences an independent tradition. He bases this opinion on an examination of the parallels in Syrian tradition which preserve ‘Father’ as L. 40 has it rather than ‘my Father’ as Matthew. He traces the discrepancy to a Semitic substratum where נב can be translated ‘Father’ or ‘my Father’ as is done in the Mishnah and the Targum.

Literature Parallels

Matthew 15.13

‘Every plant which my heavenly Father has not planted will be rooted up.’

John 15.5–6

‘I am the vine, you are the branches. He who abides in me, and I in him, he it is that bears much fruit, for apart from me you can do nothing. If a man does not abide in me, he is cast forth as a branch and withers. And the branches are gathered, thrown into the fire and burned’.

Gospel of Philip 85.29–31

‘[Every] plant [that] my Father who is in heaven [has not] planted [will be] plucked up.’

Ignatius, Trall. 11.1

‘Flee, therefore, from the wicked offshoots that produce deadly fruit, which if anyone eats he will die. For these are not the planting of the Father.’

Ignatius, Phil. 3.1

‘Keep away from evil plants that Jesus Christ does not cultivate, because they are not the planting of the Father.’
Pseudo-Clementine Homilies 3.52

'Since, then, while the heaven and the earth shall stand, sacrifices have passed away, and kingdoms, and prophecies among those who are born of woman, and such like, as not being ordinances of God; hence therefore he says, "Every plant which the heavenly Father has not planted shall be rooted up."


**Agreements in Syrian Gospels, Western Text and Diatessaron**

Matthew 15.13 in Ephr TEC

has been planted << has planted

Matthew 15.13 in Ps.-Clem. ff² S Didymus

the father << my father

Matthew 15.13 in TEC TNL geo(OT)

+ by its roots

**Select Bibliography**


**Logion 41.1–2**

'Jesus said, 'Whoever has something in his hand will be given more. And whoever has nothing, even the little that this person has will be taken away.'

NHC II 2.40.16–18

'πέξε εἰς Ἐν ΠΕΤΕΝΤΑΠ ΚΕΝ ΤΕΣΙΧ ΚΕΝΑΡ ἔκαπτε τῶν πηγάδων ΕΤΟΥΝΤΑΡ ΚΕΝΑΡΙΤΙ ΝΤΟΟΤΥ

**Attribution**

Kernel saying.

**Text and Translation Issues**

N. Perrin explains the difference between Thomas' expression 'little (κοΐμ) he has' and the Synoptics' use of the indefinite relative pronoun, 'what he has', with a reference to an intermediary Syriac expression a qama which is found in Syriac Matthew 13.12 and Mark 4.25. The meaning is either 'that which' as an attributive relative clause, or 'a little of X' as an indefinite substantive with the genitive.

**Interpretative Comment**

The meaning of this logion in its rhetorical context in the Kernel appears to be twofold: that the Pharisees have nothing to offer the hearer and will be deprived even of that; and that the worthy believer will be taught more than he or she now knows. The Pseudo-Clementine Homilies appear to be familiar with this application of the saying, also suggesting that it applies to the unworthy who will be deprived of what they appear to possess even though they might be wise in some matters.
**SOURCE DISCUSSION**

W. Schrage notes that L. 41 has 'in his hand' and 'little' which are not found in the Synoptics. Also *Thomas* omits the two times yap occurs. He finds no evidence of Matthew, Luke or Quelle and cannot argue for dependence on Mark because he can only posit parallels and not redactional activity.

J. Sieber agrees with Schrage but pushes the conclusion further, stating that the absence of agreements with Matthew or Luke as well as the absence of editorial traits means that *Thomas* did not use the Synoptic Gospels as his sources.

**LITERATURE PARALLELS**

*Mark* 4.25

"For to him who has will more be given. And from him who has not, even what he has will be taken away."

*Matthew* 13.12

"For to him who has will more be given, and he will have abundance. But from him who has not, even what he has will be taken away."

*Luke* 8.18

"For to him who has will more be given, and from him who has not, even what he thinks that he has will be taken away."

*Matthew* 25.29 (*Qmatt*)

"For to every one who has will more be given, and he will have abundance. But from him who has not, even what he has will be taken away."

*Luke* 19.26 (*Qluke*)

"I tell you, that to every one who has will more be given. But from him who has not, even what he has will be taken away."

Pseudo-Clementine Homilies 18.16

"For to him who is worthy to know, is due that which he does not know. But from him who is not worthy, even should he seem to have any thing, it is taken away, even if he be wise in other matters; and it is given to the worthy, even should they be babes as far as the time of their discipleship is concerned."

Cf. *Apocalypse of Peter* 83.26–84.6.

**SELECT BIBLIOGRAPHY**


---

**Logion 42**

Jesus said, 'Be passers-by.'

*NHC II* 2.40.19

πενηχε ἵν δὲ χωμὴν εἶτετπαρε

**ATTRIBUTION**

Kernel saying.
TEXT AND TRANSLATION ISSUES

INTERPRETATIVE COMMENT
Various scholars have explained this saying in different ways: Gnostic exhortation to 'come into being as you pass away' (J. Leipoldt, W. Schoedel, B. Gärtner, R.M. Grant and D.N. Freedman); 'Be passers-by' from ἔστε παρερχόμενοι (R. Kasser); 'Be Hebrews', from γίνεσθε περσαταί and יְבִּלי (T. Baarda); admonition to become a wanderer, from γίνεσθε παρώγοντες and יָבִּלי (J. Jeremias, G. Quispel); 'Become itinerants', from γίνεσθε παρεχόμενοι (S. Patterson); 'Be transient(s)' (Dewey); and P. Sellew (funerary epigraphy).

I propose another possibility which allows for a shift in hermeneutics from the early Kernel to the later accretions. In the Kernel, from its context among sayings about the exclusivity of Jesus' teaching, L. 42 seems to indicate that the worthy disciple is supposed to 'pass by (παράρεθ) the teachings of the Pharisees and all others. This hermeneutic parallels a passage in the Pseudo-Clementines where a person is told that he or she ought to 'pass by (παρέρχομαι) all teachings other than those of Jesus and 'commit himself to the Prophet of the truth alone' (Hom. 2.9). Thus it is conceivable that the Coptic translation ṣ-JTXpxre was rendering the Greek phrase, ἔστε παρερχόμενοι. It is also quite possible that this expression translated the Hebrew יְבִּלי as several scholars have suggested. However, it did not originally evoke the image of a traveller or wanderer, but the notion to pass by or turn away from someone or something such as we find in Psalm 119.37: 'Turn my eyes away from looking at vanities: and give me life in your ways' (cf. 2 Sam. 12.13; 1 Kgs 15.12; Eccl. 11.10). In this particular case, Jesus was instructing them to pass by the teachings of the Pharisees and other teachers, to listen exclusively to his words. In the later Gospel when the accretions had accumulated, the meaning of this saying may have shifted to a more encratic hermeneutic: to pass by the world.

SOURCE DISCUSSION
G. Quispel attributes this saying to a Jewish Christian Gospel source.

LITERATURE PARALLELS
Pseudo-Clementines, Homilies 2.9
'Whence a person ought to pass by all else, and commit himself to the Prophet of truth alone.'

'Abdallah ibn Qutayba, 'Uyun 2.328
'The world is a bridge. Cross this bridge but do not build upon it.'

SELECT BIBLIOGRAPHY
4. Commentary on the Gospel of Thomas

NHC II 2.40.21–26

Attribution
Accretion.

Text and Translation Issues
A. Guillaumont solves the problem of the Coptic \( \delta \nu \omega \) in L. 43.3 which can only be translated 'or' to make sense of the passage, 'for they love the tree (but) hate its fruit, or (\( \lambda \nu \omega \)) they love the fruit (but) hate the tree'. The solution falls to the Aramaic 'and' as the conjunction, 'and' as well as 'either...or'. But it should be noted that the same is true of the Syriac conjunction \( \alpha \). The Greek translator misunderstood this second usage and opted incorrectly for the first. See L. 78 where this same problem is detected.

Interpretative Comment
Development is indicated by the dialogue format. The christological concern expressed as well as the negative presentation of the 'Jews' as 'Other' suggest a date for this accretion between 60 and 100 CE, probably nearer the end of the century than sooner. The content reflects the shifting constituency of the community as it became dominated by Gentile converts.

This dialogue probably accrued in this particular speech to expand the tight rhetorical argument: Jesus speaks with authority and insists that his disciples exclusively follow him, not the Pharisees or the Scribes. The disciples are supposed to pass by their teachings. The disciples ask him who he thinks he is to criticize the Pharisees who possess the keys of knowledge. He replies that, because they have not understood his words, they are like the 'Jews' who cannot make up their minds whether to love the tree or its fruit. This is the voice of a community which is in the process of separating itself from its Jewish roots.

Source Discussion
T. Baarda suggests that L. 42 and 43 together are dependent on John 8.30–48. Because he thinks that L. 42 should read, 'Hebrews', this raises the question of Jesus' authority and his response that they have become like the Jews. This suggestion, however, relies solely on his idiosyncratic interpretation of the meaning of L. 42. The only verbal agreements between the passage in question and L. 43 is the question, 'Who are you?' – hardly enough to demonstrate dependence.

I. Dunderberg's opinion is more sensible – that literary affinities are not found. In my opinion, the negative view towards the Jews is a common feature in later Christianity and turns up in this accretive logion as well as the Gospel of John.

Literature Parallels
John 14.9

'Jesus said to him, "Have I been with you so long, and yet you do not know me, Philip?"'
The Original Gospel of Thomas in Translation

Abu Hamid al-Ghazadi, Ihya’ Ulum al-Din 1.38

‘Jesus said, “How many trees there are but not all bear fruit! How many fruits there are but not all are good to eat! How many sciences there are but not all are useful!”’

Cf. Luke 6.43–44 (Qluke); Matthew 7.17–18 (Qmatt); Matthew 7.16a, 20; Matthew 12.33 (Qmatt).

SELECT BIBLIOGRAPHY

Logion 44.1–3

1Jesus said, ‘Whoever blasphemes against the Father will be forgiven, and whoever blasphemes against the Son will be forgiven. But whoever blasphemes against the Holy Spirit will not be forgiven, neither on earth nor in heaven.’

NHC II 2.40.26–31

‘ΝΕΧΕ ἩΧΕ ΝΕΤΑΧΕ ΟΥΑ ἈΠΕΧΙΤ ΚΕΝΑΚΩ ΕΒΟΑ ΝΑΡ ἸΑΥΝΩ
ΝΕΤΑΧΕ ΟΥΑ ΕΠΙΧΙΠΕ ΚΕΝΑΚΩ ΕΒΟΑ ΝΑΡ ΝΕΤΑΧΕ ΟΥΑ ΔΕ
ΑΠΙΝΑ ΕΤΟΥΑΑΒ ΚΕΝΑΚΩ ΑΝ ΕΒΟΑ ΝΑΡ ΟΥΤΕ ἸΗ ΠΙΚΑΖ ΟΥΤΕ
ΖΝ ΤΤΕ

ATTRIBUTION
Kernel saying with accretive interpretation.

TEXT AND TRANSLATION ISSUES
In L. 44.3, the phrase ‘in heaven’ is a well-known Semitism meaning ‘by God’ as noted by G. Quispel.

INTERPRETIVE COMMENT
TheKernel saying appears to have been adapted at a later time (80–120 CE) to incorporate the triadic formula: Father, Son and Holy Spirit. So the form of the earlier Kernel saying has been lost. The Kernel saying may have been similar to its Synoptic parallels, admonishing people that blaspheming against a human being or ‘son of man’ could be forgiven, but blaspheming against a prophet like Jesus who was filled with God’s Holy Spirit could not. Such a saying would have made rhetorical sense in this particular sequence of logia where Jesus is demanding exclusivity as God’s prophet. Once Jesus became identified with the Son of Man in Christian tradition, the interpretation of the saying must have become exceedingly difficult. So the saying became corrupted as it was transmitted: in Mark the difficult segment of the saying was discarded while in Thomas it was recast with a triadic formula.

The Rabbis held that blasphemy was a capital offence and included speaking imprudently about the Torah (S. Nu. 112 on 15.30), idolatry (S. Nu. 112 on 15.31), and misuse of the Divine Name Yahweh (b. Pes. 93b). The earliest Christians use the concept ‘blasphemy’ to refer to offence spoken against the Law (Acts 6.11–14; Titus 2.5) or the improper use of God’s Name (Rev. 13.6; 16.9; 1 Tim. 6.1). There is also a tradition that a person can commit blasphemy against a heavenly being or power (Philo, Conf. Ling. 154; Som. II, 131; Rev. 13.6; Jude 8).
From these traditions, it appears that it was believed to be blasphemous to speak against a prophet filled with God's Spirit since the Spirit was concerned with the realm of revelation. The prophet was the voice of God. 2 Peter 1.20–21 helps us here: 'First of all you must understand this, that no prophecy of scripture is a matter of one’s interpretation, because no prophecy ever came by the impulse of man, but holy men moved by the Holy Spirit spoke from God.' Luke relates that Jesus is blasphemed against because of his prophecies (Luke 22.64–65). In some manuscripts of 1 Peter 4.14, blasphemy is also related to the Spirit which possesses holy people. The Didache preserves this old interpretation of the saying of Jesus: 'While a prophet is making ecstatic utterances, you must not test or examine him. For “every sin will be forgiven”, but this sin “will not be forgiven”' (11.7).

**SOURCE DISCUSSION**

G. Quispel points out a parallel with the Tuscan Diatessaron version of Matthew 12.32: ‘He who shall speak a word against the Father, it shall be forgiven him; and he who shall speak a word against the Son, it shall be forgiven him; but he who shall blaspheme against the Holy Spirit, to him it shall not be forgiven, neither in this world nor in the other.’ This parallel suggests to Quispel an independent source common to Tatian and Thomas.

W. Schrage thinks that L. 44 is dependent upon the Synoptics, particularly Matthew and Luke since he does not see any affinities with Mark other than those found in Matthew and Luke. J. Sieber, however, says that the logion translates a Greek sentence similar to Mark 3.29, Ὅστις ἐὰν ἐν ἁγιωσύνῃ ἀνοητὸς, 'whoever blasphemes'. So Sieber thinks that L. 44 shares similarities with Mark and Quelle. Any specifically Matthean or Lukan editorial traits are absent. L. 44 represents a third version of the saying. What about Q’s misrepresentation of the Son of Man? Sieber sees this as a natural error arising among Greek-speaking Christians. The inclusion of the Trinitarian formula, he traces along the same course. Once the saying (which had originally spoken about the unforgivable sin against the spirit of the prophet) was understood to be referring to the Son and the Spirit, it was ‘natural’ to expand the saying and include the Father. The saying Sieber thinks derives from a late stage in oral tradition.

H. Koester thinks that Q, like Mark, originally spoke about blasphemy against the Holy Spirit, uttered by a ‘son of man’, a human being. This clause came to be titular later and referenced Jesus. L. 44 he thinks is based on a saying close to the Markan version and was elaborated independently.

In my opinion, clearly the form that this logion takes has been secondarily developed and elaborated in the oral field apart from its Synoptic counterparts. It is difficult to discuss dependency because it is difficult to recover the ‘original’ Kernel saying. It appears, however, that the commonalities at this early level of transmission included a string of ten words in sequence, the average number of word sequences between the Thomasine–Synoptic parallel aphorisms – 'whoever blasphemes against the Holy Spirit will not be forgiven'. Since there are no features of secondary orality, this suggests to me that the Kernel L. 44 is an old multiform developed independently in the field of oral performance.

**LITERATURE PARALLELS**

*Mark 3.28–30*

28. "Truly, I say to you, all sins will be forgiven the sons of men, and whatever blasphemies they utter. 29. But whoever blasphemes against the Holy Spirit never has forgiveness, but is guilty of an eternal sin"—30 for they had said, "He has an unclean spirit."
Matthew 12.31-32 (Qmatt)
31. Therefore I tell you, every sin and blasphemy will be forgiven men, but the blasphemy against the Spirit will not be forgiven. 32. And whoever says a word against the son of man will be forgiven; but whoever speaks against the Holy Spirit will not be forgiven, either in this age or in the age to come.’

Luke 12.10 (Qluke)
‘And whoever speaks a word against the son of man will be forgiven. But he who blasphemes against the Holy Spirit will not be forgiven.’

Pseudo-Clementine Homilies 3.6
‘Such is the nature of the one and only God who made the world and who created us, and who has given us all things, that as long as any one is within the limit of piety, and does not blaspheme his Holy Spirit, through his love towards him he brings his soul to himself by reason of his love towards it.’

Damascus Document 5.11-12
‘They desecrate the Holy Spirit, blaspheming with their tongue and opening their mouths against the laws of the divine covenant.’

AGREEMENTS IN SYRIAN GOSPELS, WESTERN TEXT AND DIATESSARON

+whoever blasphemes against the Father

the Son – of Man

SELECT BIBLIOGRAPHY

Logion 45.1–4
1 Jesus said, ‘Grapes are not harvested from thorn trees, nor are figs picked from thistles, for they do not produce fruit. 2 A good person brings forth good from his treasury. 3 A bad person brings forth evil from his wicked treasury in his heart, and he speaks evil. 4 For from the excessiveness of the heart, he brings forth evil.’

NHC II 2.40.31–41.6
1πεξε ἐκ Μαγγαλες ελοφελ ειβολ αιι χωντε ουτε μαγακτη φοι τε ειβολ αιι ωρανια κατα καπος γαρ ὁ ουρανος ειρνειν η ουρανος ειβολ αιι πεθερο
οικα [κοι] προμε ωρανειν η ζοντονην ειβολ αιι πεθερο εθνον ετην πεξικτ αιω θαυ ηζοντονην ειβολ γαρ αιι φοιο ντιν ηζονειειν ειβολ ηζοντονην

ATTRIBUTION
Kernel saying.
TEXT AND TRANSLATION ISSUES
A. Guillaumont notes that the expression ‘which is in your heart’ is a Semitic expression also found in the Syriac versions of Matthew 12.35 and Luke 6.45.

INTERPRETATIVE COMMENT
In the Kernel Gospel, this saying was part of the rhetoric arguing for Jesus’ exclusivity as God’s prophet. The Pharisees are particularly singled out as authorities who should not be heeded L. 39. L. 45 provides part of that rationale. The truth cannot be harvested from the Pharisees because they have evil in their hearts. In the complete Gospel, the enigmatic accretions may have lent a more personal hermeneutic to this logion, shifting the meaning to the believer’s own internal condition. A worthy disciple would be characterized as someone who had control over his passions and a clean heart.

SOURCE DISCUSSION

W. Schrage thinks that L. 45 is dependent on Luke 6.44-45 because both combine two sayings into one while Matthew has them in separate spots in his Gospel. L. 45.2-4 agrees with Luke’s order as well as the addition ‘which is in his heart’ and the γόρος clause. He also sees ὑδῷ ἐκ τῆς χερσονήσου in L. 45.1 as dependent on Luke while the order of the grapes and figs, as well as the word ‘thistles’, he sees as coming from Matthew. L. 45.2-4 also contains, in Schrage’s opinion, references to Matthew: the additions of ‘man’ and ‘treasure’; the omission of ‘of heart’. J. Sieber points out that Thomas’ order and verbal agreements in L. 45.1-2 might show dependence on Quelle but not necessarily on Luke or Matthew.

H.-W. Bartsch argues that the Thomasine additions ‘for they give no fruit’ and ‘and speaks evil things’ signals secondary development which must mean that Thomas is developing Synoptic material here. J. Sieber traces this development to another source, oral transmission. He notes in his conclusion, however, that this secondary development could represent a reworking of Luke.

In my opinion, the correlations between L. 45 and the Synoptics suggest that L. 45 is an early oral multiform independent of the Synoptics. The common words and phrases do not necessarily appear in the same sequence, and word equivalents are used. There is no sign of secondary orality – that is, no sign of secondary development in the Synoptic sayings showing up in the Thomasine. The affinities with QLuke against QMatt suggest that Thomas and Luke must have known a common version of this saying.

LITERATURE PARALLELS

‘For figs are not gathered from thorns, nor are grapes picked from a bramble bush. The good man out of the good treasure of his heart produces good, and the evil man out of his evil treasure produces evil. For out of the abundance of the heart his mouth speaks.’

Matthew 7.16 (QMatt)
‘Are grapes gathered from thorns, or figs from thistles?’

Matthew 12.34-35 (QMatt)
‘You brood of vipers! how can you speak good, when you are evil? For out of the abundance of the heart the mouth speaks. The good man out of his good treasure brings forth good, and the evil man out of his evil treasure brings forth evil.’
James 3.12

'Can a fig tree, my brethren, yield olives, or a grapevine figs?'

Ignatius, Ephesians 14

'All that makes for a soul's perfection follows in their train, for nobody who professes faith will commit sin, and nobody who possesses love can feel hatred. As the tree is known by its fruits, so they who claim to belong to Christ are known by their actions.'

Pseudo-Clementine Homilies 19.7.1

'For thus said our Teacher who always spoke the Truth, "Out of the abundance of the heart the mouth speaks."

Aphrahat, Demon. 14.48

'One does not gather grapes from thorns, nor figs from thistles, for a good tree produces good fruit and a bad tree produces bad fruit. A good tree cannot yield bad fruit, and a bad tree cannot yield good fruit. A good man brings forth and speaks good things from the good treasures which are in his heart, and an evil man brings forth and speaks evil things from the abundance of his heart, for the lips speak from the abundance of the heart.'

Aphrahat, Demon. 9.11

'Remember what our Saviour says. "The good tree produces good fruit, and the bad tree produces bad fruit. The bad tree cannot produce good fruit, and the good tree cannot produce bad fruit, for the tree is known by its fruit. So the good man produces and speaks good things from the good treasures which are in his heart, and the evil man produces and speaks evil things from the evil treasures which are in his heart. For the lips speak from the abundance of the heart."'

Apocalypse of Peter 76.4–8

'For they do not gather figs from thorns nor from thorn trees, if they are wise, nor grapes from thorns.'

Sirach 27.6

'Its fruit discloses the cultivation of the tree. So the expression of a thought discloses the cultivation of a man's mind.'

AGREEMENTS IN SYRIAN GOSPELS, WESTERN TEXT AND DIATESSARON

Matthew 7.16//Luke 6.44 in a C (Matthew) T4 TNL Aphr
nor (Luke) << or (Matthew)

+ for

Matthew 12.35//Luke 6.45 in D (Matthew)
a good man << the good man

Matthew 12.35//Luke 6.45 in f f2 D Sa Bo
out of his treasure << out of the treasure

+ which is in his heart

Matthew 12.35//Luke 6.45 in Aphr
+ and speaks evil things

Matthew 12.34//Luke 6.45 in k S (Matthew)
brings forth << speaks
Matthew 12.34//Luke 6.45 in e (Luke) ff¹ (Matthew) D d
+ evil things

SELECT BIBLIOGRAPHY

Logion 46.1–2

1Jesus said, ‘From Adam to John the Baptist, no one among those born of women is more exalted than John the Baptist that the person’s gaze should not be deferent. 2Yet I have said, “Whoever from among you will become a child, this person will know the Kingdom and he will be more exalted than John.”’

NHC II 2.41.6–12

'ΠΕΞΕ ΕΓΧ ΧΕ ΧΙΝ ΑΛΑΜ ΩΑ ΚΩΓΑΝΝΗΣ ΠΒΑΝΝΤΙΤΗΣ ΣΝ ΝΧΠΟ ΝΙΧΙΟΜΕ ΜΗ ΠΕΤΝΧΟΣ Α ΚΩΓΑΝΝΗΣ ΠΒΑΝΝΤΙΤΗΣ ΩΗΝ ΧΕ ΝΟΥΨΩΠ ΝΟΙ ΝΕΒΑΛ ΑΕΙΧΟΟΣ ΔΕ ΧΕ ΝΕΤΝΑΚΤΗΣ ΣΝ ΧΘΥΝ ΕΙΟ ΝΚΟΥΕΙ ΥΝΑΚΟΥΛΝ ΤΜΝΤΕΡΟ ΑΥ ΥΝΑΧΙΣ Α ΚΩΓΑΝΝΗΣ

ATTRIBUTION
Kernel saying with accretive clause.

TEXT AND TRANSLATION ISSUES
‘That the person’s gaze should not be deferent’, literally reads, ‘that the person’s eyes should not break’. This translation attempts to make sensible a difficult passage, by rendering it idiomatically. The gaze of a subordinate should be one in which his or her eyes do not stare, but look away with deference and respect.

INTERPRETATIVE COMMENT
Although this saying appears to have been part of the Kernel Gospel, it contains an accretive interpretative clause, ‘this person will know the Kingdom’. This vocabulary represents vocabulary characteristic of the accretions.

The shift to understanding ΚΟΥΕΙ as a reference to ‘a child’ rather than a simple diminutive may also represent a later adaption in the Kernel of an earlier form of the tradition which has been preserved in Matthew and Luke. This adaptation would have occurred as the later encratic constituency developed within the Thomasine community. For these reasons, it is impossible to recover the ‘original’ Kernel saying entirely. According to G. Quispel, Macarius was aware of the version of the saying as it appears in the Gospel of Thomas since he has μυκρός // ΚΟΥΕΙ instead of μυκρότερος as we find in Matthew and Luke. Both Thomas and Macarius say that only the ‘little one’ or ‘child’ is greater than John whereas Matthew and Luke say the ‘least’ in the Kingdom are greater than John. D. Baker notes that, in fact, Macarius assumes that this ‘little one’, this ‘child’, is a virgin soul who is wedded to Christ (Hom. 28.6). There was an old tradition that John the Baptist was a virgin. This was understood to be the reason for John’s superiority (cf. Pseudo-Clementines, De Virginitate (Diekamp, Patres Apostolici, pp. 9–10; Lefort, Pères Apostoliques, CSCO 136,
This tradition, of course, fits well the encratic hermeneutic of the later Thomasine community and may well have represented the community’s interpretation of this saying. If so, the hermeneutic would have assumed John’s superiority and given deference to him due to his virginity while also challenging community members to take up virginity themselves, to become children. Only in this capacity would they be able to be greater than John and come to ‘know’ the Kingdom.

**SOURCE DISCUSSION**

B. Gärtner, R. Grant and D.N. Freedman, and W. Schrage think that L. 46 is dependent upon Matthew and Luke due to similarity of the sayings. Schrage points to some particulars such as the full name, ‘John the Baptist’ instead of ‘John’ as we find in Luke. J. Sieber does not think that the difference of name can be solidly attributed to Matthew’s hand.

My own examination of this saying against its parallels suggests that it has several secondary developments as the result of oral transmission, particularly the understanding of the diminutive ‘little’ as ‘becoming a child’, and the inclusion of ‘knowledge’ of the Kingdom as an entrance requirement. Perhaps even the idiom of deference is secondary. The former two accretive clauses I attribute to development at a time when the community became encratic (see Interpretative Comment). Because of these late developments, it is difficult to reconstruct the version of the saying as it may have existed in the Kernel. But even upon removing these secondary phrases — ‘From Adam to John the Baptist, no one among those born of women is more exalted than John the Baptist that the person’s gaze should not be deferent. Whoever from among you will become little, he will be more exalted than John’ — the patterns of variation favour multiform orality rather than literary dependence.

**LITERATURE PARALLELS**

**Matthew 11.11 (Qmatt)**

‘Truly I say to you, among those born of women there has risen no one greater than John the Baptist. Yet he who is least in the Kingdom of Heaven is greater than he.’

**Luke 7.28 (Qluke)**

‘I tell you, among those born of women none is greater than John. Yet he who is least in the Kingdom of God is greater than he.’

**Pseudo-Clementine Recognitions 1.60**

‘And behold, one of the disciples of John asserted that John was the Christ, and not Jesus, inasmuch as Jesus himself declared that John was greater than all men and all prophets. “If then”, he said, “he be greater than all, he must be held greater than Moses, and than Jesus himself. But if he be the greatest of all, then he must be the Christ.” To this Simon the Canaanite answering, asserted that John was indeed greater than all the prophets, and all who are born of women, yet that he is not greater than the Son of Man. Accordingly Jesus is also the Christ, whereas John is only a prophet: and there is as much difference between him and Jesus, as between the forerunner and him whose forerunner he is, or as between him who gives the law and him who keeps the law.’

**Pseudo-Macarius, Horn. 28.6**

‘Indeed, “among those born of women, there is no greater than John the Baptist.” For he is the fulfilment of all the prophets... “But he who is least in the Kingdom of Heaven, is greater than he.” — those who have been born from above, of God, namely, the Apostles... This is the little one who is greater than John the Baptist.’
Commentary on the Gospel of Thomas

Ahmad ibn Hanbal, al-Zuhd, pp. 98–99 (no. 330)

‘Whoever has learned, acted, and acquired knowledge, he is the one who is called great in the Kingdom of Heaven.’

Cf. Pseudo-Clementine Homilies 2.17, 3.23, 3.52.

AGREEMENTS IN SYRIAN GOSPELS, WESTERN TEXT AND DIATESSARON
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Logion 47.1–2

1 Jesus said, ‘It is impossible for a person to mount two horses and to bend two bows.

2 Also it is impossible for a person to serve two masters, or he will honour the one and insult the other.’

NHC II 2.41.12–17

\

\[\text{\textmd{NHC II 2.41.12–17}}\]

\[\begin{align*}
\text{'πεξει } & \text{ τε } \text{ κν } \text{ δο } \text{ κτ } \text{ οπρ } \text{ ωμε } \text{ τελο } \text{ α } \text{ γι } \text{ σα } & \\
\text{φημε } & \text{ ητ } & \text{ α } & \text{ γι } & \text{ σα } & \\
\text{ον } & \text{ φαρ } \text{ τ } & \text{ μη } & \text{ α } & \text{ γι } & \text{ σα } & \text{ π } & \text{ κε } & \text{ ο } & \text{ α } & \text{ γ } & \text{ ν } & \text{ π } & \text{ λ } & \text{ ε } & \text{ ρ } & \text{ β } & \text{ ρ } & \text{ ι } & \text{ τ } & \text{ ο } & \text{ η } & \\
\end{align*}\]

ATTRIBUTION

Kernel saying.

INTERPRETATIVE COMMENT

This saying continues elaborating the theme of the Kernel speech that exclusive commitment to Jesus and his teaching is necessary in order to enter the Kingdom.

SOURCE DISCUSSION

W. Schrage argues for dependence on Luke based on the agreement οἰκέτης. J. Sieber admits that this might be an example of a Lukan editorial trait, but does not wish to concede dependence based on one word. H. Koester says that it cannot be determined with certainty that οἰκέτης is a Lukanism, although Koester does state that it is possible that Luke is responsible for οἰκέτης. He argues for an early independent form because L. 47.1–2 shows no sign of the unnecessary duplication ‘hate the one and love the other’ nor the secondary application of the proverb that one cannot serve God and mammon. Patterson points out that μακαρισμός is more likely translated δούλος than οἰκέτης.

In my opinion, the Kernel saying was likely independent since there is no parallel for L. 47.1 and L. 47.2 has striking differences when compared with Luke 16.13, differences perhaps produced in the field of oral performance. The Thomasine version has phrases
similar to the Synoptic (‘to serve two masters’; ‘insult the other’). But additional material is found in the Synoptic versions (cf. ‘for either he will hate the one and love the other’). It may be that L. 47.2 is evidence for a common source for QLuke and Thomas, a source which manifests independently in Luke and L. 47.2. In this case, we are witnessing in Luke and Matthew different versions of Quelle, and L. 47.2 appears closer to Luke’s Quelle than Matthew’s. If, however, Luke is responsible for οἰκετεύς, not his source, then it may have entered the Gospel when it was translated as secondary scribal adaptation.

**LITERATURE PARALLELS**

Matthew 6.24 (Qmatt)

‘No one can serve two masters. For either he will hate the one and love the other, or he will be devoted to the one and despise the other.’

Luke 16.13 (Qluke)

‘No servant can serve two masters. For either he will hate the one and love the other, or he will be devoted to the one and despise the other.’

2 Clement 6.1

‘And the master says, “No servant can serve two masters.”’

**AGREEMENTS IN SYRIAN GOSPELS, WESTERN TEXT AND DIATESSARON**

Matthew 6.24/Luke 16.13 in 1241 (Matthew) L 037 21 T

+ servant

Matthew 6.24/Luke 16.13 in Mcion

- for either he will...love the other


he will honour << he will be devoted

Matthew 6.24/Luke 16.13 in Mcion

insult << despise

**SELECT BIBLIOGRAPHY**


---

*NHC II 2.41.17–22*

‘Ενθαρρύνεις εἰς πίθακα ἄλκα ΝΤΕΥΝΟΥΝ ΝΕΙΤΕΥΝΗΜΕΙ ἄλκα ΗΠΤ ΒΠΡΕ ΑΥΔ ΜΑΥΝΟΥΧ ΗΠΤ ΒΠΡΕ ΕΑΚΚΟΣ ΝΑÇ ΧΕΧΚΑÇ ΝΟΥΤΤΙΟΣ ΑΥΔ ΜΑΥΝΕΧ ΗΠΤ ΝΑÇ ΕΑΚΚΟΣ ΒΠΡΕ ΩΙΝΑ ΧΕ ΝΕΠΤΕΚΑÇ
4. Commentary on the Gospel of Thomas

**Attribution**
Kernel saying.

**Interpretative Comment**
In a Kernel speech, this proverb is used to elaborate the theme of exclusive commitment to Jesus and his teachings.

**Source Discussion**
Because L. 47.3 is similar to Luke’s addition in 5.39, W. Schrage says that Thomas is dependent on Luke. That Thomas knows the Lukan saying also is discussed by H. von Schürmann who thinks it was harmonized with Mark 12.21–22. Schrage acknowledges, however, that this verse could have been a secular mashal known to Luke and Thomas independently. He also points to Sahidic Luke which agrees with this logion’s translation of the word ‘wine’. As for L. 47.4, Schrage argues for Matthean dependence since Thomas is closer to that version than Mark or Luke.

J. Sieber states that it is possible that L. 47.3 may have already been welded to the wine saying in the oral sphere. The Coptic commonalities he thinks do not help us understand the source of the saying in Thomas’ Vorlage. Further, he sees no Matthean redactional material and notes that Thomas’ sequence of sayings gives no indication that he knew the Synoptic sequence. He also notes that Thomas uses ἰνά μη while the Synoptics use εἰ δὲ μη. He cannot see why this change would have been made deliberately.

The Synoptics have phrases not found in Thomas (cf. ‘the wine is lost, and so are the skins’; ‘new wine is for fresh skins’) and significant differences in the sequence of the words and phrases including inversions of parts of the saying. In my opinion, all of this points to a process of oral transmission that was originally independent of the Synoptics.

**Literature Parallels**

Mark 2.22
‘And no one puts new wine into old wineskins. If he does, the wine will burst the skins, and the wine is lost, and so are the skins. But new wine is for fresh skins.’

Matthew 9.17
‘Neither is new wine put into old wineskins. If it is, the skins burst, and the wine is spilled, and the skins are destroyed. But new wine is put into fresh wineskins, and so both are preserved.’

Luke 5.37–39
37 And no one puts new wine into old wineskins. If he does, the new wine will burst the skins and it will be spilled, and the skins will be destroyed. 38 But new wine must be put into fresh wineskins. 39 And no one after drinking old wine desires new. For he says, “The old is good.”

**Agreements in Syrian Gospels, Western Text and Diatessaron**

Luke 5.39 in P4 \( \overset{\text{N}}{\text{C}} \) B 579 892

Matthew 6.24//Luke 5.39 in P \( \overset{\text{T}}{\text{P}} \) \( \overset{\text{T}}{\text{A}} \)
drinks « after drinking
Luke 5.39 in P T* T
old + wine

Luke 5.39 in P T* T* + and

Luke 5.39 in aurf C 33 892 Koine vg P T* T* + immediately

Luke 5.39 in T* T*PEP
new + wine
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Logion 47.5

"An old patch is not sewn onto a new garment because a tear would result."

NHC II 2.41.22–23

'Mαγγάδι τὸ εἰς Νὰ αὐτὸν ἑξῆλθε διὰ ἐπεὶ οὐν οὕτως ναυακτίνε

ATTRIBUTION
Kernel saying.

INTERPRETATIVE COMMENT
This saying is an example that further elaborates the theme of one of the Kernel’s speeches – that the disciple must be exclusively committed to Jesus and his teachings.

SOURCE DISCUSSION
See L. 47.3–4

LITERATURE PARALLELS
Mark 2.21
‘No one sews a piece of unshrunk cloth on an old garment. If he does, the patch tears away from it, the new from the old, and a worse tear is made.’

Matthew 9.16
‘And no one puts a piece of unshrunk cloth on an old garment, for the patch tears away from the garment, and a worse tear is made.’

Luke 5.36
‘He told them a parable also, “No one tears a piece from a new garment and puts it upon an old garment. If he does, he will tear the new, and the piece from the new will not match the old.”'
4. Commentary on the Gospel of Thomas

**AGREEMENTS IN SYRIAN GOSPELS, WESTERN TEXT AND DIATESSARON**

Mark 2.21 // Matthew 9.16 // Luke 5.36 in Melion T
- they << no one

Mark 2.21 // Matthew 9.16 // Luke 5.36 in T
- an old patch on a new garment

**Logion 48**

Jesus said, ‘If two people make peace with each other in the same house, they will say to the mountain, “Go forth!” and it will move.’

NHC II 2.41.24-27

**TEXT AND TRANSLATION ISSUES**

The same house’ literally reads, ‘this one house’. A. Guillaumont sees an Aramaic influence in this logion. He says that Thomas’, ‘if two people make peace with each other’, and Matthew’s, ‘if two of you agree on earth’, represent independent translations of an Aramaic substratum which contained the word συμφωνεῖν meaning both ‘to make peace’ and ‘to agree’. N. Perrin thinks the same is true of the Syriac αὐθαίρετος which stands in the Syriac version of Matthew 18.19. The Syriac αὐθαίρετος, however, does not have this dual meaning. The root means ‘equal, alike, same, sufficient, worthy, agree’ (Payne Smith, 561-62). So Syriac Matthew reflects a very good translation of the Greek, ‘become agreed’ or ‘like-minded’. The Coptic εἰρηνή cannot be explained as a translation of the Syriac Matthew or αὐθαίρετος if this word occurred in the Diatessaron.

**INTERPRETATIVE COMMENT**

In the third Kernel speech, Jesus admonishes the hearers to choose to serve him alone. Rationales and analogies from the proverbial tradition are provided (L. 47). Promises are given in L. 48. Serving Jesus means that the disciple is a peacemaker whose words will have tremendous power, even moving mountains.

**SOURCE DISCUSSION**

W. Schrage and R. Grant think that this logion results from the author combining Matthew 18.19 and 17.20. Schrage tries to make this firm by pointing out that both Sahidic Matthew and L. 48 and L. 106 translate μεταφέρειν with προσωπεύει rather than προσώπευσιν ΕΒΑ. J. Sieber says that this is not evidence to prove dependency at the level of the Greek texts. Further the combination of sayings found in Thomas matches the Didascalia which suggests to Sieber that Thomas and the Didascalia represent a separate tradition. This position appears to be supported by the published work of form critics. J.D. Crossan argues that the original core of the logion is preserved in the single-stich aphorism from the Latin
Didascalia which becomes a double-stich saying in the Syriac. He thinks that it represents an independent version of the saying, not a conflation of Matthew 18.19 and 21.21 as Achelis and Flemming, the editors of the German edition, conclude, because it more adequately explains the performance in L. 48 (and L. 106) which continues the original single-stich. C.W. Hedrick is of a different opinion, stating that although Thomas presents an independent version of the saying, the Syriac Didascalia has combined two independent sayings from the sources used by the Synoptic writers and reflects a different oral performance of the traditional saying. The Latin version is derived from the Syriac, representing a condensation harmonizing it with Mark 11.23//Matthew 21.21. Thus he finds at least three independent versions of the saying: Matthew 21.21 (derived from Mark 11.22–23); Matthew 17.20//Luke 17.6 (derived from either Q, M and Q, or M and L); L. 48 and 106.

**LITERATURE PARALLELS**

**Matthew 17.20 (Qmatt)**

‘For truly, I say to you, if you have faith as a grain of mustard seed, you will say to this mountain, “Move from here to there”, and it will move. And nothing will be impossible to you.’

**Luke 17.6 (Qluke)**

‘And the Lord said, “If you had faith as a grain of mustard seed, you could say to this sycamine tree, “Be rooted up, and be planted in the sea”, and it would obey you.”’

**Matthew 18.19**

‘Again, I say to you, if two of you agree on earth about anything they ask, it will be done for them by my Father in heaven.’

**Mark 11.23**

‘Truly, I say to you, whoever says to this mountain, “Be taken up and cast into the sea”, and does not doubt in his heart, but believes that what he says will come to pass, it will be done for him.’

**Matthew 21.21**

‘Truly I say to you, if you have faith and never doubt, you will not only do what has been done to the fig tree, but even if you say to this mountain, “Be taken up and cast into the sea”, it will be done.’

**1 Corinthians 13.2**

‘And if I have prophetic powers and understand all the mysteries and all knowledge, and if I have all faith, so as to remove mountains, but have not love, I am nothing.’

**L. 106**

‘Jesus said, “When you make the two one, you will become children of Man. And when you say, “Mountain, go forth!” it will move.’

**Didascalia (Latin) 15**

‘If two shall agree together and shall say to this mountain, take and cast yourself into the sea, it will happen.’

**Didascalia (Syriac) 15**

‘If two shall agree together, and shall ask concerning anything whatsoever, it shall be given them. And if they say to a mountain that it be removed and fall into the sea, it shall be done.’

**Pseudo-Clementine Homilies 11.16**

‘For the Jew believes God and keeps the law, by which faith he removes also other sufferings, though like mountains and heavy.’
Pseudo-Clementine Recognitions 5.2

‘For thus the true Prophet promised us, saying, “Verily I say to you, that if you have faith as a grain of mustard seed, you shall say to this mountain, Remove hence, and it shall remove.”’

Pseudo-Clementine Recognitions 5.34

‘He is the true worshipper of God who not only is himself free from passions, but also sets others free from them. Though they be heavy that they are like mountains, he removes them by means of faith with which he believes in God. Yea, by faith he truly removes mountains with their trees, if it be necessary.’

Aphraates, Homilies

‘The disciples said to Jesus, “Increase our faith.” He said to them, “If you have faith, a mountain will give way before you.” And he said to them, “Do not doubt lest you be swallowed up in the world, as Simon, since he doubted and began to sink in the sea.”’

AGREEMENTS IN SYRIAN GOSPELS, WESTERN TEXT AND DIATESSARON
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Logion 49.1–2

1 Jesus said, ‘Blessed are the celibate people, the chosen ones, because you will find the Kingdom. 2 For you are from it. You will return there again.’

NHC II 2.41.27–30

‘ΤΕΞΕ ΤΕ ΧΕ ΖΕΝΜΑΚΑΡΙΟΕ ΝΕ ΝΜΟΝΑΧΟΕ ΑΥΤΟ ΔΕΤΚΟΤ ΤΕ ΤΕΤΝΑΖΕ ΑΤΜΗΝΕΟ ΤΕ ΝΤΩΤΝ ΖΩΕΒΟΑ ΝΙΗΤΟ ΠΑΙΝΙΝ ΕΤΕΝΑΒΟΚ ΕΜΑΘ’

ATTRIBUTION

Accretion.

INTERPRETATIVE COMMENT

Development is indicated by the characteristic vocabulary, MONAXOC, found in other accretions. The accretion comes from the years between 80 and 120 CE and is indicative of the theology of an encratic constituency. In this case, those who are unmarried and celibate are the elect of God who are from the Kingdom and will return to it. See L. 16.4 for further discussion of this term.
SOURCE DISCUSSION
G. Quispel attributes this saying to the creative pen of the author of the Gospel.

LITERATURE PARALLELS
Dialogue of the Saviour 1
‘But when I came, I opened the path and I taught them about the passage which they
will traverse, the chosen, the single people, [who have known the Father, having
believed] the truth and [all] the praises while you offered praise.’

SELECT BIBLIOGRAPHY

Logion 50.1–3
Jesus said, ‘If they say to you, “Where did you come from?”, say to them, ‘We came
from the light’, – the place where the light came into being on its own accord and
established [itself] and became manifest through their image. If they say to you, “Is it
you?”, say “We are its children, and we are the chosen people of the living Father”. If
they ask you, “What is the sign of your Father in you?”, say to them, “It is movement
and rest”.

NHC II 2.41.30–42.7

ATTRIBUTION
Accretion.

INTERPRETATIVE COMMENT
Development is indicated by the presence of vocabulary characteristic of the accretions,
particularly the phrase, ἡττηκυτ ἐτὸς. This saying accrued in the Gospel between 60
and 100 CE as a result of the apocalyptic shift that occurred in the communal memory, a
response to the Non-Event. The shift resulted in an emphasis on the mystical aspect of the
apocalyptic rather than the eschatological. Also present are Hermetic concepts welded
with old Jewish traditions, suggesting a shift in the constituency of the group.

As I have discussed in detail in a previous monograph, the contextual possibilities for
L. 50 include a catechismal paradigm, a community dispute, the interrogation of the soul at
death, and the interrogation of the soul during a mystical ascent. Since another accretion,
L. 59, demands a mystical journey to God, a journey before death, in order to achieve
immortality, it is arguable that the hermeneutic assumed by the community for understanding L. 50 was also such a mystical frame. This hermeneutic would have developed out of a very prominent set of traditions from early Jewish and Christian mysticism found in a variety of apocalyptic and Hekhalot literature listed in this logion’s LITERATURE PARALLELS. These traditions concerning soul interrogation were known and developed independently by certain Gnostic communities at a time later than the Thomas materials as the parallel to 1 Apocalypse of James and other Gnostic texts demonstrate.

The answers provided in this saying weave together old Jewish ideas and Hermetic traditions. Concepts such as the Hermetic notion of the self-generated God have joined with Jewish and Hermetic beliefs about the pre-existent Light, the great Anthropos. The expository clause that the Light is manifested into the creation of humans through ‘their’ image is a reference to Genesis 1.26 and to the Jewish teaching that the human being was created in the Image of the Anthropos through an angelic interface. The Thomasine Christians believed themselves to be God’s chosen, not by adoption as the Jews, but because of their natural origin as children of God, ‘sons of the light’. The coupling of ‘movement’ and ‘rest’ is to be associated with the Hermetic concept, the Unmoved Mover. So, the Thomasine Christians were saying here that the sign that should allow them access to heaven is the knowledge that they participate in the very nature of God, both the movement of the universe and its state of rest. This participation in God’s nature is a present experience, not a future eschatological hope.

SOURCE DISCUSSION
G. Quispel attributes this saying to a Hermetic anthology.

LITERATURE PARALLELS
1 Apocalypse James 32.28–34.20

'The Lord [said] to [him, "James"], behold, I shall reveal to you your redemption. When [you] are seized, and you undergo these sufferings, a multitude will arm themselves against you that <they> might seize you. And in particular three of them will seize you—they who sit (there) as toll collectors. Not only will they demand toll, but they also take away souls by theft. When you come into their power, one of them who is their guard will say to you, 'Who are you or where are you from?' You are to say to him, 'I am a son, and I am from the Father.' He will say to you, 'What sort of son are you, and to what father do you belong?' You are to say to him, 'I am from the Pre-existent Father, and a son in the Pre-existent One.' [When he says] to you, [...] you are to [say to him,...] in the [...] that I might [...] of alien things?’ You are to say to him, 'They are not entirely alien, but they are from Acamoth, who is the female. And these she produced as she brought down the race from the Pre-existent One. So then they are not alien, but they are ours. They are indeed ours because she who is mistress of them is from the Pre-existent One. At the same time they are alien because the Pre-existent One did not have intercourse with her, when she produced them. When he also says to you, 'Where will you go?' you are to say to him, 'To the place from which I have come, there shall I return.' And if you say these things, you will escape their attacks.”

Apocalypse of Paul 22.24–23.26

'The old man spoke, saying to [me], "Where are you going Paul, O blessed one and the one who was set apart from his mother's womb?"'... And I replied, saying to the old man, "I am going to the place from which I came." And the old man responded to me, "Where are you from?" But I replied saying, "I am going down to the world of the dead in order to lead captive the captivity that was led captive in the captivity of Babylon."
The old man replied to me, saying, "How will you be able to get away from me?..."

[The] Spirit spoke, saying, "Give him [the] sign that you have, and [he will] open for you." And then I gave [him] the sign.'

Cf. Philo, De Cherubim 114; Aboth 3.1; Derekh Eres Rabba 3; Aboth de-R. Nathan 2.32; Excerpts of Theodotus 78.2; Silvanus 4.92.10–11; Acts of Thomas 15; Asc. Isa. 10.28–29; 3 Enoch 2, 4 and 5; Apoc. Abr. 13.6; Bavli Hagigah 15b; Bavli Shabbat 88b–89a; Shemot Rabba 42.4; Pesikta Rabbati 96b–98a; Gedullat Mosheh 273; Hekhalot Fragments lines 28–38; History of the Rechabites 5.1–2; Apoc. Abr. 17–18; Hekhalot Rabbati 1.1, 2.5–5.3, 16.4–25.6; Hekhalot Zut. 413–415; Bavli Hagigah 14b; Ma‘aseh Merkavah 9, 11, 15; Gospel of Mary 15.14, 16.14–15; Origen, c. Cels. 6.30, 7.40; Pistis Sophia; 1 and 2 Books of Jew; Untitled Gnostic Treatise.
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Logion 51.1–2

1 His disciples said to him, 'When will the dead rest, and when will the new world come?'

2 He said to them, 'What you look for has come, but you have not perceived it.'

NHC II 2.42.7–12

ʼπερὶ ἅπαν ἡμέραν ἰδοὺ τὰ ἄνθρωπα ζῶσθαι ὡς καὶ ἐναντίας ὀνειρεύοντας ἱππές ἄνθρωπος ἡμετερόν ἐντολαὶ ἐν Ὁμοίωθεν εἰσαγωγὴ ἄνθρωπος ἦν καὶ ἐναντίας ἐν ὅλιθι

ATTRIBUTION
Accretion.

TEXT AND TRANSLATION ISSUES
'When will the dead rest' literally reads, 'When will the rest of the dead take place?' The former translation is offered to compensate for the clumsiness of the literal.

INTERPRETATIVE COMMENT
Secondary development is indicated by the dialogue format of the saying. The question and answer suggest responsiveness to the problem of the delayed Eschaton. Accrual in the Gospel took place between 60 and 100 CE.

The reference to the 'rest of the dead' is a comment on the post-mortem state of the journeying soul in Hermetic tradition when it is reincorporated into God who exists at 'rest' (C.H. 9.10; 13.20; Disc. 60.1–61.18; C.H. 2.6; 2.12; 6.1; Asc. 7, 32). Thus, this saying picks up the Hermetic theme of 'rest' from the previous logion. This concept, however, has been recontextualized within traditional Jewish eschatological expectations, particularly the advent of the new world. Such expectations were held by an earlier constituency within the Thomasine community, but these have been replaced with a new expectation, a new explanatory schema, in face of their experience of disconfirmation when the Kingdom did not come.
4. Commentary on the Gospel of Thomas

This saying probably serves as a corrective to an earlier belief shared by the community in the 'resurrection of the dead'. Hence the awkward substitution the 'rest of the dead'. As the Thomasine community incorporated more and more Hermetic philosophy into their belief system, it seems that they shifted away from the traditional Jewish belief in a resurrected body to the immortalization of the soul or somehow had fused the two tensive expectations together. It is noteworthy that the difference between 'rest' and 'resurrection' in Coptic is only three letters: anatauccic and anactaccic. So it is quite possible in my mind that the earliest form of the question in the Gospel was, 'When will the resurrection of the dead take place?' The community may have understood Jesus' response - 'It has already happened!' - in terms of the re-creation of the Edenic glorified body through encratic performance and mystical encounters with God. But in the early second century, the phrase in this saying seems to have shifted to, 'When will the rest of the dead take place?' This shift took place at a time when more Hellenized notions of the afterlife began to be appropriated in the face of continued pressure of the unfulfilled events of the Eschaton - the resurrection of the dead being one of the unfulfilled promises. This shift from 'resurrection' to 'rest' allowed for the immediate 'rest' of the soul following an individual's death. Thus Jesus' response - 'It has already happened!' - becomes more intelligible.

At any rate, the community has collapsed their apocalyptic expectations. The Kingdom, the new world, was not to be understood anymore to be a future event. Rather it was something that the Thomasine Christians had realized within the parameters of their community by recreating Eden and the utopian body of Adam through encratic performance and mystical journeys.

Apocalyptic collapse was not unknown to other Christian communities, the most documented example being the community responsible for the Gospel of John. In this schema, the expectations of the Eschaton were believed to have already happened, including Jesus' parousia and Judgement (3.13, 17–21; 6.62; 16.28). The person who believes in Jesus, was said to already have eternal life (1.12; 5.24; 11.26).

SOURCE DISCUSSION
H. von Schürrmann finds L. 51.1–2 dependent on Luke 17.20–21 even though the so-called 'agreements' are little more than thematic while G. Quispel thinks that the author of the Gospel created this saying.

LITERATURE PARALLELS
2 Timothy 2.17–18
17 'Among them are Hymenaeus and Philetus 18 who have swerved from the truth by holding that the resurrection is past already.'

Pseudo-Macarius, Horn. 6.7
'Do you, therefore, see how the beginning of Judgement appeared? A new world appeared there. Authority to sit and judge, even in this world, was given to them, the Apostles. And it is granted them also to sit and pass judgement at the coming of the Lord in the resurrection of the dead. Nevertheless, it is also done here, by the same Holy Spirit sitting on the thrones in their minds.'

Pseudo-Macarius, Horn. 36.1
'The resurrection of the souls of the dead takes place even now in the time of death. But the resurrection of the bodies will take place in that day.'
Treatise on the Resurrection 49.9–25

‘Therefore, do not think in part, O Rheginos, nor live in conformity with this flesh for the sake of unanimity, but flee from the divisions and fetters, and already you have the resurrection. For if he who will die knows about himself that he will die — even if he spends many years in this life, he is brought to this — why not consider yourself as risen and (already) brought to this?’


SELECT BIBLIOGRAPHY

Logion 52.1–2

1His disciples said to him, ‘Twenty-four prophets have spoken in Israel, and all of them have spoken about you.’

2He said to them, ‘You have left out the Living One who is in your presence and you have spoken about the dead.’

NHC II 2.42.12–18

ʼτεκαύ ναγ ἄνει ἀγαθή τις ἐκ τοῦ ἐξήκοντα ἀγάθον ἐκ τῆς ἡμέρας τῆς γενεσιονότιτος ἀγάθον

2ʼτεκαύ ναγ Μεθύνω αὐτή ἢτανύκα ἢπετύνω ἢπετύῆ τοῦ ἀνθρώπου ἢπετύητο εἰσοδεῖν αὐτὸ ἢπετύνω ἢπετύνω τοῦ ἀνθρώπου

ATTRIBUTION
Accretion.

INTERPRETATIVE COMMENT
This saying is a constructed dialogue, indicating secondary development. It also contains vocabulary, ἢπετύνω, characteristic of the accretions. It belongs to an early Christian discussion about the relevance of the Hebrew prophets to Jesus, a discussion that seems to have been quite old, beginning with the Jerusalem Church (cf. Acts 2.22–36; 3.18–26; 4.11; 7.37) and Paul (cf. 1 Cor. 15.3–4), and carrying through the literature of the late first and early second centuries (cf. Matthew 1.22–23; 2.5–6; 2.17–18, etc.; Luke 24.27; 24.44; Acts 26.22; 28.23; Barn. 6.9–10; Papyrus Egerton 2). M. Lelyveld views this logion as a reinterpretation of older christological beliefs.

In my opinion, since this saying is providing some kind of corrective to the earlier Thomaising Christology that Jesus was the final Prophet in a line of prophets of Israel who foretold his advent and mission, accrual most likely took place sometime between 60 and 100 CE. The community has modified its old Prophet Christology by presenting here its new understanding of Jesus as the ‘Living God’, the true God in contrast to ‘dead’ prophets whom the Jews rely on for their religious ‘life’. This seems to be a pun on the old tradition from Second Temple Judaism that a proselyte must set aside worship of idols, ‘dead’ gods, and exclusively worship Yahweh, the ‘Living One’.

This saying, however, does not have to suggest that the Thomaising Christians have come to the point of completely denying the relevance of the Hebrew scriptures for Christianity, such as we find in the second century with Marcion. There is a tradition in the Pseudo-
Clementine Recognitions 1.59 that suggests an alternative. As the Ebionites of the early second century began defining themselves over and against the Jews, they recorded the tradition that Jesus was not to be believed because the Jewish prophets foretold his advent and mission. Rather it was the 'presence and coming of Christ' that showed the prophets to be truly prophets 'for testimony must be borne by the superior to his inferiors, not by the inferiors to their superior'. This may, in fact, be a better interpretative foil for L. 52. The disciples are rebuked for thinking that the prophets bore witness to Jesus, when, in fact, Jesus, the Living God, is the one whose testimony must be heard and heeded. This tradition may be located in a nascent form in John 5.36–40.

**SOURCE DISCUSSION**

G. Quispel attributes this saying to the author of the Gospel.

**LITERATURE PARALLELS**

*John 5.39–40*

39"You search the scriptures, because you think that in them you have eternal life. Yet it is they that bear witness to me.  40But you refuse to come to me that you may have life.'

Pseudo-Clementine Recognitions 1.59

'After him James the son of Alphaeus gave an address to the people, with the view of showing that we are not to believe on Jesus on the ground that the prophets foretold concerning him, but rather that we are to believe the prophets because the Christ bears testimony to them. For it is the presence and coming of Christ that show that they are truly prophets. For testimony must be borne by the superior to his inferiors, not by the inferiors to their superior.'

Acts of Thomas 170

'You did not believe in the Living One. Will you believe in one who is dead?'

*P. Egerton 2.1*

'Master Jesus, we know that you have come from God, for what you do bears testimony to you, (testimony) that goes beyond that of all the prophets.'

*Augustine, C. adv. leg. et proph. 2.4.14*

'But he said, when the apostles asked how the Jewish prophets were to be regarded, who were thought to have proclaimed his coming beforehand, our Lord, disturbed that they still held this conception, answered, "You have forsaken the Living One who is before you and speak about the dead."'

Cf. 2 Esdras 14.45.

**SELECT BIBLIOGRAPHY**

TEXT AND TRANSLATION ISSUES

'The father (of the children)', literally reads, 'their father'.

INTERPRETATIVE COMMENT

Development is indicated by the dialogue format. The dialogue is responsive to the situation that developed in post-50 CE Christianity when Gentile converts questioned the legitimacy of physical circumcision. The response suggests a constituency shift within the Thomasine community, advocating a circumcision of the spirit for Gentile converts rather than physical circumcision. The accretion resonates with the early Christian tradition that the convert had to be circumcised by the Holy Spirit rather than physically. But it also reflects an anti-Jewish argument that is found developed in texts much later than Paul. Thus, it is more likely that this saying accrued in the Gospel in the years between 60 and 100 CE than earlier.

SOURCE DISCUSSION

G. Quispel attributes this saying to the author's own hand.

LITERATURE PARALLELS

Romans 3.1

‘Then what advantage has the Jew? Or what is the value of circumcision?’

Romans 2.28-29

28‘For he is not a real Jew who is one outwardly, nor is true circumcision something external and physical. 29He is a Jew who is one inwardly, and real circumcision is a matter of the heart, spiritual and not literal. His praise is not from men but from God.’

Philippians 3.3

‘For we are the true circumcision, who worship God in spirit, and glory in Christ Jesus, and put no confidence in the flesh.’

Colossians 2.11

‘In him also you were circumcised with a circumcision made without hands, by putting off the body of flesh in the circumcision of Christ.’

Justin Martyr, Dialogue with Trypho 19.3

‘For if circumcision were necessary, God would not have made Adam uncircumcised.’

Tanhuma B 7 (18a)

‘The ruler Rufus said to him, “If God is so pleased with circumcision, why does the child not come out of the womb circumcised?” R. Akiva answered him, “Why then does it come out with the umbilical cord attached? Doesn’t the mother have to cut that off too? And why is the child not born circumcised? Because God has give the commandments in order to lead Israel to obedience through them.”’
Odes of Solomon 11.1–3

‘My heart was pruned and its flower appeared,
Then grace sprang up from in it,
And it produced fruits for the Lord.
For the Most High circumcised me by his Holy Spirit,
Then he uncovered my inward being towards him,
And filled me with his love.
And his circumcising became my salvation,
And I ran in the way, in his peace,
In the way of truth.’

Deuteronomy 10.16

‘Circumcise therefore the foreskin of your heart, and be no longer stubborn.’

Jeremiah 4.4

‘Circumcise yourselves to the Lord, remove the foreskin of your hearts, O men of Judah and inhabitants of Jerusalem; lest my wrath go forth like fire, and burn with none to quench it, because of the evil of your doings.’

Cf. 1 Cor. 7.18–19; Gal. 5.6; Gal. 6.15; Epistle of Barnabas 9.1–5; Justin Martyr, Dialogue with Trypho 113.7; Epiphanius, Panarion 33.5.11, quoting the Letter to Flora by Ptolemy

SELECT BIBLIOGRAPHY

Jesus said, ‘Blessed are the poor, for the Kingdom of Heaven is yours.’

NHC II 2.42.23–24

πείς εἰς ΧΘΝΩΝΑΤΙΟΝ ΝΕ ΝΗΧΕ ΧΘ ΤΩΤΗΝ ΤΕ ΤΜΗΤΕΡΟ

ATTRIBUTION
Kernel saying.

INTERPRETATIVE COMMENT
This saying, contextually within the Kernel Gospel speech, appealed to the complete commitment of the disciple to Jesus and his mission. His or her interests were not to be divided with money or possessions. Thus the disciple was told that Jesus blessed the poor and promised them the Kingdom.

SOURCE DISCUSSION
W. Schrage sees dependence on Luke because both L. 54 and Luke use the second person while Matthew uses the third person. The Matthean trait ‘Kingdom of Heaven’ shows up in L. 54, which he ascribes to dependence on Matthew.

J. Sieber does not see the attribution of person as an editorial trait peculiar enough to warrant dependence. He further argues that nowhere does Thomas use ‘Kingdom of God’ so the phrase ‘Kingdom of Heaven’ is natural to the author, not redactional. It should be
pointed out, however, that the P. Oxy. fragment for L. 27 does use ‘Kingdom of God’, a
detail that Sieber seems unaware of. He suggests that the author may have used ‘Heaven’
instead of ‘God’ because he could have learned the phrase from any Jewish Christian
source. He points out that L. 54 is missing Matthew’s ‘in spirit’ which he considers rightly
a better example of a Matthean redactional element.

G. Quispel traces the variant ‘in Heaven’ to a Jewish Christian Gospel which both
Thomas and the Pseudo Clementines relied on since Recognitions 2.28 also references the
variant, blessing the poor who will obtain the Kingdom of Heaven. The parallel clearly
understands the reference to ‘the poor’ to refer to the economically impoverished, rather
than the Matthean reference to ‘spiritual’ poverty. This similar hermeneutic is significant
in my opinion, reflecting common knowledge of an independent tradition. Clearly we are
not faced here with secondary orality but instead with primary multiform orality.

**LITERATURE PARALLELS**

**Matthew 5.3 (Qmatt)**

‘Blessed are the poor in spirit, for theirs is the Kingdom of Heaven.’

**Luke 6.20b (Qluke)**

‘Blessed are the poor, for yours is the Kingdom of God.’

**James 2.5**

‘Listen, my beloved brethren. Has not God chosen those who are poor in the world to be
rich in faith and heirs of the Kingdom which he has promised to those who love him?’

**Polycarp, Phil. 2.3**

‘Blessed are the poor and those who are persecuted for righteousness’ sake, for theirs is
the Kingdom of God.’

**Pseudo-Clementine Homilies 15.10**

‘But our teacher pronounced the faithful poor blessed.’

**Pseudo-Clementine Recognitions 1.61**

‘The Caiaphas attempted to impugn the doctrine of Jesus, saying that he spoke vain
things, for he said that the poor are blessed.’

**Pseudo-Clementine Recognitions 2.28**

‘At the beginning of his preaching, as wishing to invite and lead all to salvation, and
induce them to bear patiently labours and trials, he blessed the poor, and promised that
they should obtain the Kingdom of Heaven for their endurance of poverty, in order that
under the influence of such a hope they might bear with equanimity the weight of pov-
erty, despising covetousness, for covetousness is one, and the greatest, of most perni-
cious sins.’

**AGREEMENTS IN SYRIAN GOSPELS, WESTERN TEXT AND DIATESSARON**

of Heaven << of God

**SELECT BIBLIOGRAPHY**

Quispel (1957: 4); Schrage (1964a: 118–19); Sieber (1966: 30–32).
NHC II, 2.42.25-29

\[\text{Lo}g\text{i}o\text{n 55.1-2}\

'Jesus said, ‘Whoever does not hate his father and mother cannot become a disciple of mine. And whoever does not hate his brothers and sisters and carry his cross as I do will not be worthy of me.’

ATTRIBUTION

Kernel saying.

TEXT AND TRANSLATION ISSUES

A. Guillaumont and G. Quispel point to two Semitisms in L. 55: $\text{M\AE\HTHC N\AE\EI}$ and the repetition of the possessive pronoun in $\text{NEQCHY}...\text{NEQCHY}...\text{NEQCHY}$. K.H. Kuhn wonders if these are Semitisms at all since they also appear in the Sahidic version of Luke 14.26. In his defence against Kuhn, Guillaumont points out that the fact that the Coptic does not negate L. 55.2 as it does 55.1 is a misconstrual of Semitic grammar. When a negative particle modifies the first verb in the string, it also modifies those following in the sentence. Guillaumont is convinced that the grammar behind the Coptic is Semitic.

INTERPRETATIVE COMMENT

The general opinion expressed by the majority of scholars, that Thomas is not interested in Jesus’ death, is without merit. The presence of this saying in the Kernel Gospel suggests that even the earliest Thomasine community knew of Jesus’ crucifixion and believed its imitation necessary for their salvation. This imitative death was hermeneutically understood in this early period to involve severing one’s connection with one’s biological family. It should be noted that the Liber Graduum emphasizes taking up the cross in imitation of Jesus as we find it in Thomas but not in the Synoptics.

Once the Gospel had incorporated the accretive sayings, L. 87 and 112, the crucifixion of Jesus and its imitation took on new meaning for the members of the later Thomasine community. It came to be understood by them in terms reflexive of Alexandrian Christianity. It was the ultimate model of the soul conquering the passions and the miserable state of embodiment, a theme taken up later by Pseudo-Macarius (Great Letter, Maloney: 258–59). Thus, we find the accrual of L. 56 immediately following. In the same way that Jesus did, the believer was supposed to bring his or her body and its appetites under the control of their awakened souls. This was the new meaning of ‘carrying the cross’. See L. 87 and 112 for further discussion.

SOURCE DISCUSSION

The combination of L. 55.1 and 55.2 is found also in Matthew 10.37–38 and Luke 14.26–27, suggesting that the sequence was already established in Quelle. W. Schrage, however, sees L. 55 as dependent upon Matthew, which is signalled by the inclusion of the phrase ‘worthy of me’. Lukan dependence is marked by the agreement, ‘be my disciple’. C. Tuckett
points also to these phrases and argues that Matthew’s phrase ‘worthy of me’ is ‘almost universally agreed’ to be redactional since Matthew is fond of using δειος (cf. Matthew 10.11, 13). He also mentions the list of relatives which is longer in Luke, including brothers and sisters. This Lukan list is redactional and is paralleled in L. 55.

J. Sieber does not consider either of these phrases to be editorial so he assigns the mixture of phrases to a very late stage in the oral tradition, ‘a stage in which several versions of the saying had been blended together into an oral conflation’. Sieber argues similarly with regard to the agreement between the relatives list in Luke and Thomas. I might add the observation that the phrase ‘brothers and sisters’ does not even occur in the same saying in Thomas as it does in Luke! In Luke, the phrase is part of the saying about hating one’s family in order to be a disciple. In Thomas, the phrase is part of the saying about carrying the cross in order to be worthy.

K. Snodgrass argues for Lukan dependence because the phrase οὐ δόναται εἶναι μοι μαθητής is a Lukan expression occurring three times in Luke 14.25–33. The problem with this argument is that the phrase could just as easily have been part of Luke’s source in this cluster of sayings, perhaps repeated by Luke in v. 33 to draw this speech to a conclusion.

Because I am less certain than Schrage, Tuckett and Snodgrass about ‘the’ text of Quelle and the alleged redactions made by either Matthew or Luke, I do not conclude a certain Matthean redactional trait with δειος, nor do I find that ‘brothers and sisters’ must rely on Luke. The version of Quelle in Matthew’s hand does not appear to me to be the same version as was known to Luke. So I find it more likely that we are seeing various pre-Synoptic recensions of this saying. The variations were the result of the oral performance field.

**LITERATURE PARALLELS**

**Matthew 10.37–38 (Qmatt)**

37‘He who loves father or mother more than me is not worthy of me. And he who loves son or daughter more than me is not worthy of me. 38And he who does not take his cross and follow me is not worthy of me.’

**Luke 14.26–27 (Qluke)**

26‘If anyone comes to me and does not hate his own father and mother and wife and children and brothers and sisters, yes, and even his own life, he can not be my disciple. 27Whoever does not bear his own cross and come after me, can not be my disciple.’

**Mark 8.34**

‘If any man would come after me, let him deny himself and take up his cross and follow me.’

**Matthew 16.24**

‘If any man would come after me, let him deny himself and take up his cross and follow me.’

**Luke 9.23**

‘If any man would come after me, let him deny himself and take up his cross daily and follow me.’

**L. 101**

1Whoever does not hate his [father] and his mother in the same manner as I do, he cannot be a [disciple] of mine. 2Also whoever does [not] love his [father and] his mother in the same manner as I do, he cannot be a [disciple] of mine. 3For my [birth] mother [gave death], while my true [mother] gave life to me.’
Liber Graduum 3.5  
‘If one will not renounce all that he has and take up his cross and follow me and imitate me, he is not worthy of me.’

Liber Graduum 20.15  
‘He who does not take up his cross and walk in my footsteps and in my manner is not worthy of me.’

Liber Graduum 29.12–13  
‘I will make an example to my disciples that they do as I.’

Liber Graduum 30.26  
‘And if you wish to attain this great portion and perfection and imitate me and be gloried with me, leave everything and take up your cross and follow me. And if you do not, you are not worthy of me.’

Untitled Gnostic Text from Codex Brucianus, c. 15  
‘The one who leaves father and mother and brother and sister and wife and child and possessions and takes his cross and follows me will receive promises I promised him.’

Manichaean Psalm-Book 175.25–30  
‘I left father and mother and brother and sister.  
I became a stranger because of your Name.  
I took up my cross. I followed you.  
I left the things of the body for the things of the Spirit.  
I despised the glory of the world because of your glory which does not pass away.’


AGREEMENTS IN SYRIAN GOSPELS, WESTERN TEXT AND DIATESSARON

whoever << if any one

his mother << mother

to me << my

his brothers << brothers

his sisters << sisters

order – father–mother–brothers–sisters

Will not be worthy of me << cannot be my disciple

SELECT BIBLIOGRAPHY

The Original Gospel of Thomas in Translation

Logion 56.1–2

1 Jesus said, ‘Whoever has come to know the world has found a corpse. 2 The world does not deserve the person who has found (that the world is) a corpse.’

Alternative Translation

‘Whoever has come to know the world <<has mastered the body>>. The world does not deserve the person who <<has mastered the body>>.’

NHC II 2.42.29–32

τεξε εἰς χει πενταζούμιν πκοσμός αγγε εγώ τούρμα πκοσμός ἰπια ύποι αν

ATTRIBUTION

Accretion.

TEXT AND TRANSLATION ISSUES

I think that the Coptic form of this saying represents a corruption. The Coptic literally reads, ‘has found a corpse’. In my opinion, the Coptic is nonsense. I agree with A. Guillaumont that the corrupt translation of this saying supposes an Aramaic or Syriac substratum which makes meaning where otherwise there is none. In this saying, we find ΠΤΤΟΜΑ instead of ΣΤΟΜΑ which is found in the doublet L. 80. Guillaumont notes that these represent different translations of the same Aramaic term, תְמוֹן, or Syriac term, תמא, meaning ‘corpse’ or ‘body’. K.H. Kuhn explains these variants as the consequence of the graphic similarity in the Coptic language between ΣΤΟΜΑ and ΠΤΤΟΜΑ. Although this latter option is possible, the former is better since it also explains the content of the saying which makes no sense, in my opinion, translated ‘Whoever has come to know the world has found a corpse. The world does not deserve the person who has found a corpse’. Clearly the intent points to a Semitic substratum where it meant ‘body’. Further, Guillaumont suggests that the expression ‘has found the corpse’ relies on a mistranslation of the word קֵדֶם or כָּבֵד, meaning either ‘to find’ or ‘to master’.

Certainly this makes for a more sensible text than the Coptic transcription, both internally and externally, marking the encratic nature of this accretion where mastery of the body was so much the catechism. My scholarly instincts tell me that this saying originally read either in Aramaic or Syriac, ‘Whoever has come to know the world has mastered the body. The world does not deserve the person who has mastered the body.’ When it was translated into Greek, bad word choice was made by the scribe, corrupting the saying so that it no longer makes sense. I refrained from putting this reconstruction directly into my translation of the Gospel only because the Coptic would not be faithfully represented, but I have presented it as an alternative translation.

The expression, ‘the world does not deserve the person who...’ is Semitic as M. Meyer pointed out to me in a personal correspondence (cf. Mekilta de-Rabbi Ishmael, Pisha 5; Heb. 11.37–38).

INTERPRETATIVE COMMENT

This saying contains vocabulary and themes characteristic of the accretions, particularly the phrase ΠΚΟΣΜΟΣ ἰπια ύποι αν and COYUN which describes a salvific state. The saying has affinities with encratic ideology, particularly the description of the mastery
of the body, while at the same time, with the Hermetic theme that knowledge liberates. Accrual can be estimated to the latter part of the first century, 80–120 CE.

**SOURCE DISCUSSION**

G. Quispel attributes this saying to a Hermetic anthology.

**LITERATURE PARALLELS**

See L. 80.

**SELECT BIBLIOGRAPHY**


---

**Logion 57.1–4**

1 Jesus said, 'The Kingdom of the Father is like a man who had [good] seed. 2 His enemy came at night. He added darnel to the good seed. 3 The man did not let them pull out the darnel. He explained to them, "in case you go to pull out the darnel, but pull out the wheat with it. 4 For on the day of the harvest, the darnel will be discernible, and will be pulled up and burned."

**NHC II, 2.42.32–43.7**

1 τεχε ις Χε τηντερεο οπεκυ τετητων αυγουμε ευγνακ

2 ομας νουνδροβ [ενανοβ] ταεμωκε ιε ντογυν αιστε

3 νοντιζανιον εικονανε ειθαραναν τιτε πρωμε κοου

4 εγουε μετιζανιον πεμαν ναν Χε μντουκ ντετνουκ Χε

5 ενακωε μετιζανιον ντετνουκ μπαιογ νομα ιμ

6 φοου γαρ μντουζ μετιζανιον ονοουν ιναλουνε ελοα εζολου

7 μετακου

**ATTRIBUTION**

Kernel saying.

**INTERPRETATIVE COMMENT**

In the Kernel speech, this saying was meant to remind the hearer that his or her decision to follow Jesus exclusively is critical because he or she will be held accountable. There will be a Judgement, a harvest. The hearer should not make a wrong decision and, like a weed, be pulled up on the last day and burned.

This reading of the parable in the context of the Kernel Gospel is cogent with J. Liebenberg's mapping of the metaphorical meaning of the parable. He says that the parable has a conventional meaning based on certain well-known metaphors such as God is a father, God is a King, people are plants, God is the gardener of good seeds, divine punishment is burning by fire, divine destruction is uprooting, Judgement is harvest, and so on. He determines that the parable served to warn those people who did not manage to find the Kingdom that they would be identified and punished in the end. The parable stressed that the wicked had not yet been identified for punishment, highlighting the Gospel's repeated message to seek the Kingdom.
SOURCE DISCUSSION

G. Quispel notes verbal similarities between this logion and the Diatessaron manuscript tradition which suggests to him a common source for Tatian and Thomas.

W. Schrage makes an interesting observation about L. 57, that it is a condensation of the parable. He thinks it presupposes Matthew 13.24–30 because L. 57.3–4 assumes knowledge of the question of the labourers found in Matthew 13.27. He also points out that ΝΑΥ does not have an antecedent in L. 57.3.

J. Sieber agrees with Schrage that Thomas’ parable is not more original than Matthew’s, but he does not trace its form to a condensation of Matthew 13.24–30. In this he agrees with R. McL. Wilson who traces the developments to Thomas’ access to the same tradition but at a later date than Matthew. Sieber goes as far as arguing that L. 57 is evidence for an independent written version of the parable, one recorded at a date later than the Synoptic version of the parable.

H. Koester takes an opposite stance on the abbreviation of the parable. He views this parable to be form-critically prior to Matthew’s version, because it is shorter and gives no reference to Matthew’s allegorical interpretation.

J. Liebenberg appears to me to express the most nuanced opinion on this matter. He finds nothing in L. 57 which necessitates knowledge of Matthew 13.24–30 in order for the parable to be understood. L. 57 is only perceived by us to be missing an element because we know Matthew’s version. Liebenberg provides an interpretation of the parable that is intelligible on its own, needing no knowledge of Matthew’s version in order to understand it (see above). The conventional metaphors which both versions use, he says, overlap. Knowledge of these metaphors makes it possible to understand L. 57 without Matthew, even though Liebenberg finds the mapping to be more ‘elliptical’ than its Matthean counterpart. So he allows for the possibility of dependence through secondary orality, but not direct literary dependence.

In my opinion, this logion displays the characteristics of an orally transmitted parable. Its commonalities with Matthew’s version amount to a few ‘signal’ words like ‘good seed’, ‘enemy came’, ‘pull out the wheat’, ‘harvest’, and ‘burned’. Although the general message of the parable is maintained across the versions, the details and presentations are strikingly different. On the one hand, Thomas’ version appears to me to have been abridged during years of oral performance since the appearance of ‘them’ in L. 57.3 is unforeseen. Matthew’s version, on the other hand, appears to me to have been expanded during its transmission so that it contains secondary elements as well, particularly the long dialogue between the servants and the owner in 13.27–28 and the proverbial statement in 13.30. This leads me to think that both versions of the parable represent later developments of an earlier form no longer extant.

LITERATURE PARALLELS

Matthew 13.24–30

24 The Kingdom of Heaven may be compared to a man who sowed good seed in his field.
25 But while men were sleeping, his enemy came and sowed weeds among the wheat, and went away. 26 So when the plants came up and bore grain, then the weeds appeared also. 27 And the servants of the householder came and said to him, “Sir, did you not sow good seed in your field? How then has it weeds?” 28 He said to them, “An enemy has done this.” The servants said to him, “Then do you want us to go and gather them?” 29 But he said, “No, lest in gathering the weeds you root up the wheat along with them. 30 Let both grow together until harvest. And at harvest time I will tell the reapers, ‘Gather the weeds first and bind them in bundles to be burned, but gather the wheat into my barn.’”
Pseudo-Clementine Homilies 19.2

"And elsewhere he said, "He who sowed the bad seed is the devil."

Epiphanius, recording Manichaean version of this parable, Pan. 66.65.1

"Mani seizes upon a similar passage where the Saviour says, "The Kingdom of Heaven is like the head of a household who sowed good seed in his field. But while the men were sleeping, an enemy came and sowed weeds..."

AGREEMENTS IN SYRIAN GOSPELS, WESTERN TEXT AND DIATESSARON

Matthew 13.24–30 in 1604 Man S C P T° T° T\textsc{nl}

is like << may be compared

Matthew 13.24–30 in T\textsc{nl}

by night << while men were sleeping

Matthew 13.24–30 in T\textsc{nl}

sleeping

Matthew 13.24–30 in D e k q S C P T° T° T° T° T\textsc{nl} Iren sa bo

sowed << ἐπέπεισεν

Matthew 13.24–30 in TitB T° T° T° T\textsc{nl}

the seed << the wheat

Matthew 13.24–30 in TitB T\textsc{nl}

the good seed, + good

Matthew 13.24–30 in D W Σ N 33 Man a b c d f h k E Q R S C P T° T° T\textsc{nl} Heliand sa geo

He said + to them

Matthew 13.24–30 in P T° geo

– No

Matthew 13.24–30 in Man

μιμητες << μιμητε

Matthew 13.24–30 in Man S C T° T° T° T° T\textsc{nl} Heliand arm bo geo

pull up << gather

Matthew 13.24–30 in D e S C T° geo

the wheat with it << the wheat along with them

Matthew 13.24–30 in S C T° T° Heliand Aphr

pull << gather

SELECT BIBLIOGRAPHY


Logion 58

Jesus said, ‘Whoever has suffered is blessed. He has found life.’

NHC II 2.43.7–9

πεξε ιε χε ουμακαπιος πε πρωμε ῥαγγιζε ακρε απουνω
ATTRIBUTION
Kernel saying.

TEXT AND TRANSLATION ISSUES
Alternative translations for 'has suffered' are, 'has toiled' or 'is wearied'. 'Has suffered' is favoured because it reflects a tradition with parallels in other Christian literature (i.e. 1 Peter 3.14a; 4.13–14; James 1.12; 2 Clement 19.3). It also is consistent internally with other sayings that invoke the state of suffering as 'blessed' or necessary for salvation (i.e. L. 55, 68 and 69).

INTERPRETATIVE COMMENT
M. Lelyveld traces this logion to the experience of persecution suffered by the community. In my opinion, the situation is more complex. The saying in the Kernel Gospel may have signalled physical persecution since the accretion, L. 68.2, tells us that the community eventually relocated to a place where they could live more peacefully. But in the complete Gospel, this logion came to reference the internal struggle of the soul against the body and its passions, the internal persecution of the demons. The saying would have come to mean that those who suffered in this battle while conquering the body (L. 56) in imitation of Jesus (L. 55) were blessed. They had found life.

SOURCE DISCUSSION
G. Quispel compares L. 58 to Proverbs 8.34–35, Berakh. 61b, James 1.12 and 1 Peter 3.14. He suggests that its style and content reflects Palestinian origin.

LITERATURE PARALLELS
1 Peter 3.14a
‘But even if you do suffer for righteousness’ sake, you will be blessed.’

1 Peter 4.13–14
‘But rejoice in so far as you share Christ’s sufferings, that you may also rejoice and be glad when his glory is revealed. If you are reproached for the name of Christ, you are blessed, because the spirit of glory and of God rests upon you.’

James 1.12
‘Blessed is the man who endures trial, for when he has stood the test he will receive the crown of life which God has promised to those who love him.’

2 Clement 19.3
‘Blessed are those who obey these commands. Though they suffer evil in this world for a short time, they will gather the immortal fruit of the resurrection.’

Liber Graduum 853.14
‘Labour while you are in this world so that you may live forever.’

Acts of Philip 29
‘Blessed is the good workman.’

SELECT BIBLIOGRAPHY
4. Commentary on the Gospel of Thomas

Logion 59

Jesus said, ‘Gaze upon the Living One while you are alive, in case you die and (then) seek to see him, and you will not be able to see (him).’

NHC II 2.43.9–12

πεξε ἵνα δειξηθῇ ἡ ἁλή πετονώς ἡ ἀνεκτετέντος γίνη ἄνεκτετενήχει ἐναγε ἄνεκτετενήχει ἄνεκα ἄγε ἄνεκτετενήχει ἄνεκα

Attribution

Accretion.

Interpretative Comment

Vocabulary characteristic of the accretions is found in this saying, particularly the reference to PETON. The saying reflects a shift in theology to the view that pre-mortem mystical experiences of God are necessary for salvation, rather than post-mortem or eschatological. The shift appears to be part of the mystical response made by the Thomasine Christians to the delayed Eschaton, a response noted in many other accretions, dating the accrual to the years between 60 and 100 CE.

As I have discussed in Voices of the Mystics, the Johannine Gospel appears to be in direct dialogue with the traditions expressed in this accretion, building a theology in contradiction to the mystical ideas recorded in this saying. John stresses that Jesus, because he existed pre-temporally with the Father in heaven, is the only person who has ever seen God (1.18; 5.37; 6.46). Since the historical presence of Jesus has brought God’s Form or Glory, his Kavod, to earth, those who saw Jesus while he was alive actually saw the Father’s Glory and received life eternal because of this vision (1.14; 2.11; 6.30–40; 11.40; 12.23, 28; 13.32; 14.7, 9, 19; 17.1, 4–5, 20–26). Thus there is no rebirth apart from Jesus (3.3–13) nor can any one ascend into heaven and enter the Kingdom of God unless through Jesus (3.13). Because the deity has been manifested historically, there is no need for ascension to heaven in order to view God and be transformed. The mystical experience has been brought to earth through the incarnation of Jesus.

This situation, however, made the historical absence of Jesus particularly problematic. Instead of opening the door of heaven to Christian mystics journeying to God’s throne to gaze upon the Kavod as we find in the Thomasine tradition, John keeps the door to heaven locked (7.33–34; 8.21; 13.33, 36; 14.3). To resolve the dilemma, John introduces the notion of the Paraclete, a spirit from God which journeys to earth, a spirit which functions as God’s presence within the Christian community. Although visions of this spirit are not possible, its presence will be known to the community in the form of divine love shared (14.22–23). As such, the Paraclete mediates God to the community. Proleptic visionary ascents are not necessary because the Paraclete has come down to earth in Jesus’ absence. To this schema, John adds the concept that faith actually replaces visionary experiences in terms of transforming the believer (20.29). It is especially the case in John that the faithful can encounter Jesus’ spirit through the sacraments even though he is no longer alive (3.5–8, 13, 15; 4.10–14; 6.35–63).

Source Discussion

G. Quispel attributes this saying to the author’s hand.
The Original Gospel of Thomas in Translation

LITERATURE PARALLELS

Pseudo-Macarius, Hom. 30.4

‘If anyone does not continually gaze at him, overlooking all else, the Lord will not paint his image with his own light. It is necessary that we gaze on him, believing and loving him, casting aside all else and attending to him so that he may paint his own heavenly image and send it into our souls. And thus carrying Christ, we may receive eternal life and even here, filled with confidence, we may be at rest.’

SELECT BIBLIOGRAPHY


Logion 60.1–5

1 A Samaritan was carrying a lamb as he travelled to Judea. 2 He said to his disciples, ‘That man is the lamb.’
3 They said to him, (‘He is binding the lamb’) so that he may slaughter it and eat it.
4 He said to them, ‘While it is alive, he will not eat it. Rather, (he will eat the lamb) after he has slaughtered it and it is carcass.’
5 They said, ‘He is not permitted to do it any other way.’

NHC II 2.43.12–20

λυγαμαπειθής έκδικην ιηνηγής έπανην είσουν ετοιμα
τεχαπ ηνεπμαθής κε ην ηικώντε ηιμεριειβ
τεχαπ ανά πεκαλας ειναμοούτη νηνοικομ
τεχαπ καὶ γε επονδιονομον ην ηιμεριειβ ηπιμαοούτη
τεχαπ ηε κεκριας αναμανον και

ATTRIBUTION

Accretion.

TEXT AND TRANSLATION ISSUES

I do not emend the text, adding before λυγαμαπειθής, as B. Layton, <αγναγ>, or as Bethge, <αναγ>. Rather, I prefer to understand, as P. Nagel does, λυγαμαπειθής εκδική, to be an attempt to translate an Aramaic predicate participal construction.

The odd expression in Coptic, ηικώντε ηιμεριειβ (literally, ‘That man is around the lamb’ or ‘That man surrounds the lamb’) must be corrupt. It can be explained as a mistranslation of the Syriac ο, which can mean both ‘to surround’ and ‘to bind’ (Payne Smith, 226–27).

INTERPRETATIVE COMMENT

This dialogue represents a development of an earlier saying of Jesus, perhaps a now lost parable. The dialogue itself is not particularly well-constructed from the saying, but sense can be made of the situation. The content of the dialogue suggests an early Christian discussion about eating meat that has been slaughtered. The judgement of Jesus is that before preparing the meat to eat, even a Samaritan must slaughter the animal properly, making
sure that the lifeblood has been drained from the animal, that it is a carcass. This position on slaughter is quite similar to that held by the Jerusalem Church and received by the Antiochean Church in western Syria (Acts 15.19–20, 29; contra. Paul, 1 Cor. 8.8–13; 10.25–29) and may represent the Thomasine community’s judgement on the issue when Gentiles were first joining their group and posing this as a question. So it likely accrued in the Gospel between 60 and 70 CE although it could have been as late as 100. It probably accrued at a time before L. 59 became part of the text. So it originally followed L. 58, accruing on the basis of the catchword \( \alpha \nu \mathrm{N}2 \) and \( \alpha \nu \mathrm{N}2 \) in each saying. The meaning of this dialogue shifted with the accrual of L. 60.6 (see L. 60.6).

**Source Discussion**

G. Quispel thinks that the author of the Gospel is responsible for the creation of this saying.

**Literature Parallels**


**Select Bibliography**


---

**Logion 60.6**

"He said to them, ‘Moreover, so that you shall not become a carcass and be eaten, seek for yourselves a place within rest!’"

**NHC II 2.43.20–23**

\[ \text{ἡξαπ ηὲ ηὲ τὴν ἐπὶ τὴν κατακλησίαν κἀνεὶς ἡμᾶς ἵσταται χρόνον ἐρεῖς} \]

**Attribution**

Accretion.

**Interpretative Comment**

This saying is an interpretative logion added to an older dialogue about rules for slaughtering meat properly. Vocabulary characteristic of the accretions is present. \( \text{ἡξαπ ἡκαὶ} \) \( \text{ὄφτονος} \) \( \text{ἡμῖν} \) \( \text{ἐγγενεῖα} \). The saying accrued in the Gospel between 60 and 100 CE, probably in the latter years of this range.

This accretion works to reinterpret the older dialogue, shifting the emphasis of the dialogue from a discussion about the proper way to slaughter meat to a discussion about soteriology. This reinterpretation probably took place at a time when the discussion of slaughtering meat was no longer a question for the community. How does a person avoid death and the cruel fate of being eaten by worms? By seeking the place of rest. Thus, this accretion speaks of the same Hermetic tradition evidenced also in L. 50 and 51.

**Source Discussion**

The content of this saying may reflect a development of the type of Jesus tradition found in Matthew 6.19–20. If this were the case, we would be witnessing a fine example of
secondary orality where memories of a saying from the Synoptic tradition were reshaped drastically to serve new purposes.

**LITERATURE PARALLELS**

Matthew 6.19–20

19. Do not lay up for yourselves treasures on earth, where moth and worm eat and where thieves break in and steal, 
20. but lay up for yourselves treasures in heaven, where neither moth nor worm eats and where thieves do not break in and steal. 

Logion 61.1

Jesus said, "Two people will rest on a couch. One will die. One will live."

NHC II 2.43.23–25

πεξε ἐν οὐν καὶ Ναμών ἧμαι 21 οὐδαμὸν πούα ναμών πούα ναμών

**ATTRIBUTION**

Kernel saying.

**TEXT AND TRANSLATION ISSUES**

A. Guillaumont attributes the construction πούα...πούα to a literal translation of an Aramaic (יהָ יְדֹ) or Hebrew (יְדֹ...יְדֹ) phrase. K. Grobel's comments have strengthened this position. He notes that ὁ εἶς...ὁ εἶς is unknown in New Testament Greek, and that πούα...πούα defies Coptic idiom which requires πεκογα as the second element. So he also traces the grammar to the Hebrew idiom. Furthermore, he notes that in the LXX, most translators treated this Semitism as Luke did ὁ εἶς...ὁ ἐτερος, except in one case which parallels our situation, τίνι μίαν...τίνι μίαν (1 Kings 12.29). C.W. Hedrick, however, notes one case where the Coptic translator of the Sahidic New Testament employs an expression similar to L. 61.1 when rendering Luke 17.34, ὁ εἶς...ὁ ἐτερος.

**INTERPRETATIVE COMMENT**

This saying closes the third speech in the Kernel Gospel, reminding the hearers that at the End, only the few who make the right choices and commit to Jesus and his teachings will receive the final reward, immortal. All others will die.

**SOURCE DISCUSSION**

R. Grant and D.N. Freedman, B. Gärtner, and R. Kasser say that L. 61.1 is based on Luke 17.34. W. Schrage is less sure because of the lack of editorial evidence. Comparisons with Sahidic Luke, however, reveal an agreement: οὐα is repeated twice. M. Fieger explains the differences from Luke to be due to the author's spontaneous citation of the Synoptic text. J. Sieber agrees that editorial traces are missing and suggests oral tradition is the source for the saying, not Luke, because the logion has been secondarily developed with the substitutions of 'live' and 'die' and with the different order of their appearance in Thomas. I am uncertain if 'live' and 'die' are secondary developments or examples of early multiform
variation. In either case, the logion when compared with the Synoptic versions displays characteristics of oral transmission and shows no signs of secondary orality.

**LITERATURE PARALLELS**

**Matthew 24.40–41 (Qmatt)**

40 Then two men will be in the field. One is taken and one is left. 41 Two women will be grinding at the mill. One is taken and one is left.

**Luke 17.34–35 (Qluke)**

34 I tell you, in that night there will be two in one bed. One will be taken and the other left. 35 There will be two women grinding together. One will be taken and the other left.

**AGREEMENTS IN SYRIAN GOSPELS, WESTERN TEXT AND DIATESSARON**

Luke 17.34 in T\(T^T\) T\(T^N\)

– I tell you

Luke 17.34 in T\(T^T\) T\(T^N\)

– in that night

Luke 17.34 in T\(T^N\)

will rest << will be

Luke 17.34 in c d l D S C T\(T^N\) sa

the one...the one << the one ...the other

**SELECT BIBLIOGRAPHY**


---

**Logion 61.2–5**

2 Salome said, ‘Who are you, sir? That is, from [[whom]]? You have reclined on my couch and eaten at my table.

3 Jesus said to her, ‘I am he who comes from the one who is an equal. I was given some who belong to my Father.’

4 ‘I am your disciple.’

5 ‘Therefore I say, when a person becomes [[equal]] (with me), he will be filled with light. But if he becomes separated (from me), he will be filled with darkness.’

**NHC II 2.43.25–34**

2 Ἡδεῖ τάλαον ἄντακ Νίμ πρώμε τούς έβολα άν γόνα ακτελά ἐξή πάλαδον άγας άλογμα εβολα άν τάττατενα

3 Πεζε ΙΕ Νάκ άς άνοκ πε πετώον εβολα άν πετώκυ λαν Νάνε έβολα άν Να παντε

4 άνοκ έλκαμβάθε

5 Ετε Πανε ΙΕ ΧΤ άκος άς ζοτάν επιγκάθυπε εγκάθυ- 

6 Φιλαμούς ογον ζοτάν άς εγκαθύπυτε επικυ φιλαμούς 

7 Ιάκαλε
ATTRIBUTION
Accretion.

TEXT AND TRANSLATION ISSUES
The Coptic manuscript has ΚΗΑ in line 32. So it has been emended to ΚΗΟΥ to retain the parallelism and sense of the dialogue begun in line 30.

My reading follows A. Guillamont’s observation that the expression 2ωC 2ΠO AΤY probably was a mistranslation of ως εκ τινος, ‘as from whom’. The translator rendered into Coptic instead ως εκ τινος, ‘as from somebody’. This makes better sense of the dialogue and the grammar than H. Attridge’s attempt to render the meaning, ‘as if you are from someone special’, or Bethge’s understanding that the Greek ως εξευος, ‘as a stranger’, was mistranslated as ως εξ ευος, ‘as from someone’. This latter explanation is particularly problematic since the rendering does not make sense within the dialogue itself. I. Dunderberg prefers the translation, ‘as though from the One’, based on his exegesis of Exc. Theo. 36.1. Since the expression ‘One’ as a Name of God is not found anywhere else in the Gospel, this translation is not preferable either. N. Perrin has offered another possibility, that the Syriac phrase 2ΠΟ is responsible since it means literally ‘from one’ but also ‘suddenly’. So the meaning of L. 61.2 would be, ‘Who are you, sir, that you have suddenly reclined on my couch and eaten at my table.’ But this rendering makes even less sense to me given the context.

Clearly the dialogue is a christological inquest, serving to explain Jesus’ origins and connection with the Father as well as his relationship with his disciples. After finishing supper (in the proper Greek posture where the guests recline on couches around the table), Salome poses the christological question of the Thomasine community: Who is Jesus? So I think it is best to understand the 2ωC in this clause as an adverb of manner, indicating ‘that’ or ‘for instance’ to further limit the question at hand. Specifically, Salome asks, ‘From whom does Jesus come?’

INTERPRETATIVE COMMENT
Development is indicated by the dialogue format. The content represents retrospective thinking about Christology with parallels in Johannine traditions. So a date between 80 and 120 CE is appropriate for the accrual of this dialogue.

In this, the Thomasine dialogue shares the tradition also found in the Gospel of John and Philippians, that Jesus comes from the Father and that the Father and Jesus are equal (cf. John 5.18b; 10.29–30, 38b; Phil. 2.6). Furthermore, the dialogue has in common the theme found highlighted in chapter 17 of John that God gave the disciples to Jesus and they are one with him and the Father, sharing in their equality. Thus my rendering of NA ΠΑΟΙΟΤ reads ‘some who belong to my Father’ rather than, as past translations, ‘some things which belong to my Father’. The point of the dialogue is that Jesus is one with the Father, he comes from the Father, and he was given the disciples by the Father. The disciples share in this relationship of equals, being filled with light.

These ideas about the equality of God and Jesus are grounded in the early Christian understanding of Jesus as the one who bears God’s unutterable Name, having his Form or Glory, his illuminous Kavod. Those who come into Jesus’ presence have come into God’s presence and are transformed in the process. Both Thomas, in this saying, and John, in 11.9–10, use the imagery of light to indicate this theme. The imagery in Thomas is part of the Jewish-Hermetic story which was adapted in many of the accretions to tell Thomas’ story about the recreation of the luminous image of God within each person through their mystical experience of God’s presence.
SOURCE DISCUSSION
W. Schrage has compared L. 61.3 to Matthew 11.27 and Luke 10.22. According to J. Sieber, since the texts are identical for Matthew and Luke, it is impossible to conclude literary dependence on either of them.

J. Sell discusses this logion as a variant associated with the tradition found in John 5.18–23 and John 3.35, 10.29 and 13.3. Surprisingly, Sell does not make the connection between John 17 and L. 61.3 as I do, and so he struggles to explain the phrase ΝΑ ΜΑΘΩΤ trying to associate it with John 5.19–23. He states that meaning can be made of this 'seemingly enigmatic dialogue' if we are knowledgeable of these Johannine materials. In fact, he sees this as an example of the development of Thomas where direct knowledge of John is shown.

I do not find direct literary dependence to be the case because the 'parallels' are less verbal quotations than they are thematic allusions. I. Dunderberg is of the same opinion. Rather, here I think we uncover another example of the interdependence of the Thomasine and Johannine traditions, each text developing similar traditions in their own direction as I have argued in Voices of the Mystics.

LITERATURE PARALLELS
Matthew 11.27a; Luke 10.22a
'All things have been delivered to me by my Father.'

John 3.35
'the Father loves the Son, and has given all things into his hand'.

John 5.18b
'but he also called God his own Father, making himself equal with God'.

John 6.37
'All that the Father gives me will come to me; and he who comes to me, I will not cast out.'

John 10.29–30
'My Father, who has given them to me, is greater than all, and no one is able to snatch them out of the Father’s hand. I and the Father are one.'

John 10.38b
'the Father is in me and I am in the Father'.

John 13.3a
'Jesus, knowing that the Father had given all things into his hands'

John 14.20
'In that day you will know that I am in the Father, and you in me, and I in you.'

John 17.8–9
'For I have given them words which you gave me, and they have received them and know in truth that I came from you; and they have believed that you sent me. I am praying for them; I am not praying for the world but for those whom you have given to me, for they are mine.'

John 17.21–24
'that they may all be one; even as you, Father, are in me, and I in you, that they also may be in us, so that the world may believe that you sent me. The glory which have given me I have given to them, that they may be one even as we are one, I in them and you in me, that they may become perfectly one, so that the world may know that you sent me and
loved me. Father, I desire that they also, whom you have given me, may be with me
where I am, to behold my glory which you gave me in your love for me before the
foundation of the world.'

Gospel of the Nazarenes 23
'I choose for myself the most worthy. The most worthy are those whom my Father in
heaven has given me.'

Phil. 2.6
'who, though he was in the form of God, did not count equality with God a thing to be
grasped'

Apocryphon of James 4.39–5.9
'But if you are oppressed by Satan and are persecuted and you do his (the Father's) will,
I [say] that he will love you and will make you equal with me and will consider that you
have become [beloved] through his providence according to your free choice. Will you
not cease, then, being lovers of the flesh and being afraid of sufferings?'

Acts of Thomas 70
'You [Jesus] are divided without being separated, and are one though divided. And
everything subsists in you and is subject to you, because everything is yours.'

Matthew 6.22–23a
'The eye is the lamp of the body. So, if your eye is sound, your whole body will be full
of light; but if your eye is not sound, your whole body will be full of darkness.'

Luke 11.34
'Your eye is the lamp of your body; when your eye is sound, your whole body is full of
light; but when it is not sound your body is full of darkness.'

John 11.9–10
'If any one walks in the day, he does not stumble, because he sees the light of this world.
But if any one walks in the night, he stumbles, because the light is not in him.'

SELECT BIBLIOGRAPHY
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Logion 62.1
1 Jesus said, 'I tell my mysteries to [those people who are worthy of my] mysteries'.

NHC II 2.43.34–44.1
ΠΡΕΠΕΙ ΧΕ ΕΙΧΩ ΝΑΜΥΣΤΗΡΙΟΝ ΝΑ ΕΙΣΤΙ ΤΟΥ ΤΟΥ
MYSTΗΡΙΟΝ

ATTRIBUTION
Kernel saying.

INTERPRETATIVE COMMENT
This logion served as the opening call to the fourth speech in the Kernel Gospel,
emphasizing that Jesus reveals his mysteries to a select number of people who are worthy.
This theme appears to have been popular in eastern Christianity in particular. For instance, the theme is quite consistent throughout the *Pseudo-Clementine* corpus and may indicate an old tradition from the Jerusalem Church which emerges also in Luke 9.44-45, Mark 4.10-11, and 1 Corinthians 2.7, 2.10-13, and 4.1 (see Incipit). Jesus explains the 'mysteries' to the disciples because the truth has been hidden from the impious (*Hom.* 19.20). Teachers are warned to be very cautious when setting forth the truth in a mixed crowd because, 'if he set forth pure truth to those who do not desire to obtain salvation, he does injury to him by whom he has been sent' (*Rec.* 3.1). Jesus 'knows hidden things' (*Hom.* 3.13), and 'enables some to find easily what they seek, while to others he renders even that obscure which is before their eyes'. This preserves the truth for the righteous, the worthy people whose minds 'will fill up secretly' with understanding (*Rec.* 2.25; *Hom.* 18.8).

The theme that the Prophet Jesus has esoteric revelation for the worthy appears to be a development of a Jewish tradition about God's prophets. In *4 Ezra* 14.5, the Lord reveals to the Prophet Moses 'many wondrous things, and showed him secrets of the times and declared to him the end of times'. He tells Moses that some things he can make public while others he must only relate 'in secret to the wise' (14.26; cf. 14.45-46). The Qumranites are known to have developed this tradition in their own way. They thought that the Mosaic Torah was the 'manifest' teaching while their own laws were the 'hidden' teaching.

**SOURCE DISCUSSION**

M. Fieger traces L. 62.1 to the author's spontaneous citation of Mark 4.11 and its parallels. H. Koester, however, views this reference to the parables as 'secrets' as confirmation of an older tradition known also to Mark, that Jesus' teaching in parables conveyed 'secrets'. So L. 62.1 could rely on pre-Synoptic tradition. This appears most plausible to me given the broad spread of references to this idea (see above.) In fact, G. Quispel even has argued for the Palestinian origin of this saying, tracing it to a Jewish Christian Gospel.

**LITERATURE PARALLELS**

**Mark 4.11**

'To you has been given the secret of the Kingdom of God, but for those outside everything is in parables.'

**Matthew 13.11**

'To you it has been given to know the secrets of the Kingdom of Heaven, but to them it has not been given.'

**Luke 8.10**

'To you it has been given to know the secrets of the Kingdom of God, but for others they are in parables, so that seeing they may not see, and hearing they may not understand.'

**Gospel of the Nazarenes 23**

'I choose for myself the most worthy. The most worthy are those whom my Father in heaven has given me.'

**Clement of Alexandria, Strom. 5.10**

'It is for only a few to understand these things. For it is not in the way of envy that he says the Lord announced in some Gospel, "My mystery is for me, and for the sons of my house...".'

**Ps.-Clementine Homilies, 19.20.1**

'And Peter said, "We remember that our Lord and Teacher commanded us and said, 'Keep the mysteries for me and the sons of my house.' Therefore he also explained the mysteries of the Kingdom of Heaven privately to his disciples."'
John Chrysostom, In Epist. I ad Cor. Hom. 7
‘And therefore elsewhere, “My mystery is for me and for those who are mine.”’

Theodoret, In Psal. 65.16 and 67.14
‘And, my mysteries are for me, and for those who are mine.’

John of Damascus, De sacra parallelis 9.1
‘The mystery is for me and for those who are mine.’

LXX (var.) to Isaiah 24.16
‘My mystery is for me and for those who are mine.’

Apocryphon of John 7.29–30
‘For they will tell this Name to those who are worthy of it.’

SELECT BIBLIOGRAPHY

Logion 62.2
2. Do not let your left hand know what your right hand is going to do.

NHC II 2.44.1–2
2 τοις τεκνογενεῖς μὴ τὸν τέκνον γίνεται μὴ τοιαύτη τοῦτο εἴμη ξε ἐκποι.

ATRIBUTION
Kernel saying.

INTERPRETATIVE COMMENT
This particular saying follows Jesus’ promise to reveal his mysteries to the worthy. He compares this situation to an old adage that a person generally does not let his left hand know what his right hand is doing. It is striking that the Pseudo-Clementines know this hermeneutic and sequence of logia. Embedded in a discussion about preaching to an audience that potentially contains both worthy and unworthy company, is the explanatory note, ‘Since God, who is just, judges the mind of each one, he would not have wished this [truth] to be given through the left hand to those on the right hand.’ Thus, those present and listening must all be known to the Son and worthy of the revelation. The Son is ‘alone appointed to give the revelation to those to whom he wishes to give it’ (Hom. 18.3). The striking hermeneutical similarities between the logia cluster L. 62.1 and 62.2 and the Pseudo-Clementine Homily 18.3 is strong evidence, in my opinion, that some form of the Kernel Gospel was a source for part of the Pseudo-Clementines. It should not go unnoticed that Matthew 6.3 uses a version of this saying to address a completely different topic – almsgiving, not preaching to the worthy as we find in both Thomas and Homily 18.

SOURCE DISCUSSION
W. Schrage compares this logion to Sahidic Matthew and concludes that it is dependent, even though he notes some striking differences: L. 62.2 twice uses the τι clause and the future tense in the first of these clauses.
J. Sieber traces the saying to oral tradition rather than Matthew since the saying does not appear in any sequence familiar to Matthew. Further he cannot find Matthean editorial traits in the logion. Given the different hermeneutical application in L. 62.2 and Matthew 6.3 (see above), I find literary dependence highly unlikely and agree with Sieber in regard to its independence.

**LITERATURE PARALLELS**

Matthew 6.3

‘But when you give alms, do not let your left hand know what your right hand is doing.’

‘Abdallah ibn al-Mubarak, al-Zuhd, pp. 48–49 (no. 150)

‘If he gives with the right hand, let him hide this from his left hand.’

Ahmad ibn Hanbal, al-Zuhd, p. 94 (no. 307)

‘Jesus used to say, “If any of you gives alms with the right hand, let him hide this from his left.”’

**SELECT BIBLIOGRAPHY**

Schrage (1964a: 130); Sieber (1966: 53–54).

**Logion 63.1–3**

1. Jesus said, ‘There was a wealthy man who had many assets. He said, “I will use my assets to sow, harvest, plant and fill my granaries with produce, so that I will not need anything.” These were the things he was thinking in his heart. But that very night, he died.’

**NHC II 2.44.2–9**

1. ἔτεσε ὅπερνομία ἦποδογκοῖος εὐθείᾳ ἁμαρτάνω ἄρα 
νὰ ἀναφέρω ἅνακακε ἄφθασα εἴναιχα ἐνταῦθε ἐνταῦθε ἔργον ἄρα ἐναρκτοῦσα γνώσης ἐνίπτωσα ἀκεραίως ἐπιθυμεῖν ἐπιθυμεῖν ἐπιθυμεῖν ἐπιθυμεῖν ἐπιθυμεῖν ἐπιθυμεῖν ἐπιθυμεῖν ἐπιθυμεῖν ἐπιθυμεῖν ἐπιθυμεῖν ἐπιθυμεῖν ἐπιθυμεῖν ἐπιθυμεῖν ἐπιθυμεῖν ἐπιθυμεῖν ἐπιθυμεῖν ἐπιθυμεῖν ἐπιθυμεῖν ἐπιθυμεῖν ἐπιθυμεῖν ἐπιθυμεῖν ἐπιθυμεῖν ἐπιθυμεῖν ἐπιθυμεῖν ἐπιθυμεῖν ἐπιθυμεῖν ἐπιθυμεῖν ἐπιθυμεῖν ἐπιθυμεῖν ἐπιθυμεῖν ἐπιθυμεῖν ἐπιθυμεῖν ἐπιθυμεῖν ἐπιθυμεῖν ἐπιθυμεῖν ἐπιθυμεῖν ἐπιθυμεῖν ἐπιθυμεῖν ἐπιθυμεῖν ἐπιθυμεῖν ἐπιθυμεῖν ἐπιθυμεῖν ἐπιθυμεῖν ἐπιθυμεῖν ἐπιθυμεῖν ἐπιθυμεῖν ἐπιθυμεῖν ἐπιθυμεῖν ἐπιθυμεῖν ἐπιθυμεῖν ἐπιθυμεῖν ἐπιθυμεῖν ἐπιθυμεῖν ἐπιθυμεῖν ἐπιθυμεῖν ἐπιθυμεῖν ἐπιθυμεῖν ἐπιθυμεῖν ἐπιθυμεῖν ἐπιθυμεῖν ἐπιθυμεῖν ἐπιθυμεῖν ἐπιθυμεῖν ἐπιθυμεῖν ἐπιθυμεῖν ἐπιθυμεῖν ἐπιθυμεῖν ἐπιθυμεῖν ἐπιθυμεῖν ἐπιθυμεῖν ἐπιθυμεῖν ἐπιθυμεῖν ἐπιθυμεῖν ἐπιθυμεῖν ἐπιθυμεῖν ἐπιθυμεῖν ἐπιθυμεῖν ἐπιθυμεῖν ἐπιθυμεῖν ἐπιθυμεῖν ἐπιθυμεῖν ἐπιθυμεῖν ἐπιθυμεῖν ἐπιθυμεῖν ἐπιθυμεῖν ἐπιθυμεῖν ἐπιθυμεῖν ἐπιθυμεῖν ἐπιθυμεῖν ἐπιθυμεῖν ἐπιθυμεῖν ἐπιθυμεῖ

**ATtribution**

Kernel saying.

**TEXT AND TRANSLATION ISSUES**

In L. 63.2, ἔταν ἐπιθυμεῖν actually reads in the manuscript ἔταν ἐπιθυμεῖν. The scribe has crossed out the first ἔ.

**INTERPRETATIVE COMMENT**

This story is used rhetorically in the Kernel speech as a statement of the opposite. Jesus explains the characteristics of those not worthy of his teaching. He tells the hearer that they do not want to be like the foolish man who worked so hard for his own personal material gain while neglecting his true spiritual needs. The story serves as an example of the kind of lifestyle and mindset that Jesus does not consider beneficial to the soul.
SOURCE DISCUSSION

R. Grant and D.N. Freedman, H. von Schürmann, and E. Haenchen think that L. 63.1–2 is a condensation of Luke 12.16–21 even though there are striking differences between the parables. These differences have led W. Schrage to say that they cannot be explained as the programme of a Gnostic author. But M. Fieger explains the differences as evidence of the spontaneous adaption of Luke.

J. Sieber notes that the Lukan sequence of material is separated in Thomas (L. 63 and 36). The secondary developments in L. 63 look to be developments of another text entirely. Sieber identifies these developments as the use of ἵνα in L. 63.2 and the lack of ἀναπαύομαι which Sieber thinks would be very hard to explain as a Gnostic redaction of Luke. H. Koester approaches the logion as more original in formulation than the versions available in Matthew, Luke or Q since L. 63 lacks Luke’s conclusion and moralizing discourse.

In my opinion, the verbal agreements, common phrasing and sequencing are so minor (‘rich man’; ‘night’) that an argument for literary dependence is impossible to maintain. Rather the parable yields signs of oral transmission with no indication of secondary orality or scribal adaptation. Here is a fine example of an independent oral multiform.

LITERATURE PARALLELS

Luke 12.16–21 (QLuke or L)

16 The land of a rich man brought forth plentifully. 17 And he thought to himself, “What shall I do, for I have nowhere to store my crops?” 18 And he said, “I will do this. I will pull down my barns, and build larger ones. And there I will store my grain and my goods. 19 And I will say to my soul, ‘Soul, you have ample goods laid up for many years. Take your ease, eat, drink, be merry.’” 20 But God said to him, “Fool! This night your soul is required of you. And the things you have prepared, whose will they be?” 21 So is he who lays up treasure for himself, and is not rich toward God.

Pseudo-Clementine Recognitions 10.45

‘Nor let the rich man delay his conversion by reason of worldly care, while he thinks how he may dispose the abundance of his fruits. Nor say within himself, “What shall I do? Where shall I bestow my fruits?” Nor say to his soul, “You have much goods laid up for many years. Feast and rejoice.” For it shall be said to him, “You fool! This night your soul shall be taken from you, and whose shall those things be which you have provided?” Therefore let every age, every sex, every condition, haste to repentance, that they may obtain eternal life.

AGREEMENTS IN SYRIAN GOSPELS, WESTERN TEXT AND DIATESSARON

Luke 12.16–20 in SCP\textsuperscript{T} TPP\textsuperscript{T} SP\textsuperscript{T} TN\textsuperscript{T}

There was a rich man

Luke 12.16–20 in b e q ff\textsuperscript{2} i l m

who had much money

Luke 12.16–20 in e m b q ff\textsuperscript{2} i l m

much money

Luke 12.16–20 in C TP\textsuperscript{T} TN\textsuperscript{T} Ap ἐν ἔδρα ἐν 

he thought in his heart << I say to my soul

Luke 12.16–20 in H U

+ whoever has ears let him hear
Luke 12.16-20 in a b d D
So is he who lays up treasure for himself, and is not rich toward God.

SELECT BIBLIOGRAPHY

Logion 63.4

4iWhoever has ears should listen!

NHC II 2.44.9–10

πετεύθη μαζε ἤμοις μαραθωθή

ATTRIBUTION
Kernel saying.

See L. 8.4.

Logion 64.1–11

1Jesus said, “A man had guests. When he had prepared the dinner, he sent his servant to invite the guests.
2He went to the first person. He said to him, “My master invites you.”
3He said, “I have some payments for some merchants. They are coming to me this evening. I must go and give them instructions. I decline the dinner.”
4He went to another person. He said to him, “My master has invited you.”
5He said to him, “I have purchased a house and they have requested me for the day. I will not have time.”
6He went to another person. He said to him, “My master invites you.”
7He said to him, “My friend is going to be wed and I am the person who will be preparing the meal. I will not be able to come. I decline the dinner.”
8He went to another person. He said to him, “My master invites you.”
9He said to him, “I have purchased a villa. Since I am going to collect the rent, I will not be able to come. I decline.”
10The servant left. He said to his master, “The people whom you invited to the dinner have declined.”
11The master said to his servant, “Go outside on the streets. The people you find, bring them to dine.”
NHC II 2.44.10–34

The Original Gospel of Thomas in Translation

**ATTRIBUTION**

Kernel saying.

**TEXT AND TRANSLATION ISSUES**

Since Luke 14.18 has ὅρος, A. Guillaumont notes that ΚΟΜΗ might be traced to the Syriac אַדָּא, which means both field and village. This explanation is not necessary since ΚΟΜΗ can mean farm or country villa, which ὅρος can also mean.

In L. 64.6, there is an erased word under ΠΑΣΟΕΙΚ. It looks like the scribe started to copy the next line with ΧΙΩΝ following ΠΑΣ. He caught the mistake, erased the incorrect word, and wrote over it ΧΙΟΕΙ.

 Areas of L. 64.11 are eroded with tiny lacunae.

**INTERPRETATIVE COMMENT**

This parable continued the theme that Jesus only teaches his mysteries to the worthy, by comparing this situation to the situation of a wealthy man who invited many people to a special banquet. Each person he invited gave excuses for not being able to attend his supper because they had other (more important) obligations. One of the points of this story within the context of the Kernel speech is that the hearer should not respond to Jesus’ invitation like these foolish people whose obligations keep them from the Messianic banquet table. Another point appears to be that everyone is invited and must make their own crucial decision.

**SOURCE DISCUSSION**

Thomas’ logion has no editorial relationship with Matthew 22.2–10. Also Thomas does not have the only Lukan editorial trace in the parable, the reference to the Gentile mission. So W. Schrage says that dependence cannot be determined. J. Sieber agrees. According to H. Koester, Matthew and Luke relied on and edited written sources in very different ways, Matthew substituting an allegory while Luke preserved the original dimension of the narrative. Luke expanded the original conclusion with 14.21–22 which appears in neither
Commentary on the Gospel of Thomas

Matthew nor Thomas. L. 64.1–11 shows no Lukan or Matthean redactional peculiarities or changes including the allegorical and secondary features found in the Synoptic versions.

The parable appears to me to display the characteristics of orally transmitted materials and offers us an early alternative version of this famous parable.

LITERATURE PARALLELS

Matthew 22.2–10 (Qmatt)

21'The Kingdom of heaven may be compared to a king who gave a marriage feast for his son, and sent his servants to call those who were invited to the marriage feast. But they would not come. Again he sent other servants, saying "Tell those who are invited, Behold, I have made ready my dinner, my oxen and my fat calves killed, and everything is ready. Come to the marriage feast." But they made light of it and went off, one to his farm, another to his business, while the rest seized the servants, treated them shamefully, and killed them. The king was angry, and he sent troops and destroyed those murderers and burned their city.

Then he said to his servants, "The wedding is ready, but those invited were not worthy. Go therefore to the thoroughfares, and invite to the marriage feast as many as you find." And those servants went out into the streets and gathered all whom they found, both bad and good. So the wedding hall was filled with guests.'

Luke 14.16–24 (Qluke)

16'A man once gave a great banquet, and invited many. And at the time for the banquet he sent his servant to say to those who had been invited, "Come! For all is now ready." But they all alike began to make excuses. The first said to him, "I have bought a field, and I must go out and see it. I pray you, have me excused." And another said, "I have bought five yoke of oxen, and I go to examine them. I pray you, have me excused." And another said, "I have married a wife, and therefore I cannot come." So the servant came and reported this to his master. Then the householder in anger said to his servant, "Go out quickly to the streets and lanes of the city, and bring in the poor and maimed and blind and lame." And the servant said, "Sir what you commanded has been done, and still there is room." And the master said to the servant, "Go out to the highways and hedges, and compel people to come in, that my house may be filled. For I tell you, none of those men who were invited shall taste my banquet.'

Pseudo-Clementine Homilies 8.22

'However, the King of the impious, striving to bring over to his own counsel the King of the pious, and not being able, ceased his efforts, undertaking to persecute him [Jesus] for the remainder of his life. But you, being ignorant of the foreordained law, are under his power through evil deeds. Wherefore you are polluted in body and soul, and in the present life you are tyrannized over by sufferings and demons, but in that which is to come you shall have your souls to be punished. And this not you alone suffer through ignorance, but also some of our nation, who by evil deeds having been brought under the power of the Prince of Wickedness, like persons invited to a supper by a father celebrating the marriage of his son, have not obeyed. But instead of those who through pre-occupation disobeyed, the Father celebrating the marriage of his Son, has ordered us, through the Prophet of Truth, to come into the partings of the ways, that is, to you, and to invest you with the clean wedding-garment, which is baptism, which is for the remission of the sins done by you, and to bring the good to the supper of God by repentance, although at first they were left out of the banquet.'

Pseudo-Clementine Homilies 15.3

'What is it then that prevents you from coming to our faith? Tell me, that we may begin our discussion with it. For many are the hindrances. The faithful are hindered by occupation with merchandise, or public business, or the cultivation of the soil, or cares, and such like. The unbelievers, of whom you also are one, are hindered by ideas such as that the
gods, which do not exist, really exist, or that all things are subject to genesis or self-action, or that souls are mortal, or that our doctrines are false because there is no providence.'

Pseudo-Clementine Recognitions 4.35

'Meantime he has commanded us to go forth to preach, and to invite you to the supper of the heavenly King, which the Father has prepared for the marriage of his son, and that we should give you wedding garments, that is the grace of baptism. Which whosoever obtains, as a spotless robe with which he is to enter to the supper of the King, ought to beware that it be not in any part of it stained with sin, and so he be rejected as unworthy and reprobrate.'

Deuteronomy 20.5–7

'5Then the officers shall speak to the people, saying, “What man is there that has built a new house and has not dedicated it? Let him go back to his house, lest he die in the battle and another man dedicate it. 6And what man is there that has planted a vineyard and has not enjoyed its fruit? Let him go back to his house, lest he die in the battle and another man enjoy its fruit. 7And what man is there that has betrothed a wife and has not taken her? Let him go back to his house, lest he die in the battle and another man take her.”'

Deuteronomy 24.5

'When a man is newly married, he shall not go out with the army or be charged with any business. He shall be free at home one year, to be happy with his wife whom he has taken.'

Cf. j.Sanh. 6.23c par. j. Hagh. 2.77d; Midr. Tanh. B Num VIII, 3 para. 12; b. Shab. 153a; Qoh. R. 9.8; Shem. R. 25.7; Midr. Teh. Ps. 23, para. 7

AGREEMENTS IN SYRIAN GOSPELS, WESTERN TEXT AND DIATESSARON

Luke 14.16–24//Matthew 22.1–10 in e Mcion X arm bo
great dinner – great

Luke 14.16–24//Matthew 22.1–10 in a aur b c e ff 1 q r s vg S C P T R T R
farm << field

the servant came, he said << when the servant came back he reported

bring those who you will find << bring in

SELECT BIBLIOGRAPHY


Logion 64.12

12Buyers and merchants [will] not enter the places of my Father.'

NHC II 2.44.34–35

12Ὑπερπουσοὶ ἐγὼ ὑποποίητα ἐνασφαλεῖς ἐν ζωιν ἐντητον ἀμετάκλητοι
4. Commentary on the Gospel of Thomas

ATTRIBUTION
Accretion.

INTERPRETATIVE COMMENT
This saying is an interpretative clause which accrued in order to fix meaning to the parable. Since the earliest community upheld voluntary poverty as an ideal, this clause may represent a very old interpretation of the saying. Accrual could have taken place as early as 60 CE.

This clause reflects the ideal of poverty held fast by the early Christians in Jerusalem (Acts 4.32–5.11; Rom. 15.26). This ideal is rooted not only in the teachings of Jesus (Matt. 5.3 and parallels), but also in other Jewish teachings since it was believed that possessions may constitute an occasion for sin (Sirach 26.29–27.2). H. Koester notes that a similar situation is reflected in James 4.13–17 which accepts members of the mercantile profession only under certain conditions. The Pseudo-Clementine Homily 15.3 knows that those who are merchants and businessmen are hindered from the faith.

LITERATURE PARALLELS
Sirach 26.29–27.2
29. A merchant can hardly keep from wrongdoing and a tradesman will not be declared innocent of sin. 30. Many have committed sin for a trifle, and whoever seeks to get rich will avert his eyes. 31. As a stake is driven firmly into a fissure between stones, so sin is wedged in between selling and buying.'

Pseudo-Clementine Homilies 15.3
'What is it then that prevents you from coming to our faith? Tell me, that we may begin our discussion with it. For many are the hindrances. The faithful are hindered by occupation with merchandise, or public business, or the cultivation of the soil, or cares, and such like. The unbelievers, of whom you also are one, are hindered by ideas such as that the gods, which do not exist, really exist, or that all things are subject to genesis or self-action, or that souls are mortal, or that our doctrines are false because there is no providence.'

SELECT BIBLIOGRAPHY

Logion 65.1–7
1 He said, 'A creditor owned a vineyard. He leased it to some farmers so that they would work it and he would collect the produce from them.
2 He sent his servant so that the farmers would give him the produce of the vineyard.
3 They seized his servant. They beat him, a little more and they would have killed him. The servant returned and he told his master.
4 The master said, "Perhaps [they] did not recognize [him.]"
5 He sent another servant. The farmers beat that one too.
6 Then the master sent his son. He said, "Perhaps they will be ashamed in front of my son."
7 Those farmers, since they knew that he was the heir of the vineyard, seized him and killed him.
The Original Gospel of Thomas in Translation

NHC II 2.45.1–15

The text and translation issues

In L. 65.1, the lacunae may also be restored, ΝΗΡΗΙΚΣΤΟΙ, an 'honest' man.

The text ΜΗΔΕΓΟΥΝΟΙ, 'he did not recognize them', appears to be corrupt. So my reading follows the emendation ΜΗΔΕΓΟΥΝΙ, 'they did not recognize him'.

Interpretative comment

This narrative is used rhetorically in the Kernel Gospel to speak of the most unworthy people of all. They are like the tenant farmers who killed the owner's son. This narrative appears to have been interpreted metaphorically as a reference to those who rejected Jesus' message and killed him, since we find immediately attached to the narrative, a proof text commonly used by the Christians for this purpose (L. 66). The presence of this narrative and its interpretation suggests that, even as early as the Kernel Gospel, the community knew about Jesus' death and taught an interpretation of it comparable to the first Christian Jews in Jerusalem. He was the rejected cornerstone mentioned in the ancient prophecies referencing Psalm 118.22, the 'rejected stone which has become the head of the corner' (Acts 4.11; Mark 12.10–11; Matthew 21.42; Luke 20.17; 1 Peter 2.5–6).

Source discussion

R. Grant and W. Schrage think that L. 65–66 are based on Matthew 21.33–41, Mark 12.1–12 and Luke 20.9–16. Schrage finds agreements between Matthew and Thomas with their use of the possessive with 'servant', a substantive object in the seizing of the first servant, the omission of the third sending of the servant, and the omission of 'beloved' and 'sent him away empty-handed'. J. Sieber states that these are not Matthean editorial traces but 'simply readings of Matthew's text'. He thinks that Matthew and Luke had available to them other versions of this parable than just the Markan, so establishing deliberate redactional activity on either of their parts is difficult. With Mark, Schrage states that Thomas agrees because both use a purpose clause in the sending of the first servant. Sieber says that this does not mean that Thomas depends on Mark since this cannot be identified as a Markan editorial trait.

J.B. Sheppard's investigation of the parables in the Gospel agreed that Thomas did not use Matthew or Mark, but that Thomas may have used Luke or the tradition behind Luke. This opinion is shared by many, so the discussion about dependence has centred on Luke.
Even as early as 1959, H. McArthur notes that, although L. 65 and 66 are not in verbatim agreement, there are Lukan editorial revisions of Mark present. First, Luke has eliminated the language of Isaiah 5 which begins Mark’s parable. Second, Luke reserves the killing for the son. Third, Luke only quotes Psalm 118.11 while Mark quotes also vv. 22–23. Later Schrage points also to Lukan agreement with δόσος εις αὐτῷ in Luke 20.10 and ἵσως in Luke 20.13. He feels that these two points are the key evidence for dependence on Luke since they are considered Lukan stylistic and theological improvements. B. Dehandschutter follows this opinion, citing the brevity of the introduction which lacks the reference to Isaiah 5:1, Lukan agreement with a singular ‘fruit’, the agreement of δόσος εις in Luke 20.10, the second mission of the servant in Luke 20.11, ἵσως in Luke 20.13, and the termination of the parable in the son’s death. K.R. Snodgrass points also to these verbal contacts, arguing that ἵσως is a hapax legomenon added to make the owner’s action more plausible. That Thomas has ‘perhaps’ cannot be coincidence he says. Furthermore, he states that Syr of Mark 12.6 has added ‘perhaps’ under the influence of Luke. This shows harmonizing tendencies in Syria and that they may have been at work on Thomas’ Gospel. He points to the fact that the Syriac texts of Mark and Luke abbreviate the parable to bring them more in line with Matthew’s two-fold sending of the servants. Thus he concludes that Thomas does not represent the earliest form but a later abbreviated form shaped in the Syrian oral environment of transmission. W.G. Morrice disagrees, suggesting instead that the omission of the second servant in Mark 12.4 in Syr and of the third servant in Luke 20.2 in Syr may be dependent on an independent tradition in Syria which also emerges in Thomas. J. Sieber’s opinion is that δόσος εις αὐτῷ in Luke 20.10 and ἵσως in Luke 20.13 are Lukan readings but not redactional traces. In the first place, δόσος εις αὐτῷ is not a Lukan stylistic modification but must be traced to a Lukan source other than Mark because Luke does not regularly use ἵνα with the future indicative. As for ἵσως in Luke 20.13, he does not think as Schrage that it represents a Lukan theological modification because it would only increase God’s blame for sending his son, not alleviate it. Further he argues that L. 65 is not dependent on Luke because it contains readings that cannot be explained by the Synoptics or Gnostic exegesis: the master’s explanation of the beating of the first servant; τῶι; ἔκει; the addition of ‘ears’ to the saying. Also, the fact that the parable is connected to the same Psalm quote as found in the Synoptics is significant since L. 65–66 do not have the same Synoptic linkage or reference to the Old Testament. This means that the two sayings had been transmitted orally together for a long time. So Sieber concludes that L. 65–66 are independent from the Synoptics. Patterson suggests that the present position of L. 66 may represent a scribal alteration based on knowledge of the Synoptics. G. Quispel as early as 1957 argued that L. 65 is a prime example of a saying that may ‘have preserved the words of Jesus in a form more primitive than that found in the canonical gospels’. He feels that it is a more reasonable hypothesis to argue that it is an independent tradition derived from a Jewish Christian Gospel or the source behind this Gospel. The opinion that the form of this parable is very old is upheld by J.D. Crossan who says that L. 65 probably represents an independent tradition rather than an abbreviation of the Synoptic parable because it preserves the parable as a story instead of an allegory as the Synoptics have it. This opinion is voiced also by H. Koester.

In my opinion, direct literary dependence cannot be demonstrated since we do not find sequences of words or phrases longer than five or six. Comparison with the Synoptic versions suggests that the parable was orally transmitted and may represent an older independent multiform. If one thinks that ‘perhaps’ is a secondary development of the parable found in both Luke and Thomas, then we might be witnessing secondary orality which influenced the performance of the text at a later time.
LITERATURE PARALLELS

Mark 12.1–9
1 A man planted a vineyard, and set a hedge around it, and dug a pit for a wine press, and built a tower. He let it out to tenants, and went into another country. 2 When the time came, he sent a servant to the tenants, to get from them some of the fruit of the vineyard. 3 And they took him and beat him, and sent him away empty-handed. 4 Again he sent to them another servant, and they wounded him in the head, and treated him shamefully. 5 And he sent another, and him they killed. And so with many others, some they beat and some they killed. 6 He had still one other, a beloved son. Finally he sent him to them, saying, "They will respect my son." But those tenants said to one another, "This is the heir. Come, let us kill him, and the inheritance will be ours." 7 And they took him and killed him, and cast him out of the vineyard. 8 What will the owner of the vineyard do? He will come and destroy the tenant, and give the vineyard to others."

Matthew 21.33–41
33 There was a householder who planted a vineyard, and set a hedge around it, and dug a wine press in it, and built a tower. He let it out to tenants, and went into another country. 34 When the season of fruit drew near, he sent his servants to the tenants, to get his fruit. 35 And the tenants took his servants and beat one, killed another, and stoned another. 36 Again he sent other servants, more than the first. And they did the same to them. 37 Afterward, he sent his son to them, saying, "They will respect my son." But when the tenants saw the son, they said to themselves, "This is the heir. Come, let us kill him and have his inheritance." 38 And they took him and cast him out of the vineyard, and killed him. 39 When therefore the owner of the vineyard comes, what will he do to those tenants? 40 They said to him, 'He will put those wretches to a miserable death, and let out the vineyard to other tenants who will give him the fruits in their seasons.'

Luke 20.9–16
9 A man planted a vineyard, and let it out to tenants, and went into another country for a long while. 10 When the time came, he sent a servant to the tenants, that they should give him some of the fruit of the vineyard. But the tenants beat him, and sent him away empty-handed. 11 And he sent another servant. Him also they beat and treated shamefully, and sent him away empty-handed. 12 And he sent yet a third. This one they wounded and cast out. 13 Then the owner of the vineyard said, "What shall I do? I will send my beloved son. It may be they will respect him." 14 But when the tenants saw him, they said to themselves, "This is the heir. Let us kill him, that the inheritance may be ours." 15 And they cast him out of the vineyard and killed him. What then will the owner of the vineyard do to them? 16 He will come and destroy those tenants, and give the vineyard to others."

Cf. Hermas, Sim. 5.2

AGREEMENTS IN SYRIAN GOSPELS, WESTERN TEXT AND DIATESSARON

he gave it << let it out

+ so that they would work it

he sent his servant << a servant (Mark, Luke)

he sent another servant, – again
4. Commentary on the Gospel of Thomas

then << afterward (finally)

the owner sent his son, — to them

knew << saw

heir + of the vineyard
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Logion 65.8

8Whoever has ears should listen!

NHC II 2.45.15–16

πετευμα λαοι ἰματισμα σωματικα

ATTRIBUTION
Kernel saying.

See L. 8.4.

Logion 66

Jesus said, ‘Show me the stone that the builders rejected. It is the cornerstone.’

NHC II 2.45.16–19

πετευμα τω μαθητει απει παιδει ἰματισμα σωματικα

ATTRIBUTION
Kernel saying.

INTERPRETATIVE COMMENT
Significantly, this prooftext is attached also to the Synoptic versions of the same parable. Although it might be argued that this ordering suggests literary dependence, this does not have to be the case. In fact, it is more likely that this particular prooftext attached itself to
this parable very early in the public orations of Jesus’ sayings. K. Snodgrass thinks, in fact, that Psalm 118.22 has always been attached to this parable, serving as the key to understanding the parable. It functioned as the original conclusion to the parable connected by the Semitic wordplay between קס, ‘son’, and קס, ‘stone’. In my opinion, this wordplay prooftext seems to have confused Synoptic writers since they do not transmit a known interpretation of it in light of the parable. In fact, it seemed to enjoy its own variety of interpretations as the Synoptic and Thomasine usage demonstrates. In Mark, it is meant to demean the ‘multitude’ and resulted in their desire to arrest Jesus (12.12). According to Matthew, by this Jesus meant that the Kingdom of God would be taken away from the Jews and given to another nation (21.43). Luke writes engimatically that ‘everyone who falls on that stone will be broken into pieces. But when it falls on any one it will crush him’ (20.18). In Thomas it appears to be understood in line with Acts 4.11, that Jesus, the son, is rejected and killed in a line of prophets, servants of God, who endured similar fates. He is the rejected cornerstone prophesied in the Psalms.

SOURCE DISCUSSION
See L. 65

LITERATURE PARALLELS

Mark 12.10
‘Have you not read this scripture: “The very stone which the builders rejected has become the head of the corner”?’

Matthew 21.42
‘Jesus said to them, “Have you never read in the scriptures: “The very stone which the builders rejected has become the head of the corner”?”’

Luke 20.17
‘But he looked at them and said, “What then is this that is written: “The very stone which the builders rejected has become the head of the corner”?”’

Acts 4.11
‘This is the stone which was rejected by you builders, but which has become the head of the corner.’

1 Peter 2.7
‘To you therefore who believe, he is precious, but for those who do not believe, “The very stone which the builders rejected has become the head of the corner.”’

Barnabas 6.4
‘Are we really to pin our hopes to a stone, then? Of course not. What is signified is the enduring strength with which the Lord has endued his human body. “He has set me”, he says, “like a solid block of stone.” Elsewhere, too, the prophet says, “the stone which the builders rejected has become the cornerstone”, adding, “this is the great and wonderful day which the Lord has made.”’

Psalm 118.22
‘The stone which the builders rejected has become the head of the corner.’

SELECT BIBLIOGRAPHY
NHC II 2.45.19–20

πεξει τι καὶ ξενόμονεν Μώμηρι χαιρεί βρως ουααφι βρως Μωμα Τρηρ

ATTRIBUTION

Accretion.

INTERPRETATIVE COMMENT

The language characteristic of the accretions is present, particularly the emphasis on the redemptive nature of ‘knowledge’, COOYN. Further, the Hermetic theme that knowing the self is superior to all other forms of knowledge is being expressed here as G. Quispel has indicated in his work. Accrual can be dated to the late first century, 80–120 CE.

SOURCE DISCUSSION

G. Quispel traces this saying to a Hermetic anthology.

LITERATURE PARALLELS

Thomas the Contender 138.16–18

‘For he who has not known himself has not known anything, but he who has known himself has at the same time already achieved knowledge about the depth of everything.’

Definitions of Hermes Trismegistos

‘Whoever knows himself, knows everything.’

Cf. Matthew 16.26; Mark 8.36; Luke 9.25; 2 Clement 6.2
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NHC II 2.45.21–23

τι πεξει τι καὶ ξενόμονεν γινακαριοε γοταιν ευγιανμεστε θυτιν νερακικε ημωτιν

ATTRIBUTION

Kernel saying.

Logion 67

Jesus said, ‘Whoever knows everything, but needs (to know) himself, is in need of everything.’

Logion 68.1

Jesus said, ‘Blessed are you when you are hated and persecuted.’
INTERPRETATIVE COMMENT
This Kernel saying occurs in the fourth speech which provides a detailed description of the few people whom Jesus will find worthy to bring into the Kingdom. In this case, he suggests that those who are hated and persecuted are the worthy ones. It may be that the original hermeneutic aligned with that preserved in the Pseudo-Clementine Homilies (12.29): if the person maintains his or her goodness in face of persecution and suffering at the hands of unbelievers, eternal life will be the reward.

The presence of this saying may suggest that the early community was experiencing some form of actual persecution, although it is unclear the extent or context. See L. 68.2 and 69.1 for further discussion.

SOURCE DISCUSSION
R. Grant and D.N. Freedman, and B. Gärtner understand L. 68 to be dependent upon Luke 5.22 and Matthew 5.11 although neither offer any explanation. W. Schrage sees L. 68.1 as dependent on Matthew and Luke, pointing out these parallels: μακάριοι...δοκοι, δοκοι (Matthew) and μοιοι (Luke). C. Tuckett ascribes δοκοι to the Matthean hand and so argues for dependency on Matthew, but one wonders how he explains Thomas’ reference to ‘hate’ which does not occur in Matthew but only Luke.

J. Sieber argues that neither of the verbs can be assigned to the editorial hands of Matthew or Luke and the lack of true redactional elements like ἔφεξαν favours the opposite conclusion. H. Koester finds this logion to preserve a form of this saying more original than Quelle since it lacks the Lukan phrase, ‘and cast out your name as evil on account of the Son of Man’. Rather it retains the reference to persecution which is also shown in the Matthean variant.

Since I am less certain about the text(s) of Quelle that Matthew and Luke used, I find it difficult to positively identify redactional changes on the part of either Matthew or Luke. But, the lack of either ‘righteousness’ as we find in Matthew, or the phrase ‘cast out your name as evil on account of the Son of Man’ as we find in Luke is strong evidence against literary dependence in my opinion. Rather, L. 68.1 appears to be a pre-Quelle variant of the saying developed in the field of oral performance.

LITERATURE PARALLELS
Matthew 5.10–11 (Qmatt)
‘Blessed are those who are persecuted for righteousness sake, for theirs is the kingdom of heaven. Blessed are you when men revile you and persecute you and utter all kinds of evil against you falsely on my account.’

Luke 6.22 (Qlukę)
‘Blessed are you when men hate you, and when they exclude you and revile you, and cast out your name as evil, on account of the Son of Man.’

Matthew 10.22
‘and you will be hated by all for my name’s sake.’

1 Peter 3.14
‘But even if you do suffer for righteousness’ sake, you will be blessed.’

Polycarp, Phil. 2.3
‘Happy are the poor and they who are persecuted because they are righteous, for theirs is the Kingdom of God.’
4. Commentary on the Gospel of Thomas

Polycarp, Phil. 12.3

'Pray for all God’s people. Pray too for our sovereign lords, and for all governors and rulers; for any who ill-use you or dislike you; and for the enemies of the Cross. Thus the fruits of your faith will be plain for all to see, and you will be perfect in him.'

Clement of Alexandria, Strom. 4.6.41

'Blessed are you when men hate you, when they exclude and when they cast out your name as evil on account of the Son of Man.'

Clement of Alexandria, Strom. 4.6.41

'Blessed are those who are persecuted for righteousness, for they will be perfect.'

Clement of Alexandria, Strom. 4.6.41

'Blessed are those who are persecuted for righteousness, for they will be called sons of God.'

Pseudo-Clementine Homilies 11.20

'And therefore the unbelievers, not wishing to hearken to them, make war against them, banishing, persecuting, hating them. But those who suffer these things, pitying those who are ensnared by ignorance, by the teaching of wisdom pray for those who contrive evil against them, having learned that ignorance is the cause of their sin.'

Pseudo-Clementine Homilies 12.29

'This being so, this is the judgement of God, that he who, as by a combat, comes through all misfortune and is found blameless, he is deemed worthy of eternal life; for those who by their own will continue in goodness, are tempted by those who continue in evil by their own will, being persecuted, hated, slandered, plotted against, struck, cheated, accused, tortured, disgraced, — suffering all these things by which it seems reasonable that they should be enraged and stirred up to vengeance.'

Agreements in Syrian Gospels, Western Text and Diatessaron

Matthew 5.11//Luke 6.22 in S (Matthew)

hate << revile

Matthew 5.11//Luke 6.22 in g (Matthew) S T4 T5 TNL Tâ Ps.-Clem. Polyc Did

you are hated and persecuted + hated
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NHC II 2.45.23–24

3 [A place will be found, where you will not be persecuted].

Attribution

Accretion.
TEXT AND TRANSLATION ISSUES
The Coptic literally translates, 'No place will be found there, where you have been per-
secuted.' Based on Clement's preservation of a variant of this saying ('Blessed are those
who are persecuted for my sake, for they will have a place where they will not be per-
secuted'), the Coptic must be a corruption due to a misplaced negative. So I have read
the negative $\overline{\text{XH}}$ with the apodosis in agreement with A. Guillaumont, H.-Ch. Puech,
G. Quispel, W. Till, Y. 'Abd Al Masih, J. Ménard and E. Haenchen.

INTERPRETATIVE COMMENT
This passage is an interpretative clause, responding to a specific persecution that the com-
munity appears to have experienced. It served to give them hope, perhaps bolstering sup-
port for a physical relocation of the community. G. Quispel argues that the persecution
mentioned here refers to the experience of some Christians in Jerusalem in the 60s who
fled east to Pella to avoid the atrocities of the Jewish War. This would suggest a date in the
60s for this accretion. H.M. Schenke, however, thinks it belongs to the context of the Bar
Kochba Revolt which would mean a very late date for the accretion, approximately 135 CE.
The date of 135 CE seems to me to be too late because this logion became problematic
to the community on an interpretative level. Once the physical persecution ceased, the
community turned to reinterpret the logion further by appending L. 69.1. This newest
clause moved the discussion of persecution from external sources to the interior person, a
hermeneutical shift common to the majority of accretions that accrued between the years
80 and 120 CE. In fact, I tend to place this experience of persecution between 50 and 60 CE,
understanding it in connection with the leadership crisis signalled in L. 12. The perse-
cution may have been connected to that mentioned by Paul and recorded in Acts, causing
the dispersal of the community to the east. The community chose at that time to retain its
connection to the Jerusalem Church and the leadership of James.

SOURCE DISCUSSION
G. Quispel thinks that the source of this saying was a Jewish-Christian Gospel.

LITERATURE PARALLELS
Clement of Alexandria, Strom. 4.6.41
'Blessed are those who are persecuted for my sake, for they will have a place where they
will not be persecuted.'

Pseudo-Clementine Recognitions (Syriac) 1.37
'Those who believed in him (Jesus) were gathered through the wisdom of God for their
salvation into a strong place of the land and so kept safe during the war.'

Mani, Unpublished Letter, Böhlig (57, n. 5)
'What the Saviour preached: "Blessed are those who are persecuted, for they shall rest in
light."'
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Commentary on the Gospel of Thomas

4.

Logion 69.1

"Blessed are those who have been persecuted in their hearts. They are the people who truly have known the Father."

NHC II 2.45.24–27

'πεισθε ἵ ποιμακαρίαι νεαν Μανιακοικοί μωνοῦτοι γαϊς Νου ἡνεμαίαν ἔντασαν ουκ οὔτε οὐκ ῥάν

ATTRIBUTION

Accretion.

TEXT AND TRANSLATION ISSUES

‘Hearts’ literally reads ‘heart’.

INTERPRETATIVE COMMENT

This saying contains language characteristic of the accretions, particularly the theme that ‘knowledge’, COYUN, of the Father is redemptive. This accretion dates to the late first century (60–100 CE), providing the Gospel with a new hermeneutic by which to understand Jesus’ old Kernel saying about persecution. Persecution has become an internal experience rather than an external one, suggesting that any persecutions experienced by the community had tapered off by this time. Thus the need for the new hermeneutic.

This accretion has remarkable similarities with Alexandrian traditions as preserved by Clement. ‘Persecution within the heart’ was probably understood to be the fight of the soul against the pleasures, passions and desires, the true enemy. Once these were overcome, knowledge of the Father was possible.

SOURCE DISCUSSION

W. Schrage understands this saying to demonstrate that Thomas knew Matthew since Bultmann had shown Matthew 5.10 to be a Matthean construction. J. Sieber, however, notes that the only parallel between L. 69.1 and Matthew 5.10 are the words ‘blessed’ and ‘persecuted’. Since these same two words appear in L. 68, their derivation from Matthew is questionable. Furthermore, the phrase ‘in their heart’ is not parallel to Matthew 5.8, ‘in heart’. More importantly for Sieber is the absence of a truly Matthean editorial trait, ‘for the sake of righteousness’, which is in Matthew 5.10 but not L. 69.1

In my opinion, this accretion was built from L. 68.1 as a reinterpretation. This new hermeneutic shifted the persecution from an external experience to an internal one, happening in the heart of each believer.

LITERATURE PARALLELS

Clement of Alexandria, Who is the Rich Man? 25

‘There is a persecution which arises from without, from men assailing the faithful, either out of hatred, or envy, or avarice, or through diabolic agency. But the most painful persecution is internal persecution, which proceeds from each man’s own soul being vexed by impious lusts, and diverse pleasures, and base hopes, and destructive dreams... More grievous and painful is this persecution, which arises from within, which is ever with a man, and which the persecuted cannot escape, for he carries the enemy about everywhere in himself.’
The Original Gospel of Thomas in Translation
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Logion 69.2

2 *Blessed are those who are hungry, for whosoever desires (it), his belly will be filled.*

NHC II 2.45.27–29

2 Διακαπιοκ μετακαιν ζινα εγνατιο ηνης ηπετουμι

ATTRIBUTION
Kernel saying.

INTERPRETATIVE COMMENT
This Kernel saying continues to elaborate the type of person worthy to enter the Kingdom. In this case, it is the hungry, like the poor, who Jesus blesses.

SOURCE DISCUSSION
W. Schrage sees L. 69.2 as dependent upon Luke 6.21 and Matthew 5.6. J. Sieber does not agree with Schrage that the parallels represent editorial activity. He points out several missing elements that he does consider redactional: ‘thirsting after righteousness’ (Matthew), ὄντος (Matthew), and ἑως (Luke). He notes that Matthew and Luke use ὡτώ while L. 69.2 ἑως. Since both can translate the Aramaic יא, Thomas may have preserved a ‘genuine translational variant’. This may be evidence for an Aramaic substratum for the Kernel Gospel.

LITERATURE PARALLELS
Matthew 5.6 (Qmatt)
‘Blessed are those who hunger and thirst for righteousness, for they will be filled.’

Luke 6.21 (Qluke)
‘Blessed are you who are hungry now, for you will be filled.’

Pseudo-Clementine Recognitions 1.61
‘He promised that those who maintain righteousness shall be satisfied with meat and drink.’

Pseudo-Clementine Recognitions 2.28
‘He promised also that the hungry and the thirsty should be satisfied with the eternal blessings of righteousness, in order that they might bear poverty patiently, and not be led by it to undertake any unrighteous work.’

Mani, Unpublished Letter
‘Blessed are those who hunger and thirst, for they shall be satisfied.’

Abu Nu’aym al-Isbahani, Hilyat al-Awliya’ 2.370
‘Leave yourselves to hunger and thirst, go naked and exhaust yourselves, that your hearts might know God Almighty.’
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4. Commentary on the Gospel of Thomas

**Logion 70.1–2**

> Jesus said, ‘When you acquire within you that certain thing, what is within you will save you. ‘If you do not have it within you, what you do not have within you will kill you.’

**NHC II 2.45.29–33**

> ΠΕΞΕ ἘΣ ΣΩΤΑΝ ΕΤΕΤΘΗΚΑΧΝΕ ΠΗ άΝ ΚΟΥΝ ΤΗΤΝ ΠΑΙ ΕΤΕΓΝΗΤΗΝ,QΝΑΤΟΥΧΕ ΤΗΤΝ ΕΥΧΩΝΕ ΜΝΗΤΗΝ ΠΗ άΝ [ΤΗΤΙΝ ΠΑΙ ΕΤΕΓΝΗΤΗΝ ΠΗ ΤΗΝ] ΠΙΝΑΜΙΟΤ ΤΗΝ

**Attribution**

Accretion.

**Interpretative Comment**

Coherence to a theme peculiar to the accretions is seen in this saying, particularly the admiration for the divine Self and its redemptive nature. This logion accrued in the Gospel between 60 and 100 CE when the Thomasine Christians were developing their mystical teachings.

This saying speaks to the early Christian belief that the soul alone cannot achieve immortality for itself. Rather, the Christian must possess the Holy Spirit (here indicated by the demonstrative ΤΗ), the ‘great wealth’ within (L. 29) which aids the soul in its process of transformation. The two unite, strengthening the soul and making it possible for the soul to overcome the temptations of the body. The soul devoid of the spirit will succumb to the desires of the body and will not be able to be transformed.

**Source Discussion**

G. Quispel attributes this logion to the Gospel of the Egyptians or some other encratite source.

**Literature Parallels**

**Pseudo-Macarius,** Hom. 18.2

> ‘For he who is indigent and poor and a beggar in the world cannot acquire anything. His destitution restrains him. But he who possesses the treasure, as I said, easily acquires whatever possessions he wishes without much effort. The soul that is naked and stripped of the fellowship of the Spirit and lives under the terrible poverty of sin is unable, even if it wished to do so, to produce the fruit of the Spirit of righteousness in truth, unless it becomes a participator of the Spirit.’

**Abdallah ibn Qutayba,** 'Uyun 2.370

> ‘A person can bring forth only what is within him.’

**Select Bibliography**

The Original Gospel of Thomas in Translation

Logion 71

Jesus said, 'I will destroy [this] temple, and no one will build it [...]'"}

NHC II 2.45.34–35

\(\text{πνεustomer[ωπ άππεκ], ιμει αγω μν ααν ναικοτq[...]}\)

ATTRIBUTION

Kernel saying.

TEXT AND TRANSLATION ISSUES

The saying is fragmentary, occurring in the last two lines of manuscript p. 45 where the bottom right hand corner is torn. In addition, the top left corner of p. 46 is broken. This makes the reconstruction of the last portion of saying 71 and the last portion of 72 very difficult. It looks like L. 72 began with the first letter and word on the top of p. 46, \(\text{πνεcustomer.}\) So this means that the 8 to 9 letters following \(\text{ναικοτq}\) on the bottom of p. 45 must belong to L. 71.

It is impossible to know exactly how the sentence ended. This makes any interpretation of the saying tentative at best. Any reconstruction favouring 6 letters has to be incorrect since my observation has demonstrated that the line had to contain 8 to 9 letters to the written edge. Thus, the favoured reconstruction, 'again' (\(\text{νικεκοτq}\)), as seen most recently in Bethge's edition, cannot be accurate. A. Guillaumont long ago suggested \(\text{[αν νικεκo][t]}\) which makes use of the available space. But I have not been able to observe myself the final \(\text{t}\) which he appears to have noticed. There is not enough letter space for any reconstruction containing the words 'three days' (\(\text{αμομt ροοy}\)).

INTERPRETATIVE COMMENT

G. Riley has made an extensive interpretation of L. 71 based on his theory that the Thomasine community has changed the word 'temple' to 'house' in order to indicate the human body as the house of the soul. He further concludes that the saying must be an early witness to 'a Christianity which did not accept physical resurrection' in contradiction to this saying's use by the Johannine community. This thesis develops an old opinion held by B. Gärtner and L. Gaston that the author or editor of the Gospel intends this logion to be a polemic against the concept of bodily resurrection. Riley feels that the different views of Jesus' body echoed in L. 71 and John 2.19–22 indicate that the communities who produced these Gospels were debating, each using the traditional saying in opposing ways as they responded to each other.

But does this saying refer to the body of Jesus? Perhaps metaphorically if read with knowledge of the Johannine hermeneutic. Although I agree with Riley that the Thomasine and Johannine traditions had some connection, I do not see in this saying a reference denying physical resurrection or supporting spiritual resurrection. Riley's interpretation is problematic because it assumes that the author of the Gospel knew the canonical, or at least the Johannine interpretation of this saying and was responding to it. Does this mean that the Gospel has literary connections with the canonical Gospels? The answer is unclear in Riley's presentation.
Several other scholars including E. Haenchen, R. Kasser, J. Leipoldt, J.-É. Ménard, M. Fieger, R. Kuntzmann and R. Valantasis have suggested that ‘house’ here refers to some aspect of the material world. Most of these interpretations have been made under the assumption that the Gospel is a Gnostic text containing metaphorical allusions to Gnostic truths.

The saying can be read quite literally to refer to the Jewish temple, belonging to a host of variants preserved in other contexts with the same reference point, a fact that R. McL. Wilson, J.D. Crossan and G. Quispel have argued previously. Since we have several variants of this saying in the canonical Gospels and Acts, it is most probable in my opinion that this logion is also about the Temple in Jerusalem. The Coptic HEI is associated in Greek with συναγή (temple or house), οἶκος (temple or house of god), οἰκήμα (temple, chamber, or chapel), μυχός (the innermost room), and δίωμα (room) (Crum 66a). Jesus talks about destroying the Jerusalem Temple in all the variants, but only in L. 71 does he state that the Temple will be destroyed unconditionally.

The logion appears to me to be a straightforward reference in the Kernel to the fate of the Temple at the End of time. I. Dunderberg’s statement that ‘no one will rebuild it’ is anti-eschatological and explicable only in a post-Jewish War context does not take into consideration the rich Jewish expectations about the Temple in the New World, one of which was that it would not be rebuilt (cf. Test. Moses 5–10; Rev. 21.22).

But we must be very careful here, since we do not know how the saying concluded. A reference to the rebuilding of the Temple may have been part of the logion after all. I see no reason, however, to think that a ‘prophetic’ saying of this type could not have originated with Jesus himself, given the political and religious climate of the time and the fate of the Temple during turbulent periods. The ‘authenticity’ of the saying bears out in my mind since Matthew, Mark and John laboured to revise it in light of Jesus’ death, suggesting that the saying referred to Jesus’ body, its entombment in the earth for three days, and its resurrection on the third day, not the actual destruction of the Temple. The reference to rebuilding the Temple in three days smacks of Christian theological revision of a saying that either embarrassed the Christians or was unpopular. Since the Temple did indeed fall, the account that Jesus predicted its fall certainly would not have been embarrassing, but it very well could have been unpopular. Although the Jews (Test. Moses 5–10) and Christians (Rev. 21.22) toyed with the possibility that the Eschaton might bring the destruction of the Temple with no hope of restoration, this idea was not the favoured expectation. It remains even within contemporary apocalyptic hopes of Jews and Christians that the destroyed Temple will be rebuilt! So it may be that Thomas is preserving the oldest, harshest (and least popular) remembrance of this saying, that the Temple would be destroyed unconditionally. The antiquity of this tradition may have been known to Luke as well, who refers to the tradition twice but does not quote the saying itself (Luke 21.5–6; Acts 6.14).

It is certainly possible that this saying came to be understood by the later community to prove that the earthly Temple is unnecessary. Instead God was known to be present in the heavenly Temple where the mystic now must journey in order to worship him.

**Source Discussion**

G. Quispel attributes this saying to a Jewish Christian Gospel.

**Literature Parallels**

*Mark 14.58*

‘I will destroy this temple that is made with hands, and in three days I will build another, not made with hands.’
Matthew 26.61
'I will destroy this temple that is made with hands, and in three days I will build another, not made with hands.'

Mark 15.29
'You who would destroy the temple and build it in three days...'

Matthew 27.40
'You who would destroy the temple and build it in three days...'

John 2.19
'Destroy this temple, and in three days I will raise it up.'

Acts 6.14
"for we have heard him say that this Jesus of Nazareth will destroy this place and will change the customs that Moses handed on to us".

Ahmad ibn Hanbal, al-Zuhd, p. 146 (no. 486)
'Truly I say to you, God will not leave one stone of this mosque upon another but will destroy it utterly because of the sins of its people. God does nothing with gold, silver, or these stones. More dear to God than all these are the pure in heart. Through them, God builds up the earth, or else destroys it if these hearts are other than pure.'
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NHC II 2.46.1–6

1[πηχε ο[πρωμε] Νηχι Χε Χιοο Ωνας Χυα Εγνιαπηχι Νηκαα Μηθιαπ Νηκαιι Νηκαιι Νηκαιι Νηκαιι Νηκαιι]

2[πεχαν Νηχι Χε Ωναμε Νημι πε Νταπατ Νηκαπηχι Νηκαπηχι Νηκαπηχι]

3[ανακαβ ηπηληχη Νεχαν Νηχι Χε Μη Εεκουοτ Νηκα�ηχη]

ATTRIBUTION
Kernel saying.
TEXT AND TRANSLATION ISSUES
It is possible that the Hebrew פִּילָד or Aramaic 珩, meaning ‘to divide’, is behind the expression ΠΕΚΤΝΩΥΞΕ, ‘divider’, which is an odd expression in Coptic, and also μερισται which is present in Luke. In fact, the Hebrew expression is used in the sense of dividing inheritance in the Hebrew Bible (Prov. 17.2; Josh. 14.5; 18.2). According to J. Lightfoot, in the Talmudic traditions the μερισται, or ‘dividers’, were arbitrators who were chosen to oversee the equality of division of property in inheritance settlements. So I have rendered ΠΕΚΤΝΩΥΞΕ, ‘executor’, to make clear the contextual meaning of this Coptic phrase. The man is asking Jesus to serve as an executor of his father’s estate, to divide and distribute his father’s possessions fairly among his sons.

INTERPRETATIVE COMMENT
In the Mishnaic period, פָּלַד came also to mean ‘to dissent’, and referred to schismatics. This has prompted D. Gershenson and G. Quispel to suggest that the meaning of the Thomasine story is a pun on פָּלַד, that Jesus is not a schismatic. I see no reason to turn to this interpretation since the story very clearly is about a man who feels that his brothers have cheated him out of his father’s estate and wishes Jesus to intervene in the role of an executor.

In the Kernel, it appears to have functioned rhetorically in the Fourth Speech, ‘The Selection of the Worthy Few’, as an example from the opposite. The worthy disciple was not supposed to be like the foolish man who came to Jesus concerned about his inheritance. Instead, if he is to be worthy of Jesus’ message, he is supposed to devote himself exclusively to Jesus’ mission.

In the complete Gospel, the story functioned similarly as an example from the opposite. With the accrual of L. 75, however, the foolish man’s concern for worldly possessions and family would have been underscored since the encratic hermeneutic would have dominated this cluster of sayings. Now Jesus would be understood as an advocate for leaving one’s family and becoming a worthy celibate within the Thomasine community, a disciple devoted exclusively to Jesus.

SOURCE DISCUSSION
W. Schrage sees evidence for dependence on Luke 12.13–14 and Gnostic redaction on the part of Thomas. This argument is based on the presence of so-called secondary elements in L. 72, such as the phrase ‘my father’s possessions’ which he believes Thomas substituted for Luke’s ‘the family inheritance’. H. von Schürmann argues also for Lukan dependence although he is of the opinion that this pericope belongs to Lukan Quelle. He sees redactional traits present in L. 72.1–3. But J. Sieber points out that L. 72 is lacking what he calls the only true Lukan editorial trait, έκ τοῦ δόχλου. So dependence cannot be proven according to Sieber.

G. Quispel argues for an early Jewish-Christian source largely based on the close parallel found in the Muslim source ‘Abd al-Gabbar. T. Baarda concludes that the Thomasine version represents secondary Gnostic development and is probably dependent on Luke because L. 72.2 uses the unusual vocative ἰδίωτον (ο ἰδιωτος) which occurs only in Luke (12.14; 5.20; 22.58; 22.60). One of the problems with this reasoning is that it makes ‘Abd al-Gabbar’s text, which also omits ‘judge or’, difficult to explain since it would have had to have been abbreviated independently in Muslim tradition. So Baarda attributes the agreement with Thomas as ‘odd coincidence’, but the best alternative to G. Quispel’s Jewish-Christian source hypothesis in his opinion.
K. Snodgrass aligns the evidence differently, suggesting Lukan dependence. However, he is hesitant to make a certain statement in this regard because the pericope comes from Luke’s special material. So, he says, it is just as likely that the vocative expression was part of Luke’s special source which Thomas’ Gospel may also have known.

In my opinion, we are witnessing here pre-Synoptic variants that developed in the field of oral performance and eventually became incorporated in our respective texts. This is the solution that explains not only the similarity between Luke and L. 72, but also the difference. It also offers a better explanation for the Muslim remembrance of this story than Baarda’s ‘odd coincidence’. It is highly likely that the version we find in L. 72 was known in the East independent of Luke’s Greek version.

**LITERATURE PARALLELS**


13. Someone in the crowd said to him, “Teacher, tell my brother to divide the family inheritance with me.” 14. But he said to him, “Friend, who set me to be a judge or arbitrator over you?”

‘Abd al-Gabbar, Tathbit Dala’il Nubuwwat Sayyidina Muhammad, *folia 53a*

‘A man said to him, “Master, let my brother share (with me) my father’s wealth.”

He said, “Who set me over you as divider?”

*Cf. b. Shabbat 116b*

**AGREEMENTS IN SYRIAN GOSPELS, WESTERN TEXT AND DIATESSARON**

*Luke 12.13–14 in T*  
- teacher

*Luke 12.13–14 in T^PEP*

+ my father’s

*Luke 12.13–14 in Sa*

- judge
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**Logion 73**

Jesus said, ‘Indeed the harvest is plentiful but the workers are few! So ask the Lord to send out workers to the harvest.’

**NHC II 2.46.6–9**

ΠΕΧΕ ΙΣ ΧΕ ΠΩΡΕ ΜΕΝ ΝΑΥΚΟΙ ΝΕΡΑΣΘΗ ΑΕ ΣΟΒΚ ΚΟΤΕ ΑΕ ΜΙΤΡΩΕΙΟ ΣΙΝΑ ΕΥΓΑΝΕΝ ΕΡΑΘΕ ΕΒΟΑ ΕΠΤΩΛΕ

**ATTRIBUTION**

Kernel saying.
INTERPRETATIVE COMMENT

L. 73 in the Kernel was part of the Fourth Speech, 'The Selection of the Worthy Few'. It functioned rhetorically as an analogy comparing the worthy disciple to the few hardworking field hands bringing in a large harvest. In the complete Gospel, L. 73 would have taken on an encratic hermeneutic with the accrual of L. 75. The cluster would have pointed toward the celibate who is among the few labourers working for God.

SOURCE DISCUSSION

W. Schrage notes Coptic affinities between L. 73, Matthew 9.37 and Luke 10.2. But, since L. 73 agrees very closely to the Synoptic version and no redactionary elements can be identified, it is impossible, according to J. Sieber, to sustain an argument for dependence at the level of the Greek Vorlage by comparing the Coptic Gospel variants with L. 73 as Schrage attempts. Sieber's position appears to me to be the most tenable based on the evidence, and the fact that aphorisms preserve the verbal structure much more faithfully than other forms of speech in oral transmission.

LITERATURE PARALLELS

Matthew 9.37-38 (Qmatt)

\text{'Then he said to his disciples, 'The harvest is plentiful, but the labourers are few. Therefore ask the Lord of the harvest to send out labourers into his harvest.'\'}

Luke 10.2 (Qluke)

\text{'He said to them, 'The harvest is plentiful, but the labourers are few. Therefore ask the Lord of the harvest to send out labourers into his harvest.'\'}

AGREEMENTS IN SYRIAN GOSPELS, WESTERN TEXT AND DIATESARON

Luke 10.2 in D S Pal

- therefore


\text{\textquotesingle\textquotesingle}

SELECT BIBLIOGRAPHY


NHC II 2.46.9–11

\text{\textquotesingle\textquotesingle}

ATTRIBUTION

Kernel saying.
TEXT AND TRANSLATION ISSUES

Based on Origen’s preservation of this saying from a ‘Heavenly Dialogue’, I agree with A. Guillaumont’s emendations. In line 10, TXUTE has been emended to TXUTE and, in line 11, TXYNE has been emended to TXYTE. R. Kasser has suggested that XYTE is a dialectic peculiarity of CYTE.

Note that ἂνἀν might also be translated ‘nothing’, and this is the usual translation in other editions of the Gospel. However, I have rendered this expression ‘no one’ since this parallels Origen’s rendering of the same saying. It also makes historical contextual sense, since there existed professionals in the ancient world whose job it was to fetch out water vessels and anything else that had fallen or been thrown into wells, according to the research of H.M. Jackson.

INTERPRETATIVE COMMENT

The meaning of this logion parallels the surrounding logia in the Fourth Speech about the worthy few who are selected by Jesus. The idea repeated in this cluster of logia, both in the Kernel speech and the full Gospel, is that there are many people who flirt with religious devotion, but only a few who act accordingly. In the case of L. 74, it assumes, as H.M. Jackson demonstrates from careful scrutiny of Hellenistic lore, that something has fallen into the well. There are many people who stand around watching, none of whom are willing to take the risk of descending into the well to rescue what has fallen in.

In the complete Gospel, after the accrual of L. 75, an encratic tenor would have resounded. L. 74 would have pointed to the difficulty of commitment to a life of celibacy and the very few who are able to take up the challenge.

SOURCE DISCUSSION

G. Quispel attributes the source of this saying to an encratic Gospel.

LITERATURE PARALLELS

Origen, Contra Celsum 8.15.16

‘How is it that there are many people around the well, but no one in it?’

SELECT BIBLIOGRAPHY
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Logion 75

Jesus said, ‘Many people are standing at the door, but those who are celibate are the people who will enter the bridal chamber.’

NHC II 2.46.11–13

πιστε τι οὐν θαυμάζων προ άλλα ημοναξιος

ATTRIBUTION

Accretion.
TEXT AND TRANSLATION ISSUES
For discussion of MONAXOC, see L. 16.4.

INTERPRETATIVE COMMENT
Development of characteristic accretive vocabulary is noted in this saying, particularly its use of the phrase MONAXOC, representing the unmarried single state. This state was the ideal for the encratite Christians, suggesting that this saying accrued in the Gospel sometime in the late first century (80–120 CE), once the constituency of the community had become dominantly encratic.

Noteworthy is the parallel in the Liber Graduum 5.13.12, especially when it is realized that the ‘perfect’ is equivalent to the monachos in 132.19. In the Acts of Thomas, true marriage is understood to be a union with Jesus, so he is called the ‘True Husband’, and it is in his bridal chamber that the believer is supposed to enter (chs 14; 98; 124; 129). The requirement for marriage to Jesus is that the believer is celibate (chs 12–16). These encratic traditions about the bridal chamber are to be distinguished from the Valentinian which understood the bridal chamber to be an eschatological event where the pneumatic Image marries his or her angelic counterpart and participates in marital relations just as the Aeons in the Pleroma, as I have documented and explained in a set of articles published in Vigiliae Christianae.

L. 75 is in line with encratic traditions about the bridal chamber. It was probably understood by the late Thomasine community to be a literal metaphor. Because of their celibacy, the members of the community would be admitted to God’s bridal chamber, his Kingdom. This saying may, in fact, imply what the Acts of Thomas make explicit, that the believers thought that giving up a human spouse prepared them to unite with Jesus in spiritual matrimony.

SOURCE DISCUSSION
G. Quispel attributes this saying to the hand of the author of the Gospel while H. von Schürmann thinks that it is dependent upon Luke 13.25. But this Lukan verse, in my opinion, is not in any way a parallel of L. 75.

LITERATURE PARALLELS
Matthew 25.10
‘And while they went to buy it, the bridegroom came, and those who were ready went with him into the wedding banquet. And the door was shut.’

Dialogue of the Saviour 50
‘When you rid yourselves of jealousy, then you will clothe yourselves in light and enter the bridal chamber.’

Acts of Thomas 12
‘As soon as you preserve yourselves from this filthy intercourse, you become pure temples... You shall be numbered with those who enter into the bridal chamber.’

Liber Graduum 19.36
‘Indeed this path of great commandments leads to the house of the Lord and enters into his bridal chamber.’

Liber Graduum 5.13.12
The way of the perfect ‘leads to the house of the Lord and to his bridal chamber he enters in’.
Pseudo-Macarius, Hom. 4.6

‘For behold the five wise virgins, sober and occupying themselves with the host of their nature, receiving oil in the containers of their hearts, which is the gift of the spirit from above, are able to enter with the bridegroom into the heavenly bridal chamber.’


‘...who, because they did not bring with them the spiritual oil in the containers of their hearts, which is the working of the previously mentioned virtues through the spirit, are called fools and are excluded from the spiritual bridal chamber of the kingdom’.

Gregory of Nyssa, De instituto Christiano 83.9–12

‘Wherefore, also scripture called them foolish, their virtue having been quenched before the bridegroom came, and because of this he shut out the wretched ones from the heavenly bridal chamber.’

SELECT BIBLIOGRAPHY


Logion 76.1–2

Jesus said, ‘The Kingdom of the Father is like a merchant who had some merchandise. He found a pearl. That merchant was wise. He sold the merchandise. Then he purchased for himself this single pearl.’

NHC II 2.46.13–19

‘τεκε έρε μνητερο ἴπεκυτ εκτετείνα αύρωμε νεκυκυτ ἐμενταθ ἔμοι νοηφόρτιον εαρή αὐταρκατοθής. ιπεκυτ ετημετ ὄυσαλε πε αὑρ ὑεφόρτιον εβολ αὑτοποι ᵃρ αὐταρκατοθής οὐσε’

ATtribution

Kernel saying.

TEXT AND TRANSLATION ISSUES

A. Guillaumont has suggested that ‘he purchased for himself this single pearl’, is a Semitism such as found in Ruth 4.8. He also finds it in the Syriac version of Matthew 13.46 but not the Peshitta.

INTERPRETATIVE COMMENT

In the Kernel, L. 76.1–2 is a parable set within the rhetorical speech about Jesus’ selection of a few disciples from the many. Particularly, Jesus is describing in this cluster the type of person he chooses to be his disciple. This parable functions as an analogy for the listener. The type of person Jesus selects is comparable to the shrewd merchant who sold everything that he had for a single pearl. The parable reverberates the theme that has been developing in this cluster that exclusive commitment to Jesus is necessary to be his disciple. It further develops the theme by emphasizing the unprecedented value of Jesus’ message which he wishes to give to the hearer. This rhetorical interpretation of L. 72 developed in the Kernel is very similar to the interpretation provided in the Pseudo-Clementine Recognitions 3.62.2
and provides either an example of a shared common hermeneutical tradition or the possibility that some form of the Kernel was a source for the Recognitions.

Within the complete Gospel, this parable is sandwiched between L. 75, a call to celibacy, and L. 77, a christological statement about Jesus' origin. These accretions serve to reorient the parable so that the merchant who gives up all else for the pearl would have been understood by the listener to be the celibate who has left behind his or her family and possessions in order to devote him- or herself to Jesus, to receive the treasure he has to give. Why? Because Jesus is the light above all things, from whom everything came forth.

SOURCE DISCUSSION

W. Schrage, R. Grant and D.N. Freedman, B. Gärtner, R. Kasser and B. Dehandschutter all are of the opinion that L. 76.1–2 is a Gnostic revision of Matthew 13.45–46. Unless one is willing, however, to argue that this parable is a Matthean construction rather than from Matthew's special source, parallels cannot be used to prove dependence between the documents as J. Sieber correctly notes.

G. Quispel traces the reference to the 'wise' merchant to a Jewish Christian Gospel familiar also to the author of the Pseudo-Clementine Recognitions (3.62.2) while H. Koester thinks that L. 109 has contaminated L. 76.1–2 – the merchant finds the pearl by accident like the man who finds the treasure in the field, so a treasure saying is appended (L. 76.3). Thus Koester thinks that the Thomasine author is aware of the traditional association of the two parables as is also seen in Matthew's source. But, if this were the case, one wonders why the author would not have simply appended L. 109 itself rather than another saying about treasure.

In my opinion, this parable like the others with Synoptic correspondents, shows characteristics typical of orally transmitted material – similarities in key words like 'merchant' and 'pearl', 'bought' and 'sold', but very few words in common sequences. Details unique to the variants are preserved (Thomas – 'wise' merchant, bought 'for himself, sold his 'merchandise'; Matthew – 'fine pearls', 'great value', sold 'all that he had'). Since I see no way to maintain an argument for secondary orality, I think this saying is another example of an early multiform variant independent of the Synoptic tradition.

LITERATURE PARALLELS

Matthew 13.45–46 (M)

45. Again, the Kingdom of Heaven is like a merchant in search of fine pearls. 46. On finding one pearl of great value, he went and sold all that he had and bought it.

Pseudo-Clementine Recognitions 3.62

‘Who is he that is earnest toward instruction, and that studiously enquires into every particular, except him who loves his own soul to salvation, and renounces all the affairs of this world, that he may have leisure to attend to the word of God only? Such is he whom alone the True Prophet deems wise, even he who sells all that he has and buys the one true pearl, who understands what is the difference between temporal things and eternal, small and great, humans and God.’

AGREEMENTS IN SYRIAN GOSPELS, WESTERN TEXT AND DIATESSARON

Matthew 13.46 in Ps.-Clem. Rec. T^P T^NL T^EC

The one pearl << it

Matthew 13.46 in S C sa

+ for himself
Matthew 13.46 in $T^C$
+ merchandise

Matthew 13.46 in $T^C$ and Ps.-Clem. Rec.
+ wise
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Logion 76.3
3 ‘You too, seek his imperishable and enduring treasure where neither moth draws near to eat nor worm destroys’.

NHC II 2.46.19–22

ATTRIBUTE
Kernel saying.

TEXT AND TRANSLATION ISSUES
The scribe originally wrote $\text{πέρα}$, ‘his face’, and then corrected this by adding a super-linear e. Thus the transcription, $\text{περα}$, ‘his treasure’. A. Guillaumont thinks that the scribe then failed to erase e, so the translation ‘the treasure’ is preferred by some scholars.

INTERPRETATIVE COMMENT
In the Kernel, this saying serves to interpret the Parable of the Pearl. It reinforces the rhetorical point that has been building in this cluster of sayings, that exclusive commitment to Jesus is necessary. L. 76.3 provides the rationale. The person wants to give up everything for Jesus’ sake because the treasure he offers is eternal, a treasure that even the grave cannot destroy.

In the complete Gospel, the encratic accretion preceding this saying would have suggested to the listener that he or she had to give up marriage and family in order to commit exclusively to Jesus. But, in return, Jesus would give him or her a treasure that would endure the grave. The succeeding accretion provides further rationale. Why does Jesus have a treasure that will endure beyond the grave? Because he is the light above all things and from him everything came forth.

SOURCE DISCUSSION
R. Grant and W. Schrage argue that L. 76.3 was added to the Parable of the Pearl because of the catchword ‘treasure’ which appears in Matthew 13.44, the Parable of the Hidden Treasure which precedes the Pearl parable. J. Sieber points out the weakness of this argument.
Since *Thomas* contains the Parable of the Treasure, if it were relying on Matthew, we could expect L. 76.3 to be placed around L. 109, not separated as it is. The separation of the cluster would have to be explained which Sieber thinks is not possible.

R. McI. Wilson suggests that L. 76.3 is the result of free quotation from the author’s memory of the Gospels including John 6.27. K. Snodgrass argues that *Thomas* reflects two rare words in Luke 12.33, ἀνέκλειπτος and θησαυρός. The mention of a worm in L. 76.3 is probably from βρώσις in Matthew as is ὕπανίζειν, he says. Luke supplied διωμηθείρετον. As for these Matthean and Lukan agreements which Schrage also points out, Sieber thinks that they cannot be attributed to the editorial hand of either Synoptic author. The only certain editorial trait, βαλλάντια, according to Sieber, is absent form L. 76.3. Moreover, the beginning of L. 76.3 is entirely different from either Matthew or Luke.

I might add that the differences between the Synoptic versions and *Thomas* is striking. *Thomas* does not mention a thief or thieves, but a moth. Nor does L. 76.3 have a parallel to the Lukan verb ἐγγίζειν. It is much more likely that we are seeing here pre-Synoptic variants created in the field of oral performance.

**LITERATURE PARALLELS**

Matthew 6.19–20 (Qmatt)

19'...where moth and worm consume and where thieves break in and steal. 20...where neither moth nor rust consumes and where thieves do not break in and steal.'

Luke 12.33 (Qluke)

'Make purses for yourselves that do not wear out, an unfailing treasure in heaven, where no thief comes near and no moth destroys.'

Ahmad ibn Hanbal, al-Zuhd, p. 95 (no. 313)

'Jesus said, “Place your treasures in heaven, for the heart of man is where his treasure is.”'

**AGREEMENTS IN SYRIAN GOSPELS, WESTERN TEXT AND DIATESSARON**

Matthew 6.20/Luke 12.33 in Clem

Matthew 6.20/Luke 12.33 in S C T

Matthew 6.20 in C TNL

Matthew 6.19 in C TNL

Matthew 6.19 in T TNL Matt(H)

Matthew 6.20 in C T TNL T Hel Aphr

Matthew 6.20 in the P T
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Logion 77

Jesus said, ‘I am the light which is above all things. I am everything. From me, everything came forth, and up to me, everything reached.’

NHC II 2.46.22–28

πεὲς εἰς χε ανὸκ πε πογοίν παέι ετζίξωογ ηρον ανὸκ πε πτηρὴψ ἄτα πτηρὴψ εἰ εβολ ἁγὴς ἅγα ἄκα πτηρὴψ ποὺς ὁμορὲι

ATTRIBUTION

Accretion.

TEXT AND TRANSLATION ISSUES

πτηρὴψ is translated ‘everything’, since Sahidic 1 Cor. 8.6 and Rom. 11.36 translates τὰ πάντα with a singular form ΠΤΗΡΗΠ. It doubtless refers to the visible world and Jesus’ role in creation.

L. 77 in the Coptic manuscript has appended a saying found combined with L. 30.1–2 in P.Oxy. 1.27–30. I have taken the Greek combination as primary (see L. 30). The Coptic combination reads: ‘Jesus said, “I am the light which is above all things. I am everything. From me, everything came forth, and up to me, everything reached. Split a piece of wood. I am there. Lift the stone, and you will find me there.”’

The combination of sayings in the Coptic L. 77 may have been created to be a reference to Jesus’ cross since ζηκε was especially used in Christian Coptic texts to translate σταυρός (Crum 546a). ‘Wood’, along with a ‘tree’, were common testimonia in the patristic literature taken as references to Jesus’ cross, as G. Q. Reijners details. Moreover, there was a tradition that became very popular in the second century that Jesus’ extension on the vertical and horizontal arms of the cross had universal power, separating the passions from the soul by overcoming the demons or powers that controlled the soul. This universalism of Jesus’ presence and power is described by Irenaeus in terms quite similar to the Coptic L. 77:

Because he is himself the Word of God Almighty, whose invisible presence is spread abroad in us and fills the whole world, he extends his influence in the world through its length, breadth, height and depth...and the Son of God has been crucified for all having traced the sign of the Cross on all things. For it was right and necessary that he who made himself visible, should lead all visible things to participate in his cross. And it is in this way that, in a form that can be perceived, his own special influence has had its sensible effect on visible things: for it is he that illumines the heights, that is the heavens; it is he that penetrates that which is beneath; he that traverses the whole vast extent of north and south, summoning to the knowledge of his father those scattered in every place. (Iren., Dem. 34)

Gregory of Nyssa also is aware of this tradition, stating that the cross is divided into four branches from the centre, signifying the ‘power’ and ‘providence’ which come from Jesus ‘who is seen upon it’ and which ‘penetrate everything’. Developing his thoughts on Ephesians 3.18, he states that the cross signified that ‘there is nothing which is not under the empire of divine power, neither that which is above heaven, nor that which is under the earth, nor that which extends transversally to the limits of being’. These ideas are also present in the Acts of Peter 38 and the Acts of John 98–99. J. Daniélou states that the cross came to represent the universal providence of Jesus.
INTERPRETATIVE COMMENT
This saying may be one of our earliest references to the fact that the Christians identified Jesus with the heavenly \textit{Anthropos} popular in ancient Jewish lore, a theme discussed in J. Fossum and G. Quispel’s publications. As I have discussed in my previous book, one of the roles of this Man of Light was cosmogonic. Creation of the world came out of his light and was infused with his light.

It is quite possible that the interpretative trajectory represented by the Coptic L. 77 with the combination of the ‘stone–wood’ saying is that of the universal power of Jesus in the event of his cross, the wood (see above), and perhaps even his resurrection, lifting the stone. The combination in the Coptic text would have made this interpretation likely along with the transposition of ‘wood’ and ‘stone’ since the crucifixion occurred before the empty tomb and the resurrection.

This saying is retrospective, showing an interest in the development of Christology. Accrual can be dated to a time between 80 and 120 CE when similar teachings about Jesus were developing in the Johannine circles.

SOURCE DISCUSSION
G. Quispel traces this saying to an encratic Gospel source.

LITERATURE PARALLELS

\textit{John 1.3–4}
\begin{itemize}
  \item All things came into being through him, and without him not one thing came into being that has come into being. ‘In him was life, and the life was the light of all people.’
\end{itemize}

\textit{John 1.9}
\begin{itemize}
  \item ‘The true light, which enlightens everyone, was coming into the world.’
\end{itemize}

\textit{John 8.12}
\begin{itemize}
  \item ‘Again Jesus spoke to them, saying, “I am the light of the world. Whoever follows me will never walk in darkness but will have the light of life.”’
\end{itemize}

\textit{John 9.5}
\begin{itemize}
  \item ‘As long as I am in the world, I am the light of the world.’
\end{itemize}

\textit{John 12.46}
\begin{itemize}
  \item ‘I have come as light into the world, so that everyone who believes in me should not remain in the darkness.’
\end{itemize}

\textit{Romans 11.36}
\begin{itemize}
  \item ‘For from him and through him and to him are all things. To him be glory forever. Amen.’
\end{itemize}

\textit{1 Corinthians 8.6}
\begin{itemize}
  \item ‘Yet for us there is one God, the Father, from whom are all things and for whom we exist, and one Lord, Jesus Christ, through whom are all things and through whom we exist.’
\end{itemize}

\textit{Ephesians 4.6}
\begin{itemize}
  \item ‘...one God and Father of everything, who is above everything and through everything and in everything’.
\end{itemize}

\textit{Colossians 1.16}
\begin{itemize}
  \item ‘For in him all things in heaven and on earth were created, things visible and invisible, whether thrones or dominions or rulers or powers – all things have been created through him and for him.’
\end{itemize}
Hebrews 2.10

'It was fitting that God, for whom and through whom all things exist, in bringing children to glory, should make the pioneer of their salvation perfect through suffering.'

Acts of Thomas 70

'You [Jesus] are divided without being separated, and are one though divided; and everything subsists in you and is subject to you, because everything is yours.'

Martyrdom of Peter 10

'You are everything, and everything is in you. And you are what is, and there is nothing else that is except you alone.'

Pseudo-Macarius, Hom. 12.12

'He is everywhere, both under the earth and above the heavens and also indwelling us.

He is everywhere.'

Cf. John 3.19

SELECT BIBLIOGRAPHY


Logion 78.1–3

1Jesus said, 'Why did you come out into the desert? To see a reed shaken by the wind
2and to see a man dressed in soft garments [like your] kings and your prominent men?
3They are dressed in soft garments, but they will not be able to understand the truth.'

NHC II 2.46.28–47.3

1ΤΕΧΕ ΙΣ ΧΕ ΕΤΕΒΕ ΟΥ ΑΤΕΝΕΙ ΕΒΟΛ ΕΤΣΩΚΕ ΕΝΑΓ ΕΥΚΑΩ
ΕΠΚΙΜ ΕΒΟΛΕ ΚΙΝ ΠΗΘΥ ΑΥΛ ΕΝΑΓ ΕΡΙΧΩΜΕ ΕΡΙΚΩΤΗΝ
ΕΓΩΝ ΦΙΛΟΣ ΝΕΟΝ ΝΕΤΝΟΥ ΜΗ ΝΕΤΗΜΕΡΙΣΤΑΝΟΣ ΝΕΙ
ΕΝΕΚΟΥΤΗΝ ΕΙΤΙΩΝ ΦΙΛΟΥ ΑΥΛ ΚΕΝΑΙ ΓΕΝΩΝ ΤΗΝ ΑΝ

ATTRIBUTION

Kernel saying. It is possible, however, that the final clause ‘but they will not be able to understand the truth’, may be an accretion since it does contain language characteristic of the accretions, particularly the phrase ‘understand (ΚΟΩΥΝ) the truth’. However, there is no attempt in this saying to contextualize this ‘knowledge’ as soteriological, as is the case in other accretions. Because of this uncertainty, I have left the clause in the Kernel Gospel.

TEXT AND TRANSLATION ISSUES

My reconstruction of the lacunae in line 32 agrees with B. Layton (ΝΕΟΝ – ΝΕΤΝ) rather than A. Guillaumont (ΕΙΚ ΝΕΤΝ) because the first letter in the lacunae has a superlinear stroke. L. 78.2 ‘and (ΑΥΛ) to see a man’ should probably read ‘or to see a man’. The Coptic rendering ΑΥΛ, and the Greek subtext και, most likely represent a mistranslation of the Aramaic י which means both ‘and’ and ‘either…or’. This was pointed out by A. Guillaumont. In L. 43, the same problem occurs (see L. 43).
4. Commentary on the Gospel of Thomas

INTERPRETATIVE COMMENT

In the Kernel, this saying begins a series of logia focused on revealing the truth about Jesus to the worthy. The worthy disciple is not like those people who journey to the desert to see great men because Jesus is not like a king of other men. In the complete Gospel, this saying’s meaning would have shifted to a more encratic tone, reminding the practitioner that roles of prominence and worldly affairs should be renounced just as Jesus had said. Noteworthy is the accrual of L. 80 immediately following this Kernel cluster (78 and 79), an accrual that serves to reinterpret this cluster in this fashion.

SOURCE DISCUSSION

W. Schrage looks for agreements between Sahidic Luke and L. 78, pointing to the fact that both have a definite article before ‘wind’ and that both omit ‘and in luxury’ which can be found in Greek Luke. To account for the differences, H. von Schürmann even conjectures that Luke 7.24–25 has been harmonized with Acts 6.15 in a post-Synoptic source that Thomas relied on.

J. Sieber admits some influence on L. 78 from other Coptic translations of the New Testament, but states that the differences from Sahidic Luke, particularly the location of the infinitive ‘to see’ in the sentence, demonstrate Thomas’ independence, a point which R. McL. Wilson had argued previously. Sieber also notes that the Baptist sequence found in Matthew and Luke is broken in Thomas since L. 46 occurs elsewhere in the Gospel.

The evidence appears to indicate, in my opinion, that we have an old multiform that may have been adapted to the memory of Coptic Luke at the scribal level.

LITERATURE PARALLELS

Matthew 11.7–8 (Qmatt)

7 What did you go out into the wilderness to look at? A reed shaken by the wind? 8 What then did you go out to see? Someone dressed in soft robes? Look, those who wear soft robes are in royal palaces.

Luke 7.24–25 (Qluke)

‘What did you go out into the wilderness to look at? A reed shaken by the wind? What then did you go out to see? Someone dressed in soft robes? Look, those who put on fine clothing and live in luxury are in royal palaces.’

AGREEMENTS IN SYRIAN GOSPELS, WESTERN TEXT AND DIATESSARON


to see a reed


to see a man
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Logion 79.1–3

1. A woman in the crowd said to him, 'Blessed is the womb that bore you and the breasts that nourished you.'

2. He said to [her], 'Blessed are the people who have heard the word of the Father and have truly kept it. For there will be days when you will say, “Blessed is the womb that has not conceived and the breasts that have not given milk.”'

NHC II 2.47.3–12

Αυτὴ ἡ γυναῖκα ἐκ τοῦ κόσμου εἶπε, ὡς λέγει τοῖς ἵπποις, ἔτι ἐτέραν, ὡς ἐκ τοῦ κόσμου ἔριζεν. Ἐπειδή ἦν ἐν τῷ κόσμῳ ἐπὶ τὸ ἔργον τῆς μητρὸς καὶ τῆς γυναῖκας πεπεφυγεῖσθαι. Ἐπειδή ἦν ἐν τῷ κόσμῳ ἐπὶ τὸ ἔργον τῆς μητρὸς καὶ τῆς γυναῖκας πεπεφυγεῖσθαι. Ἐπειδή ἦν ἐν τῷ κόσμῳ ἐπὶ τὸ ἔργον τῆς μητρὸς καὶ τῆς γυναῖκας πεπεφυγεῖσθαι. Ἐπειδή ἦν ἐν τῷ κόσμῳ ἐπὶ τὸ ἔργον τῆς μητρὸς καὶ τῆς γυναῖκας πεπεφυγεῖσθαι.

ATTRIBUTION

Kernel saying.

TEXT AND TRANSLATION ISSUES

In line 6, the copyist cancelled q in C2[|q|NOYCUK], thus CANOYCUK in my transcription.

A. Guillaumont notes that the turn of phrase, ‘the breasts that nourished you’, is found in Thomas while the Greek Luke 11.27 has ‘the breasts that nursed you’. This he explains by an Aramaic substratum, יָלָדָה, which has both senses. He notes that the Syriac versions of Luke are closer to Thomas, having the verb(QL) 'the breasts that have made suck' or 'given suck'.

INTERPRETATIVE COMMENT

In the Kernel Gospel, this saying functioned as a warning to people that the worst calamities are yet to come as the world is destroyed. As such it represents a common eschatological expectation expressed in other Jewish and Christian sources.

But with the accrual of L. 80, L. 79 appears to contrast the Kingdom with the world and sexual propagation. B. Fordyce Miller notes that the ‘editor’ of Thomas does not give any contextual interpretation of this logion, and because of this, an ascetic hermeneutic characterizes the passage.

SOURCE DISCUSSION

H. von Schürmann, W. Schrage, B. Gärtner, R. Grant and D.N. Freedman, E. Haenchen, and R. McL. Wilson agree that L. 79 is a welding of Luke 11.27–28 and 23.29. Schrage points out that sense can only be made of the plural ‘you will say’ in L. 79.3 within the Lukan context. K. Snodgrass picks up this opinion in his work, opting for possible dependence based on the phrases ἐκ τοῦ ὀξύου, ἐρώτατο, ἡμεραί, and ὕπαλασσειν which he thinks are all Lukan traits.

The only editorial trace that J. Sieber can see is the combination ‘hear and do the word of my Father’ which he says may be Lukan. More probably, Sieber thinks, it is due to Luke’s special source since Luke did not create this saying. Sieber offers an alternative explanation to Schrage’s argument regarding the presence of ‘you will say’ in L. 79, that
4. Commentary on the Gospel of Thomas

Thomas’ source for the saying may have been the same as Luke’s or a tradition of another type presented in a similar context. Sieber, however, does concede in his conclusion that this Logion may contain a Lukanism in this case.

In my opinion, although these agreements are worth noting, especially the phrase ‘you will say’, they do not make the case for dependence because here we are dealing with special Lukan material. It is just as plausible that these phrases were part of Luke’s source. If so, then we are seeing here variants that developed independently out of pre-Synoptic traditions. This latter hypothesis actually fits the evidence better given Guillaumont’s observation about the Aramaic substratum, P27 and the Syriac parallels.

LITERATURE PARALLELS

Luke 11.27–28 (L or Q Luke)

27. While he was saying this, a woman in the crowd raised her voice and said to him, “Blessed is the womb that bore you and the breasts that you sucked!” 28. But he said, “Blessed rather are those who hear the word of God and obey it!”

John 13.17

‘If you know these things, you are blessed if you do them.’

James 1.25

‘But those who look into the perfect law, the law of liberty, and persevere, being not hearers who forget but doers who act – they will be blessed in their doing.’

Luke 23.29 (L)

‘For the days are surely coming when they will say, “Blessed are the barren, and the wombs that never bore, and the breasts that never gave suck.”’

Mark 13.17

‘Woe to those who are pregnant and to those who are nursing infants in those days!’

Matthew 24.19

‘Woe to those who are pregnant and to those who are nursing infants in those days!’

Luke 21.23

‘Woe to those who are pregnant and to those who are nursing infants in those days!’

Ahmad ibn Hanbal, al-Zuhd, p. 143 (no. 470)

‘She said, “Blessed is the belly that carried you and the breasts from which you fed.” Jesus said, “Blessed is he whom God has taught his book and who dies without having become haughty.”’

AGREEMENTS IN SYRIAN GOSPELS, WESTERN TEXT AND DIATESSARON

Luke 11.27 in e Mcion S C P Pal T* TΔ TEC Arm Boh Ar

that nourished you/that gave you suck << that you sucked

Luke 11.27 in r S C P TΔ

– but

Luke 11.27 in a c r S C P TΔ T*PEP bo aeth

+ to (her)

Luke 11.27 in a a' b f j j2 i q E S C P Pal T* TEC TΔ arm

– rather

Luke 11.27 in S P TΔ

have heard << hear
The Original Gospel of Thomas in Translation

Luke 23.29 in D a b d e f g h r S C T TEC TDL TNL TLP T 13
- behold

Luke 23.29 in S C
γάρ «δέντα

Luke 23.29 in D a b c d e f f g h r S C T TEC TDL TNL TLP T 13
will be « are coming

Luke 23.29 in S C P T TEC TDL TNL
you will say « they will say

Luke 23.29 in T 1
- the barren and

Luke 23.29 in T NL
conceived « bore

Luke 23.29 in Koine a r f vulg S C P T TEC TDL TNL TNL aeth arm sa
have suckled « gave suck
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Logion 80.1–2

1 Jesus said, 'Whoever has come to know the world has found the corpse. 2 The world does not deserve the person who has found [that the world is] the corpse.'

Alternative Translation
‘Whoever has come to know the world <<has mastered the body>>. The world does not deserve the person who <<has mastered the body>>.’

NHC II 2.47.12–15

'τεκέε ἐκ τοῦ οἰκομοσ τούτου ἔπισωμα ἔτη θρόνοι τούτου οἰκομος ἔπισωμα ἔτη θρόνοι

Attribution
Accretion.

Text and Translation Issues
In this saying, we find ΣΩΜΑ instead of ΠΤΩΜΑ which is found in the doublet L. 56. For further discussion, see L. 56.

The clause ‘the world does not deserve’ is Semitic. See L. 56 for more details.

Interpretative Comment
This saying contains vocabulary and themes characteristic of the accretions, particularly the phrase ΠΤΩΜΑ ἙΡΗΥΑ ἸΜΟΥΔ ΑΝ and ΣΩΜΑ which describes a salvific state. The saying has affinities with enigmatic ideology (particularly the description of the mastery
of the body if an Aramaic substratum is assumed as is the case with the doublet L. 56) while at the same time, with the Hermetic theme that knowledge liberates. Accrual can be estimated to the latter part of the first century, 60–100 CE.

**SOURCE DISCUSSION**

G. Quispel attributes this saying to a Hermetic source.

**LITERATURE PARALLELS**

*L. 56*

1 Jesus said, ‘Whoever has come to know the world has found a corpse. 2 The world does not deserve the person who found (that the world is) a corpse.’

*Alternative Translation*

1 ‘Whoever has come to know the world <<has mastered the body>>. 2 The world does not deserve the person who <<has mastered the body>>.’

*L. 111*

1 Jesus said, “The heavens and the earth will roll up in your presence. 2 And whoever is alive because of the Living One will not see death.” 3 Does not Jesus say, “The world does not deserve the person who has found himself?”

**SELECT BIBLIOGRAPHY**


---

**Logion 81.1–2**

1 Jesus said, ‘Whoever has grown wealthy, that person should become a king. 2 But whoever possesses power, let that person disown (his power).’

**NHC II 2.47.15–17**


tex eic xe pentazoi pmnho maepqf ppo :ayw petegntaq

noyajynmic maepqapna

**ATtribution**

Kernel saying.

**INTERPRETATIVE COMMENT**

In the Kernel, this saying is part of a rhetorical speech that progressively reveals the truth about Jesus to the worthy disciple. He is not like the kings and prominent men dressed in soft clothing (L. 78) because he alone is blessed from the womb and is a prophet speaking God’s word (L. 79). He admonishes the wealthy to be kings, but warns them that God is not the God of kings and powerful men. Devotion to God demands the opposite, renunciation of power (L. 81). This latter message belongs to eschatological traditions that anticipate a time when the world order and the status quo are reversed in terms of procreation, economics, institutions, conventions and empires.

In the complete Gospel, the accretion preceding L. 81 would have provided a new hermeneutic for this saying. Mastery of the body was demanded (L. 80), which included
complete renunciation of personal wealth and power (L. 81). In this way, the words of Jesus in L. 81 were heard as support for an encratic praxis.

SOURCE DISCUSSION
G. Quispel thinks that this saying comes from a Jewish Christian Gospel source.

LITERATURE PARALLELS
1 Corinthians 4.8
'Already you have all you want! Already you have become wealthy! Quite apart from us you have become kings! Indeed, I wish that you had become kings, so that we might be kings with you!'

L. 110
Jesus said, 'Whoever has found the world and become wealthy, he should disown the world.'

Dialogue of the Saviour 20
'Let the person [who possesses] power renounce [it and repent].'

Pseudo-Macarius, Hom. 27.5
'Being rich before God, they regard themselves as poor.'

Pseudo-Macarius, Hom. 32.7
'If you wish to be in the world and become rich, every kind of misfortune meets you. You begin to reason with yourself, "Because I have not succeeded in the world, should I leave it, renounce it, and serve God?" After you reach this point, you hear the command saying, "Sell the things you possess."

Abu Hayyan al-Tawhidi, al-Basa'ir wa'l Dhakha'ir 1.23
'As for kings, leave their world to them and they will leave the other world to you.'

'Abdallah ibn al-Mubarak, al-Zuhd, p. 96 (n. 284)
'Just as kings have left wisdom to you, so you should leave the world to them.'

'Abdallah ibn Qutayba, 'Uyun al-Akhbar 1.266
'If people appoint you as their heads, be like tails.'

Cf. Pseudo-Macarius, Hom. 27.10
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Logion 82.1–2
'Jesus said, 'Whoever is near me, is near the fire. But whoever is far away from me, is far away from the Kingdom.'

NHC II 2.47.17–19
'ΝΈΧΕ ΙΤ ΧΕ ΝΕΤΖΘΝ ΕΠΟΕΙ ΕΠΖΘΝ ΕΤΚΑΤΕ ΑΥΘ ΝΕΤΟΥΘΝ ΝΘΟΕΙ ΓΟΥΘΝ ΝΤΜΝΤΕΠΟ

ATTRIBUTION
Kernel saying.
4. Commentary on the Gospel of Thomas

INTERPRETATIVE COMMENT
In the Kernel, this saying continues the rhetorical revelation of Jesus' identity to the worthy disciple. He is not like other leaders, neither king nor prominent man (L. 78). He is God's prophet, blessed from the womb and speaking with God's voice (L. 79). In contrast to worldly kings (L. 81), Jesus dwells in a heavenly Kingdom of fire, and it is here that he will reveal himself to the worthy (L. 82). Thus this Logion echoes the mystical dimension of apocalyptic present in the Kernel. It reveals a theophantic tradition that identifies Jesus with the fire of the heavenly realm, the Kingdom. Believers who draw near to him can trust that they will experience a fiery theophany, while those who remain far away from him will not be able to enter the Kingdom at the end of time.

Once the hermeneutic shifted to an immanent apocalypse rather than imminent, the theophany mentioned in L. 82 becomes an end unto itself, a mystical pre-mortem vision of Jesus. This understanding of L. 82 is explicit in the Gospel of the Saviour which records a version of this saying in a fabulous context. John speaks to the resurrected Jesus, begging him to reveal himself to the disciples in a diminished glory so that they will be able to bear the vision and not despair from fear. Jesus prohibits John from touching his glorified body because 'If one is [near] me, he will [burn.] I am the [fire that] blazes; the one who [is near to me, is] near to [the fire]; the one who is far from me is far from life.' The tradition echoed here runs through Jewish apocalyptic and mystical literature, that unprepared humans who touch heavenly beings will be burned and destroyed. In the writings of Pseudo-Ephrem, the mystical meaning of the saying has been developed further, suggesting the transformative effect of encountering Jesus. 'Nearness' is understood to mean 'unity' so that the believer who unites with Jesus becomes like him, a being of fire.

SOURCE DISCUSSION
G. Quispel thinks that a Jewish Christian Gospel was the source of this saying.

LITERATURE PARALLELS
Gospel of the Saviour 107.43-48
'Whoever is near me, is near the fire. Whoever is far away from me, is far away from life.'

Origen, Hom. in Jer. L.1 (III), 3.104-105
'Whoever is near to me, is near the fire. Whoever is far from me, is far from the Kingdom.'

Didymus the Blind, In Ps. 88.8
'Whoever is near me, is near the fire. Whoever is far from me, is far from the Kingdom.'

Pseudo-Ephrem, Exposition of the Gospel 83
'He who joins me, joins with fire. And he who is far from me, is far from life.'

SELECT BIBLIOGRAPHY

Logion 83.1-2
1Jesus said, 'The images are visible to people, but the light in them is concealed in the image of the Father's light. 2The light will be revealed, but his image is concealed by his light.'
NHC II 2.47.19–24

Αποδίδεται η απόδοση του λόγιου α' του Α. Τον, τολμώντας εν τοίς λόγοις ταυτόπεπλωμένων, ιτταρευόμενος λέγει, ὅτι ἑαυτὸν δυναταίρησε καὶ τὸν εἶκος ᾤδηκεν ὅτι ὁ θεὸς ἔδωκεν αὐτῷ τὸν θάλασσαν ἐπὶ τὴν αὐτο-κοινήν καὶ στοιχεῖον τῆς τοιαύτης ἐπήρεα, καὶ ἐνεάκουσαν τὸ γέγονος τοῦ θεοῦ ἐν σοφίᾳ καὶ ἀλήθειας.

ATTRIBUTION
Accretion.

INTERPRETATIVE COMMENT
This saying develops two themes common to the accretions: speculation about the primordial Adam and admiration for the internal light, the divine Self. It accrued in the Gospel between 80 and 120 CE, most likely as a result of dialogue between the Syrian and Alexandrian Christian communities.

This saying reflects speculation about Genesis 1.26–28 where the human being is made in God's image. Thus the saying begins by affirming that human beings are the visible 'images' of God, images which contain a divine element, 'the light' (cf. L. 24). This internal divine light is concealed in the 'image of the Father's light'. This represents a teaching that inside the individual person the divine element of light is contained in some type of internal image, form or body of God. This appears to reflect a Jewish-Christian teaching. According to the Acts of Thomas 10 (Syriac), Christ put on the first man. As the first man, Christ was understood to be a 'general soul' (Symmachians in Marius Victorinus, ep. Ad Gal. 1.15). In the Pseudo-Clementine Recognitions 1.28.4, we are told that God created the human with an 'internal Form (interna species)' that is 'older' than the human body itself. This internal Form is none other than the Form or Body of God.

The second half of this saying contrasts the first. Drawing on a well-established Jewish tradition that the image of God, the Kavod, is hidden by a screen of light, the saying explains that God's condition is opposite the human. In fact, his image is not visible but is 'concealed by his light'.

SOURCE DISCUSSION
G. Quispel traces this saying to an encratic Gospel source.

SELECT BIBLIOGRAPHY

Logion 84.1–2

1 Jesus said, 'When you see the likeness of yourselves, you are delighted. 2 But when you see the images of yourselves which came into being before you — they neither die nor are visible — how much you will suffer!'

NHC II 2.47.24–29

Αποδίδεται η απόδοση του λόγιου α' του Α. Τον, τολμώντας εν τοίς λόγοις ταυτόπεπλωμένων, ιτταρευόμενος λέγει, ὅτι ἑαυτὸν δυναταίρησε καὶ τὸν εἶκος ᾤδηκεν ὅτι ὁ θεὸς ἔδωκεν αὐτῷ τὸν θάλασσαν ἐπὶ τὴν αὐτο-κοινήν καὶ στοιχεῖον τῆς τοιαύτης ἐπήρεα, καὶ ἐνεάκουσαν τὸ γέγονος τοῦ θεοῦ ἐν σοφίᾳ καὶ ἀλήθειας.

NHC II 2.47.24–29

Αποδίδεται η απόδοση του λόγιου α' του Α. Τον, τολμώντας εν τοῖς λόγοις ταυτόπεπλωμένων, ιτταρευόμενος λέγει, ὅτι ἑαυτὸν δυναταίρησε καὶ τὸν εἶκος ᾤδηκεν ὅτι ὁ θεὸς ἔδωκεν αὐτῷ τὸν θάλασσαν ἐπὶ τὴν αὐτο-κοινήν καὶ στοιχεῖον τῆς τοιαύτης ἐπήρεα, καὶ ἐνεάκουσαν τὸ γέγονος τοῦ θεοῦ ἐν σοφίᾳ καὶ ἀλήθειας.

Logion 84.1–2

1 Jesus said, 'When you see the likeness of yourselves, you are delighted. 2 But when you see the images of yourselves which came into being before you — they neither die nor are visible — how much you will suffer!'
4. Commentary on the Gospel of Thomas

ATTRIBUTION

Accretion.

INTERPRETATIVE COMMENT

This saying develops a theme common to the accretions: speculation about the primordial Adam. It accrued in the Gospel at the same time as L. 83, between 80 and 120 CE. As I have argued at length in my monograph _Seek To See Him_, this saying references Genesis 1.26-28 where the human being is said to have been made in God’s image, a discussion common to first-century Jewish and Christian texts. This was interpreted by some to be a divine image of the person, not the human body. The discussion focused on Adam’s fall which resulted in a loss of or separation from this eternal heavenly self image. Salvation was understood in terms of the person regaining, in some way, this heavenly eternal self.

Thus, the ‘likeness’ of the person differs from the ‘image’. The likeness represents the human appearance which, when viewed, brings delight to the onlooker. Viewing the heavenly image, however, results in suffering since the person is coming face to face with his or her own perfection. This suffering may be the result of the physical transformation that the ancients believed occurred when the beholder gazed upon the beholden.

SOURCE DISCUSSION

G. Quispel thinks that this saying comes from a Jewish Christian Gospel.

LITERATURE PARALLELS

_Pseudo-Macarius_, Hom. 7.6-7

‘Does one see the soul through revelation and divine light? Just as our eyes see the sun, so also the enlightened see the images of the soul, but few Christians attain this. Does the soul have any form? It has a form and image similar to that of an angel. For as angels have an image and form and as the outer man has his image so also the inner man has an image that is similar both to that of the angel and that of the exterior man.’

_Pseudo-Macarius_, Hom. 30.3

‘For this body is a likeness of the soul and the soul is an image of the Spirit.’

Manichaean Psalm 1.14-17

‘He established chambers of life;
He set up living images in them;
He set up living images in them that never perish.’
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Logion 85.1-2

‘Jesus said, ‘Adam came into being out of a great power and great wealth. But he was not deserving of you. ‘For, had he been deserving, [he would] not [have] died.’

NHC II 2.47.29-34

‘τεσσε ὅτι οὗτος ἀδάμ πρῶτος ἦν ὁ ἄνθρωπος ἡγήσατο ἀνθρώπων αὐτῷ ἀνθρώπους ἐφήμηθε· οὕτως ἐπεφέρεν ἡγήσατο ἀνθρώπων τῷ ἄνθρωπῳ ὅτι ἐποίησεν τῷ ᾿Αδάμ τῷ ἑαυτοῦ ἠγήσατο ἀνθρώπων.
The Original Gospel of Thomas in Translation

ATTRIBUTION
Accretion.

TEXT AND TRANSLATION ISSUES
The text literally reads, 'he would not have tasted death'. For the expression, 'to taste death', see L. 1.

For the Semitic expression, 'does not deserve', see L. 56.

INTERPRETATIVE COMMENT
This saying is part of a sequence of accretions beginning with L. 83 that speculate about Adam’s primordial condition and fall. Furthermore, this particular saying contains vocabulary characteristic of the accretions, particularly the phrase that literally reads, 'he would not have tasted death'. Accrual is dated from 80–120 CE.

The saying follows a sequence of logia that provide a commentary on the Genesis story. The sayings progress by detailing the human condition as it compares to the divine. The human condition is one in which the soul, the internal image of God, exists in a condition which is described as either separated or diminished from its eternal heavenly image. This condition was understood to be the result of Adam’s sin. Even though he came into existence out of ‘a great power and great wealth’, – he was, in fact, the glorious primordial Man – he sinned and experienced death. In this way, Adam is the paradigm, the metaphor for all humans who need to regain the glory of their primordial selves. Once this is accomplished, the believer overcomes death as Adam was unable to do.

The title ‘Great Power’ is an alternative for ‘Great Glory’. M. Lelyveld discusses these terms as they are applied to Adam in Jewish apocalyptic literature, where he is described as the glorious primordial Man. These epithets were not uncommon references to the Name of God or his Kavod in Jewish apocalyptic and mystical texts, and to the Son in Jewish-Christian documents as J. Fossum has detailed in his various publications. For instance, in the Jewish-Christian writing, the Teachings of Silvamus, it is said of Jesus: ‘A Great Power and Great Glory has made the universe known’ (112.8–10; cf. 106.21–23). The Syriac version of the Acts of Thomas addresses Christ as the ‘Great Power’ (ch. 12). Justin Martyr refers to this tradition when he writes that among the names of the Son is ‘Power of God’ (1 Apol 33.6) and that God begat as ‘Beginning’ a ‘Power from himself’ that is also called the ‘Glory of the Lord’ and sometimes ‘Son’ (Dial 61.1). Elchasai, the Jewish-Christian sect leader, appeared as the Prophet-Like-Moses and was designated the ‘Hidden Power’, the final manifestation of Christ. Simon Magus also appeared as the eschatological Prophet-Like-Moses and was called the ‘Great Power’, a divine manifestation which superseded his prior incarnation in Jesus.

Undoubtedly, L. 85 belongs to this referential horizon, when it states that Adam originated from the Great Power and Great Wealth, but that he was not worthy and died. This is a reference to the story of the fall of Adam. The language is indicative of Syrian Christianity. For instance, in the Liber Graduum, it is explained that originally Adam subjected everything to himself, ‘in the power of the all-sustaining Lord’ (604.10–12). Adam was provided for by God as befitted the ‘wealth’ of his bounty (601.1). After he sinned, however, Adam and Eve became poor ‘from the wealth above’ (612.21–22). When they left heaven, they left ‘the heavenly wealth’ too (613.22). This Syrian concept is explained by Pseudo-Marcarius in Hom. 12.1–2. He says that Adam lost ‘the full heavenly inheritance’ which was stored for him within the Image of God. ‘A very great wealth and inheritance was prepared for him... Such was the vessel of Adam before his disobedience, like a very
valuable estate. When, however, he entertained evil intentions and thoughts, he lost God. We nevertheless do not say that he was totally lost and was blotted out of existence and died. He died as far as his relationship with God was concerned, but in his nature, however, he still lives.' Similar themes are discussed in Homily 15.39.

What is fascinating about L. 85 is its emphasis on the nature of the Thomasine believer who is characterized here as more ‘deserving’ than Adam. Why? Because the believer has been able to regain the primordial state, perhaps through a vision of his or her heavenly counterpart (L. 84), overcoming ‘death’ as Adam was unable to do.

**SOURCE DISCUSSION**

G. Quispel thinks that this saying was created by the author of the Gospel.

**LITERATURE PARALLELS**

*Pseudo-Macarius, Hom. 15.39*

> ‘In what way are Christians superior to the first Adam? Indeed, he was immortal and not only was he incorruptible in soul, but also in body. But Christians die and decompose. The real death takes place interiorly in the heart. It lies hidden. The interior man perishes. If anyone, therefore, has passed from death into the hidden life, that one truly lives forever and does not die.’

Cf. *Liber Graduum*, cols. 601.1; 604.10–12; 612.21–22; 613.22

**SELECT BIBLIOGRAPHY**


**Logion 86.1–2**

> ‘Jesus said, ‘[The foxes have] their dens and the birds have their nests, but the human being does not have a place to lay down his head and rest.’

**NHC II 2.47.34–48.4**

> ‘πεξε ἐν το ὅνατον οὐντίας οἱ ναοί οὐντίας οὐντίας οὐντίας οὐντίας οὐντίας οὐντίας οὐντίας οὐντίας οὐντίας οὐντίας οὐντίας οὐντίας οὐντίας οὐντίας οὐντίας οὐντίας οὐντίας οὐντίας οὐντίας οὐντίας οὐντίας οὐντίας οὐντίας οὐντίας οὐντίας οὐντίας οὐντίας οὐντίας οὐντίας οὐντίας οὐντίας οὐντίας οὐντίας οὐντίας οὐντίας οὐντίας οὐντίας οὐντίας οὐντίας οὐντίας οὐντίας οὐντίας οὐντίας οὐντίας οὐντίας οὐντίας οὐντίας οὐντίας οὐντίας οὐντίας οὐντίας οὐντίας οὐντίας οὐντίας οὐντίας οὐντίας οὐντίας οὐντίας οὐντίας οὐντίας οὐντίας οὐντίας οὐντίας οὐντίας οὐντίας οὐντίας οὐντίας οὐντίας οὐντίας οὐντίας οὐντίας οὐντίας οὐντίας οὐντίας οὐντίας οὐντίας οὐντίας οὐντίας οὐντίας οὐντίας οὐντίας οὐντίας οὐντίας οὐντίας οὐντίας οὐντίας οὐντίας οὐντίας οὐντίας οὐντίας οὐντίας οὐντίας οὐντίας οὐντίας οὐντίας οὐντίας οὐντίας οὐντίας οὐντίας οὐντίας οὐντίας οὐντίας οὐντίας οὐντίας οὐντίας οὐντίας οὐντίας οὐντίας οὐντίας οὐντίας οὐντίας οὐντίας οὐντίας οὐντίας οὐντίας οὐντίας οὐντίας οὐντίας οὐντίας οὐντίας οὐντίας οὐντίας οὐντίας οὐντίας οὐντίας οὐντίας οὐντίας οὐντίας οὐντίας οὐντίας οὐντίας οὐντίας οὐντίας οὐντίας οὐντίας οὐντίας οὐντίας οunsubscribe

**ATTRIBUTION**

Kernel saying.

**TEXT AND TRANSLATION ISSUES**

The phrase, *πνημῆ πνημῶν*, is translated ‘human being’, rendering the Aramaic idiom for ‘son of man’.

A. Strobel thinks that the phrase, ‘and rest’, which does not occur in Matthew or Luke, is due to a double translation of an original Syriac phrase.

We note that the Syrian father Macarius also witnesses this additional phrase, ‘and rest’. In fact, this final clause is particularly important to Macarius since the context for the quotation is a homily in which we are told how Jesus will bring our souls to rest at the end
of our lives. But, in the meantime, we, like Christ, cannot rest but must labour in imitation of the Lord’s life by overcoming our passions.

**INTERPRETATIVE COMMENT**

What is the meaning of this saying? In the Kernel, the meaning appears to be apocalyptic, that the human being does not belong to this world as the animals do, but to God’s Kingdom where he or she ultimately will find rest. One’s real home is to be found in the coming New World, not this dying world. Indeed, there may be an allusion here to the itinerant preacher as M. Casey and S. Patterson have argued for this aphorism, or persecution of the group as M. Lelyveld has suggested, but the aphorism seems to me to be inclusive of all human beings, not just referencing a restricted social group.

Once the Thomasine community became enkratic, its interpretation of this aphorism shifted. Given its new context as L. 83, 84, 85 and 87 accrued, the saying was probably read as an exhortation to the angelic life in imitation of the Lord, where the believer was expected to leave this world behind and restore him- or herself to the primordial Image, the prelapsarian Adam, the Anthropos or Son of Man.

**SOURCE DISCUSSION**

W. Schrage attempts to argue for dependence on the Synoptics on the basis of a short list of minor agreements which he compares with the Sahidic New Testament. J. Sieber thinks that the closeness of *Thomas* to Q means that the argument for Synoptic dependence is undermined. A. Strobel’s examination of the Syriac textual tradition in comparison to L. 86 has led him to conclude that there was a written Syriac source behind the Gospel that was shared with Tatian.

**LITERATURE PARALLELS**

*Matthew 8.20 (Qmatt)*

‘And Jesus said to him, “Foxes have holes, and birds of the air have nests; but the human being has nowhere to lay his head.”’

*Luke 9.58 (Qluke)*

‘And Jesus said to him, “Foxes have holes, and birds of the air have nests; but the human being has nowhere to lay his head.”’

_Pseudo-Macarius, Hom., Klosterman and Berthold (1961: 26)*

‘The human being has nowhere to lay his head and rest.’

**AGREEMENTS IN SYRIAN GOSPELS, WESTERN TEXT AND DIATESSARON**

*Matthew 8.20//Luke 9.58 in $\mathrm{\mathcal{P}}_{\mathrm{EC}}$ $\mathrm{\mathcal{T}}^\mathrm{p}$ $\mathrm{\mathcal{T}}^\mathrm{PEP}$ + their$^1$

*Matthew 8.20//Luke 9.58 in $\mathrm{\mathcal{P}}^\mathrm{NL}$ $\mathrm{\mathcal{T}}^\mathrm{PEP}$

− of the air

*Matthew 8.20//Luke 9.58 in $\mathrm{\mathcal{T}}^\mathrm{p}$ $\mathrm{\mathcal{P}}^\mathrm{NL}$ $\mathrm{\mathcal{T}}^\mathrm{PEP}$ + their$^2$

*Matthew 8.20//Luke 9.58 in $\mathrm{\mathcal{S}} \mathrm{C} \mathrm{P} \mathrm{TP}$ $\mathrm{\mathcal{T}}^\mathrm{p}$ $\mathrm{\mathcal{T}}^\mathrm{PEP}$ geo aeth(Matt)

nest<<nests

*Matthew 8.20//Luke 9.58 in b(Luke) $\mathrm{\mathcal{S}} \mathrm{C} \mathrm{T}_{\mathrm{EC}} \mathrm{T}^\mathrm{A}$ $\mathrm{\mathcal{T}}^\mathrm{p}$ $\mathrm{\mathcal{P}}^\mathrm{NL}$ $\mathrm{\mathcal{T}}^\mathrm{PEP}$ sa bo Aphr L Gr has no place<<nowhere
Matthew 8.20/Luke 9.58 in $\text{T}^\text{P} \text{T}^\text{NL} \text{T}^\text{PAP}$
+ have

Matthew 8.20/Luke 9.58 in a b c g' h Cypr (Matt) h c r'$ e aur goth (Luke) S C P Pal $\text{T}^\text{EC}$
$\text{T}^\text{P} \text{T}^\text{PAP} \text{T}^\text{L} \text{T}^\text{L} \text{T}^\text{NL} \text{sa bo ar per aeth}$
his head <<τὴν κεφαλὴν

Matthew 8.20/Luke 9.58 in $\text{T}^\text{NL} \text{T}^\text{L} \text{T}^\text{EC} \text{Mac}$
+ and to rest

**SELECT BIBLIOGRAPHY**

**NHC II 2.48.4–7**

assandra ἡδίς ἦ τέταρτος αὐτών πνεύμα ἐτάσετε

NOUSOMA 'AYW OYTAJAKTNUPOC TE TYPKH ETASHE ΝΝΑΕΠ ΜΙΤΙΝΑΥ

**ATTRIBUTION**
Accretion.

**TEXT AND TRANSLATION ISSUES**

$\text{TALAMUPOC}$ is probably derived from $\text{TALAPPOC}$, ‘suffering, miserable’. Thus my rendering, ‘Miserable is the body...’.

The meaning of $\text{EICYE}$ is usually lost in translation when it is rendered ‘to depend’. In fact, the common translation, ‘which depends on the body’ and ‘which depends on these two’, although technically possible does not make good sense particularly when taken along with $\text{TALAMUPOC}$ which is derived from $\text{TALAPPOC}$, indicating an extreme condition of suffering or misery.

There is a better explanation, in my opinion. Since this is the Coptic word that is used to describe Jesus’ crucifixion by ‘hanging’ or ‘suspension’ (refer to Matt. 20.19 B; Mark 15.14 BF; Gal. 5.24 B; Heb. 6.6 SB; Acts 2.23 SB; Luke 23.39 S which translate στομα as $\text{EICYE}$), I have tried to provide a translation that presents the English reader with this meaning, translating it ‘to be crucified’. Thus, the saying identifies the terrible predicament of the human being. The body suffers because of its own nature, while the soul suffers because it is united with the body. The situation that body and soul face is likened to the suffering of crucifixion.

**INTERPRETATIVE COMMENT**
This saying coheres to one of the themes characteristic of the accretions, namely its disdain for the body. This saying would have held special importance hermeneutically for the Thomasine encratic constituency since encratic Christians saw ‘self-control’ as a cure for
the predicament of the soul which suffered extremely while embodied, an idea also fostered in Hermetic circles. Accrual can be attributed to a time between 80 and 120 CE.

R. Uro has a helpful summary of Platonic ideas about embodiment as the context for L. 87 and 112, although his discussion regarding the 'interdependence' of body and soul is problematic for the context of this saying. Neither L. 87 nor 112 state that a healthy person who has a balanced interaction between body and soul can be in a state of non-suffering. The point of the logia, in fact, is that embodiment is a dire situation with suffering resulting for both body and soul.

This saying shows affinities with early Alexandrian teaching about the soul. Relying on Platonic ideas about embodiment, Clement envisions the plight of the human soul to be akin to the horrific experience of crucifixion, each pleasure and pain literally 'nailing' the soul to the body (Strom. 2.20). The human soul is constantly 'tortured and corrected, being in a state of sensation lives, though said to suffer' (Strom. 5.14). This understanding is developed theologically in the Syrian tradition as can be seen in the writings of Pseudo-Macarius who tells us that the embodied 'soul enters into an agony' particularly as it struggles against carnal sensations and thoughts that keep us 'occupied with the material world'. But this condition is necessary, he says, because our torturous struggle against the passions imitates Jesus' crucifixion – 'when he came upon earth, suffered and was crucified, so you also suffer with him' (Hom. 32.9).

Can the human soul become liberated from this plight? Again, Alexandrian traditions help us here. According to Clement, Jesus' crucifixion and death is the extraordinary example of the moment when perfect passionlessness finally was achieved. This happened because the extraordinarily virtuous man Jesus was able to completely separate the passions from his soul, to crucify his flesh. This, Clement says, is 'what the cross means'. Jesus, by overcoming his passions, struggled with the 'spiritual powers', and conquered these demons who invade the soul and turn it away from virtue to follow the passions (Strom. 2.20; cf. Rich Man 29). Clement understands the Christian life to be based on imitation of Jesus' crucifixion. He states that the Christian, 'bearing the cross of the Saviour, will follow the Lord's footsteps, as God, having become a holy of holies' (Strom. 2.20). We Christians, Clement says, have to 'crucify our own flesh' just as Jesus did his flesh (Frag. 1.4; cf. Strom. 4.3–4; 4.6; 7.3; 7.12). Our imitation will result in liberation at death because the soul will be freed from the demons which would otherwise continue to hamper its redemption. This interpretative tradition appears to me to have originated in Paul's writings since he states in Galatians 5.24–25, 'Those who belong to Christ have crucified the flesh with its passions and lusts. If we live by the Spirit let us also walk in the Spirit.'

L. 87 and 112 hark to this ideology, the paradoxical state of our existence. The soul while embodied suffers as if the nails of the cross were being driven into it. Yet the body by its own nature suffers too the miseries of crucifixion, especially when the soul works to drive out its passions and control its desires.

The Syrian father Macarius appears to know this saying, although its meaning has changed considerably. In Macarius, the body is said to rely on itself, while the soul relies on itself. He says that the body, if it relies solely on its own nature for salvation, will be damned. The soul, if it is devoid of the Holy Spirit and trusts its own nature for salvation, will be damned. Macarius represents another shift in the verbal remembrance and, thus, the meaning of this saying.

SOURCE DISCUSSION
G. Quispel thinks this saying comes from a Hermetic source.
4. Commentary on the Gospel of Thomas

LITERATURE PARALLELS

L. 112
Jesus said, ‘Alas to the flesh crucified by the soul! Alas to the soul crucified by the flesh!’

Pseudo-Macarius, Hom. 1.11
‘Woe to the body if it were to rely solely on its own nature, because it would by nature disintegrate and die. Woe also to the soul if it finds its whole being in its own nature and trusts solely in its own operations, refusing the participation of the Divine Spirit because it does not have the eternal and divine life as a vital part of itself.’

SELECT BIBLIOGRAPHY

NHC II 2.48.7–12

Logion 88.1–2

Jesus said, ‘The angels and the prophets will come to you. They will give to you what is yours, and, in turn, you will give them what you have. You will say to yourselves, “When will they come and receive what is theirs?”’

TEXT AND TRANSLATION ISSUES

‘Angel’ was a term occasionally interchangeable with ‘prophet’ (2 Chron. 36.15–16; Isa. 44.26; Hag. 1.12–13; Jer. 23.18–22; Lev. Rab. 1.1). Even the title assumed by the prophet ‘Malachi’ means simply ‘my angel’ (גאל). In Luke, Jesus sends his ‘angels’ to a Samaritan village to prepare the people to receive him (9.52). The reference seems to be to Jesus’ disciples.

INTERPRETATIVE COMMENT

The content of this saying reflects a discussion that occurred in early Christianity in the mid- to late first century as stable Christian communities began to be established. The discussion centres on the relationship between these established Christian communities and itinerant prophets. The expectation that the prophet would be supported by the community he or she taught was probably grounded in Jesus’ teaching about discipleship and seems to have been the practice of the Jerusalem mission (Matt. 10.11). Paul, however, challenged this expectation by supporting himself through his own labour. But he received criticism because of it (1 Cor. 9.1–18). The Didache 11–13 contains references to the abuse of this system of compensation and generates further rules to protect the communities from fraud. The Thomasine community chose to retain the practice of the Jerusalem church, referring to Jesus’ authority on the subject. Accrual likely occurred between 60 and 100 CE.
SOURCE DISCUSSION
G. Quispel thinks that this saying comes from a Jewish Christian Gospel.

LITERATURE PARALLELS
‘And if you have not been faithful in that which is another’s, who will give you that which is your own?’

SELECT BIBLIOGRAPHY

Logion 89.1–2
1Jesus said, ‘Why do you wash the cup’s exterior? Do you not understand that He who created the interior is also He who created the exterior?’

NHC II 2.48.13–16

ATTRIBUTION
Kernel saying.

TEXT AND TRANSLATION ISSUES
A. Baker has argued based on comparative analysis of Matthew 23.25 in Syriac New Testament witnesses, Aphraat, the Liber Graduum and Pseudo-Macarius that the Diatessaronic reading approximated the tradition in Thomas, ‘to wash’, rather than the tradition in the Greek Synoptics, ‘to purify’.

INTERPRETATIVE COMMENT
In this saying, Jesus joins the first-century debate over the purity of containers (cf. Matthew 23.25–26; Luke 11.39–40; Mishnah Kelim 25.1, 7–8; Mishnah Berakot 8.2). According to Jesus, the interior of the cup is contrasted with and valued over the exterior. The interior is in a state of cleanliness because it has been created by God. This is the key to a clean exterior, not the washing of the cup itself. In fact, the status of the interior of the cup determines the overall status of the cup.

What is the Jewish debate in which Jesus and the first Thomasine Christians were involved? According to Mishnah Kelim, some Jews believed that a container was divided into three parts – the interior, the exterior, and the handle or grip – and that each part had its own independent status of purity (25.7). Nothing is said in this Mishnah regarding the purity or impurity of one part determining the overall purity of the container as Jesus seems to be arguing in his saying. In fact, we are told that if the exterior of the cup is unclean and it is picked up by clean hands on the grip, the hands are not made unclean. Nor does the impure status of the exterior of a cup affect the purity of the interior of the cup and its contents even when one’s lips touch both the inside and the outside of the container (25.7).
So why worry about cleaning the exterior of the cup at all? According to E. Sanders, this seems to have been a concern for the Pharisees from the House of Shamai when it came to mixing liquids in a cup. This concern most likely points to their interpretation of the purity laws in Leviticus 11.32–38. What if one’s hands had contacted a dead insect? The exterior of the cup would become impure when touched and this impurity could then pass to the interior through splashed liquid (Tosefta Berakot 5.26). How could this situation be avoided? By handwashing. Thus, those from the House of Shamai contended that one should ‘wash the hands and then mix the cup’ (Mishnah Berakot 8.2). This means that the Pharisaic school of Shamai taught that, in addition to one’s hands, the exterior of the cup could be made clean as well, and should be immersed to remove any contaminants prior to use.

This position was at odds with the school of Hillel which taught that the exterior of the container should *always* be deemed unclean, probably because one could never know for certain if a dead insect had fallen on the cup after it had been immersed (Tosefta Berakot 5.26). So one should ‘mix the cup and then wash the hands’ (Mishnah Berakot 8.2). In this way, any impurity which had been conveyed to the hands from the outside of the cup through moisture during the mixing process would be removed from one’s hands. The status of the contents inside would be protected since there would be no moisture to convey impurity to the inside of the cup. So, similar to Jesus and his followers, the Pharisees of the school of Hillel would not have been concerned about washing the exterior of the cup.

Having said this, however, it is important to recognize, as A. Saldarini does, that their reasons for this differed. For the Hillelites, the exterior of the cup was always in a state of impurity, so it was necessary to wash one’s hand after mixing in order to put a halt to the contamination. Since, for the early Thomasine Christians, the interior of the cup determined the purity standards of the whole cup, handwashing would not have played a role in determining the cleanness of the cup’s interior and so probably was not practised by them (cf. Mark 7.1–4). Secondarily, they may have understood this debate as an analogy of an individual’s righteousness which they may have based on the person’s inward condition rather than on the external. At any rate, in the rhetorical Kernel speech, the question, ‘Why do you wash the cup’s exterior?’ would have been posed to the Thomasine audience, asking the congregants to consider whether they have chosen the leadership of other Jews who wash the cup’s exterior or whether they have chosen the leadership of Jesus who demands internal cleanliness and, as the next logion indicates, whose yoke is ‘easy’ and lordship ‘mild’.

**Source Discussion**


J. Sieber thinks that Luke does not have to be the source for the form. The similarity in form could just as easily have come from the same or similar sources used by the authors of Luke and Thomas. H. Koester has noted that L. 89 preserves a form of this saying that is earlier than Q, having no reference to the Pharisees, and lacking the secondary phrases ‘are full of exhortation and wickedness’ and ‘you fool!’.

The inversion of ‘inside...outside’ in L. 89 should also be noted, I think, especially since this is the reference found in the Syrian father Pseudo-Macarius. Accounting for this difference between L. 89 and Luke is easier explained as the result of oral performance than literary dependence. In my opinion, the evidence suggests the pre-Synoptic oral field of performance as the source for L. 89 and the saying in Q.
LITERATURE PARALLELS

Matthew 23.25–26 (Qmatt)

25 "Woe to you, scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites! for you cleanse the outside of the cup and of the plate, but inside they are full of extortion and rapacity. 26 You blind Pharisee! first cleanse the inside of the cup and of the plate, that the outside also may be clean."

Luke 11.39–41 (Qluke)

39 "Now you Pharisees cleanse the outside of the cup and of the dish, but inside you are full of extortion and wickedness. 40 You fools! Did not He who made the outside make the inside also? 41 But give for alms those things which are within; and behold, everything is clean for you."

Pseudo-Clementines, Horn. 11.29

‘However, to the hypocrites he said, “Woe to you, Scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites, for you make clean the outside of the cup and the platter, but the inside is full of filth. You blind Pharisee! cleanse first the inside of the cup and the platter, that their outsides may be clean also.”’

Pseudo-Clementines, Rec. 6.11.3

‘To some therefore of them – not to all – he said, “Woe to you, Scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites! because you cleanse the outside of the cup and platter, but the inside is full of pollution. O blind Pharisees! first make clean what is within, and what is without shall be clean also.”’


‘It seems to me such persons are really similar to those “who clean the outside of the cup and the dish and leave the inside full of all sorts of evil.”’

Cf. Mark 7.1–4; Mishnah Kelim 25.1, 7–8; Mishnah Berakot 8.2; Tosefta Berakot 5.26

AGREEMENTS IN SYRIAN GOSPELS, WESTERN TEXT AND DIATESSARON

Luke 11.39 in Mcion

the outside of the cup<<the outside of the cup and plate

Matthew 23.26/Luke 11.40 in Mcion T⁶ T⁴ T⁶ T⁴ T⁶ NL L Gr Mac Aug
wash<<<cleanse

Luke 11.40 in Mcion

– and of the dish

Luke 11.40 in C D pc e a c d TNL P⁴⁵ Cypr mss. C Γ

he who made the inside is also he who made the outside<<he who made the inside, makes also the inside

Matthew 23.25–26/Luke 11.39–40 in D a d e ff² r¹ SW θ

the outside of the cup<<the outside of the cup and plate
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4. Commentary on the Gospel of Thomas

Logion 90.1–2

Jesus said, ‘Come to me, for my yoke is mild and my lordship is gentle. And you will find rest for yourselves.’

NHC II 2.48.16–20

‘ΠΕΧΕ ἩϹ ΧΕ ΑΜΕΙΤΝ ΨΩΡΕΙ ΧΕ ΟΥΧΡΧΗΣΩΝ ΤΕ ΠΑΝΑΣΒ ΑΥΨ ΤΑΜΝΤΧΟΕΙΟ ΩΡΗΜΑΓΥ ΤΕ ΑΥΨ ΤΕΤΝΑΖΕ ἨΨΑΝΑ[[ΠΑΤ]]ϹΙϹ ΝΗΤΝ’

Attribution

Kernel saying.

Text and Translation Issues

According to my own study, ‘The Yoke Saying in the Gospel of Thomas 90’, concluded that L. 90 displays Aramaic tendencies, especially preserving ‘lordship’ rather than ‘burden’.

The manuscript has ἨΨΑΝΑ[[ΠΑΤ]]ϹΙϹ. It has been emended ἨΨΑΝΑ[[ΠΑΤ]]ϹΙϹ since the manuscript appears to me to contain a spelling error.

Interpretative Comment

In the Kernel, this saying begins to draw to a conclusion the fourth speech, emphasizing the importance of choosing Jesus’ leadership over others like the Pharisees (L. 89). It may have carried the additional meaning as a final call to those who are seeking the truth elsewhere, but not finding it, as the Pseudo-Clementine Homilies preserve. Since additional sayings did not accrue around this logion, it is difficult to judge any shift in meaning once Thomas became a fuller text. It may be that the ‘yoke’ was associated with encratic practices that were believed to bring the soul into the blessed state of passionlessness.

Source Discussion

After comparing L. 90 to Matthew 11.28–30, W. Schrage finds no evidence of dependency between the Sahidic texts and Thomas. But he still concludes that it is most probable that L. 90 reached Thomas through Matthew.

Since we are dealing with special Matthean material, there are no editorial traits in Matthew 11.28–30. So the only way to prove that L. 90 is dependent upon Matthew is to first prove that Matthew created the saying, according to J. Sieber. Since this cannot be done, Sieber considers them to be the same saying transmitted independently in Matthew and Thomas.

My own work on this logion concludes similarly. In fact, according to the form-critical study of this saying that I published in 1990, Thomas’ saying represents an older independent version of the yoke saying than is preserved in Matthew.

Literature Parallels

Matthew 11.28–30 (M)

28Come to me, all who labour and are heavy laden, and I will give you rest. 29Take my yoke upon you, and learn from me; for I am gentle and lowly in heart, and you will find rest for your souls. 30For my yoke is easy, and my burden is light.’

Dialogue of the Saviour 68

‘When you abandon the works which will not be able to follow you, then you will rest.’
Pseudo-Clementines, Rec. 10.51
‘And when he has entertained a sure faith concerning him, he will without labour take upon him the yoke of righteousness and piety. And so great sweetness will he perceive in it, that not only will he not find fault with any labour being in it, but will even desire something further to be added or imposed upon him’.

Pseudo-Clementines, Hom. 3.52
‘He cried and said, “Come unto me, all who labour”, that is, who are seeking the truth, and not finding it.’

Pistis Sophia 2.95
‘Everyone who is weary and heavy-laden, come to me and I will give you rest. For my burden is light and my yoke is gentle.’


SELECT BIBLIOGRAPHY

Logion 91.1–2
1They said to him, ‘Tell us, so that we may believe in you, who are you?’
2He said to them, ‘You examine the appearance of the sky and the earth, but, he who is in your midst, you do not understand. Not this critical time! you do not understand how to examine it.’

NHC II 2.48.20–25

ATTRIBUTION
Kernel saying, with accretive introductory clause.

TEXT AND TRANSLATION ISSUES
The Coptic expression, ṭṭ испыта, means literally, ‘to try’ or ‘test’ a person, a meaning which does not make much sense here. A. Guillaumont has suggested a Semitic substratum based on the fact that Luke 12.36 has δοκιμάζειν which is translated in the Syriac version as the verb iṣqā. This Syriac word equally means ‘to test’ or ‘to examine’. In the Syriac version of Exodus 20.20 it translates πειράζειν while in 2 Corinthians 8.8, δοκιμάζειν. The Greek translator of Thomas appears to have interpreted the verb in the sense of πειράζειν rather than δοκιμάζειν as Luke has it. I have relied on this argument in order to explain the presence of the Coptic phrase and provide a more sensible translation of it.

INTERPRETATIVE COMMENT
My best judgement is that L. 91.1 is accretive since it reflects the same type of christological question found in other accretive dialogues (L. 13, 43 and 61) although the saying itself, L. 91.2, is attributed to the Kernel since it does not contain material reflective of later
4. *Commentary on the Gospel of Thomas* 261

Christian thought. It *may* be the case, however, that the entire pericope should be attributed to later accretive materials, especially since there is evidence of a Syriac substratum in L. 91.2 rather than an Aramaic.

**SOURCE DISCUSSION**


J. Sieber notes that Matthew identifies the opponents as the Pharisees and Sadducees while L. 91 does not. This suggests a secondary development in Matthew, *not Thomas*. He does not use the Lukanisms, τοῖς ὀθόλοις not ὑποκρίται, a point that H. Koester also notes. Thus Sieber argues for an independent tradition of sayings for the source of L. 91.

In my opinion, this logion exhibits signs of orally transmitted material with select words in common with the Synoptic variants ('the appearance of the sky and the earth'; 'time'), but no long sequences. Performance differences highlight the rest of the logion. The logion appears to me to be an early multiform developed in the field of oral performance. I find no evidence of secondary orality since I do not know for certain if 'the earth' is a Lukan addition to Quelle or a Matthean deletion. Or it may also be the case that we are witnessing different versions of Quelle, L. 91.1–2 showing more affinity with Qluke than Qmatt.

**LITERATURE PARALLELS**

*Matthew 16.1–3 (Qmatt)*

1. And the Pharisees and the Sadducees came, and to test him they asked him to show them a sign from heaven. 2. He answered them, 'When it is evening, you say, 'It will be fair weather, because the sky is red.' 3. And in the morning, 'It will be stormy today, because the sky is red and threatening.' You understand how to interpret the appearance of the sky, but you cannot interpret the signs of the times.'

*Luke 12.54–56 (Qluke)*

54. He said to the multitudes, 'When you see a cloud rising in the west, you say at once, 'A shower is coming.' And so it happens. 55. And when you see the south wind blowing, you say, 'There will be scorching heat.' And so it happens. 56. You hypocrites! You know how to interpret the appearance of earth and sky, but why do you not know how to interpret the present time?''

Gospel of the Nazarenes 13

*Jerome, Commentary on Matthew, on 16.2–3*

'What is marked with an asterisk [Matthew 16.2–3] is not found in other manuscripts, also it is not found in the Jewish Gospel.'

**AGREEMENTS IN SYRIAN GOSPELS, WESTERN TEXT AND DIATESSARON**

*Luke 12.56//Matthew 16.3 in Mcion*  
you know

*Luke 12.56//Matthew 16.3 in SC*  
test<<interpret

*Luke 12.56//Matthew 16.3 Κ D d P75 L 28 33 157 713 1241 Koine Mcion lat S C T4 sa bo aeth*  
of the sky...of the earth<<of the earth...of the sky
Luke 12.56//Matthew 16.3 in D 1241 1573 Mcion c d e ff\(^2\) SC T\(^4\)
   – but why

Luke 12.56//Matthew 16.3 in P\(^23\) B C L Q 33 1241 pc ff\(^2\) 1 Mcion T\(^4\) T\(^o\) sa bo aeth
   + you do...know (to test)

**SELECT BIBLIOGRAPHY**
Grant with Freedman (1960: 184–85); Guillaumont (1981: 198); Koester (1990: 94–95);

**Logion 92.1–2**

1Jesus said, 'Seek and you will find. 2However, the questions you asked me previously,
but which I did not address then, now I want to address, yet you do not seek (answers).'

**NHC II 2.48.25–30**

'\(\pi\varepsilon\varepsilon\varepsilon\ \iota\varepsilon\varepsilon\ \chi\varepsilon\ \psi\iota\nu\eta\ \mu\varepsilon\eta\ \tau\varepsilon\nu\tau\alpha\beta\iota\gamma\iota\nu\iota\)\ '\(\alpha\alpha\alpha\ \alpha\varepsilon\nu\mu\tau\alpha\tau\tau\varepsilon\nu\)\\\n\(\varepsilon\rho\omicron\omicron\ \nu\nu\nu\omicron\omicron\ \eta\tau\nu\nu\omicron\omicron\ \nu\iota\\nu\iota\\nu\iota\omicron\omicron\ \omicron\omicron\ \tau\varepsilon\nu\omicron\omicron\ \omicron\omicron\)\\\n\(\epsilon\gamma\gamma\alpha\iota\ \epsilon\omicron\omicron\omicron\iota\nu\omicron\)\ \(\lambda\omega\rho\iota\omicron\nu\omicron\) \(\alpha\nu\iota\nu\iota\nu\iota\ \\
\iota\tau\nu\tau\nu\iota\nu\iota\nu\iota\ \alpha\nu\iota\nu\iota\nu\iota\)

**ATTRIBUTION**
Kernel saying.

**TEXT AND TRANSLATION ISSUES**
The antecedent, 'answers', is supplied based on the context and the plural reference in the expression \(\alpha\nu\iota\nu\iota\nu\iota\).

**INTERPRETATIVE COMMENT**
In the Kernel Gospel, this saying introduced the fifth speech in which the truth about
God's Kingdom is revealed. This speech begins with an admonition similar to the other
four speeches, a call to the hearer to seek the truth from Jesus even if he or she has not
always done so.

**SOURCE DISCUSSION**
G. Quispel thinks that this saying comes from an encratic source.

**LITERATURE PARALLELS**
Matthew 7.7–8 (Q\(\text{matt}\))

7'Ask, and it will be given you. Seek, and you will find. Knock, and it will be opened to
you. 8For everyone who asks receives, and he who seeks, finds, and to him who knocks
it will be opened.'

Luke 11.9–10 (Q\(\text{luke}\))

9'And I tell you, Ask, and it will be given you. Seek, and you will find. Knock, and it
will be opened to you. 10For everyone who asks receives, and he who seeks finds, and to
him who knocks it will be opened.'
4. Commentary on the Gospel of Thomas

John 16.4–5
4'I did not say these things to you from the beginning, because I was with you. 5But now I am going to him who sent me, yet none of you asks me, “Where are you going?”'

John 16.23–24
23'In that day, you will ask nothing of me. Truly, truly, I say to you, if you ask anything of the Father, he will give it to you in my name. 24Hitherto you have asked nothing in my name. Ask, and you will receive, that your joy may be full.'

John 16.29–30
29'His disciples said, “Ah, now you are speaking plainly, not in any figure! 30Now we know that you know all things, and need none to question you. By this we believe that you came from God.”'

Dialogue of the Saviour 20
‘And [let him who[...] seek and find and [rejoice.]’

Dialogue of the Saviour 16
‘But I say to [you as for what] you seek after [and you] enquire about, [behold, it is] in you.’

Pseudo-Clementines, Hom. 3.52
‘Wherefore also he cried, and said, “Come unto me, all who labour”, that is, who are seeking the truth, and not finding it; and again, “My sheep hear my voice”; and elsewhere, “Seek and find”, since the truth does not lie on the surface.’

L. 2
1‘(Jesus said, “Whoever seeks should not cease seeking until he finds. 2And when he finds, he will be amazed. 3And when he is amazed, he will be a king. 4And once he is a king, he will rest.”’

L. 94
1Jesus [said], “Whoever seeks will find. 2(Whoever knocks), it will be opened for him.”

SELECT BIBLIOGRAPHY

Logion 93.1–2
1‘Do not give what is holy to dogs, or they might toss them on the manure pile. 2Do not toss the pearls [to] pigs, or they might make [break] [[them]].’

NHC II 2.48.30–33
1Μὴ πέτουσαν ἀννυγυορ ἢνουγορ ἤκακον ἀνουγογον έτικοπρά τετρανομώξε νηματραπεθήκες οἰνεσθίων γίναις ἄνω ζε νοῦς[[Υ]] ἃναλειπτε

ATTRIBUTION
Kernel saying.
TEXT AND TRANSLATION ISSUES

I do not follow B. Layton's emendation, adding <Jesus said> to the beginning of the saying where it is not in the manuscript.

\textit{NOY\textsuperscript{a}A\textsuperscript{a}q} has been emended to \textit{NOY\textsuperscript{a}A\textsuperscript{a}a[\textsuperscript{Y}]} as is expected grammatically in the sentence.

The final lacunae is difficult to fill. There have been several suggestions although most of them have grammatical problems. J. Leipoldt has offered \textit{\textsuperscript{N}A\textsuperscript{a}A\textsuperscript{a}[\textsuperscript{A}Y]}, 'bring it [to naught]', or possibly \textit{\textsuperscript{N}A\textsuperscript{a}A\textsuperscript{a}[\textsuperscript{K}2]} or \textit{\textsuperscript{N}A\textsuperscript{a}A\textsuperscript{a}[\textsuperscript{K}3]}, 'break them [to pieces]'. B. Layton favours the latter. Although P. de Suarez's reconstruction is contextually favourable ('they might make them muddy', \textit{NOY\textsuperscript{a}A\textsuperscript{a}a[\textsuperscript{Y}] \textit{\textsuperscript{N}A\textsuperscript{a}A\textsuperscript{a}[\textsuperscript{a}TE]} and is followed by H.-G. Bethge, I think that \textit{\textsuperscript{N}A\textsuperscript{a}A\textsuperscript{a}[\textsuperscript{K}3]}, 'break them', is the best reconstruction because this reading agrees with the one found in \textit{Pseudo-Clementine Recognitions 3.1.5-6}, 'not to throw the pearls of his words before swine and dogs, who, striving against them with arguments and sophisms, roll them in the mud of carnal understanding, and by their barkings and base answers break (\textit{rump\textdegree}) and weary the preachers of God's word'.

INTERPRETATIVE COMMENT

L. 93 occurs in the beginning of the fifth speech in the Kernel Gospel. It provides the rationale for Jesus' statement in L. 92, that the hearers should seek the truth because Jesus wants to reveal it now even though Jesus has not always done so. Why? Jesus has not revealed the truth previously because he has had to be careful not to give 'what is holy to the dogs' or toss 'the pearls to the swine'. This precise interpretation of L. 93 is also evident in the \textit{Pseudo-Clementine Recognitions}, applying this logion to the same situation as we find in \textit{Thomas} but not in Matthew 7.6. We discover in the \textit{Recognitions} that 'we ought to be careful, yea, extremely careful, that we cast not our pearls before pigs' when we preach the words of truth to an audience filled with worthy and unworthy people alike (Rec. 2.3). The teacher must be very cautious when setting forth the truth in a mixed crowd because 'if he set forth pure truth to those who do not desire to obtain salvation, he does injury to him by whom he has been sent, and from whom he received the commandment not to throw the pearls of his words before pigs and dogs' (Rec. 3.1). This interpretation probably would have remained stable in the complete Gospel since there are no accretions to indicate a shift in this hermeneutic. It is noteworthy that this same hermeneutic survives in the Islamic Hadith tradition.

SOURCE DISCUSSION

W. Schrage notes several differences with Greek Matthew and states that nothing conclusive can be said about the origin of L. 93. But, when he compares Sahidic Matthew with \textit{Thomas} he notes that Matthew omits three elements that \textit{Thomas} also omits: the definite article on \textit{\textsuperscript{N}E\textsuperscript{a}TO\textsuperscript{a}A\textsuperscript{a}B}, 'your' and 'before'. This, Schrage suggests, means that L. 93 is dependent on Matthew.

J. Sieber says that the similarities between L. 93 and Sahidic Matthew might show that \textit{Thomas'} Coptic text has been influenced by the Sahidic version of Matthew, but tells us nothing about the relationship between \textit{Thomas'} Vorlage and Greek Matthew. Sieber traces L. 93.2 to secondary development in oral tradition rather than a literary allusion to Luke 14.35 as others have suggested.

I find Sieber's evaluation suitable, especially when one considers the habit of scribes to harmonize versions, selecting particular words when translating in order to bring the text into agreement with New Testament versions with which they were familiar. It is very
reasonable to assume that the scribe translating the Greek *Thomas* into Coptic would be influenced by his knowledge of Sahidic Matthew. This would explain why L. 93 does not agree with Greek Matthew while it does in at least three instances with Coptic Matthew. Although L. 93 was originally an independent tradition, developed within the field of oral performance, it appears to have been secondarily harmonized with the Sahidic version of Matthew during the scribal translation process.

**LITERATURE PARALLELS**

*Matthew 7.6 (M)*

‘Do not give dogs what is holy, and do not throw your pearls before swine, lest they trample them under foot and turn to attack you.’

*Didache 9.5*

“No one is to eat or drink of your eucharist but those who have been baptized in the Name of the Lord. For the Lord’s own saying applies here, “Give not that which is holy unto dogs.”’

*Pseudo-Clementine Recognitions 2.3*

‘How much more it is proper for us to ascertain who or what sort of man he is to whom the words of immortality are to be committed! For we ought to be careful, yea, extremely careful, that we cast not our pearls before swine.’

*Pseudo-Clementine Recognitions 3.1*

‘What then shall he do who has to address a mixed multitude? Shall he conceal what is true? How then shall he instruct those who are worthy? But if he set forth pure truth to those who do not desire to obtain salvation, he does injury to him by whom he has been sent, and from whom he as received commandment not to throw the pearls of his words before swine and dogs, who, striving against them with arguments and sophisms, roll them in the mud of carnal understanding, and by their barkings and base answers break and weary the preachers of God’s word.’

*Ahmad ibn Hanbal, al-Zuhd, p. 144 (no. 477)*

‘Jesus said to the disciples, “O disciples, do not cast pearls before swine, for the swine can do nothing with them. Do not impart wisdom to one who does not desire it, for wisdom is more precious than pearls and whoever rejects wisdom is worse than a swine.”’

*Cf. Luke 14.35*

**AGREEMENTS IN SYRIAN GOSPELS, WESTERN TEXT AND DIATESSARON**

*Matthew 7.6 in Ps.-Clem. Rec.*

manure pile (mud)

*Matthew 7.6 in C Pal TεC Tψ Ps.-Clem. Rec. bo cod 2 Clem Hipp Orig Chrys Basil L Gr*

the pearls << your pearls

*Matthew 7.6 in Tert Ps.-Clem. Rec.*

to the swine << before swine

**SELECT BIBLIOGRAPHY**

Logion 94.1–2

Jesus [said], ‘Whoever seeks will find. [Whoever knocks], it will be opened for him.’

NHC II 2.48.33–34

Kernel saying.

**INTERPRETIVE COMMENT**

In the Kernel and the complete Gospel, this promise follows the statement that Jesus has not always been able to reveal the truth because he has been concerned about giving his message to the unworthy. But now he promises to reveal the truth to those who seek and knock. If the hearer seeks the truth, Jesus will reveal it to him or her. If the hearer knocks on the door, Jesus will let him or her in.

**SOURCE DISCUSSION**

W. Schrage understands L. 94 to depend on Matthew 7.7–8 although his examples are based on Sahidic translations. J. Sieber argues that these Coptic examples do not demonstrate Thomas’ use of Greek materials. He traces any similarities in Coptic to independent translation choices.

Because we cannot identify editorial similarities between L. 94 and Matthew or Luke, nor can we identify in L. 94 distinctions in Quelle’s version(s), it is not possible to maintain a position of dependence. The similarities between Sahidic Matthew and L. 94 probably do not represent ‘independent translation choices’ as Sieber suggests. Rather when the scribe was translating the Greek Thomas into Coptic, he choose Coptic words which tended to align L. 94 with his memory of the Sahidic version of the New Testament.

**LITERATURE PARALLELS**

Matthew 7.7–8 (Qmatt)

7 ‘Ask, and it will be given you. Seek, and you will find. Knock, and it will be opened to you. 8 For everyone who asks receives, and he who seeks finds, and to him who knocks it will be opened.’

Luke 11.9–10 (QLuke)

9 ‘And I tell you, Ask, and it will be given you. Seek, and you will find. Knock, and it will be opened to you. 10 For everyone who asks receives, and he who seeks finds, and to him who knocks it will be opened.’

Cf. L. 2 and 94

**AGREEMENTS IN SYRIAN GOSPELS, WESTERN TEXT AND DIATESSARON**


will find << finds

Luke 11.10 in aur f1 C P

+ for him
Matthew 7.8 in SCJP
+ for him

SELECT BIBLIOGRAPHY

Logion 95.1–2

'Jesus said, 'If you have money, do not give it at interest. Rather, give [it] to someone from whom you will not get it (back).'

NHC II,2.48.35–49.2

[Nexe i xe] euqume ouyntn 2omt mnp] etmnce taalaa
† [mmq] mnct(e)tnaxitoy an ntootq

ATTRIBUTION
Kernel saying.

INTERPRETATIVE COMMENT
L. 95, in the Kernel, is part of a series of logia that address the promise of truth to those who seek it. Jesus has just explained that he has not always been able to talk about the truth because he has been speaking to the worthy and unworthy alike. But now he will reveal the truth to those who ask him. He implies in L. 95 that, because the hearer is receiving the truth freely, he must now freely give it to others, by presenting an analogous situation in which a person is told that it is not even good enough to give money at no interest. In fact, a person must give to people who cannot even repay the principal! In the complete Gospel, this ethic would have been particularly meaningful to the encratic Christian and represented to him or her Jesus’ endorsement of the rejection of worldly goods.

SOURCE DISCUSSION
C. Tuckett argues that Luke 6.34 is the basis for L. 95.1–2 because it mentions some kind of return of a loan or gift. He expresses the opinion of W.C. van Unnik that this represents redactional development of Q 6.34 by Luke’s hand, a critique of the reciprocity ethic. H. Koester, however, views L. 95 as more original in form than Q Luke 6.34 since it lacks the secondary addition, ‘Even sinners led to sinners...’

The main difficulty with this reasoning is that it is not known if Luke 6.34 was contained in Quelle, L, or represents Luke’s own redaction of Q 6.30. It is even possible that it represents an independent saying altogether, a position I favour because the subject found in the variants Luke 6.34, L. 95 and Didache 1.5 is too different from Q 6.30 to have any direct relationship. Q 6.30 is about giving money or goods to beggars, while the saying variants in Luke 6.34, L. 95 and Didache 1.5 are about giving money, not only without interest, but to someone who cannot even pay back the principal. Luke 6.34 and Didache 1.5 appear to represent the positive formulations of this saying, while Thomas the negative. It is more reasonable to explain these variants as independent developments within the field of oral performance than developments out of a genealogy of literary dependence.
LITERATURE PARALLELS

Luke 6.34–35 (L or Qluke)

34. And if you lend to those from whom you hope to receive, what credit is that to you?
Even sinners lend to sinners, to receive as much again. 35. But love your enemies, and do
good, and lend, expecting nothing in return. And your reward will be great, and you will
be sons of the Most High. For he is kind to the ungrateful and the selfish.’

Didache 1.5

‘Give to everyone who asks, without looking for any repayment, for it is the Father’s
pleasure that we should share his gracious bounty with all people.’

Matthew 5.42 (Qmatt)

‘Give to him who begs from you. Do not refuse him who would borrow from you.’

Luke 6.30 (Qluke)

‘Give to everyone who begs from you. Of every one who takes away your goods do not
ask them again.’

Pseudo-Clementine Homilies 11.32

‘If he who is in error lends to those who have, let us give to those who have not.’

Pseudo-Clementine Recognitions 6.13

‘If they lend to those who have the means of paying, we should give to those from
whom we do not hope to receive anything.’

Liber Graduum 929.18

‘He [the just man] lends to the poor and receives what he lent...without interest, but to
those who have not he gives the grace of God.’

Exodus 22.25

‘If you lend money to any of my people with you who is poor, you shall not be to him as
a creditor, and you shall not exact interest from him.’

Leviticus 25.35–37

35. And if your brother becomes poor, and cannot maintain himself with you, you shall
maintain him. As a stranger and a sojourner, he shall live with you. 36. Take no interest
from him nor increase, but fear your God; that your brother may live beside you. 37. You
shall not lend him your money at interest, nor give him your food for profit.’

Ahmad ibn Hanbal, al-Zuhd, pp. 144–45 (no. 480)

‘If you desire to devote yourselves entirely to God...lend to those who do not repay
you.’

Cf. Liber Graduum 325.21–22.

AGREEMENTS IN SYRIAN GOSPELS, WESTERN TEXT AND DIATESSARON

Luke 6.35 in T

give << you lend

SELECT BIBLIOGRAPHY

Logion 96.1–2

1 Jesus said, ‘The Kingdom of the Father is like a woman. 2 She took a little yeast. She buried it in dough. She made the dough into large bread loaves.’

NHC II 2.49.2–5

πεζε|ξαν απο επικετε ignorant αυτων αεχιν κομηταν ηγοκοιηχ |ναειν |αεξοιπ qη ουγκωτε αεαλγ ηνηνοιδ ηνοεικ

ATTRIBUTION
Kernel saying.

TEXT AND TRANSLATION ISSUES
I have rendered κουπ, ‘bury or cover’, as its cognate in Greek, κρύπτω, allows. This translation makes more sense of the woman’s action, putting the yeast into the dough than ‘hide’ which other translators (including NT translators) have preferred.

I have identified the antecedent from ACaAq with ‘the dough’ and include this in the translation instead of leaving the ambiguous ‘it’ as other translators have done. The phrase literally reads, ‘She made it into large bread loaves.’

INTERPRETATIVE COMMENT
This logion appears in a sequence of parables and examples that reveal the truth about God’s Kingdom. L. 96 is the first of these parables, opening the sequence with the story of a woman baking bread. Jesus compares the inauguration of the Kingdom to the mystery of a woman taking a pinch of leaven and rising large loaves of bread. In the Kernel, the parable may have been read with an eschatological hermeneutic, emphasizing the future inauguration as an event that will happen inevitably but mysteriously. The hermeneutic may have shifted once the Gospel came into its complete form so that God’s Kingdom was understood as the present experience of God’s mysterious power and reign within the parameters of the encratic community.

SOURCE DISCUSSION
W. Schrage says that it cannot be determined if L. 96 is dependent on Matthew or Luke. He thinks that this parable may be derived from Quelle and refashioned in the Gospel of Thomas. He observes that the author of Thomas may have been responsible for the omission of the question at the beginning of the parable, an omission which Matthew also witnesses. He notes that ευ and a couple of old Latin manuscripts omit the reference to three measures of meal just as Thomas does.

J. Sieber thinks that the most convincing argument for an independent tradition here is that this parable is separated from the mustard seed parable which Matthew and Luke cite together and may have been part of the Quelle sequence.

In my opinion, this parable is a prime example of an independent oral variant. When compared with the Synoptic versions, we have only key words in common – ‘Kingdom; a woman; yeast; buried’. The rest of the details differ as we would expect with an oral variant. There is no compelling evidence of secondary orality.
The Original Gospel of Thomas in Translation

**LITERATURE PARALLELS**

*Matthew 13.33 (Qmatt)*

‘The Kingdom of Heaven is like leaven which a woman took and buried in three measures of floor, until it was all leavened.’

*Luke 13.20–21 (Qluke)*

20‘To what shall I compare the Kingdom of God? 21It is like leaven which a woman took and buried in three measures of flour, until it was all leavened.’

**AGREEMENTS IN SYRIAN GOSPELS, WESTERN TEXT AND DIATESSARON**

*Matthew 13.33//Luke 13.20–21 in T\(^V\) T\(^\text{PEP}\)*

- a little yeast << yeast


- three measures

*Matthew 13.33//Luke 13.20–21 in T\(^V\) T\(^\text{PEP}\)*

+ has made large loaves of it

**SELECT BIBLIOGRAPHY**


---

Logion 96.3

3‘Whoever has ears should listen!’

*NHC II 2.49.6*

πετειγι μααχέ ημορ μαρεφικωτι

**ATTRIBUTION**

Kernel saying.

See L. 8.

---

Logion 97.1–4

1Jesus said, ‘The Kingdom of the [Father] is like a woman carrying a [jar] filled with meal. 2While she was walking [on the] road still a long way out, the handle of the jar broke. Behind her, the meal leaked out onto the road. 3She did not realize it. She had not noticed a problem. 4When she arrived at her house, she put the jar down and found it empty.’

*NHC II 2.49.7–15*

1πεξε εις πα της θείνει ημεικωτ εις την την αυξημε εαοι 2α ουδαμηεει εκμε υννοετ εκμασιηεε 3εκμασιηεε 4τεςιη εκαμηνο τημααχε ηπιδαμηεει ουνυτ ακιοετ ωου νιοετ 2η.

---
4. Commentary on the Gospel of Thomas

Attribution

Kernel saying.

Text and Translation Issues

Guillaumont refers to several Semitisms in L. 97. For instance, he explains the difficult Coptic expression $q[ t\, t e ]\, g l \, H \, e c o y H o y$, literally 'on the road being distant', as corresponding exactly to the Hebrew expression $r p r \, r \, r d$ (cf. Num. 9.10) which is also preserved in the Peshitta (re$t w t \, n e l t o t e$). Also, 'she did not realize it' may rest on either $l t p$ or $t \, s l$, in Aramaic Ktn, which can mean either 'to comprehend' or 'to realize', 'to see' or 'to know'. The 'problem', $t i c e$, probably corresponds to the Aramaic K$\nu w t$ which is equivalent to the Syriac $c t t o$ in Sirach 29.12.

Interpretative Comment

This logion appears in a sequence of Kingdom parables that reveal the truth about its inauguration. In the Kernel, the parable would have had an eschatological interpretation, stressing that the future inauguration would be unexpected and astonishing like the reaction of the woman who returns home with a jar of meal, only to find it empty because the handle had broken off on the way. In the complete Gospel, the parable would have told the story of expectations dashed, that the Kingdom had not come as people had expected.

Source Discussion

There is no Synoptic parallel for L. 97. Because the parallel exhibits Synoptic-like characteristics and does not contain elements which form-critics would view as redactional or late, Montefoire, Jeremias, Higgins and Koester have viewed this parable as an authentic parable of Jesus. It appears to have belonged to the Kernel Gospel, drawn from the oral memory of the first Christians. G. Quispel argues that its style and content reflects a Palestinian milieu and origin isolated from Pauline theology. Thus he thinks the parable was derived from a Jewish Christian Gospel.

Select Bibliography


Logion 98.1–3

Jesus said, 'The Kingdom of the Father is like someone who wished to kill a prominent man. While at home, he drew out his knife. He stabbed it into the wall to test whether his hand would be strong (enough). Then he murdered the prominent man.'

NHC II 2.49.15–20

'\, t e p e x e \, i c \, t m \, n t e r o \, m p e k w t \, e c t n t w n \, e y r k w m e \, e p o q w w u \, e m o y t \, o y r k w m e \, m m e k t c t n o c \, a t q w w a m \, n t c t n e \, q t p e k h e i
The Original Gospel of Thomas in Translation

\textit{Logion 99.1–3}

1 The disciples said to him, ‘Your brothers and your mother are standing outside.’
2 He said to them, ‘Those here who do the will of my father, they are my brothers and my mother. They are the people who will enter the Kingdom of my Father.’

\textit{NHC II 2.49.21–26}

1 'Pexe ἴ.FILESPCS ΝΑΥ ΧΕ ΝΕΚΛΗΥ Μῦ ΤΕΚΜΑΥ ΚΕΛΕΠΑΤΟΥ ΖΙ ΠΟΑ ΝΒΟΛ 'ΠΕΧΑΧ ΝΑΥ ΧΕ ΝΕΤΛΙΝΕΙΜΑ ΕΠΕ ΜΠΟΥΜ ΜΠΑΙΚΤУ ΝΑΓΚΗΥ Μῦ ΤΑΜΑΥ ΝΙΤΟΥ ΠΕ ΕΤΝΑΒΟΥΚ ΕΖΟΥΝ ΕΤΜΙΝΕΡΟ ΜΠΑΙΚΤΥ

\textit{ATTRIBUTION}

Kernel saying.

\textit{TEXT AND TRANSLATION ISSUES}

G. Garitte and A. Guillaumont explain the phrase \textit{αξιωτε ἱττῳ} as a proleptic use of the pronoun common to Aramaic syntax. The Peshitta of Matthew 26.24 is cited as a case in point.

\textit{INTERPRETATIVE COMMENT}

In the Kernel Gospel, this parable is an analogy in which the Kingdom is compared to an assassin who prepares himself before killing his target. The point of the parable is that it is necessary to prepare oneself for the inauguration of God’s Kingdom. In the complete Gospel, the encratic hermeneutic may have stressed the importance of testing one’s strength against the obstacles of desire.

\textit{SOURCE DISCUSSION}

There is no Synoptic parallel for L. 98, although stylistically the parable is similar to Synoptic parables. It does not contain secondary expansions or modifications from a form-critical perspective. The imagery of violence is not uncommon to Jesus’ sayings (cf. Mark 3.27 and parallels). The story may reflect the political intrigue of Galilee at the time of Jesus as J. Jeremias has indicated. L.H. Hunzinger argues extensively for its authenticity and his opinion appears to have become standard as noted by S. Davies and W. Stoker. This saying, drawn from the oral field of early Christian performance, was part of the Kernel Gospel.

\textit{SELECT BIBLIOGRAPHY}

INTERPRETATIVE COMMENT
L. 99 is part of a sequence of sayings in which Jesus reveals the truth about God's Kingdom. Here he identifies those people who do the will of God with those who will enter the Kingdom and form a family that will replace their human families. To this end, it is noteworthy that L. 99 differs from its parallels in that it has the additional phrase, 'They are the people who will enter the Kingdom of my Father', an early development that connects the saying into the sequence of Kingdom parables which make up the heart of the fifth speech in the Kernel. In the complete Gospel, the stress on abandoning home and family in order to take up the encratic praxis would have been emphasized.

SOURCE DISCUSSION
W. Schrage thinks that dependence on Luke hinges on the fact that L. 99 and Luke 8.19–21 agree in the way that Luke combines two sentences into one from his source Mark 3.34–35. Both also omit the question posed in Mark 3.33. Dependence on Matthew is demonstrated, according to Schrage, based on the agreement between Matthew 12.50 and L. 99.2 since both have 'the will of my Father' whereas Mark has 'the will of God' and Luke, nothing. However, he notes that the saying with similar agreements is also found in the Gospel of the Ebionites and 2 Clement. So he concludes that L. 99 might come from an ancient Gospel harmony like the Gospel of the Nazarenes. This agrees with the opinion of G. Quispel who suggested a Jewish Christian Gospel source for this saying as early as 1957. J. Sieber also thinks that this logion may indicate that Thomas had contact with some type of written source independent of the Synoptics. H. Koester notes that L. 99 lacks Mark's elaborate introductory setting for the discourse as well as Mark's restatement of the rhetorical question. Except for L. 99.3 which Koester considers secondary, Thomas' version corresponds to the saying's more original form.

I see no compelling reason to argue for a written source especially since we do not have anything extant. L. 99 could easily represent an orally derived variant from the East. This, in fact, would better explain the verbal differences as well as the agreements with the Synoptic parallels.

LITERATURE PARALLELS

Mark 3.31–35

And his mother and his brothers came; and standing outside they sent to him and called him. And a crowd was sitting about him; and they said to him, "Your mother and your brothers are outside, asking for you." And he replied, "Who are are my mother and my brothers?" And looking around on those who sat about him, he said, "Here are my mother and my brothers! Whoever does the will of God is my brother, and sister, and mother."

Matthew 12.46–50

While he was still speaking to the people, behold, his mother and his brothers stood outside, asking to speak to him. But he replied to the man who told him, "Who is my mother, and who are my brothers?" And stretching out his hand toward his disciples, he said, "Here are my mother and my brothers! For whoever does the will of my Father in heaven is my brother, and sister, and mother."

Luke 8.19–21

Then his mother and his brothers came to him, but they could not reach him for the crowd. And he was told, "Your mother and your brothers are standing outside, desiring to see you." But he said to them, "My mother and my brothers are those who hear the word of God and do it."
The Original Gospel of Thomas in Translation

Gospel of the Ebionites 5 (Epiphanius, Haer. 30.14–15)

‘Moreover, they deny that he was a man, evidently on the ground of the word which the Saviour spoke when it was reported to him, “Behold, your mother and your brothers are standing outside”, namely, “Who is my mother and who are my brothers?” And he stretched forth his hand towards his disciples and said, “There are my brothers and mother and sisters, who do the will of my Father.”’

2 Clement 9.11

‘For the Lord said, “My brothers are these who do the will of my Father.”’

Clement, Eclogae propheticae 20.3

‘The Lord said, “For my brothers and fellow heirs are those who do the will of my Father.”’

Agreements in Syrian Gospels, Western Text and Diatessaron
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- his mother...for the crowd
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- asking to speak to him
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My father, – in heaven
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NHC II 2.49.27–31

1'AYTCBEE IC AYNOYB AYW TECAW NAQ XE NETHN AKAIACPE CEWITE XMON NNQNUM
2'TECAW NAQ XE T NA KAIACPE NA TINOYTE XINOYTE AYW PITE PWEI NE MATINNAEQI

Attribution

Kernel saying with accretive clause.

Text and Translation Issues

J. Guey has suggested that the Coptic, ‘a piece of gold’, is a mistranslation of ὀλύμπιος which can refer either to the Roman denarius or to a piece of gold or silver.
INTERPRETATIVE COMMENT
L. 100.4 appears to be an accretive clause concerned with christological issues, elevating the stature of Jesus to God.

Payment of taxes to foreign pagan rulers was a disputed issue for some Jews beginning around 6 CE at the time of Quirinius’ census when Judas the Galilean first put forward the idea that it was sinful to pay tribute to a Gentile ruler (Josephus, *Jewish Antiquities* 18.4). Judas may have been the founder of the Zealot party, the fourth ‘philosophy’, since Josephus connects Judas and the revolt in 6 CE with policies that eventually led to the Zealot uprising which started the Jewish War. If this is the case, according to Bruce, then one of the distinguishing features of the Zealot party may have been their belief that it was impious to pay imperial taxes.

This idea might have been popular with those Jews who resented Rome’s dominion, especially if they were apocalyptically minded, understanding Rome’s authority to be illegitimate because it was grounded in the temporary dominion of the forces of evil. They, in fact, may have expected Jesus to rule on this in favour of the Zealot’s position. But he does not. In a clever legal response, Jesus tells the Jews and his followers that they should, ‘give to Caesar what is Caesar’s’ and ‘give to God what is God’s’. Jesus remarks that, since it is self-evident that the coin belongs to Caesar (maybe because it bears his image as is elaborated in the Synoptic versions of this story; Matt. 22.15–22; Mark 12.13–19; Luke 20.20–26), it should be given back to him. Thus, Jesus seems to align himself with the prophetic injunctions to serve the rulers of Israel even during periods of foreign domination since their domination was a punishment for Israel’s sinfulness (cf. Ezek. 21.25–27; Jer. 27.4–7; Mal. 1.8; 1QpHab ix.2–4; Ps. Sol. 17.5–7).

From the context in the Kernel, this logion reminds the hearer that God’s reign is not like Caesar’s and his earthly kingdom, Rome. God does not demand money or taxes of his subjects. Rather, God demands the commitment of one’s life to the mission of spreading the news about the immanent Kingdom and how to prepare for his Judgement. Further, his commitment and obedience to God is not compromised by paying Caesar taxes. In the complete Gospel, the accretive clause, ‘and what is mine, give to me’, is a christological statement, reflecting the community’s devotion to Jesus and the commitment of their lives to his cause. Accrual of the final clause is estimated between 80 and 120 CE.

SOURCE DISCUSSION
B. Gärtner, R. Kasser, R. Grant and D.N. Freedman see L. 100 as an abbreviated form of the Synoptic saying. W. Schrage argues for dependency based on agreements between the opening words in L. 100 and the Synoptics. Lukian dependence is signalled by the agreement φόρος.

J. Sieber states that these agreements are parallels only, that they do not represent editorial traces. The phrase ‘what is mine give me’ is a secondary addition, but this tells us nothing about Synoptic dependence. Thus there is no evidence to support an argument for dependence. He says that *Thomas’* reference to a gold coin is quite different from the Synoptic reference to a silver coin. This may suggest another tradition of the saying or a different milieu for the development of the saying. Given J. Guey’s explanation of the coin, Sieber appears to be correct. The saying looks to be a variant developed within the Syrian tradition. H. Koester notes the lack of narrative in L. 100 when compared with Mark 12. He thinks that the Gospel preserves the basis of Mark’s developed apophthegm except for the last phrase, L. 100.4 which is a ‘later expansion’.

G. Quispel thinks that this saying is a strong indicator of the independent tradition of saying preserved in Tatian’s *Diatessaron* and the *Gospel of Thomas*. He points out vari-
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ants of this saying in the Diatessaron Haarense, the Tuscan Diatessaron, the Armenian version of Ephrem's Commentary on the Diatessaron, and the Persian Diatessaron, which agree with L. 100, 'give the things of God to God'. He notes that no Western text contains this variant, although the Bohairic version of the New Testament has it. Because the age of the Bohairic witness is unknown, he argues that it cannot be used to prove that the Sahidic Thomas was influenced by it. He states, 'The numerous parallels between the Gospel of Thomas and Tatian's Diatessaron make it methodologically preferable to assume that the Coptic translation of "Thomas" preserved the primitive version of its Edessene author.'

LITERATURE PARALLELS

Mark 12.13–17

13: And they sent to him some of the Pharisees and some of the Herodians, to entrap him in his talk. 14: And they came and said to him, "Teacher, we know that you are true, and care for no man; for you do not regard the position of men, but truly teach the way of God. Is it lawful to pay taxes to Caesar, or not? 15: Should we pay them, or should we not?" But knowing their hypocrisy, he said to them, "Why put me to the test? Bring me a coin, and let me look at it." 16: And they brought one. And he said to them, "Whose likeness and inscription is this?" They said to him, "Caesar's." 17: Jesus said to them, "Render to Caesar the things that are Caesar's, and to God the things that are God's." And they were amazed at him.

Matthew 22.15–22

15: Then the Pharisees went and took counsel how to entangle him in his talk. 16: And they sent their disciples to him, along with the Herodians, saying, "Teacher, we know that you speak and teach the way of God truthfully, and care for no man. 17: Tell us, then, what you think. Is it lawful for us to give tribute to Caesar, or not?" 18: But Jesus, aware of their malice, said, "Why put me to the test, you hypocrites? 19: Show me the money for the tax." And they brought him a coin. 20: And Jesus said to them, "Whose likeness and inscription is this?" 21: They said, "Caesar's." Then he said to them, "Render therefore to Caesar the things that are Caesar's, and to God the things that are God's." And they were not able to catch him by what he said; but marvelling at his answer they were silent.

Luke 20.20–26

20: So they watched him, and sent spies, who pretended to be sincere, that they might take hold of what he said, so as to deliver him up to the authority and jurisdiction of the governor. 21: They asked him, "Teacher, we know that you speak and teach rightly, and show no partiality, but truly teach the way of God. 22: Is it lawful for us to give tribute to Caesar, or not?" 23: But he perceived their craftiness, and said to them, 24: "Show me a coin. Whose likeness and inscription has it?" They said, "Caesar's." 25: He said to them, "Then render to Caesar the things that are Caesar's, and to God the things that are God's." And they were not able to catch him by what he said; but marvelling at his answer they were silent.

Papyrus Egerton 2, fragment 2 recto, lines 43–59

'...came to him to tempt him, saying, "Teacher Jesus, we know that you have come from God, for the things which you bear witness beyond all the prophets. Tell us then, is it lawful to render to kings what pertains to their rule? Shall we render it to them or not?" But Jesus, knowing their mind, said to them with indignation, "Why do you call me teacher with your mouth, when you do not do what I say? Well did Isaiah prophesy of you when he said, 'This people honours me with its lips, but their heart is far from me; in vain do they worship me, (teaching as doctrines merely human) commandments.'
Justin, Apology 1.17.2

‘For at that time some people came to him and asked him if it is necessary to pay tribute to Caesar. And he answered, “Tell me, whose image does the coin have?” And they said, “Caesar’s.” And again he answered them, “Therefore give the things of Caesar to Caesar and things of God to God.”’

Pistis Sophia 3.113

‘Now concerning these words you once said to us, when a stater was brought to you and you saw that it was of silver and copper you asked, “Whose image is this?” They said, “It is the king’s.” But when you saw that it was silver mixed with copper, you said, “Give, therefore, what is the king’s to the king, and what is God’s to God.”’

Sentences of Sextus 20

‘Give precisely the things of the world to the world and the things of God to God.’

Agreements in Syrian Gospels, Western Text and Diatessaron
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Logion 101.1–3

1. Whoever does not hate his [father] and his mother in the same manner as I do, he cannot be a [disciple] of mine. 2 Also whoever does [not] love his [father and] his mother in the same manner as I do, he cannot be a [disciple] of mine. 3 For my [birth] mother [gave death], while my true [mother] gave life to me.’

NHC II 2.49.32–50.1

\begin{verbatim}
\end{verbatim}

Attribution

Accretion.

Text and Translation Issues

For L. 101.3, I offer a possibility for completing the lacunae (9 or 10 letter spaces) which occurs on the last line at the bottom of p. 49 and the first two letters at the top of p. 50: NTAC[X]TOI TXUK EBJOA: ‘who begot me gave death’. This construction not only fits the lacunae, but also provides contextual sense and offers a complementary parallel to
the final clause. So I prefer it over Layton’s reconstruction which does not fill the space (ὊΤΑΩΠΙ† ΝΑΕΙ ἹΒΌΛΑ: ‘who gave me falsehood’). Bethge’s suggestions are equally problematic. ὌΤΑΩΠΙ ἸΒΟΛΑ ἦΒΟΛΑ, ‘who has given birth to me, has destroyed me’, exceeds the space limitations, while ὌΤΑΩΠΙ† ΝΑΕΙ ἹΒΟΛΑ, ‘who has deceived me’, is too short.

**INTERPRETATIVE COMMENT**

This saying is a doublet of L. 55, showing secondary development particularly in the final clause where it displays retrospective christological thinking about Jesus. Unlike L. 55, this later version of the saying has been interpreted through an encratic lens. The saying would have had special meaning for an encratic community which hated the world and its perpetuation while loving the heavenly world. They would have supported ‘hating’ their biological origins while ‘loving’ their spiritual. This accretion belongs to a time between 80 and 120 CE.

The final clause develops the early Jewish Christian tradition that the Holy Spirit was Jesus’ mother, as found in the *Gospel of the Hebrews* 3 (‘Even so did my mother, the Holy Spirit, take me by one of my hairs and carry me away on the great mountain Tabor’, Origen, *Commentary on John* 2.12.87, on John 1.3) and the *Apocryphon of James* 5.20 (‘Make yourselves like the son of the Holy Spirit’).

**SOURCE DISCUSSION**

G. Quispel attributes the saying to an encratic source, but I think that L. 101 is simply an encratic reformulation of L. 55 made by a teacher in the later Thomasine community.

**LITERATURE PARALLELS**

See L. 55.

**SELECT BIBLIOGRAPHY**


**Logion 102**

Jesus said, ‘Woe to the Pharisees because they are like a dog sleeping in the cattle trough. For the dog neither eats nor [lets] the cattle eat.’

**NHC II 2.50.2–5**

��⊦ iframe ναύ ἱφαρικαίος χε εὐείνε ἰννίογονοβ εἰσικοτκ ρίκν ποவονεβ ἵννίεζοοο βε χε ϋτε γογυμ άν ϋτε ςκύμ αιν ἰνεζοογ εγογυμ

**ATTRIBUTION**

Kernel saying.

**TEXT AND TRANSLATION ISSUES**

I have rendered the antecedent for ζογυμ as ‘the dog eats’ rather than the literal, ‘it eats’.
‘Woe to the Pharisees’, reads literally, ‘Woe to them, the Pharisees’. A. Guillaumont traces this to Aramaic syntax which uses determinative suffixes, since the Coptic would normally read οῦοει ΝΗΜΑΡΙΑΪΟC (cf. Sahidic Matthew 18.7).

**INTERPRETATIVE COMMENT**

In the Kernel, the saying develops Jesus’ revelation about the truth of God’s Kingdom. After sharing a few parables about the Kingdom, Jesus tells the hearer that the Kingdom of God will replace one’s human family, that it is unlike Caesar’s Kingdom, demanding commitment to God rather than extorting taxes from its citizens, that it is not found with the Pharisees who are like dogs sleeping in the cattle trough, neither eating nor letting the cattle eat.

**SOURCE DISCUSSION**

R. Grant and D.N. Freedman noted that L. 102 is proverbial known as early as the second century from the Greek satirist Lucian (*Timon* 14; *Adv. Indoctum* 30) and told as a folk fable of Aesop (228). Because of its widespread proverbial nature, Grant and Freedman say that ‘its presence in these literary or semi-literary sources does not mean that it was unknown outside of them. Thomas could have picked it up anywhere.’ The study made by J.F. Priest confirms this opinion and stresses that ‘the presence of the saying in contemporary pagan and Jewish/Christian sources reminds us of the cultural interpenetrations of the late Hellenistic world’. R. McL. Wilson, in fact, thinks that Jesus himself may have used this popular proverb since ‘the originality lies not in the saying, but in its application, in the rapier-like thrust of the attack’.

In my opinion, the presence of this logion in *Thomas* is a fine example of the use of proverbial folk wisdom gathered from the oral field to develop an argument in a rhetorical speech.

**LITERATURE PARALLELS**

**Lucian, Timon 14**

‘They thought it to be sufficient enjoyment not only not to enjoy (riches) themselves, but also to share the enjoyment with no one, just as the dog in the manger which neither ate the barley nor allowed the hungry horse to eat.’

**Lucian, Adv. indoctum 30**

‘Therefore you could lend the books to someone who wants them, since you can not use them yourself. However, you never lent a book to anyone, but you act like the dog lying in the manger who neither eats the barley herself, nor allows the horse which can eat to eat.’

**Straton, Gr. Anth. 12**

‘A certain eunuch has good looking servant boys – for what use? – and he does them abominable injury. Truly, like the dog in the manger with the roses, and stupid by barking, he neither gives the good thing to himself nor to anyone else.’

**Aesop’s Fables 228**

‘A dog, lying in the manger, neither ate of the barley herself nor allowed the horse who could eat to eat.’

**Aesop’s Fables 702**

‘A mean dog was lying in a trough filled with hay. When the cattle came to eat, it would not let them but bared its teeth in a threatening manner. Then the cattle said to it, “It is not fair that you begrudge us the natural appetite that you do not have. For it is not your nature to eat hay, and yet you prevent us from eating it.”’

Cf. Matthew 23.13 (Qmatt); Luke 11.52 (Qluke); L. 39
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Logion 103
Jesus said, ‘Blessed is the man who knows where the thieves are going to enter, so that [he] may arise, gather at his estate, and arm himself.’

NHC II 2.50.5–10
πετεσ ει τε ουματιος πε περιμε παιει ετεοπαι[(i)] Χε [ςιν αμ] χιμερος ενλακτηθης ηηη ειςον[(i)] οινα [ειναταωον
ηικιονγιπον] νπειμνου νπειμνου νπειμνου [εκαν τεσπτε τεσπτε τεσπτε τεσπτε τεσπτε τεσπτε τεσπτε τεσπτε τεσπτε
ηεθη επιτατομειν ειςον

ATTRIBUTION
Kernel saying.

TEXT AND TRANSLATION ISSUES
The expression ηικιονγιπον νπειμνου νπειμνου [εκαν τεσπτε τεσπτε τεσπτε τεσπτε τεσπτε τεσπτε τεσπτε τεσπτε
literally reads ‘strap his loins’. It is an idiomatic expression for arming oneself. Thus my translation, ‘arm himself’.

INTERPRETATIVE COMMENT
The rhetorical speech about God’s Kingdom is continued with L. 103. In the Kernel, the interpretation would have emphasized the eschatological dimension of the saying, that the believer, like the estate owner mustering himself against the thieves, must be prepared for the inauguration of God’s Kingdom which could happen at any moment. In the complete Gospel, like its parallel L. 21.5, the saying was probably reinterpreted as a reference to the internal battle of the soul against the demons, the desires of the body. The person should be on guard at all times against temptation which is like a thief stealing into one’s estate.

SOURCE DISCUSSION
G. Quispel traces this saying’s origin to a Jewish Christian Gospel.

LITERATURE PARALLELS
See L. 21.5

SELECT BIBLIOGRAPHY

Logion 104.1–2
1They said to Jesus, ‘Come. Today, let’s pray and fast!’
2Jesus said, ‘What sin have I committed? Or in what way have I been defeated? Rather, when the bridegroom leaves the bridal chamber, then they should fast and pray.’
NHC II 2.50.10–16

4. **Commentary on the Gospel of Thomas**

**TEXT AND TRANSLATION ISSUES**
The parallelism in Jesus’ question in L. 104, ‘What sin have I committed? Or how have I been conquered?’ has been explained by A. Guillaumont as a reference to an Aramaic sub-stratum, ** рассматривать** or a Syriac sub-stratum, **сокрушение**, which can mean both ‘to be conquered’ or ‘to sin’.

**INTERPRETATIVE COMMENT**
Logion 104 represents a discussion over a point of legal interpretation, in this case, the practice of fasting. Fasting among Jews was practised in this period to atone for sins either communally on the Day of Atonement (Lev. 16.29,31; 23.27,32; Num. 29.7) or individually (Ps. Sol. 3.8), to mourn (Judith 8.1–6; cf. Zech. 7.3,5), to offer contrition (1 Sam. 7.6) or to purge the soul of the demonic influences that battle within the person particularly in regard to the passions (Apoc. Elijah 1.15–22). Thus, when asked by other Jews to join a particular fast that appears to have fallen on someone’s wedding day, Jesus first asks them what purpose the fast has. In his mind, there seem to be two legitimate purposes for fasting — atonement and battling one’s passions — since he asks two pointed questions, ‘What sin have I committed?’ and ‘In what way have I been defeated?’ Although we do not know the particulars regarding this fast, it seems from the continuation of Jesus’ response, that Jesus is telling these Jews that he had no personal reason to fast on that day.

In addition, Jesus indicates that their timing for the fast was inappropriate. He states that fasting should not occur on someone’s wedding day: ‘But when the bridegroom comes out of the bridal chamber, then let them fast and pray.’ This, too, is a reference to Jewish custom since weddings were celebrated with marriage feasts lasting about seven days (Gen. 29.27; Judges 14.12, 17; Jos. Asen. 21.6–7; cf. Tobias 8.20, 10.7, 12.1; Josephus, Ant. 5.289–294). Rabbinic law, in fact, exempts the groom and whoever directly participates in the wedding celebration from several religious commandments (m. Ber. 2.5–8; t. Ber. 1.3, 2.10; j. Ber. 1.6, 3b; b. Ber. 16a; b. Suk. 2.5, 52a; b. Suk. 25a–b).

Although we do not know the particulars of the fasting practices of the Thomasine Christians from this saying, it is probable that fasting would have been a favourable practice within the early community. The presence of this story in the Kernel suggests that the early Thomasine Christians may have practised fasting in order to atone for sins or battle their inner demons. It also may be possible that the early Thomasine Christians identified Jesus with the bridegroom in this logion. In this case, the early Thomasine Christians would have understood this saying as a *promotion* for fasting in the absence of Jesus, the bridegroom. This interpretation is quite plausible given the fact that this seems to be the way in which the saying was understood in its Synoptic variations (Mark 2.18–20; Matt. 9.14–15; Luke 5.33–35). The practice of obligatory fasting in the early Thomasine community fits with the practices of other early Christians, some of whom set aside Wednesdays and Fridays for this purpose (i.e. Didache 8.1). Moreover, according to Matthew, Jesus...
commanded his followers to fast in a manner which would distinguish them from other Jews: instead of putting on a dismal face so that others would know that they were fasting, Jesus’ followers should instead anoint their heads and wash their faces so that they would not bring attention to themselves (6.16–18).

This obligatory practice, however, is criticized by the later Thomasine Christians as the accretions suggest, particularly L. 6, 14 and 27. The combination of these logia with 104 suggests that the language in L. 14.1–3 largely is rhetorical, offering sincere criticism of the earlier obligatory practices of the community. The later community wished to make central to their Christian practices, a lifestyle of renunciation which replaced the older obligatory fasts (L. 27). Rather than participating in regular community fasts, they wished to fast from the entire world on a routine basis (L. 27)! Furthermore, they wanted to establish as central to this lifestyle the ‘golden rule’, ‘Do not do what you hate’, and a second ethic, ‘Do not lie’ (L. 6.2). They believed these ethics to be of more importance than the kosher diet, obligatory fasting, prayer, or almsgiving (6.1–2). They felt that this lifestyle of ‘fasting from the world’ (L. 27) helped them to conquer their inner demonic passions and atone for their sins (L. 104).

SOURCE DISCUSSION
R. Grant and D.N. Freedman think that L. 104 is dependent on the Synoptics. The discrepancies are explained by them as retrospective on the part of Thomas who is considering the theological problems associated with the sinlessness of Jesus. W. Schrage says that L. 104 alludes to Mark 2.19–20. He notes, however, that both Luke and Thomas add references to prayer. He assumes that Thomas presupposes the Synoptic scene.

J. Sieber says that Thomas’ scene differs from the Synoptics, referencing Jesus’ opponents rather than the disciples. The addition of prayer, Sieber concedes in his conclusion, may be Lukian since we are analysing triple tradition, and thus evidence for dependence in this case. K. Snodgrass also thinks that Luke may have had a redactional interest in prayer although the evidence is not ‘air tight’ in his estimation. But H. Koester says that form-critically L. 104 lacks the narrative framework found in the Markan setting and the extended Markan apophthegm. So its form should be considered primary even though L. 104.2a is a secondary expansion. G. Quispel points out an interesting parallel with the Gospel of the Nazarenes (see below) which he argues demonstrates Thomas’ use of an independent source.

I am interested in explaining the differences as well as the agreements between L. 104 and Luke 5.33–35. L. 104 appears to me to be very different from Luke, having a completely different introductory clause and mentioning the bridegroom leaving the bridal chamber rather than being taken away from the disciples. In fact, Thomas’ version appears to me to be primary by comparison with Luke’s since L. 104 retains the local wedding imagery, while Luke 5.35 clearly has modified retrospectively the tradition to refer to Jesus’ death. In addition, Luke 5.35 does not mention prayer, only fasting, while L. 104.2 references both prayer and fasting. One possible explanation is that we have in Thomas an independent variant that was modified later during an oral performance, bringing it in line with the orator’s memory of Luke’s variant. The problem with this explanation is that it does not fully explain how or why the reference to prayer would turn up in L. 104.2 when it is not in Luke 5.35. Another possibility is that L. 104 is an example of a pre-Synoptic independent variant which may also have been known to Luke and used by the Lukian author to modify the Markan variant.
4. Commentary on the Gospel of Thomas

LITERATURE PARALLELS

Mark 2.18–20

18. Now John’s disciples and the Pharisees were fasting. And people came and said to him, “Why do John’s disciples and the disciples of the Pharisees fast, but your disciples do not fast?” 19. And Jesus said to them, “Can the wedding guests fast while the bridegroom is with them? As long as they have the bridegroom with them they can not fast. 20. The days will come, when the bridegroom is taken away from them, and then they will fast in that day.”

Matthew 9.14–15

14. Then the disciples of John came to him saying, “Why do we and the Pharisees fast, but your disciples do not fast?” 15. And Jesus said to them, “Can the wedding guests mourn as long as the bridegroom is with them? The days will come, when the bridegroom is taken away from them, and then they will fast.”

Luke 5.33–35

33. And they said to him, “The disciples of John fast often and offer prayers, and so do the disciples of the Pharisees, but yours eat and drink.” 34. And Jesus said to them, “Can you make wedding guests fast while the bridegroom is with them? 35. The days will come, when the bridegroom is taken away from them, and then they will fast in those days.”

Gospel of the Nazarenes 2, Jerome, Adversus Pelagianos 3.2

‘Behold, the mother of the Lord and his brothers said to him, “John the Baptist baptizes for the remission of sins, let us go and be baptized by him.” But he said to them, “How have I sinned that I should go and be baptized by him? Unless what I have said is ignorance.”

AGREEMENTS IN SYRIAN GOSPELS, WESTERN TEXT AND DIATESSARON

Mark 2.20//Matthew 9.15//Luke 5.35 in 472 (Matt) ἠράβ vel leaves «is taken away
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Logion 105

Jesus said, ‘Whoever is acquainted with one’s father and mother will be called, “the child of a prostitute.”’

NHC II 2.50.16–18

πέρει ἢ ἐν δενακαγοιν πεικτὴν θανάτο γεναμοῦτε εἰρήξ ἡ πνευμὴ ἤπόρνη

ATTRIBUTION

Accretion.

TEXT AND TRANSLATION ISSUES

I have understood the definite articles preceding ‘father’ and ‘mother’ to be signalling a
specific ‘father’ and ‘mother’, namely the subject’s Father and Mother. Thus, my render-
ing, ‘one’s’.

**INTERPRETATIVE COMMENT**

This saying polemizes against marriage, understanding it to be an institution of prostitution. This opinion also is held by the Alexandrian encratic Christians described by Clement of Alexandria. They appear to have said that even the virgin bride who engaged in marital sex was a prostitute (Strom. 3.18.108).

The saying in its present form reinforces the position already garnered in L. 55 and 101, that the Christian should separate himself or herself from his or her biological parents. If the person remains attached to his or her parents, he or she is a child of a prostitute rather than a child of Man as the next logion indicates (see L. 106).

This logion appears to have accrued in the Gospel sometime between 80 and 120 CE, attaching itself to L. 104 in order to reinterpret the wedding reference so that the hearer would understand Jesus to be speaking against marriage rather than supporting it.

**SOURCE DISCUSSION**

G. Quispel attributes this saying to the hand of the author himself.

**LITERATURE PARALLELS**

Clement of Alexandria, Strom. 3.18.108

‘And to show that he [Paul] does not regard marriage as fornication he goes on, “Do you not know that he who is joined to a harlot is one body with her?” Or who will assert that before she is married a virgin is a prostitute?’

Gospel of Philip 52.21–25

‘When we were Hebrews, we were orphans and had only our mother, but when we became Christians we had both father and mother.’

**SELECT BIBLIOGRAPHY**


---

**Logion 106.1–2**

1Jesus said, ‘When you make the two one, you will become children of Man. 2And when you say, “Mountain, go forth!” it will move.’

---

**NHC II 2.50.18–22**

τετελεσθήσαντες οὐδεὶς δι’ αὐτοῦ τον αὐτόν την τυφλήν πηγήν ἤττησεν εἰς δύο δύο τοις ἐνδομάδοις τις ἀπὸ τῆς ἐσπέρας τῆς ἄρσεως τοῦ θεού

**ATTRIBUTION**

Accretion.

**TEXT AND TRANSLATION ISSUES**

**INTERPRETATIVE COMMENT**

This saying contains vocabulary characteristic of the accretions, particularly its emphasis on the ‘two becoming one’. This expression was favoured by the encratic constituency of the later Thomassine community dating this accretion to the years between 80 and 120 CE.

Like L. 22, this saying advocates a personal transformation through an encratic lifestyle which was believed to restore the pristine androgynous state of Adam. The encratic lifestyle restores the believer to his or her original state – an image that reflected the primal Anthropos or ‘Man’ as the saying states. Thus they became ‘children of Man’ rather than ‘children of a prostitute’ as indicated by the previous logion. Noteworthy is the similar usage of the phrase ‘children of Man’ (literally, ‘sons of Man’) in the *Liber Graduum* and its interpretation: that the believer is transformed into ‘a new creature in Christ’ (581.3–4).

**SOURCE DISCUSSION**

Although G. Quispel thinks that this saying comes from an encratic Gospel, in my opinion, this saying is a prime example of modification at the hands of a teacher in the community of an earlier Kernel saying in order to reflect the beliefs of a later constituency. In this case, L. 48, a Kernel saying, has been repeated and adapted to reflect later encratic theology. The ‘two’ people ‘making peace’ with each other in ‘one’ house are now ‘the two being made one’. When this is accomplished, their primal Image is restored. They become ‘like God’ as mentioned in Genesis, possessing the power to ‘move mountains’.

**LITERATURE PARALLELS**

*Liber Graduum* 581.3–4

‘[Jeremiah 31.17] that is, become children of Man, they become a new creature in Christ.’

*Liber Graduum* 589.13

‘So then, pray that they become children of Man.’

*Liber Graduum* 737.24

‘I wish that they become all children of Man.’

See L. 22, 48

**SELECT BIBLIOGRAPHY**

Klijn (1962).

---

**Logion 107.1–3**

1 Jesus said, 'The Kingdom is like a shepherd who had a hundred sheep. 2 One of them, the largest, strayed. He left the ninety-nine. He sought that one until he found it. 3 After he had laboured, he said to the sheep, “I love you more than the ninety-nine.”'
ATTRIBUTION

Kernel saying.

TEXT AND TRANSLATION ISSUES

Guillaumont explains the phrase θοῦογικ by a Semitic substratum, particularly the verb יָשָׁר which can mean both ‘to wish’ or ‘to delight in’. The Semitic verb can translate into the Greek εὐδοκεῖν which he supposes to be the Greek intermediary between the Aramaic and the Coptic. This theory helps to explain why the Synoptics employ forms of the Greek χαίρειν, while Thomas has οὐχοῦ.

107.3 reads θοῦογι with the final Υ above the line. Clearly a mistake has been made, so I have emended the reading to θοῦο.

INTERPRETATIVE COMMENT

In the Kernel, this logion is part of the speech revealing the truth about God’s Kingdom. It is to be compared to a wedding, a time of celebration rather than a time of fasting and prayer (L. 104). It is compared to the joyous story about recovering a sheep that had strayed from the flock (L. 107). Especially given the apocalyptic hermeneutic of the early Thomasine community, elements of the parable probably evoked memories of Ezekiel 34.11–16, the eschatological ingathering of the scattered sheep, the tribes of Israel.

SOURCE DISCUSSION

Most early commentators (K. Beyschlag, L. Cerfau, R. Grant and D.N. Freedman, J.-É. Ménard, H. Montefiore, F. Schnider, W. Schrage) regard L. 107 as dependent upon the Synoptic recensions and modified into an esoteric Gnostic saying. W. Schrage says that L. 107 is a combination of Matthew 18.12–14 and Luke 15.3–7, sharing with Matthew the statement format of the saying and the reference to seeking the sheep, and with Luke the εξηκο and ἐως phrase. Sahidic Luke also includes the reference to seeking, an inclusion due to scribal harmonization with Matthew. J. Sieber argues that the Coptic agreements with L. 107 pointed out by Schrage cannot be used to argue dependence at the Greek level. He also notes the absence of editorial traits of either Matthew or Luke. Thus he argues for an independent tradition here.

W.L. Petersen’s form-critical study agrees, showing that L. 107 has not been redacted by a Gnostic. Rather, it preserves a tradition independent of the Synoptics and in a form older than the Synoptics, a less complex form steeped in Jewish imagery. L. 107 lacks the contextualization present in the Synoptics and the infusion with allegorical overtones. He notes that Thomas alone has retained the eschatological nature of the parable as a reference to Ezekiel 34.16 where God reveals to Ezekiel that he must ‘prophesy against the shepherds of Israel’, so that God can seek out his sheep, judge them, and give them rest in the pastures. H. Koester also notes the lack of the secondary applications found in Matthew 18.14 and Luke 16.7.

The oral texture of the saying predominates. Careful attention to the Thomasine-Synoptic commonalities – ‘a hundred sheep’, ‘strayed’, ‘until he found it’, ‘the ninety-nine’ – shows that the bones of the parable are similar, but the performance details are strikingly different. There appears to be no evidence for secondary orality, so I think this parable is another example of an independent multiform developed in the field of oral performance.
LITERATURE PARALLELS

Matthew 18.12–13 (Qmatt)

12‘What do you think? If a man has a hundred sheep, and one of them has gone astray, does he not leave the ninety-nine on the mountains and go in search of the one that went astray? 13And if he finds it, truly, I say to you, he rejoices over it more than over the ninety-nine that never went astray.’

Luke 15.4–7 (Qluke)

4‘What man of you, having a hundred sheep, if he has lost one of them, does not leave the ninety-nine in the wilderness, and go after the one which is lost, until he finds it? 5And when he has found it, he lays it on his shoulders, rejoicing. 6And when he comes home, he calls together his friends and his neighbours, saying to them, “Rejoice with me, for I have found my sheep which was lost.” 7Just so, I tell you, there will be more joy in heaven over one sinner who repents than over ninety-nine righteous people who need no repentance.’

Gospel of Truth 31.35–32.10

‘He is the shepherd who left behind the ninety-nine sheep which were not lost. He went searching for the one which had gone astray. He rejoiced when he found it, for ninety-nine is a number that is in the left hand which holds it. But when the one is found, the entire number passes to the right (hand).’

Cf. Ezekiel 34.15–16

AGREEMENTS IN SYRIAN GOSPELS, WESTERN TEXT AND DIATESSARON

Matthew 18.12//Luke 15.4 in f

the one<<the one that went astray

SELECT BIBLIOGRAPHY


Logion 108.1–3

‘Jesus said, ‘Whoever drinks from my mouth will become as I am. I myself will become that person, and what is hidden will be revealed to him.’

NHC II 2.50.28–30

‘ΤΕΓΕ ΙΝ ΧΕ ΠΕΤΑΣΩ ΜΕΩ ΖΝ ΤΑΤΑΠΡΟ ΦΝΑΓΥΜΠΕ ΝΤΑΓΕ ἸΝΟΚ ΖΩΔ ΦΝΑΓΥΜΠΕ ΕΝΤΟΠ ΝΕ ΧΑΥ ΝΕΜΗΤ ΝΑΟΤΩΝ ΕΡΟΒ

ATTRIBUTION

Accretion.

INTERPRETATIVE COMMENT

The Christology assumed by this saying belongs to later Christianity so as to be anachronistic to the early Kernel. This is one of three sayings in Thomas which use consumption
imagery to explain mystical transformation, describing the result as a condition in which the person has become ‘like’ or ‘equal’ with Jesus (cf. L. 13, 61). L. 108 explicitly states that the believer who drinks from Jesus’ mouth becomes Jesus! The metaphor of drink and its association with mystical transformation is known in Jewish literature (cf. Philo, Leg. all. 1.82–84; 1 Enoch 48.1–2; 4 Ezra 14.38–41; 4 Ezra 1.47; 2 Baruch 59.7; Memar Marqa 2.1). L. 107, in fact, may allude to eucharistic ideology and the mystical transformative properties of the elements common in later eastern Christianity. Accrual can be dated from 80 to 120 CE.

**SOURCE DISCUSSION**

G. Quispel thinks that the author of the Gospel created this saying.

**SELECT BIBLIOGRAPHY**


---

*Logion 109.1–3*

Jesus said, ‘The Kingdom is like a man who had in his field a [hidden treasure], but he did not know about it. And [after] he died, he left it to his [son]. The son [did] not know (about the treasure). He took that field and sold [it]. And the buyer went and ploughed. He [found] the treasure. He started to give money at interest to whomever he wished.’

*NHC II 2.50.31–51.3*

1. The excerpt suggests that the text may contain an idiom, ‘to go and plough’, rather than a periphrastic construction, ‘went ploughing’ as B. Layton has rendered it, or as a circumstantial in a dependent clause, ‘he went while ploughing’, as A. Guillau-mont and J. Ménard have understood it.

**ATRIBUTION**

Kernel saying.

**TEXT AND TRANSLATION ISSUES**

C. Hedrick thinks that ΜΠΤΕ fits the lacunae better than B. Layton’s reconstruction, ΝΕ. But the Imperfect requires ΑΝ which we have in our text. So I prefer Layton’s reconstruction. Also, C. Hedrick completes the lacunae ΜΠΙΤΑΙΜΩΝ ΜΠΙΤΕΙΜΩΝ instead of ΜΙΜΙΝΑ ΤΙΡΕΙΜΩΝ which Layton uses because Hedrick finds Layton’s restoration one or two letters short for the lacunae. But my reexamination of the hole and measurements of the letters confirms that the space could have been filled with the six letters restored as Layton has done. The space has enough room for six letters, seven at the upper limit. The eight proposed by Hedrick could not have fitted the space unless the lacunae also contained a scribal correction above the line.

There appears to be a Semitic idiom in L. 109.3 as pointed out by C. Hedrick, ‘to go and plough’, rather than a periphrastic construction, ‘went ploughing’ as B. Layton has rendered it, or as a circumstantial in a dependent clause, ‘he went while ploughing’, as A. Guillau-mont and J. Ménard have understood it.
A similar Semitic idiom appears in L. 109.2, ‘He took that field and sold [it].’ As Hedrick notes, the expression, ‘take X and do Y with X’ is a common idiom in Hebrew scriptures as well as the New Testament.

**INTERPRETATIVE COMMENT**

In the Kernel, L. 109 is part of a rhetorical speech explaining the nature of the Kingdom of God. It is compared to the joyous celebration of a wedding or the recovery of a sheep that had strayed from the flock. The Kingdom is compared to the surprise and elation that a farmer feels when finding a hidden treasure in a field and being able to loan money to other people. In the complete Gospel, the accretions, especially L. 110, would have forced a new hermeneutic upon this parable so that the treasure would not have been understood in materialistic terms but spiritual, that the world and materialism must be rejected. Once this ‘treasure’ is ‘found’, the person has gained access to God’s Kingdom.

**SOURCE DISCUSSION**

L. Cervaux was the first to suggest that the author of Thomas welded together elements from Matthew 13.44, the rabbinic parable of Rabbi Simeon ben Yohai, and Aesop’s Fable 98, creating a Gnostic secondary text. This position was maintained in the early literature on Thomas (cf. H. Montefiore, R. McL. Wilson, and R. Grant and D.N. Freedman, B. Gartner, R. Kasser, W. Schrage, et al.). B. Dehandschutter explains dependence on Matthew as a Gnostic interpretation of the Matthean parable.

Since we cannot determine any Matthean editorial traits, J. Sieber says that the parallels between L. 109 and Matthew cannot tell us anything about the issue of dependence. More recently, Scott takes both versions of the parables to be different performances of one ‘originating structure’. C. Hedrick has argued that Thomas’ version of the parable fits the ministry and teaching of Jesus, having nothing to do with Gnosticism, and claims that this version could have originated from Jesus himself. He finds Thomas’ version form-critically to be closer to the ‘originating structure’ than Matthew’s.

In my opinion, there is nothing Gnostic about L. 109 except scholars’ eisegesis. The parable fits quite well within first-century Jewish traditions. It represents a variation of the Treasure Parable as it was developed in the field of oral performance by early preachers. If the parable is to be attributed to Jesus, he himself was drawing on a Jewish folk tale familiar to him. Thomas indeed may be preserving a version of the story very close to the oral folk tale, while Matthew may have a version that has undergone more substantial development as Hedrick argues.

**LITERATURE PARALLELS**

Matthew 13.44

‘The Kingdom of Heaven is like a treasure hidden in a field, which a man found and covered up. Then in his joy he goes and sells all that he has and buys that field.’

Mekilta de-Rabbi Ishmael, Beshallah 2

‘R. Simon the son of Yohai, giving a parable says, “To what can this be compared? To a man to whom there had fallen as an inheritance a residence in a far off country which he sold for a trifle. The buyer, however, went and discovered in it hidden treasures and stores of silver and gold, of precious stones and pearls. The seller, seeing this, began to choke with grief.”’

Midrash Rabba, Songs of Songs 4.12.1

‘R. Simeon b. Yohai taught, “[The Egyptians were] like a man who inherited a piece of ground used as a manure pile. Being an indolent man, he went and sold it for a trifling
The purchaser began working and digging it up, and he found a treasure there, out of which he built himself a fine palace, and he began going about in public followed by a retinue of servants—all out of the treasure he found in it. When the seller saw it he was ready to choke, and he exclaimed, ‘Alas, what have I thrown away?’”

Philo, The Unchangeableness of God 20.91

‘But often we experience things, of which we beforehand have not even dreamed, such as the story of the farmer who, while digging his orchard to plant fruit trees, happened upon a treasure and enjoyed prosperity beyond his hopes.’

Aesop’s Fable 98a

‘A certain farmer about to come to the end of his life and wishing his sons to gain experience in farming, called them and said, “My sons, I am already departing from life. Search and you will find all the things which are buried in my vineyard.” Therefore, after the death of the father, they dug up the entire ground of the vineyard, supposing a treasure buried there somewhere. They did not find a treasure, but the vineyard, having been well-cultivated, produced many times more fruit. The fable points out that labour is treasure to humans.’

Aesop’s Fable 98b

‘A farmer, about to die and wishing to make his children experienced in farming, summoned them and said, “My children, a treasure lies in one of my vineyards.” After his death, they took ploughs and mattocks and dug up all his land. They found no treasure, but the vineyard returned to them many time more produce. The story points out that labour is treasure to humans.’

Cf. Leviticus Rabba 5.4.

SELECT BIBLIOGRAPHY


Logion 110

Jesus said, ‘Whoever has found the world and become wealthy, he should disown the world.’

NHC II 2.51.4–5

πευχε ἐὰν χε πενταγήνε [ἔ]ππκοκοςκός ἐκπ αἰματας ἀρχαινα
ἔππκοκοςκός

ATTRIBUTION

Accretion.

INTERPRETATIVE COMMENT

This logion appears to be an enigmatic reinterpretation of the doublet Kernel saying, L. 81. The meaning of the saying has shifted from Jesus’ criticism of the ruling class to the community’s criticism of the world and possessions. It reflects a theme characteristic of
the accretions – disdain for the world. It parallels other accretions including L. 21.6, 27, 56, 80, and 111.3. The renunciatory attitude expressed in the logion would have been highly regarded by the later encratic constituency of the Thomasine community. So its accrual in the Gospel can be located between 80 and 120 CE.

**SOURCE DISCUSSION**

G. Quispel thinks that the author of the Gospel created this saying. It appears to me that the saying represents the opinion of a later Thomasine teacher who took an old familiar Kernel saying (L. 81) and reconfigured it into an encratic teaching. This probably took place during an oral performance in order to provide a new encratic interpretation of Jesus’ parable of the treasure. In this case, the teacher was reminding his audience that Jesus was not an advocate for wealth, but rather he commanded his followers to leave behind their wealth and disown the world.

**LITERATURE PARALLELS**

See L. 81

*Acts of Paul* 3.5

Paul said, ‘Blessed are those who have kept aloof from this world, for they shall be pleasing to God.’

*Acts of Peter and the Twelve Apostles* 10.14–19

‘Peter answered and said to him, “Lord, you have taught us to forsake the world and everything in it. We have renounced them for your sake.”’

Pseudo-Macarius, *Hom.* 4.16

‘Let us renounce all love for the world.’

*Abu 'Ali Miskawayh*, al-Hikma, p. 192

‘Jesus said, “Do you desire the world for the sake of virtuous deeds? It is more virtuous for you to forsake the world.”’

*Ahmad ibn Hanbal*, al-Zuhd, p. 98 (no. 325)

‘Beware the world and do not make it your abode.’

*Abu 'Uthman al-Jahiz*, al-Bayan 3.166

‘It is a sign of how trivial the world is to God that only in the world is he disobeyed and only by forsaking the world can his bounty be attained.’

Cf. L. 27

**SELECT BIBLIOGRAPHY**


---

**Logion 111.1**

‘Jesus said, ‘The heavens and the earth will roll up in your presence.’

**NHC II 2.51.6–7**

‘ινὲς ιε ιε ιεινυε ιαβωλ αυω πκαζ ιπετκίτο εβολα'
ATTRIBUTION
 Kernel saying.

INTERPRETATIVE COMMENT
 This saying appears to have originally ended the Kernel Gospel on a prominently eschatological note – the world and its heavens would vanish within the lifetime of the first followers of Jesus. But in the complete Gospel, the surrounding accretions served to reinterpret this logion so that the ‘end’ of the world is understood to be the result of renunciation (L. 110), cessation of procreation (L. 111.2), and the mystical recovery of one’s true Self, the lost Image (L. 111.3).

LITERATURE PARALLELS
 Isaiah 34.4
 'All the host of heaven shall rot away, and the skies roll up like a scroll. All their host shall fall, as leaves fall from the vine, like leaves falling from the fig tree.'

Hebrews 1.10–12
 10 'And, “You, Lord, founded the earth in the beginning, and the heavens are the work of your hands. They will perish. But you remain. They will all grow old like a garment, like a mantle you will roll them up, and they will be changed. But you are the same, and your years will never end.”'

Revelation 6.14
 'the sky vanished like a scroll that is rolled up, and every mountain and island was removed from its place'.

Pistis Sophia 1.4
 'Now it happened when Jesus went up to heaven, after three hours all the powers of the heavens were disturbed, and they all shook against one another, they and all their aeons, and all their places and all their ranks and the whole earth moved with all who dwelt upon it. And all the men in the world were agitated, and also the disciples. And they all thought, “Perhaps the world will be rolled up.”'

Cf. Mark 13.31; Matthew 24.35; Luke 21.33, John 8.51

SELECT BIBLIOGRAPHY

Logion 111.2

NHC II 2.51.7–8

\(2\alpha\nu\nu\ \pi\epsilon\tau\omicron\nu\zeta\ \epsilon\beta\omicron\alpha\nu\ \zeta\nu\ \pi\epsilon\tau\omicron\nu\zeta\ \pi\nu\\alpha\nu\\alpha\gamma\ \alpha\nu\ \epsilon\omicron\mu\omicron\nu\)

ATTRIBUTION

TEXT AND TRANSLATION ISSUES
 I have taken \(\epsilon\beta\omicron\alpha\nu\) as equivalent to \(\delta\iota\alpha\) and translated it in the causal sense.
INTERPRETATIVE COMMENT
This saying shares vocabulary consistent with other accretions, particularly the expression 'Living One' as a title for God. This saying accrued in the Gospel in response to the delayed eschaton and served to offer a reinterpretation of L. 111.1. The believer who experiences the Living God as the cause of his or her life overcomes death. This appears to be in contrast to unbelievers who mistakenly think that procreative activity is the cause of life. This new encratic hermeneutic suggests that the end of the world, even death itself, occurs with the cessation of procreation. Accrual can be estimated to a time between 80 and 120 CE.

SOURCE DISCUSSION
G. Quispel attributes this saying to the author of the Gospel.

LITERATURE PARALLELS
John 11.25–26
25. Jesus said to her, "I am the resurrection and the life. He who believes in me, though he die, yet shall live, 26 and whoever lives and believes in me shall never die."

SELECT BIBLIOGRAPHY

4.

NHC II 2.51.9–10
3 οὐχὶ ζωτί εἰς κόσμον ἔχει, οὐ μακρα ἐπεξεργάζεται οὐδὲν ἐν οὐδὲν, ἀλλὰ τὸν ἴδιον καθαρίσει ἅμα τοῖς ἁμόρος ἐν ἀν

ATTRIBUTION
Accretion.

TEXT AND TRANSLATION ISSUES
For a discussion of the Semitic expression, 'the world does not deserve', see L. 56.

INTERPRETATIVE COMMENT
This saying is an example of an accretion with signs of development of form given the unusual introductory formula οὐχὶ ζωτί εἰς κόσμον ἔχει. Vocabulary characteristic of the accretions is present, particularly the phrase ἀνάπτυξιν ἁμόρος ἐν. The content reflects hermetic wisdom paralleling other hermetic accretions (L. 56 and 80). This accretion appears to have been a late attempt to fuse Hermetic wisdom with the encratic reinterpretation of the original eschatological saying found in L. 111.1. Thus L. 111.1 and 111.2 are combined with a third saying introduced by a late unusual gloss, 'Does not Jesus say'. The words of Jesus here are the words of Hermes, promoting Self-knowledge as the avenue to overcome the world and death. Accrual took place sometime between 80 and 120 CE.
SOURCE DISCUSSION
G. Quispel traces this saying to a Hermetic source.

LITERATURE PARALLELS
See L. 56 and 80

SELECT BIBLIOGRAPHY

Logion 112.1–2

Jesus said, 'Alas to the flesh crucified by the soul! Alas to the soul crucified by the flesh!'

\(\text{Logion 112.1–2}\)

\('\text{πεκε ει \ οηοει \ ητκαρξ \ ταει \ ηταυξε \ ητηψυχη \ οηοει \ ητηψυχη \ ταει \ ηταυξε \ ητκαρξ}'\)

ATTRIBUTION
Accretion.

TEXT AND TRANSLATION ISSUES
I have taken \(\text{oωε}\) to be a form of \(\text{εωε}\) whose meaning is usually lost in translation. Since it is the word that is used to describe Jesus’ crucifixion by ‘hanging’ or ‘suspension’, I have tried to get this meaning across in my translation. See the doublet, L. 87, for comparison and more information.

INTERPRETATIVE COMMENT
This saying coheres to one of the themes characteristic of the accretions, namely its disdain for the body. This saying would have held special importance hermeneutically for the Thomasine encratic constituency since encratic Christians saw ‘self-control’ as a cure for the predicament of the soul. Accrual can be attributed to a date between 80 and 120 CE. See L. 87 for discussion about the connection with this saying and Alexandrian teachings.

SOURCE DISCUSSION
G. Quispel attributes this saying to a Hermetic source.

LITERATURE PARALLELS
See L. 87

SELECT BIBLIOGRAPHY
4. Commentary on the Gospel of Thomas

Logion 113.1–4

1. His disciples said to him, ‘When will the Kingdom come?’

2. It will not come by waiting. It will not be said, “Look! Here it is!” or “Look! There it is!” Rather, the Kingdom of the Father is spread out over the earth, but people do not see it.

NHC II 2.51,12–18

1. The disciples said to him, ‘When will the Kingdom come?’

2. It will not come by waiting. It will not be said, “Look! Here it is!” or “Look! There it is!” Rather, the Kingdom of the Father is spread out over the earth, but people do not see it.

ATTRIBUTION

Accretion.

TEXT AND TRANSLATION ISSUES

A. Guillaumont argues that the Aramaic ܝܠܘܥ (Quispel: ܛܠܐ) is behind the expression ܢܐ ܐܝܘܠܠܝ ܐܒܠܐ, ‘by waiting’, in Thomas and μετὰ παρεταρθέσεως, ‘with things to be observed’, in Luke since it can render both these meanings. He notes that the Syriac ܐܐ also has this dual meaning but does not appear in the Syriac versions of Luke 17.20 which have instead ܓܘܠܠܐ. So Thomas’ version cannot have come from Luke, but an earlier Aramaic substratum.

N. Perrin observes, however, that Diatessaronic witnesses also are ambivalent, showing both ‘observation’ and ‘waiting’. This suggests to him that Tatian must have used ܘܠܐ which he thinks the Thomasine author used in turn. But, neither ܘܠܐ (Payne Smith, 11–12) nor ܕܘܠܐ (Jastrow, 40–41) has the dual sense Perrin suggests, meaning only ‘tarry’ or ‘delay’.

T. Baarda suggests that there is no need to postulate an Aramaic substratum at all since it is possible that the Coptic expression is nothing more than a tentative rendering of the Lukan text. ܘܠܐ means ‘to see’ or ‘to look’, and with ܐܒܠܐ, ‘to look for, to expect’ while ܡܐܬܡܡܐܝܝ means ‘to observe’ and ‘to lie in wait for’. He says that G. Quispel’s Aramaism, ܝܠܘܥ, is actually a Syriacism, ܠܘܥ. He prefers ܠܘܥ himself. I do not find Baarda’s explanation as convincing as Guillaumont’s Aramaism ܠܘܥ because while the latter is linguistically possible, the former requires the postulation of an incredibly clumsy Coptic translation. In fact, we would expect the Coptic translator to have used ܝܠܝܬܛܠܝ, which we find as the translation of Luke in the Sahidic New Testament.

INTERPRETATIVE COMMENT

This logion has been developed into a dialogue in which the disciples ask Jesus a question concerning the delay of the eschaton. As such, it raises an issue that must have been a major concern of the Thomasine community in the mid-first century. The community’s response is heard in Jesus’ answer, an answer which serves to reinterpret the original expectation of the community. The Kingdom is no longer to be thought of as a threshold event, rather it has already been established on earth but people do not see it. Accrual can be dated from 60 to 100 CE.
S. Davies goes as far as suggesting that ‘Kingdom’ means the Wisdom of God rather than an apocalyptic Kingdom. But there is no reason to push the interpretation in this direction. Certainly the Kingdom is no longer understood as an imminent event. The dimension has shifted so that the Kingdom has become immanent, already the experience of the Christian community in their present encratic praxis. It is the utopian society they are building within the parameters of their Church.

**SOURCE DISCUSSION**
See L. 3.1–3

**LITERATURE PARALLELS**

**Gospel of Mary 8.15–19**
‘Beware that no one lead you astray, saying, “Lo here!” or “Lo there!” For the Son of Man is within you.’
See L. 3.1–3
Cf. Mark 13.21; Matthew 24.23, 26; Luke 17.23; L. 51

**AGREEMENTS IN SYRIAN GOSPELS, WESTERN TEXT AND DIATESSARON**

**Luke 17.20–21 in Mcion a S C P T^P T^A T^C T^E T^NL**
will come << was coming

**Luke 17.20–21 in a S C P T^A T^PEP T^NL**
will not come << is not coming

**Luke 17.20–21 in A D W Koine Mcion a aur b c d f q r S C P T^A T^L T aeth**
see here...see there, + see

**Luke 17.20–21 in Orig T^P**
but << for behold

**SELECT BIBLIOGRAPHY**

---

**Logion 114.1–2**

1 Simon Peter said to them, ‘Mary should leave us because women do not deserve life.’
2 Jesus said, ‘Look, in order to make her male, I myself will <<guide>> her, so that she too may become a living spirit – male, resembling you. For every woman who will make herself male will enter the Kingdom of Heaven.’

**NHC II 2.51.18–26**

1 ΠΕΧΕ ΣΙΜΟΝ ΠΕΤΡΟΣ ΝΑΥ ΧΕ ΜΑΡΕ ΜΑΡΙΖΑΜ ΕΙ ΕΒΟΛ ΝΗΣΤΗΝ ΧΕ ΝΕΓΙΟΜΕ ΑΠΟΛΑ ΑΝ ΑΠΟΛΧΝ

1 ΠΕΧΕ ΣΙΜΟΝ ΠΕΤΡΟΣ ΝΑΥ ΧΕ ΜΑΡΕ ΜΑΡΙΖΑΜ ΕΙ ΕΒΟΛ ΝΗΣΤΗΝ ΧΕ ΝΕΓΙΟΜΕ ΑΠΟΛΑ ΑΝ ΑΠΟΛΧΝ
4. Commentary on the Gospel of Thomas

TEXT AND TRANSLATION ISSUES

L. 114.2 contains a strange phrase ἡνακωκ Ἡμος ἔκαλε εἰςαλλ Ἑναλας Ἑνανοῦτ σὺνα εκας Ἐνῳ Ἐνοτὴν Ἑγοῦν Ἐρινα Ἐτειν Εἰμιν Ἑναλας Ἑνανοῦτ σνακωκ Ἑγοῦν ἐτίμητο Ναμη.

ATTRIBUTION

Accretion.

INTERPRETATIVE COMMENT

Secondary development is evident in the dialogue construction and accrual can be dated from 80 to 120 CE. Peter’s statement reflects a late rhetoric that toyed with the idea that women should be excluded from the community because it was impossible for them to become the primordial Man. This Man was equated with the pre-Fall Adam. He was a male figure who was envisioned as ‘androgynous’ because Eve was still hidden inside of him. This understanding was the consequence of an interpretation of Genesis 1.26–27 and 2.21–22.

The community appears to have settled on a metaphorical interpretation that served to maintain women within the community. Women could ‘make’ themselves ‘male’, thus ‘resembling’ the men in the community. J. Buckley thinks that this logion signals that salvation was a two-step process for women in the community, whereas only a one-step process for men. In my opinion, the gender refashioning for women would have stressed encratic behaviour, particularly celibacy and their refusal to bear children. This metaphor was quite common in antiquity among the early Christians as Meeks, Meyer, and Castelli have demonstrated.

SOURCE DISCUSSION

G. Quispel thinks that this saying comes from an encratic Gospel source.

LITERATURE PARALLELS

Cf. Philo of Alexandria, Quaest. Exod. 1.8; Quaest. Gen. 2.49; Clement of Alexandria, Ex. Theo. 79; Hippolytus, Ref. 5.8.44; 1 Apoc. James 41.15–19; Zostr. 131.2–10; Martyrdom of Perpetua and Felicitas 10; Acts of Paul and Thecla 25 and 40; Acts of Thomas 114; Acts of Philip 44

SELECT BIBLIOGRAPHY

Buckley (1985); Castelli (1991); Meeks (1974); Meyer (1985); Rengstorf (1967).
NHC II 51.27–28

ΠΕΙΑΓΓΕΛΙΟΝ Π ΚΑΤΑ ΘΟΜΑΣ
## Appendix

### Verbal Similarities Between *Thomas* and the Synoptics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verse</th>
<th><em>Thomas</em></th>
<th>Synoptic(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L. 3.1–3</td>
<td>Jesus said, (&quot;If [your &lt;&lt;leaders&gt;&gt; say to you, ‘Look!’] the Kingdom is in heaven&quot;, then the birds of heaven [will arrive first before you. If they say,] ‘It is under the earth’, then the fish of the sea [will enter it, arriving first] before you. But the Kingdom [of Heaven] is inside of you and [outside.])’</td>
<td>Luke 17.20–21: ‘The Kingdom of God is not coming with signs to be observed; nor will they say, ‘Lo, here it is!’ or ‘There!’ for behold, the Kingdom of God is within you.’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L. 113.1–4</td>
<td>His disciples said to him, ‘When will the Kingdom come?’ ‘It will not come by waiting. It will not be said, ‘Look! Here it is!’ or ‘Look! There it is!’ Rather, the Kingdom of the Father is spread out over the earth, but people do not see it.’</td>
<td>Matthew 20.16 (QMatt): ‘So the last will be first, and the first will be last.’ Luke 13.30 (QLuke): ‘Indeed, some are last who will be first, and some are first who will be last.’ Mark 10.31: ‘But many who are first will be last, and the last will be first.’ Matthew 19.30: ‘But many who are first will be last, and the last will be first.’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L. 4.2–3</td>
<td>‘For many who are first will be last, 2 ((the last will be first)).’</td>
<td>Matthew 10.26 (QMatt): ‘For nothing is covered that will not be revealed, or hidden that will not be known.’ Luke 12.2 (QLuke): ‘Nothing is covered up that will not be revealed, or hidden that will not be known.’ Mark 4.22: ‘For there is nothing hidden except to be revealed; nor is anything secret, except to come to light.’ Luke 8.17: ‘For nothing is hidden that will not be revealed, nor is anything secret that will not become known and come to light.’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
L. 8.1–3
1 And he said, 'The human being is like a wise fisherman who cast his net into the sea. He drew it up from the sea full of small fish. 2 From among them he found a fine large fish. 3 The wise fisherman cast all of the small fish back into the sea and chose the large fish without difficulty.'

Matthew 13.47–50
47 Again, the kingdom of heaven is like a net that was thrown into the sea and caught fish of every kind. 48 When it was full, they drew it ashore, sat down, and put the good into baskets but threw out the bad. 49 So it will be at the end of the age. 50 The angels will come out and separate the evil from the righteous and throw them into the furnace of fire, where there will be weeping and gnashing of teeth.'

L. 8.4
4 'Whoever has ears to hear should listen!'

Matthew 11.15; Mark 4.9; Luke 8.8; 14.35
'He who has ears to hear, let him hear.'

Matthew 13.9, 43
'He who has ears, let him hear.'

Mark 4.23
'If anyone has ears to hear, let him hear.'

L. 9.1–5
1 Jesus said, 'Look! The sower went out. He filled his hand (with seeds). He cast (them). 2 Some fell on the road. The birds came and gathered them up. 3 Others fell on the rock and did not take root in the earth or put forth ears. 4 And others fell among thorns. They choked the seeds and worms ate them. 5 And others fell on the good earth, and it produced good fruit. It yielded sixty per measure and a hundred and twenty per measure.'

Matthew 13.3–8
3 'Listen! A sower went out to sow. 4 And as he sowed, some seed fell along the path, and the birds came and devoured it. 5 Other seed fell on rocky ground, where it had not much soil, and immediately it sprang up, since it had no depth of soil. 6 And when the sun rose it was scorched, and since it had no root it withered away. 7 Other seed fell among thorns and the thorns grew up and choked it, and it yielded no grain. 8 Other seeds fell into good soil and brought forth grain, growing up and increasing and yielding thirtyfold and sixtyfold and a hundredfold.'

Mark 4.3–8
4 'He who has ears to hear, let him hear.'

Matthew 13.9, 43
'He who has ears, let him hear.'

Mark 4.23
'If anyone has ears to hear, let him hear.'

L. 10
Jesus said, 'I have cast fire upon the world. And look! I am guarding it until it blazes.'

Luke 12.49 (L or Q Luke)
'I came to cast fire upon the earth. And would that it were already kindled!'

L. 11.1
1 Jesus said, 'This heaven will pass away, and the one above it will pass away.'

Mark 13.31; Matthew 24.35; Luke 21.33
'Heaven and earth will pass away, but my words will not pass away.'
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Matthew 5.18 (Qmatt)
‘For truly I say to you, till heaven and earth pass away, not an iota, not a dot, will pass from the law until all is accomplished.’
Luke 16.17 (Qluke)
‘But it is easier for heaven and earth to pass away, than for one dot of the law to become void.’

Luke 10.8–9 (Qmatt)
‘Heal the sick, raise the dead, cleanse the leper, cast out demons’.

Luke 16.17 (Qmatt)
‘Heal the sick in it and say to them, “The Kingdom of God has come near to you.”’

Mark 7.15
‘There is nothing outside a man which by going into him can defile him. But the things which come out of a man are what defile him.’
Mark 7.18–23
‘Do you not see that whatever goes into a man from outside cannot defile him, “since it enters, not his heart, but his stomach, and so passes on?” (Thus he declared all foods clean.) 29And he said, “What comes out of a man is what defiles a man. 30For from within, out of the heart of man, come evil thoughts, fornication, theft, murder, adultery, coveting, wickedness, deceit, licentiousness, envy, slander, pride, foolishness. 31All these evil things come from within, and they defile man.’

Matthew 10.34 (Qmatt)
‘Do not think that I have come to bring peace on earth. I have not come to bring peace, but a sword.’

Luke 12.51 (Qmatt)
‘Do you think that I have come to give peace on earth? No, I tell you, but rather division.’

Matthew 10.35–36 (Qmatt)
‘For I have come to set a man against his father, and a daughter against her mother, and a daughter-in-law against her mother-in-law. A man’s foes will be those of his own household.’

Luke 12.52–53 (Qmatt)
‘For henceforth in one house there will be five divided, three...”

L. 14.4

Matthew 10.8 (Qmatt)
‘When you enter any district and walk around the countryside, if they take you in, whatever they serve you, eat! The people among them who are sick, heal!’

Luke 10.8–9 (Qmatt)
‘Whenever you enter a town and they receive you, eat what is set before you. 9Heal the sick in it and say to them, “The Kingdom of God has come near to you.”’

L. 14.5

Mark 7.15
‘For what goes into your mouth will not make you unclean, rather what comes out of your mouth. It is this which will make you unclean!’

Mark 7.18–23
‘Do you not see that whatever goes into a man from outside cannot defile him, “since it enters, not his heart, but his stomach, and so passes on?” (Thus he declared all foods clean.) 29And he said, “What comes out of a man is what defiles a man. 30For from within, out of the heart of man, come evil thoughts, fornication, theft, murder, adultery, coveting, wickedness, deceit, licentiousness, envy, slander, pride, foolishness. 31All these evil things come from within, and they defile man.’

Matthew 15.11
‘Not what goes into the mouth defiles a man, but what comes out of the mouth, this defiles him.’

Matthew 15.17–20
‘Do you not see that whatever goes into the mouth passes into the stomach, and so passes on? 18But what comes out of the mouth proceeds from the heart, and this defiles a man. 19For out of the heart come evil thoughts, murder, adultery, fornication, theft, false witness, slander. 20These are what defile a man; but to eat with unwashed hands does not defile a man.’

L. 16.1–2

Matthew 10.34 (Qmatt)
‘Do not think that I have come to bring peace on earth. I have not come to bring peace, but a sword.’

Luke 12.51 (Qmatt)
‘Do you think that I have come to give peace on earth? No, I tell you, but rather division.’

L. 16.3

Matthew 10.35–36 (Qmatt)
‘For I have come to set a man against his father, and a daughter against her mother, and a daughter-in-law against her mother-in-law. A man’s foes will be those of his own household.’

Luke 12.52–53 (Qmatt)
‘For henceforth in one house there will be five divided, three...”
### The Original Gospel of Thomas in Translation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>L. 20.2-4</th>
<th>Mark 4.30-32</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2 He said to them, 'It is like a mustard seed, <strong>smaller than all seeds.</strong> 4 But when it falls on cultivated soil, it <strong>puts forth a large branch</strong> and becomes a shelter for <strong>birds of the sky.</strong>'</td>
<td>30 And he said to them, 'With what can we compare the Kingdom of God, or what parable shall we use for it? 31 It is like a grain of mustard seed which, when sown upon the ground, is the <strong>smallest of all the seeds on earth.</strong> 32 Yet when it is sown, it grows up and becomes the greatest of all shrubs, and <strong>puts forth large branches,</strong> so that the <strong>birds of the air</strong> can make nests in the shade.'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>L. 21.5</th>
<th>Matthew 24.43 (Qmatt)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5 For this reason I say, &quot;If the owner of a house knows that a thief is coming, he will keep watch before he arrives. He will not allow him to break into his house, part of his estate, to steal his furnishings.&quot;</td>
<td>'But know this, that if the householder had known in what part of the night the thief was coming, he would have watched and would not have let his house be broken into.'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>L. 21.10</th>
<th>Matthew 4.29</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10 When the grain ripened, he came quickly with his sickle in his hand. He harvested it.'</td>
<td>'When the grain is ripe, at once he puts in the sickle, because the harvest has come.'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>L. 24.3</th>
<th>Matthew 6.22-23 (Qmatt)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3 'There is light inside a person of light. And it lights up the whole world. If it does not shine, it is dark.'</td>
<td>22 'The eye is the lamp of the body. So, if your eye is sound, your whole body will be full of light. 23 But if your eye is not sound, your whole body will be full of darkness. If then the light in you is darkness, how great is the darkness!'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appendix</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>L. 25.1-2</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Jesus said, ‘Love your brother like your soul. 2 Watch over him like the pupil of your eye.’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew 5.14–16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 You are the light of the world. A city set on a hill cannot be hid. 15 Nor do men light a lamp and put it under a bushel, but on a stand, and it gives light to all in the house. 16 Let your light so shine before men, that they may see your good works and give glory to your Father who is in heaven.’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>L. 26.1-2</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Jesus said, ‘The twig in your brother’s eye, you see. But the beam in your eye, you do not see! 2 When you remove the beam from your eye (then you will see clearly to remove the twig in your brother’s eye).’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark 12.31</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘The second is this, “Love your neighbour as yourself.”’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew 19.19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘Honour your father and your mother, and You shall love your neighbour as yourself.’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew 22.39</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘And a second is like it, You shall love your neighbour as yourself.’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luke 10.27</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘...and your neighbour as yourself.’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>L. 30.1-2</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 [Jesus said], ‘Where there are three people, [God is there]. 2 And where there is one alone, I say, I am with him.’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew 18.20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘For where two or three are gathered in my name, I am there among them.’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>L. 31.1-2</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Jesus said, ‘A prophet is not received hospitably in his (own) village. 2 A doctor does not heal the people who know him.’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luke 4.23–24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23 And he said to them, “Doubtless you will quote to me this proverb, ‘Doctor, heal yourself. What we have heard you did in Capernaum, do here also in your own country.’” 24 And he said, “Truly I say to you, no prophet is received hospitably in his own country.”’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark 6.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘A prophet is not without honour, except in his own country, and among his own kin, and in his own house.’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew 13.57</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘A prophet is not without honour except in his own country and in his own house.’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L. 32</td>
<td>Jesus said, 'A city built on a high mountain and fortified cannot fall nor be hidden.'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L. 33.1</td>
<td>‘Jesus said, ‘What you ((hear)) in your ears, preach from your rooftops.’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L. 33.2-3</td>
<td>1For no one lights a lamp and puts it under a bushel basket, nor puts it in a hidden place. 2Rather the person sets it on a lampstand so that everyone who enters and leaves will see its light.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L. 34</td>
<td>Jesus said, ‘If a blind person leads a blind person, both will fall into a pit.’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L. 35.1-2</td>
<td>1Jesus said, ‘It is not possible for someone to enter the strong man’s house and take it forcibly without binding his hands. 2Then the person will loot his house.’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| L. 36.1-3 | ‘[Jesus said, ‘Do not be anxious] from morning [until evening and] from evening [until morning, neither [about] your [food] and what [you will eat], nor [about] your clothing and what you [will wear].’’ You are | Matthew 6.25–30 (Qmatt) | ‘Therefore I tell you, do not be anxious about your life, what you shall eat or what you shall drink, nor about your body, what you shall put on. Is not life more than food and the body more than clothing?’ Look at the birds of the air—they neither sow nor reap nor gather into barns, and yet your heavenly Father feeds them. Are you not of more value than they? And which of you by being anxious can add one cubit
far] better than the [lilies] which [neither] card nor [spin]. 7. As for you, when you have no garment, what [will you put on]? Who might add to your stature? He will give you your garment."

25 And why are you anxious about clothing? Consider the lilies of the field, how they grow. They neither toil nor spin. 26 Yet I tell you, Solomon in all his glory was not arrayed like one of these. 27 But if God so clothes the grass of the field, which today is alive and tomorrow is thrown into the oven, will he not much more clothe you, O men of little faith?'

"Therefore I tell you, do not be anxious about your life, what you shall eat, nor about your body, what you shall put on. 23 For life is more than food, and the body more than clothing. 24 Consider the ravens — they neither sow nor reap, they have neither storhouse nor barn, and yet God feeds them. Of how much more value are you than the birds! 25 And which of you by being anxious can add a cubit to his span of life? 26 If then you are not able to do as small a thing as that, why are you anxious about the rest? 27 Consider the lilies, how they grow. They neither toil nor spin. Yet I tell you, even Solomon in all his glory was not arrayed like one of these. 28 But if God so clothes the grass which is alive in the field today and tomorrow is thrown into the oven, how much more will he clothe you, O men of little faith."

Matthew 13.17 (Qmatt)
'Truly I say to you, many prophets and righteous men longed to see what you see, and did not see it, and to hear what you hear, and did not hear it.'

Luke 10.24 (Qluke)
'For I tell you that many prophets and kings desired to see what you see, and did not see it, and to hear what you hear, and did not hear it.'

Matt 23.13 (Qmatt)
'But woe to you, scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites! because you shut the Kingdom of Heaven against men. For you neither enter yourselves, nor allow those who would enter to go in.'

Luke 11.52 (Qluke)
'Woe to you lawyers! for you have taken away the key of knowledge. You did not enter yourselves, and you hindered those who were entering.'

Matthew 15.13
'Every plant which my heavenly Father has not planted will be rooted up.'

Mark 4.25
'For to him who has will more be given. And from him who has not, even what he has will be taken away.'

Matthew 13.12
'For to him who has will more be given, and he will have abundance. But from him who has not, even what he has will be taken away.'
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Text</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L. 44</td>
<td>Jesus said, 'Whoever blasphemes against the Father will be forgiven, and whoever blasphemes against the Son will be forgiven. But whoever blasphemes against the Holy Spirit will not be forgiven, neither on earth nor in heaven.'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L. 45.1-4</td>
<td>Jesus said, 'Grapes are not harvested from thorn trees, nor are figs picked from thistles, for they do not produce fruit. A good person brings forth good from his treasury. But a bad person brings forth evil from his wicked treasure in his heart, and he speaks evil. For from the excessiveness of the heart, he brings forth evil.'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L. 46.1-2</td>
<td>Jesus said, 'From Adam to John the Baptist, no one among those born of women is more exalted than John the Baptist that the person's gaze should not be deferent. Yet I have said, &quot;Whoever from among you will become a child, this person will know the Kingdom and he will be more exalted than John.&quot;'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Luke 8.18**

'For to him who has will more be given, and from him who has not, even what he thinks that he has will be taken away.'

**Matthew 25.29 (Qmatt)**

'For to everyone who has will more be given, and he will have abundance. But from him who has not, even what he has will be taken away.'

**Luke 19.26 (Qluke)**

'I tell you, that to everyone who has will more be given. But from him who has not, even what he has will be taken away.'

---

**Mark 3.28-30**

'But whoever blasphemes against the Holy Spirit never has forgiveness, but is guilty of an eternal sin' — for they had said, 'He has an unclean spirit.'

**Matthew 12.31-32 (Qmatt)**

'Therefore I tell you, every sin and blasphemy will be forgiven men, but the blasphemy against the Spirit will not be forgiven. And whoever says a word against the son of man will be forgiven; but whoever speaks against the Holy Spirit will not be forgiven, either in this age or in the age to come.'

**Luke 12.10 (Qluke)**

'And everyone who speaks a word against the son of man will be forgiven. But he who blasphemes against the Holy Spirit will not be forgiven.'

---

**Luke 6.16 (Qmatt)**

'For figs are not gathered from thorns, nor are grapes picked from a bramble bush. The good man out of the good treasure of his heart produces good, and the evil man out of his evil treasure produces evil. For out of the abundance of the heart his mouth speaks.'

**Matthew 7.16 (Qmatt)**

'Are grapes gathered from thorns, or figs from thistles?'

**Matthew 12.34-35 (Qmatt)**

'You brood of vipers! How can you speak good, when you are evil? For out of the abundance of the heart the mouth speaks. The good man out of his good treasure brings forth good, and the evil man out of his evil treasure brings forth evil.'

---

**Matthew 11.11 (Qmatt)**

'Truly I say to you, among those born of women there has risen no one greater than John the Baptist. Yet he who is least in the Kingdom of Heaven is greater than he.'

**Luke 7.28 (Qluke)**

'I tell you, among those born of women none is greater than John. Yet he who is least in the Kingdom of God is greater than he.'
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>L. 47.1–2</th>
<th>Matthew 6.24 (Qmatt)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>Jesus said, 'It is impossible for a person to mount two horses and to bend two bows. Also it is impossible for a servant to serve two masters, or he will honour the one and insult the other.'</em></td>
<td><em>No one can serve two masters. For either he will hate the one and love the other, or he will be devoted to the one and despise the other.'</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L. 47.3–4</td>
<td>Mark 2.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*No one drinks aged wine and immediately wants to drink unaged wine. Also, unaged wine is not put into old wineskins so that they may burst. Nor is aged wine put into a new wineskin so that it may spoil. '</td>
<td><em>And no one puts new wine into old wineskins. If he does, the wine will burst the skins, and the wine is lost, and so are the skins. But new wine is for fresh skins.'</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew 9.17</td>
<td><em>Neither is new wine put into old wineskins. If it is, the skins burst, and the wine is spilled, and the skins are destroyed. But new wine is put into fresh wineskins, and so both are preserved.'</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luke 5.37–39</td>
<td><em>And no one puts new wine into old wineskins. If he does, the new wine will burst the skins and it will be spilled, and the skins will be destroyed. But new wine must be put into fresh wineskins. And no one after drinking old wine desires new. For he says, &quot;The old is good.'&quot;</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L. 47.5</td>
<td>Mark 2.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>An old patch is not sewn onto a new garment because a tear would result.'</em></td>
<td><em>'No one sews a piece of unshrunk cloth on an old garment. If he does, the patch tears away from it, the new from the old, and a worse tear is made.'</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew 9.16</td>
<td><em>And no one puts a piece of unshrunk cloth on an old garment, for the patch tears away from the garment, and a worse tear is made.'</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luke 5.36</td>
<td><em>'He told them a parable also, 'No one tears a piece from a new garment and puts it upon an old garment. If he does, he will tear the new, and the piece from the new will not match the old.'</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L. 48</td>
<td>Matthew 17.20 (Qmatt)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Jesus said, 'If two people make peace with each other in the same house, they will say to the mountain, &quot;Go forth!&quot; and it will move.'</em></td>
<td><em>'For truly, I say to you, if you have faith as a grain of mustard seed, you will say to this mountain, &quot;Move from here to there,&quot; and it will move. And nothing will be impossible to you.'</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew 18.19</td>
<td><em>'And the Lord said, &quot;If you had faith as a grain of mustard seed, you could say to this sycamine tree, 'Be rooted up, and be planted in the sea,' and it would obey you.'&quot;</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark 11.23</td>
<td><em>'Again, I say to you, if two of you agree on earth about anything they ask, it will be done for them by my Father in heaven.'</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Truly, I say to you, whoever says to this mountain, &quot;Be taken up and cast into the sea,&quot; and does not doubt in his heart, but</em></td>
<td><em>Mark 11.23</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Original Gospel of Thomas in Translation

believes that what he says will come to pass, it will be done for him.
Matthew 21.21
'Truly I say to you, if you have faith and never doubt, you will not only do what has been done to the fig tree, but even if you say to this mountain, “Be taken up and cast into the sea,” it will be done.'

L. 54
Jesus said, ‘Blessed are the poor, for the Kingdom of Heaven is yours.’
Matthew 5.3 (QMatt)
'Blessed are the poor in spirit, for theirs is the Kingdom of Heaven.'
Luke 6.20b (QLuke)
'Blessed are the poor, for yours is the Kingdom of God.'

L. 55.1-2
1 Jesus said, ‘Whoever does not hate his father and mother cannot become a disciple of mine. 2 And whoever does not hate his brothers and sisters and carry his cross as I do will not be worthy of me.’
Matthew 10.37–38 (QMatt)
37‘He who loves father or mother more than me is not worthy of me. And he who loves son or daughter more than me is not worthy of me. 38 And he who does not take his cross and follow me is not worthy of me.’
28‘If anyone comes to me and does not hate his own father and mother and wife and children and brothers and sisters, yes, and even his own life, he cannot be my disciple. 27 Whoever does not bear his own cross and come after me, cannot be my disciple.’
Mark 8.34
‘If any man would come after me, let him deny himself and take up his cross and follow me.’
Matthew 16.24
‘If any man would come after me, let him deny himself and take up his cross and follow me.’
Luke 9.23
‘If any man would come after me, let him deny himself and take up his cross daily and follow me.’

L. 57.1–2
1 Jesus said, ‘The Kingdom of the Father is like a man who had [good] seed. 2 His enemy came at night. He added darnel to the good seed. 3 The man did not let them pull out the darnel. He explained to them, “In case you go to pull out the darnel, but pull out the wheat with it. 4 For on the day of the harvest, the darnel will be discernible, and will be pulled up and burned.”’
Matthew 13.24–30
24 ‘The Kingdom of Heaven may be compared to a man who sowed good seed in his field. 25 But while men where sleeping, his enemy came and sowed weeds among the wheat, and went away. 26 So when the plants came up and bore grain, then the weeds appeared also. 27 And the servants of the householder came and said to him, “Sir, did you not sow good seed in your field? How then has it weeds?” 28 He said to them, “An enemy has done this.” The servants said to him, “then do you want us to go and gather them?” 29 But he said, “No, lest in gathering the weeds you root up the wheat along with them. 30 Let both grow together until harvest. And at harvest time I will tell the reapers, ‘Gather the weeds first and bind them in bundles to be burned, but gather the wheat into my barn.’”

L. 61.1
Jesus said, ‘Two people will rest on a couch. One will die. One will live.’
Matthew 24.40–41 (QMatt)
40 Then two men will be in the field. One is taken and one is left. 41 ‘Two women will be grinding at the mill. One is taken and one is left.’
34 ‘I tell you, in that night there will be two in one bed. One
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>L. 62.1</th>
<th>Jesus said, 'I tell my mysteries to [those people who are worthy of my] mysteries.'</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark 4.11</td>
<td>'To you has been given the secret of the Kingdom of God, but for those outside everything is in parables.'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew 13.11</td>
<td>'To you it has been given to know the secrets of the Kingdom of Heaven, but to them it has not been given.'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luke 8.10</td>
<td>'To you it has been given to know the secrets of the Kingdom of God, but for others they are in parables, so that seeing they may not see, and hearing they may not understand.'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>L. 62.2</th>
<th>'Do not let your left hand know what your right hand is going to do.'</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Matthew 6.3</td>
<td>'But when you give alms, do not let your left hand know what your right hand is doing.'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>L. 63.1-3</th>
<th>Jesus said, 'There was a wealthy man who had many assets. He said, &quot;I will use my assets to sow, harvest, plant and fill my granaries with produce, so that I will not need anything.&quot; These were the things he was thinking in his heart. But that very night, he died.'</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Luke 12.16-21 (Q Luke or L)</td>
<td>16'The land of a rich man brought forth plentifully. And he thought to himself, &quot;What shall I do, for I have nowhere to store my crops?&quot; 17And he said, &quot;I will do this. I will pull down my barns, and build larger ones. And there I will store my grain and my goods. 18And I will say to my soul, 'Soul, you have ample goods laid up for many years. Take your ease, eat, drink, be merry.'&quot;' 19But God said to him, &quot;Fool! This night your soul is required of you. And the things you have prepared, whose will they be?&quot;' 21So is he who lays up treasure for himself, and is not rich toward God.'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>L. 64.1-11</th>
<th>Jesus said, 'A man had guests. When he had prepared the dinner, he sent his servant to invite the guests. He went to the first person. He said to him, &quot;My master invites you.&quot; He said, &quot;I have some payments for some merchants. They are coming to me this evening. I must go and give them instructions.&quot; He said to him, &quot;I have purchased a house and they have requested me for the day. I decline the dinner.&quot; He went to another person. He said to him, &quot;My master has invited you.&quot; He said to him, &quot;I have bought a field and I am the one to go and examine it. I pray you, have me excused.&quot; He went to another person. He said to him, &quot;My master invites you.&quot; He said to him, &quot;My friend is going to be wed and I am the one to go and examine the bride. I pray you, have me excused.&quot;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Luke 14.16-24 (Q Luke)</td>
<td>16 'A man once gave a great banquet, and invited many. 17 And at the time for the banquet he sent his servant to say to those who were invited, &quot;Come! For I have made ready my dinner, my oxen and my fat calves killed, and everything is ready. Come to the marriage feast.&quot;' 18 But they made light of it and went off, one to his farm, another to his business, 19 while the rest seized the servants, treated them shamefully, and killed them. 20 The king was angry, and he sent troops and destroyed those murderers and burned their city. 21 Then he said to his servants, &quot;The wedding is ready, but those invited were not worthy. 22 Go therefore to the thoroughfares, and invite to the marriage feast as many as you find.&quot;' 23 And those servants went out into the streets and gathered all whom they found, both bad and good. So the wedding hall was filled with guests.'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| 2 | The Kingdom of heaven may be compared to a king who gave a marriage feast for his son, and sent his servants to call those who were invited to the marriage feast. But they would not come. Again he sent other servants, saying "Tell those who are invited, Behold, I have made ready my dinner, my oxen and my fat calves killed, and everything is ready. Come to the marriage feast." But they made light of it and went off, one to his farm, another to his business, while the rest seized the servants, treated them shamefully, and killed them. The king was angry, and he sent troops and destroyed those murderers and burned their city. Then he said to his servants, "The wedding is ready, but those invited were not worthy. Go therefore to the thoroughfares, and invite to the marriage feast as many as you find." And those servants went out into the streets and gathered all whom they found, both bad and good. So the wedding hall was filled with guests.' |
person who will be preparing the meal. I will not be able to come. I decline the dinner.”

8He went to another person. He said to him, “My master invites you.”

9He said to him, “I have purchased a villa. Since I am going to collect the rent, I will not be able to come. I decline.”

10The servant left. He said to his master, “The people whom you invited to the dinner have declined.”

11The master said to his servant, “Go outside on the streets. The people you find, bring them to dine.”

therefore I cannot come.” 21So the servant came and reported this to his master. Then the householder in anger said to his servant, “Go out quickly to the streets and lanes of the city, and bring in the poor and maimed and blind and lame.” 22And the servant said, “Sir, what you commanded has been done, and still there is room.” 23And the master said to the servant, “Go out to the highways and hedges, and compel people to come in, that my house may be filled. 24For I tell you, none of those men who were invited shall taste my banquet.”

Mark 12.1—9

‘A man planted a vineyard, and set a hedge around it, and dug a pit for a wine press, and built a tower. He let it out to tenants, and went into another country. 2When the time came, he sent a servant to the tenants, to get from them some of the fruit of the vineyard. 3And they took him and beat him, and sent him away empty-handed. 4Again he sent to them another servant, and they wounded him in the head, and treated him shamefully. 5And he sent another, and him they killed. And so with many others, some they beat and some they killed. 6He had still one other, a beloved son. Finally he sent him to them, saying, “They will respect my son.” 7But those tenants said to one another, “This is the heir. Come, let us kill him, and the inheritance will be ours.” 8And they took him and killed him, and cast him out of the vineyard. 9What will the owner of the vineyard do? He will come and destroy the tenant, and give the vineyard to others.’

Matthew 21.33—41

33‘There was a householder who planted a vineyard, and set a hedge around it, and dug a wine press in it, and built a tower. He let it out to tenants, and went into another country. 34When the season of fruit drew near, he sent his servants to the tenants, to get his fruit. 35And the tenants took his servants and beat one, killed another, and stoned another. 36Again he sent other servants, more than the first. And they did the same to them. 37Afterward, he sent his son to them, saying, “They will respect my son.” 38But when the tenants saw the son, they said to themselves, “This is the heir. Come, let us kill him and have his inheritance.” 39And they took him and cast him out of the vineyard, and killed him. 40When therefore the owner of the vineyard comes, what will he do to those tenants?’ 41They said to him, ‘He will put those wretches to a miserable death, and let out the vineyard to other tenants who will give him the fruits in their seasons.’
### Appendix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>L. 66</th>
<th>Jesus said, ‘Show me the stone that the builders rejected. It is the cornerstone.’</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L. 68.1</td>
<td>Jesus said, ‘Blessed are you when you are hated and persecuted.’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L. 69.2</td>
<td>‘Blessed are those who are hungry, for whosoever desires (it), his belly will be filled.’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L. 71</td>
<td>Jesus said, ‘I will destroy this temple, and no one will build it [...]’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Luke 20.9–16</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9. A man planted a vineyard, and let it out to tenants, and went into another country for a long while. 10. When the time came, he sent a servant to the tenants, that they should give him some of the fruit of the vineyard. But the tenants beat him, and sent him away empty-handed. 11. And he sent another servant. Him also they beat and treated shamefully, and sent him away empty-handed. 12. And he sent yet a third. This one they wounded and cast out. 13. Then the owner of the vineyard said, “What shall I do? I will send my beloved son. Perhaps they will respect him.” 14. But when the tenants saw him, they said to themselves, “This is the heir. Let us kill him, that the inheritance may be ours.” 15. And they cast him out of the vineyard and killed him. What then will the owner of the vineyard do to them? 16. He will come and destroy those tenants, and give the vineyard to others.’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mark 12.10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>‘Have you not read this scripture: “The very stone which the builders rejected has become the head of the corner.”’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Matthew 21.42</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jesus said to them, ‘Have you never read in the scriptures: “The very stone which the builders rejected has become the head of the corner.”’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Luke 20.17</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>But he looked at them and said, ‘What then is this that is written: “The very stone which the builders rejected has become the head of the corner?”’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Matthew 5.10–11 (Qmatt)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>‘Blessed are those who are persecuted for righteousness sake, for theirs is the kingdom of heaven. Blessed are you when men revile you and persecute you and utter all kinds of evil against you falsely on my account.’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Luke 6.22 (Qluke)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>‘Blessed are you when men hate you, and when they exclude you and revile you, and cast out your name as evil, on account of the Son of Man.’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Matthew 10.22</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>‘and you will be hated by all for my name’s sake’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Matthew 5.6 (Qmatt)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>‘Blessed are those who hunger and thirst for righteousness, for they will be filled.’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Luke 6.21 (Qluke)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>‘Blessed are you who are hungry now, for you will be filled.’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mark 14.58</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>‘I will destroy this temple that is made with hands, and in three days I will build another, not made with hands.’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Matthew 26.61</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>‘I will destroy this temple that is made with hands, and in three days I will build another, not made with hands.’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mark 15.29</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>‘You who would destroy the temple and build it in three days...’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| L. 72.1–3 | Matthew 27.40
|          | ‘You who would destroy the temple and build it in three days…’
|          | Luke 12.13–14 (L or QLuke)
|          | 13Someone in the crowd said to him, ‘Teacher, tell my brother to divide the family inheritance with me.’ But he said to him, ‘Friend, who set me to be a judge or arbitrator over you?’
|          | L. 73
| Jesus said, ‘Indeed the harvest is plentiful but the workers are few! So ask the Lord to send out workers to the harvest.’ | Matthew 9.37–38 (QMatt)
|          | 37Then he said to his disciples, ‘The harvest is plentiful, but the labourers are few. 38Therefore ask the Lord of the harvest to send out labourers into his harvest.’
|          | Luke 10.2 (QLuke)
|          | He said to them, ‘The harvest is plentiful, but the laborers are few. Therefore ask the Lord of the harvest to send out labourers into his harvest.’
|          | L. 76.1–2
| Jesus said, ‘The Kingdom of the Father is like merchant who had some merchandise. He found a pearl. 2That merchant was wise. He sold the merchandise. Then he purchased for himself this single pearl.’ | Matthew 13.45–46 (M)
|          | 45Again, the Kingdom of Heaven is like a merchant in search of fine pearls. 46On finding one pearl of great value, he went and sold all that he had and bought it.
|          | L. 76.3
| 3You too, seek his imperishable and enduring treasure where neither moth draws near to eat nor worm destroys.’ | Matthew 6.19–20 (QMatt)
|          | 19Do not store up for yourselves treasures on earth, where moth and worm consume and where thieves break in and steal. 20But store up for yourselves treasures in heaven, where neither moth nor rust consumes and where thieves do not break in and steal.’
|          | ‘Make purses for yourselves that do not wear out, an unfailing treasure in heaven, where no thief comes near and no moth destroys.’
|          | L. 78.1–3
| Jesus said, ‘Why did you come out into the desert? To see a reed shaken by the wind? and to see a man dressed in soft garments [like your] kings and your prominent men? 2They are dressed in soft garments, but they will not be able to understand the truth.’ | Matthew 11.7–8 (QMatt)
|          | 7What did you go out into the wilderness to look at? A reed shaken by the wind? 8What then did you go out to see? Someone dressed in soft robes? Look, those who wear soft robes are in royal palaces.’
|          | ‘What did you go out into the wilderness to look at? A reed shaken by the wind? What then did you go out to see? Someone dressed in soft robes? Look, those who put on fine clothing and live in luxury are in royal palaces.’
|          | L. 79.1–3
| A woman in the crowd said to him, ‘Blessed is the womb that | Luke 11.27–28 (L or QLuke)
|          | 27While he was saying this, a woman in the crowd raised her voice and said to him, ‘Blessed is the womb that bore you and
| L. 86.1–2 | Matthew 8.20 (QMatt)  
1 Jesus said, 'The foxes have
their dens and the birds have their
nests, but the human being does
not have a place to lay down his
head and rest.'  
2 But he said, 'Blessed rather are
those who hear the word of God and obey it!'  
|  |
| L. 89.1–2 | Matthew 23.25–26 (QLuke)  
1 Jesus said, 'Why do you wash
the cup's exterior? Do you not
understand that He who created
the interior is also He who
created the exterior?'  
2 Woe to you, scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites! for you
*examine the outside of the cup and of the plate, but inside they are
full of extortion and rapacity.*  
26 You blind Pharisee! first
cleanse the inside of the cup and of the plate, that the outside
also may be clean.'  
|  |
| L. 90.1–2 | Matthew 11.28–30 (M)  
1 Jesus said, 'Come to me, for my
yoke is mild and my lordship is
gentle. And you will find rest for
yourselves.'  
2 For my yoke is easy, and my burden is light.'  
|  |
| L. 91.1–2 | Matthew 11.28–30 (M)  
1 They said to him, 'Tell us, so
that we may believe in you, who
are you?'  
2 He answered them, 'When it is evening, you say, “It will be fair
weather, because the sky is red.” And in the morning, “It will
be stormy today, because the sky is red and threatening.” You
understand how to interpret the appearance of the sky, but you
cannot interpret the signs of the times.'  
|  |
| L. 92.1–2 | Matthew 7.7–8 (QMatt)  
1 Jesus said, 'Seek and you will
find.'  
2 Ask, and it will be given you. Seek, and you will find.
<p>| L. 94.1–2 | Knock, and it will be opened to you. For everyone who asks receives, and he who seeks, finds, and to him who knocks it will be opened. Luke 11.9–10 (QLuke) |
| L. 93.1–2 | ‘Do not give what is holy to dogs, or they might toss them on the manure pile. Do not toss the pearls [to] pigs, or they might make [break] [them].’ Matthew 7.6 (M) |
| L. 95.1–2 | ‘If you have money, do not give it at interest. Rather, give [it] to someone from whom you will not get it (back).’ Luke 6.34–35 (L or QLuke) |
| L. 96.1–2 | ‘The Kingdom of the Father is like a woman. She took a little yeast. She buried it in dough. She made the dough into large bread loaves.’ Matthew 13.33 (QMatt) |
| L. 99.1–3 | ‘Your brothers and your mother are standing outside.’ He said to them, ‘Those here who do the will of my father, they are my brothers and my mother. They are the people who will enter the Kingdom of my Father.’ Mark 3.31–35 |
| L. 91.1–2 | ‘Whoever seeks will find. [Whoever knocks], it will be opened for him.’ Matthew 7.6 (QLuke) |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Appendix</th>
<th>315</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>L. 100.1–4</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1They showed Jesus a gold coin and said to him, 'Caesar’s men extort taxes from us.'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2He said to them, 'Give to Caesar, what is Caesar’s. Give to God what is God’s. And what is mine, give me.'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark 12.13–17</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13And they sent to him some of the Pharisees and some of the Herodians, to entrap him in his talk. 14And they came and said to him, 'Teacher, we know that you are true, and care for no man; for you do not regard the position of men, but truly teach the way of God. Is it lawful to pay taxes to Caesar, or not? 15Should we pay them, or should we not?' But knowing their hypocrisy, he said to them, 'Why put me to the test? Bring me a coin, and let me look at it.' 16And they brought one. And he said to them, 'Whose likeness and inscription is this?' They said to him, 'Caesar’s.' 17Jesus said to them, 'Render to Caesar the things that are Caesar’s, and to God the things that are God’s.' And they were amazed at him.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Matthew 22.15–22</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15Then the Pharisees went and took counsel how to entangle him in his talk. 16And they sent their disciples to him, along with the Herodians, saying, 'Teacher, we know that you speak and teach rightly, and show no partiality, but truly teach the way of God. Is it lawful for us to give tribute to Caesar, or not?' 17But Jesus, aware of their malice, said, 'Why put me to the test, you hypocrites? 19Show me the money for the tax.' And they brought him a coin. 20And Jesus said to them, 'Whose likeness and inscription has it?' They said, 'Caesar’s.' Then he said to them, 'Render therefore to Caesar the things that are Caesar’s, and to God the things that are God’s.' 22When they heard it, they marvelled; and they left him and went away.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Luke 20.20–26</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20'So they watched him, and sent spies, who pretended to be sincere, that they might take hold of what he said, so as to deliver him up to the authority and jurisdiction of the governor. 21They asked him, 'Teacher, we know that you speak and teach rightly, and show no partiality, but truly teach the way of God. Is it lawful for us to give tribute to Caesar, or not?' 23But he perceived their craftiness, and said to them, 'Show me a coin. Whose likeness and inscription has it?' They said, 'Caesar’s.' 24He said to them, 'Then render to Caesar the things that are Caesar’s, and to God the things that are God’s.' 26And they were not able to catch him by what he said; but marvelling at his answer they were silent.'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>L. 104.1–2</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1They said to Jesus, 'Come. Today, let’s pray and fast!' 2Jesus said, 'What sin have I committed? Or in what way have I been defeated? Rather, when the bridegroom leaves the bridal chamber, then they should fast and pray.'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mark 2.18–20</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18Now John’s disciples and the Pharisees were fasting. And people came and said to him, 'Why do John’s disciples and the disciples of the Pharisees fast, but your disciples do not fast?' 19And Jesus said to them, 'Can the wedding guests fast while the bridegroom is with them? As long as they have the bridegroom with them they cannot fast. The days will come, when the bridegroom is taken away from them, and then they will fast in that day.'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Matthew 9.14–15</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 14'And then the disciples of John came to him saying, 'Why do we
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L. 107.1–3

1 Jesus said, 'The Kingdom is like a shepherd who had **a hundred sheep**. 2 One of them, the largest, strayed. He left the ninety-nine. He sought that one until he found it. 3 After he had laboured, he said to the sheep, “I love you **more than the ninety-nine**.’

Matthew 18.12–13 (QMatt)

12 What do you think? If a man has **a hundred sheep**, and **one of them has gone astray**, does he not leave the ninety-nine on the mountains and go in search of the one that went astray? 13 And if he finds it, truly, I say to you, he rejoices over it **more than over the ninety-nine** that never went astray.

L. 109.1–3

1 Jesus said, ‘The Kingdom is like a man who had **in his field a [hidden treasure]**, but he did not know about it. 2 And after he died, he left it to his [son]. The son [did] not know (about the treasure). He took that field and sold [it]. 3 And the buyer went and ploughed. He [found] the treasure. He started to give money at interest to whomever he wished.'

Matthew 13.44

‘The Kingdom of Heaven is like a treasure hidden in a field, which [a man found] and covered up. Then in his joy he goes and sells all that he has and buys that field.'
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<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>853.14</td>
<td>196</td>
<td>19</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>856.5–6</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>188</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>929.18</td>
<td>268</td>
<td>188</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martyrdom of Perpetua and Felicitas</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>297</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martyrdom of Peter</td>
<td>100, 240</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Odes of Solomon</td>
<td>186</td>
<td>169</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.1–3</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>170</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.6–7</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>19</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.16–19</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Papyrus Egerton</td>
<td>184</td>
<td>170</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>185</td>
<td>19</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.43–59</td>
<td>276</td>
<td>19</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pistis Sophia</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>170</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>292</td>
<td>19</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>260</td>
<td>19</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.95</td>
<td>277</td>
<td>19</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.113</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>19</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.116</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>19</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.134</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>19</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.141</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>19</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:**
- The numbers in the table correspond to the page numbers in the mentioned works or manuscripts.
- The table lists references to works such as the Original Gospel of Thomas, Liber Graduumi, Prayers of Thanksgiving, and various Clementine works.
- The entries include page numbers where relevant, indicating specific sections or passages within these texts.
## Index of References

| 6.4.6 | 94 | | Treatise on the Resurrection | 49.9-25 | 184 |
| 6.11.3 | 258 | | Teachings of Silvanus | 92.10-11 | 182 |
| 6.13 | 268 | | | 106.21-23 | 250 |
| 8.4 | 142, 144 | | | 248 |
| 8.4.2 | 145 | | Testament of the Lord | 1.28 | 118 |
| 8.56 | 64 | | | |
| 10.45 | 208 | | | |
| 10.51 | 260 | | | |
| 11.19 | 97 | | | |
| 59 | 19 | | | |

### OTHER ANCIENT LITERATURE

**Qumran**

- **CD**
  - 6.20 | 126 |

- **IQpHab**
  - ix.2-4 | 275 |

- **IQS**
  - 11.5-8 | 100 |

**Mishnah, Talmud and Related Literature**

- **Aboth**
  - 3.1 | 182 |

  - 'Avoda Zara
    - 2.1 | 80 |

  - b. 'Arakin
    - 16b | 129 |

  - b. Ber.
    - 6a | 137, 138 |
    - 16a | 281 |
    - 61b | 196 |

  - b. Hag.
    - 1.12-13 | 255 |
    - 13a-13b | 85 |
    - 14b | 182 |
    - 15b | 182 |

  - b. Hullin
    - 92a | 80 |

  - b. Megillah
    - 13b | 92 |

- **b. Nid**
  - 38ab | 130 |

- **b. Pes.**
  - 93b | 166 |

- **b. Qiddushin**
  - 72b | 81 |

- **b. Sandhedrin**
  - 97b | 80 |

- **b. Shabb.**
  - 31a | 64 |
  - 88b-89a | 182 |
  - 116b | 229 |

- **b. Suk.**
  - 25a-b | 281 |
  - 45b | 80 |
  - 52a | 92 |

- **b. Yoma**
  - 38b | 81 |

- **j. Ber**
  - 1.6, 3b | 281 |

- **j. Hag.**
  - 2.77d | 212 |

- **j. Sanh.**
  - 6.23c par. | 212 |

- **j. Suk.**
  - 2.5 | 281 |
  - 52a | 281 |

### OTHER ANCIENT LITERATURE

- **T. Ber.**
  - 1.3 | 281 |
  - 2.10 | 281 |

**Other Jewish Literature**

- **Aboth de-R. Nathan**
  - 2.32 | 182 |

- **Cant. R.**
  - 2.14 | 160 |

- **Derekh Eres Rabba**
  - 3 | 182 |

- **Gen. Rabba**
  - 8.5 | 81 |
  - 30.1 | 80 |
  - 98.9 | 80 |

- **Gedullat Mosheh**
  - 2 | 85 |
  - 273 | 182 |

- **Hekhalot Fragment**
  - lines 28-38 | 182 |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Page Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>The Original Gospel of Thomas in Translation</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hekhalot Rabbati</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.5–5.3</td>
<td>182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.4–25.6</td>
<td>182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hekhalot Zuttarti</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>413–415</td>
<td>182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Josephus Ant.</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.289–294</td>
<td>281</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.391</td>
<td>139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18.4</td>
<td>275</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20.228</td>
<td>139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Koh. R.</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 (78a)</td>
<td>103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lev. R.</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ma'aseh Merkavah</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ma-ayan ha-Hokmah</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60–61</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mekhilta de-R. Ishmael</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bahodesh</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>137, 138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Beshallah</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>289</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pisha</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Shira</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.118</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Midr. Teh.</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ps. 23, para. 7</td>
<td>212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Midr. R., Song of Songs</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.12.1</td>
<td>289</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pesik. R.</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20.98a</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25.128a</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96b-98a</td>
<td>182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Philo</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agric.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8–19</td>
<td>106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>S. Nu.</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>112</td>
<td>166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tanhuma</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B 7 (18a)</td>
<td>186</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tosefta Berakot</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.26</td>
<td>257</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Patristic Literature</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aphr.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demon.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.11</td>
<td>170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.46</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.48</td>
<td>170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Homilies</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Athan</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Life of Ant.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Aug.</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. adv. leg. Et proph.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.4.14</td>
<td>185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sermon</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>216.10–11</td>
<td>153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Chrysostom</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hom in Tim.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.5</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Clement of Alexandria</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eclogae proph.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.1</td>
<td>130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20.3</td>
<td>274</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ex. Theo.</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36.1</td>
<td>202</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52.1</td>
<td>148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78.2</td>
<td>182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>79</td>
<td>297</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Frags.</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Strom.</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.1.16</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.20</td>
<td>254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference</td>
<td>Page(s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.9.45</td>
<td>48, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.13.92</td>
<td>116, 153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.18.108</td>
<td>284</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.15.99</td>
<td>131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.3.4</td>
<td>254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.6.41</td>
<td>221, 222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.14</td>
<td>254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.14.96</td>
<td>48, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.11.95</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.12</td>
<td>254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25, 29</td>
<td>223, 254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25, 29</td>
<td>223, 254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Who is the Rich Man?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyprian</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Three Books of Testimonies to Quirinus</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.29</td>
<td>156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyril</td>
<td>Mystagogical Catechesis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.1.3</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.23</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.23.4</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ephrem</td>
<td>Comm. Paul</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comm. Diastessaron</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.24</td>
<td>137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.24</td>
<td>137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.24</td>
<td>137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.24</td>
<td>137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Epiphanius</td>
<td>Panarion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24.5.4.1</td>
<td>119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30.14–15</td>
<td>277</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33.5.11</td>
<td>187</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34.18.1.1</td>
<td>155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66.65.1</td>
<td>195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78.7.7</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pseudo-Ephrem</td>
<td>Sayings of the Desert Fathers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Exposition of the Gospel</em></td>
<td><em>Poimen</em> 178 67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>83</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>247</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pseudo-Macarius</td>
<td>Symmachian in Marius Victorinus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Great Letter</em></td>
<td><em>ep. Ad Gal.</em> 1.15 248</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maloney (1992: 264)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maloney (1992: 268)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>234</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>117</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>117</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>110, 112, 113</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.52</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>161, 263</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>131, 291</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>234</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>183</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>191</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>139, 240</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.1-2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>251</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.35</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.39</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>251</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.52</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>113</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>139</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18.15–16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>157</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18.2–3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>131</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>153</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20.2–3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>154</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>191</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25.9–10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>76, 77</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27.10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>246</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>246</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>171, 172</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>198</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>246</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>124</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>117</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>183</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>106</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37.8–9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>105</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(<em>Corpus Hermeticum</em>)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>103</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>103</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.27</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>134</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>182</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>182</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>182</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>182</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.7–10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>106</td>
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